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(ABSTRACT) 

As a result of noncompliance and other operational forces (e.g., economic, 

political) in the world of work, handicapped adults have the lowest labor force 

participation rates and lowest earnings within the classifications of age, sex, race, 

and education. Many research studies have examined elements which contribute to 

this bleak picture, but none have investigated the advocacy role of organized labor 

for qualified handicapped adults seeking employment or the impact on labor 

officials' advocacy efforts by operational forces in the world of work. 

The purpose of this study was to identify the forces which influence labor 

unions' advocacy efforts for the employment of handicapped individuals. Two 

research questions were developed: (1) How do identified driving and restraining 

forces impact on labor union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped 

adults? (2) What are the forces which impact on employers' willingness to hire 

qualified handicapped adults? 

A case study approach and theoretical collection of data were selected. Two sites 

were purposefully chosen for their political and social diversities, and a third site 

was selected for its national perspective. Fifty nine subjects were purposely selected 
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from four groups: community advocates, handicapped adults, private sector 

managers and labor union representatives. 

Data collection methods were: interviews, observations and document review. 

Data were inductively analyzed. The data analysis process involved the 

identification of categories and generalized relations among categories. Mini case 

studies of each subgroup at each geographical location were developed. Data were 

further collapsed as these mini case studies were merged to develop a case study of 

each geographical site. A cross site analysis then was conducted. 

The multiple comparisons made of the differences and similarities among groups 

and among communities led to the development of four substantive theories: ( 1) A 

restraining force to labor union advocacy for handicapped adults is labor union 

representatives' failure to recognize that the forces which impact on the handicapped 

applicant also affect the disabled union member. Lack of knowledge and attitudinal 

barriers were primary indicators. (2) Attitudinal barriers have a more direct impact 

on local labor union officials' advocacy efforts than do organized labor's traditional 

roles and one to one policy. (3) Employers' perceptions of the threat of the federal 

government's potential for enforcement of Sections 503 and 402 is a primary 

operational force which impacts on the degree to which federal contractors comply 

with the federal mandates. (4) Managers' fears of increases in compensation 

premiums and their belief that handicapped workers are not productive are primary 

economic and psychological restraining forces. 
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CHAPTER I 

Development of the Problem 

Introduction 

Work has long been recognized as an essential component in the life of every 

adult. Social status, determined to a large degree by job position and income, has 

proven to be a significant barrier to the successful integration into our society by 

many unemployed and underemployed handicapped adults (Chadsey-Rusch, 1984; 

W ehman, 1981 ). 

Handicapped adults have the protection of affirmative action components found 

in Sections 501 and 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112). as 

amended (Public Law 93-516) and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Readjustment 

Assistance Act of 19n. These legal mandates along with Executive Order 11246 

establish a legal framework for equal opportunity employment for qualified 

handicapped adults. In spite of these federal mandates which require two million 

federal contractors and subcontractors at any point in time to provide affirmative 

action in the employment of qualified handicapped adults and disabled Vietnam era 

veterans many private sector employers do not comply (Department of Labor, 

OFCCP-5; Pati, Adkins & Morrison, 1981; Mainstream, 1981; Pati & Adkins, 

1980). 

As a result of noncompliance and other operational forces (e.g .. economic, 

political, psychological/social) in the world of work handicapped adults have the 

lowest labor force participation rates and lowest earnings within the classifications 

of age. sex, race and education (Levitan & Taggart, 1977; Craft, Benecki & Shkop, 

1980). Many research studies have examined elements which contribute to tliis 
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bleak picture but none have investigated the advocacy role of organized labor for 

qualified handicapped adults seeking employment or the impact on labor officials' 

advocacy efforts by operational forces in the world of work. 

Backzround of the Problem 

Any investigation regarding the hanpicapped gives rise to potential problems 

related to the comprehensive definition of the group. Literature sources and statistics 

ref erring to handicapped adults represent handicapping conditions which range from 

the severely handicapped such as paraplegics, to minor handicapping conditions 

which interfere minimally with the capacity of an individual to function satisfactorily 

on the job. Federal regulations, departmental policies and subjective opinions 

contribute to all-em.bracing definitions and to variations among definitions. 

The definition cited in Title Vof the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as am.ended, was 

used in this study unless subjects specifically defined the handicapping condition 

when providing a particular response. In such cases clarification was provided. 

Employment provides an individual the opportunities to expand social contacts, 

contribute to society, demonstrate creativity and establish an adult identity. The 

income an individual generates from work cJ."eates purchasing power in the 

community, makes community integration easier, expands the range of available 

choices, enhances independence and creates personal status (Chadsey-Rusch, 

1984). 

The United States government formally recognized the value of full employment 

with the 1946 Employment Act. But today factors such as: technological change, 

educational inadequacies, geographical bottlenecks in the labor market and 
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discrimination prevent many Americans from securing jobs (Roberts, 1984; 

Rosenbloom, 1982). 

During the early 1970s the national rate of unemployment began to rise in the 

United States. In the late 1970s it peaked at 10.6 percent and then gradually 

declined. By July 1984 the national unemployment rate fell to 7.1 percent; and by 

April 1988 it fell to 5.4% (Podursk.y, 1984; West Virginia Department of 

Employment Security, 5/31/88). But Americans continue to be unemployed and. 

statistics verify that many of those unemployed Americans are Black, Hispanic, 

teenage workers and handicapped adults. 

Some studies show that only two fifths of the handicapped population are 

employed. This compares to three fourths of the nonimpaired population. As a 

result only 4.1 million of the eleven million potentially employable handicapped 

adults are able to secure jobs (Ianacone & Tilson, 1983 ). A national survey, 

conducted in 1985 by the International Center for the Disabled (ICD) in cooperation 

with the National Council on the Handicapped and The President's Committee on 

Employment of the Handicapped provides evidence of even higher numbers of 

unemployed handicapped adults. The ICD survey reported that two thirds of 

handicapped individuals between the ages of 16 and 64 were not working. Of these 

12.4 million people, 8.2 million wanted to work (Louis Harris and Associates, 

Inc., 1987, March). 

Regardless of the study cited it is obvious large numbers of handicapped adults 

are not employed. It also is apparent that many of the handicapped adults who are 

working are underemployed. Some literature sources state that employed 

handicapped workers account for one sixth of all service workers and laborers and 
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more than a third of all private household workers even though they constitute only 

one tenth of the workforce (Vandergoot & Lindberg, 1981; Levitan & Taggart, 

1977). 

Although handicapped adults experience extreme difficulties in securing jobs 

handicapped workers' rates of performance and work attitudes typically are cited in 

literature sources as practical motives for employing handicapped adults. 

Handicapped workers' good performance rates are validated by studies such as the 

1948 Bureau of Labor Statistics study, the 1973 and 1981 Du Pont surveys and the 

1987 International Center for the Disabled (ICD) Survey II: Employin& Disabled 

Americans (Paquette, 1976; E.I Du Pont & Company, 1981; and Louis Harris and 

Associates, Inc., March 1987). 

Many businesses in the private sector fail to comply with federal .mandates (e.g .. 

Section 503, Section 402 and Executive Order 11246) (Pati & Adkins, 1980). 

Organized labor officials have a demonstrated history of concern regarding this 

country's unhealthy economy. This is not surprising since the working class base 

of labor unions creates parallel interests between the general public and union 

members. These interests include full employment, social welfare and civil rights 

(AFL-CIO, 1984). 

Organized labor's social and economic interests have expanded over the years to 

include interests which are parallel to concerns of the handicapped population. 

These common concerns include: health benefits, disability insurance, job safety 

standards, workers compensation and rehabilitation for handicapped and/or disabled 

workers (Weiner, Akabas & Grynbaum, 1964; AFL-CIO, 1984). 
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What are labor union officials' interests in fulfilling affirmative action mandates 

for the handicapped'? What operational forces in the world of work impact on the 

actions of labor union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults'? 

Statement of the Problem 

Federal legislation mandates affirmative action in the employment of qualified 

handicapped adults and surveys confirm that handicapped workers are safe and 

productive. Regardless of these factors handicapped adults are not participating 

fully in the work force. Advocacy efforts by labor union officials could provide one 

avenue of advocacy. However at the outset of this study there was a lack of 

information which would identify the operational forces which influence labor 

union officials' advocacy for the employment of qualified handicapped individuals. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to identify operational forces in the world of work 

which impact on labor union officials' advocacy efforts for handicapped adults. As 

a result of emergent data operational forces which impact on employers' willingness 

to hire handicapped adults also were explored. 

Research Questions 

Two research questions were addressed: 

1. How do identified driving and rest.raining forces impact on labor union officials' 

advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults'? 

2. What are the operational forces which impact on employers' willingness to hire 

qualified handicapped adults'? 
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Significance of the Study 

Data generated from this study should be used by advocates, handicapped adults, 

educators, governmental officials and labor union officials to develop strategies 

which would: (1) encourage community advocates to more effectively accomplish 

their goal of enhanced employment opportunities for handicapped clients; (2) 

encourage labor union officials, community advocates and handicapped adults to 

recognize their shared political interests and form effective local, state and national 

coalitions; and (3) assist educators to identify and implement training strategies 

which would enhance employment opportunities for handicapped youth. If 

strategies are developed and acted upon the result should be a reduction in the 

number of unemployed and underemployed handicapped adults. 

Strategies to Reduce the Effects of Limitations 

A cross-site case study approach was used in this study. Multiple observations 

and taped interviews were obtained from four diverse subgroups as well as 

pertinent documentation. Each interview was transcribed and coded prior to the 

development of mini case studies on each group at each geographical location. 

Although it is believed that research methodology was extremely rigorous for this 

type of study some limitations must be noted. 

Margaret Lecompte and Judith Goetz (1982) stated that because unique 

situations cannot be reconstructed precisely and because human behavior is never 

static no qualitative study can be' replicated exactly regardless of the methods and 

designs employed. Because these limitations were known strategies were devised to 

enhance the study's reliability. 
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The researcher served as the data gathering instrument in this study. This 

situation leads to the possibility of biases in some of the data presented by the 

investigator. 

Because of this limitation emphasis was placed on strengthening the ability to 

replicate the study. A thorough description of strategies used to collect data was 

provided. Records also were maintained that were not possible to present in this 

document due to their bulk but can be made available to individuals who might wish 

to replicate the study. 

A triangulation process was used to cross check data obtained from documents 

and interviews and observations of subjects from the four subgroups at the three 

geographical sites. A clearly marked audit trail provides an accessible reference to 

all quoted statements. 

Even though validity has been cited as a qualitative study's strength care must be 

taken to show that abstract conceptualizations generated match the conditions which 

appear in human life and are applicable across groups (LeCompte & Goetz). 

Validity concerns were adequately addressed during this study. The ten weeks spent 

by this researcher interviewing subjects provided opportunities for continual data 

analysis. Subjects who were purposely selected for relevance to their particular 

interests in the world of work were typically interviewed at the work site. The few 

exceptions were the interviews of some handicapped adults who met the author at 

community advocacy centers. 

A multisite design was utilized and analytic findings were derived from 

observations and interviews across a spectrum of subgroups which were studied in 
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a comparable manner. Based on saturation of data the researcher believes that the 

sample size was adequate. 

Limitations 

Limitations to this study were: (1) accessibility to management and labor 

representatives, (2) identification of handicapped adults in the two communities, (3) 

subjects' various perceptions of the terms handicapped and disabled and (4) the 

length of time and amount of money required of one researcher to conduct a study 

of this magnitude and analyze collected data. 

Definition of Terms 

In order to facilitate clarity and understanding the following terms were defined as 

they related to this study: 

1. Disabled Vietnam Era Veteran. Section 402 of the Vietnam Era•Readjustment 

Assistance Act of 1974 and the 1984 expansion of the definition uses the percent of 

disability and later the phrase "serious employment handicap" as criteria: 

(a) qualified Vietnam era veterans during the first four years after 
their discharge and (b) certain qualified disabled veterans throughout 
their working life. These disabled veterans include those with a 30 
percent or more disability and those whose discharge or release from 
active duty resulted from a disability incurred or aggravated in the 
line of duty (Department of Labor, OFCCP-5). 

The 1984 definition expansion: 

.... Veterans with disability ratings of 10 to 20 percent who have 
been determined by the Veterans Administration to have a serious 
employment handicap ... (Federal Register, 1987, 52(42]). 

2. Grounded Theory. The discovery of theory from data systematically obtained 

from research (Glaser & Strauss, 1980). 

3. Handicapped Adult A handicapped person is defined in the Rehabilitation Act of 

1973 (Public Law 93-112), as amended, as anyone who: 
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(1) Has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits 
one or more of his major life activities. (2) Has a record of such an 
impairment. (3) Is regarded as having such an impairment (Public 
Law 93-516, 93rd Congress, H.R. 17503, December 7, 1974, as 
cited in the Federal Re2ister. 1980, May). 

4. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Subpart B, #104.12 est-ablishes 

requirements for reasonable accommodation which are in part: 

(a) A recipient [of federal funds] shall make reasonable 
accommodation to the known physical or mental limitations of an 
otherwise qualified handicapped applicant or employee unless the 
recipient can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose an 
undue hardship on the operation of its program. 

(b) Reasonable accommodation may include: (1) making facilities 
used by employees readily accessible to and usable by handicapped 
persons and (2) job restructuring, part-time or modified work 
schedules, acquisition or modification of equipment or devices, the 
provision of readers or interpreters and other similar actions .... 

(d) A recipient may not deny any employment opportunity to a 
qualified handicapped employee or applicant if the basis for the 
denial is the need to make reasonable accommodation to the physical 
or mental limitations of the employee or applicant ( Federal Re2ister, 
1980, May). 

5. Substantive Theory. A theory developed for an empirical area of sociological 
inquiry [e.g., patient care] and is achieved by progressive and cumulative collection 
of facts. In contrast formal theory is developed for a conceptual area of sociological 
inquiry [e.g., status passage] (Glaser and Strauss,1980). 

Summary 

As a result of noncompliance and other operational forces in the world of work 
I 

handicapped adults have the lowest labor force participation rates and lowest 

earnings within the classifications of age, sex, race and education. Research studies 

have examined various elements which contribute to this situation but none have 

investigated the advocacy role of organized labor for handicapped adults seeking 

employme.nt or the impact on labor officials' advocacy efforts by operational forces 
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in the world of work. The purpose of this study was to identify the forces which 

influence labor union officials' advocacy efforts for handicapped adults and to 

identify the forces which impact on employers' willingness to hire handicapped 

adults. 



CHAPTER II 

Review Of Literature 

Introduction 

The review of literature presented was relevant to the purpose of this study: the 

identification of interrelated operational forces and their impact on advocacy efforts 

and employment opportunities for qualified adults with handicapping conditions. 

Five topics were addressed: Defining Handicapped, Legal Forces, Economic-Social 

Forces and Consequences, Advocacy for Handicapped Adults and The Role of 

Organized Labor. 

Definin& Handicapped 

Significant barriers to the enforcement of affirmative action laws are created by 

the uncertain and differing criteria used to identify the handicapped adult population. 

In addition the definition of handicapped as cited in the Rehabilitation Act may be 

broadly interpreted. Court decisions also have expanded the scope of the definition. 

Published reports referring to the handicapped and/or the disabled frequently do 

not provide explicit definitions for the use of the terms nor is there a distinction 

typically made between individuals who have become disabled as a result of 

industrial injuries from those who have other types of handicapping conditions 

(fuck, 1983). Further confusion was created when President Reagan renamed the 

President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped to the President's 

Committee on Employment of People with Disabilities (Education of the 

Handicapped, 1988, .11(12]). In order to present a better understanding of the 

complexities of defining the term handicapped three topics were discussed in this 

11 
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section: Current Definitions, Ramifications of Multiple Definitions and The Impact 

of Court Decisions. 

Current Definitions 

Governmental agencies have adopted and federal mandates have created various 

definitions over the years to classify individuals as handicapped. These agencies 

and mandates often vary in their choice of terminology (i.e., handicapped and 

disabled). A brief summary of some of these definitions follows: 

(1) The United States Bureau of the Census defines a disabled individual as any one 

who meets the criteria listed below. As emphasized, a person may meet the criteria 

of being defined as handicapped by the US Bureau of the Census if he chooses to 

mark that he has left a job due to health reasons. 

(a) With a health problem or disability which prevents them from 
working or which limits the kind or amount of work they can do. (b) 
With a service-connected disability or ever retired or left a job for 
health reasons. (c) Did not work in survey week because of long 
term physical or mental illness or disability which prevents the 
performance of any kind of work. ( d) Did not work at all in 1981 
because ill or disabled. (e) Under 65 years of age and covered by 
Medicare. (f) Under 65 years of age and a recipient of Supplemental 
Security Income (United States Bureau of the Census, 1983 ). 

(2) The Developmental Disabilities Act of 1984 addresses the severely handicapped 

and adds the adjective "developmental": 

... a severe chronic disability ... which: (a) is attributable to a 
mental or physical impairment or combination of mental and physical 
impairments; (b) is manifested before the person attains age twenty 
two; (c) is likely to continue indefinitely; (d) results in substantial 
functional limitations in three or more of the following areas of 
major life activity: (i) self-care, (ii) receptive and expressive 
language, (iii) learning, (iv) mobility, (v) self-direction, (vi) capacity 
for independent living and (vii) economic self-sufficiency; and (e) 
reflects the person's need for a combination and sequence of special, 
interdisciplinary or generic care, treatment or other services which 
are of lifelong or extended duration and are individually planned and 
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coordinated (Public Law 98-52 7, 1984, 98th Congress, H.R. 
5603). 

(3) Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as 

amended in 1984, uses the percent of disability and the phrase "serious employment 

handicap" as criteria: 

. . . . veterans with disability ratings of 10 to 20 percent who have 
been determined by the Veterans Administration to have a serious 
employment handicap ... (Federal Register, 1987, 52[42]). 

(4) Title Vof the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112), as amended in 

1974 (Public Law 93-516), uses the phrase "substantially limits one or more major 

life aa.ivities" as a criterion: 

(a) has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits 
one or more of this major life activities. (b) has a record of such an 
impairment or (c) is regarded as having such an impairment (Public 
Law 93-516, 1974, 93rd Congress, H.R. 17503). 

Ramifications of Multiple Definitions 

These differing criteria cited in the various definitions contribute to the general 

public's multiple perceptions of "handicapped" and/or "disabled". For example, 

publications by the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 

Organizations (AFL-CIO) indicate that the labor community make a distinction 

between the terms handicapped and disabled. 

Publications by AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute makes 

reference to job training programs for dislocated workers, unemployed members 

and special demonstration sites which focus on the needs of the disabled (AFL-CIO: 

Organized Labor Workjng for Partnerships in Jobs and Training. no date; AFL-

CIO. Opening Doors for the Disabled ... to Good Union Jobs, no date). In contrast 

AFL-CIO's publication: Working Together ... The Key to Jobs For the 
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Handicapped (Publication Number 42) addresses topics such as: affirmative action, 

selective job placement and labor's association with the President's Committee for 

the Employment of the Handicapped. 

Rehabilitation literature also makes a distinction between the terms disabled and 

handicapped. Seethama and Majumder (1979) stated that when a physical and/or 

mental impairment interfered with an individual's abilities it created a disability. But 

when a disability clashed with society (e.g., negative social attitudes) it created a 

handicap. A handicapping condition then hindered the performance of an 

individual's social roles. 

Mampapur Seethama and Ranjit Majumder (1979) reviewed Gellman's article 

"Projections in the Field of Physical Disability". Gellman believed handicap ref erred 

to a "decrement in functioning from the impact of a negative self-image or negative 

social attitudes toward the disabled" and that not all disabilities resulted in 

handicaps. Gellman further stated that the transmutation of a disability into a 

handicap appeared to be a function of the severity of the disability and the process 

of social handicapping. Tuck (1983) defined disability as a nonfunctioning body 

part and handicap as a psychosocial interaction between the person and the 

environment. 

Authors who publish in rehabilitation literature journals tend to perceive the 

disabled as able to function productively and the handicapped as unable to meet 

performance expectations of the environment (Seethama & Majumder, 1979; Tuck, 

1983). Based on this assumption the employment of injured workers is believed to 

be dependent upon the individual being viewed as disabled rather than handicapped 

(Tuck, 1983). National level advocates for the handicapped also appear to agree 
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with this perception. For example, the President's Committee for the Employment 

of the Handicapped recently changed its title to President's Committee for the 

Employment of People with Disabilities. 

The various definitions of the terms handicapped and/or disabled also has 

resulted in diverse methods of identifying subjects in studies and/or surveys. 

Handicapped subjects may be selected by methods ranging from physiological 

assessments to self-perceptions to programmatic definitions. An example of the 

results of surveys using different identification criteria was reported in the 1984 

Digest of Data on Persons with Disabilities and showed that a comparison of 

National Health Interview Survey's "chronic activity limitation" and the "work 

ability" used in the Social Security Administration's 1978 Survey of Disability and 

Wark indicated strikingly different patterns by sex (Mathematica Policy Research, 

Inc., 1984). 

In 1984 Section 503's broad protections were cited as a problem area by Bernie 

Posner, Executive Director of the President's Committee on Employment of the 

Handicapped, at a Public Service Seminar on Restoring the Disabled and 

Handicapped to the Mainstream of Employment: Problems and Solutions (fhe 

Federal Program Advisory Service, 1984). An illustration of this problem is 

provided: 

A person who has had a stroke and is left with a paralyzed arm is 
both visibly handicapped and substantially limited in major life 
activities. That person is protected by Section 503, as is the 
individual who has fully recovered from a stroke with no physical 
limitations because that person has a history of a handicapping 
condition. Even the individual who has never had a stroke but has 
had slight asymptomatic hypertension also is protected if the 
employer perceives that person as candidate for a stroke 
(Mainstream, Inc., 1981). 
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This explanation provides some insight but issues regarding Section 503' s 

criteria continue to arise. For example, the question of whether a temporary 

disability qualifies as handicapped under the Rehabilitation Act was addressed as 

recently as May 1987 by the Interagency Coordinating Committee (ICC). Members 

of the ICC published the following policy statement in the Federal Register: 

When applying title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 , as 
a.mended, it is necessary to determine whether a person with a 
particular physical or mental condition is an individual with 
handicaps. One aspect of this determination is whether the physical 
or mental condition or impairment substantially limits one or more of 
such person's major life activities. The duration or expected duration 
of the impairment is a factor that may properly be considered when 
determining whether the impairment substantially limits one or more 
of such activities. 

However in this context the duration of the impairment is not the 
controlling factor, as other factors such as the degree of the 
limitation must also be considered. Moreover it must be emphasized 
that each case involving a determination of substantial limitation be 
evaluated on its own merits (Mainstream, Inc., 1987, July-August). 

The Impact of Court Decisions 

Several court decisions have broadened the scope of the meaning of handicapped 

under the Rehabilitation Act. For example, in 1986 in Blackwell v. the United 

Stated Department of the Treasury the United States District Court for the District 

of Columbia ruled that a federal agehcy's failure to rehire an employee because he 
i 

was a transvestite violated Section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act. The decision was 
i 

based on the fact that the person was "perceived" as having a limitation to major life 

activities and that transvestitism was recognized as a mental disorder by the 

American Psychiatric Association (Mainstream, Inc., 1987, March-April). 

On March 3, 1987 the United States Supreme Court ruled that the contagious 

disease of tuberculosis could be considered as a handicapping condition within the 
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meaning of Section 504 in the case of School Board of Nassau County. Florida. et 

al v. Arline (hereafter cited as Arline). The Arline case left many people wondering 

whether it would serve as precedent for the contagious disease of acquired immune 

deficiency syndrome (AIDS) (Mainstream, Inc .. 1987, March 25). The Civil Rights 

Restoration Act attempted to clarify this issue by stating: 

.... For purposes of Sections 503 and 504. as such sections relate 
to employment, [the term handicapped) does not include an 
individual who has a currently contagious disease or infection and 
who, by reason of such disease or of other individuals or who. by 
reason of the currently contagious disease or infection is unable to 
perform the duties of the job (Mainstream, Inc .. 1988, May-June). 

Legal Forces 

Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112), as amended 

(Public Law 93-516), guarantees the civil rights of people with handicapping 

conditions and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance 

Act of 1974 assures affirmative action for qualified disabled and Vietnam era 

veterans (Federal Register, 1978, 43(204); Federal Register, 1987, 52[42]). In 

order to present a total picture of these laws five areas of discussion were presented 

below: Provisions of the Laws, Enforcement of Section 503, Office of Federal 

Contract Compliance Programs Administrative Process and Decision, Effectiveness 

of Section 503 Enforcement and Private Right of Action Under Section 503. 

Provisions of the Laws 

The passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 brought new hope to handicapped 

adults. Sections 501-504 address affirmative action for qualified handicapped adults 

and many people hoped at its passage that it would have far reaching effects for 

qualified handicapped individuals in the world of work. 
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Section 501 states that federal departments and agencies may not discriminate 

against qualified applicants for employment solely on the basis of disability and that 

federal departments and agencies must take affirmative action to employ and 

promote qualified disabled individuals. Section 501 also established the Interagency 

Committee on Handicapped. This committee works in cooperation with the Civil 

Service Commission gathering data regarding federal employment practices and 

creates strategies which should eliminate barriers to qualified handicapped adults 

(Public Law 93-516, 93rd Congress, H.R. 17503, 1974, December). 

Section 502 established the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance 

Board (ATBCB). The chairpersons of the following departments or agencies make 

up the membership of the ATBCB: Health, Education and Welfare; Housing and 

Urban Development; Labor; Interior; the General Services Administration; United 

States Postal Service; and the Veterans Administration. Functions of the board are 

to promote compliance with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-

480, as amended Public Law 91-205) and are identified as: ensuring compliance 

with legislation; investigating and exam;n;ng alternative approaches to architectural, 

transportation and attitudinal barriers; determining what measures should be taken to 

eliminate these barriers; promoting the International Symbol of Access according to 

Public Law 90-480; reporting to the President and Congress; and recommending 

appropriate additional legislation. 

Similar in intent to Sect.ion 501, Sect.ion 503 mandates that federal contractors and 

subcontractors may not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 

employment on grounds of physical or mental disability for any position for which 

he or she is otherwise qualified and that federal contractors with procurement 
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contracts of $2,500 or more are further required to take affirmative action to employ 

and promote qualified disabled persons at all levels of employment (Public Law 93-

516, 1974). A contractor or subcontractor of $50,000 contract or more and having 

fifty or more employees i~ required to prepare and maintain an annually updated 

affirmative action program (Federal Register, 1978, 43[204]). 

A United States government contractor often is a private business but also refers 

to an educational or research institution or a state or local government. It is 

estimated that one half of the businesses in this country were affected by Section 

503 during the latter 1970s (Mainstream, Inc. November 1981; President's 

Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped. 1984 ). 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act is the most far reaching section and affects 

evety federal financial assisted activity. Section 504 authorizes that: 

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States .. 
. . shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to 
discrimination under, any program or activity receiving Federal 
financial assistance (Public Law 93-516, 1974). 

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act also mandates employers to provide 

reasonable accommodations so that qualified handicapped individuals may hold and 
\ 

perform their jobs. Requirements include: accessibility to facilities, acquiring, 

modifying or redesigning equipment or devices; job restructuring; part time 

interpreters and the elimination of discriminatory tests. 

The term qualified handicapped denotes that -a person is capable of functioning in 

the work environment and could perform a particular job with the assistance, where 

appropriate, of a reasonable accommodation to the individual's handicap. Job 

restructuring is considered a reasonable accommodation for a handicapped person 
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who performs essential functions of a job but lacks the ability to perform some of 

the satellite functions. An accommodation is considered to be unreasonable when it 

imposes an undue hardship on the conduct of its business. In determining the extent 

of a contractor's accommodation obligations the following factors have been 

considered: (1) business necessity, (2) financial cost and expenses, (3) job safety 

and/or (4) seniority provisions in collective bargaining agreements (Mainstream, 

Inc., 1981). 

Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974 

requires that: 

Federal contractors who receive $10,000 or more in United States 
government contracts to take affirmative action to employ and 
advance in employment qualified disabled and Vietnam era veterans 
at all levels of employment, including the executive level 
(Department of Labor, OFCCP-5). 

The United States Department of Labor added regulations in 1987 which became 

effective March 1988 and mandated federal contractors to file an annual form which 

discloses the total number of all new employees hired and the number of Vietnam 

era veterans they employ by job category and hiring location. The Department of 

Labor proposes to use the information to determine whether Vietnam era veterans 

are benefiting from the affirmative action regulations required by Section 402 

(News: United States Department of Labor, 1987). 

Executive Order 11246 also applies to federal contractors and subcontractors of 

$10,000 or more and states that these employers must take affirmative action to 

ensure equal opportunity in all areas of employment. It prohibits discrimination 

because of race, color, religion, sex or national origin (Department of Labor, 

OFCCP-5). 
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Enforcement of Section503 

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), a Department of 

Labor's Employment Standards Administration, administers Section 503 of the 

Rehabilitation Act, and also is responsible for Executive Order 11246, as amended, 

and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974. 

(Department of Labor, OFCCP-5; United States General Accounting Office, 1984, 

January). The OFCCP has the responsibility for assuring that federal. contractors do 

not discriminate in employment practices and that they take affirmative action to 

promote equal employment opportunity for qualified handicapped individuals. 

An OFCCP compliance review is initiated in one of three ways: (1) a request 

from the buying agency for clearance prior to the award of a particular contract, (2) 

a complaint, or (3) selection under OFCCP's regular scheduling process 

(Washington & Faughnan, 1979; Regan & Heneghan, 1979). Any handicapped 

applicant or worker who feels that a federal contractor has disaiminated against him 

could file a complaint within 180 days from the alleged violation. It is the 

commission's prerogative whether or not to investigate the complaint (Regan & 

Heneghan, 1979). Determination of investigation is made by staff at regional 

offices. The regional office bases determination on: 

.... (1) OFCCP had jurisdiction over the employer, i.e., the 
employer has a federal contract in excess of $2,500, (2) the 
complaint is not frivolous and is about discrimination based on a 
covered handicap, and (3) the complaint is timely filed .... (United 
States General Accounting Office, 1984, January). 

If the complaint is investigated and there is indication that the employer is in 

violation, the agency officials use "conciliation and persuasion" to secure 

compliance. If these attempts fail, OFCCP could ref er the complaint to the 
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Department of Labor (DOL), Office of the Solicitor. The Solicitor could then file an 

administrative complaint on behalf of the disabled individual against the employer. 

The federal contractor is required to respond to the complaint with a written answer. 

prior to an administrative hearing. 

The DOL Chief Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) conducts the hearing and 

makes a recommended decision. This recommended decision is passed to the 

Secretary of Labor for final action. As a result the Deputy Under Secretary for 

Employment Standards makes final decisions in 503 cases (Mainstream, Inc. , 

1981). 

OFCCP Administrative Process and Decision 

Based on The Report of OFCCP's Actions to Improve Processing of Handicapped 

Employment Discrimination Complaints (GAO/HRD-84-21) the number of 503 

complaints during fiscal years (FY') 1981-1983 were: FY' 1981 =2, 235; FY' 

1982=1,462; and FY' 1983=1,409. Corresponding end of year inventories were 

2,733, 1,506 and 686. The study's analysis shows that the age of the Section 503 

inventory decreased, although over 39 percent of the complaints were still more 

than one year old as of September 30, 1983. Data also show that in FY' 81, 9.1 

percent of all filed cases had required more than three years for completion; 17.1 

percent of cases filed in FY' 82 and 19.3 percent of cases filed in FY' 83 required 

more than three years for completion. (United States General Accounting Office, 

1984, January). 

Cases closed with resolution (i.e., cases closed following an investigation) were 

of eleven types. The types and the number of cases resolved per FY' 81, 82 and 83 

were: No Violation (547, 349, 196), Training (0, 1, 0) Reinstatement (49, 39, 14), 
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Hired (21, 14, 9), Promotion (8, 7, 1) Restored Seniority (16, 22, 4) 

Accommodation (30, 22, 17) Retroactive Benefits (14, 18, 9) Backpay (56, 40, 16) 

Other Monetary Settlements (23, 33, 10), Other (91, 28, 27). As shown in Figures 

1 and 2, OFCCP typically ruled that no violation had occurred (United States 

General Accounting Office. 1984. January). 

Effectiveness of Enforcement 

Although the affirmative action components of Sections 503 and 402 apply to 

over two million contracts, at any point in time, many businesses are not in 

compliance. An on site inspection of thirty randomly selected contractors by the 

Chicago Regional Office of the OFCCP indicated that noncompliance in that region 

was prevalent in the following three areas: (1) hiring qualified handicapped persons, 

(2) using proper reasons for terminating them and (3) promoting them or even 

considering them for promotion (Pati & Adkins, 1980). 

As a result of the findings in a 1985 survey, the International Center for the 

Disabled (ICD) conducted a follow up study (i.e., The ICD Survey II: Employing 

Disabled Americans) in 1986, in cooperation with the National Council on the 

Handicapped and The President's Committee on the Employment of the 

Handicapped. In all 921 interviews were conducted with managers of 921 

companies. Of the managers interviewed 71 % of those who represented federal 

contractors stated that they had established a hiring policy for handicapped people. 

This compared to 21 % of managers of companies without federal contracts. Even 

though these results indicate that Section 503 requirements have had some effect 

one conclusion of the study was as follows: 

. . . . It is clear that most managers give the recruitment of disabled 
people a very low priority and that little society or business pressure 
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is brought to bear on them to give it higher priority (Louis Harris & 
Associates, Inc .. 1987, March). 

Perhaps the strongest indicator of ineffective enforcement was delivered by the 

House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities. On June 3, 1987 oversight 

hearings on the performance of the OFCCP was held. The House Subcommittee 

deplored OFCCP for not vigorously enforcing the affirmative action regulations. 

One recommendation of the critical subcommittee report was that Congress 

introduce legislation to establish the OFCCP as a separate independent agency from 

the DOL (Mainstream, Inc., 1987 July-August). 

Private Right of Action Under Section 503 

Section 503 does not provide a private right of action as a means by which 

handicapped persons can seek redress in federal court. Although federal district 

courts have been divided on the issue three federal appeals courts agree that no such 

right exists. In the consolidated cases of Rogers v. Frito-Lay and Moon v. 

Roadway Express (hereafter cited as Moon and Rogers) the Fifth Circuit Court 

referred to two United States Supreme Court cases for guidance on implied private 

right of action but the court failed to provide specific language authorizing private 

right of action. 

Based on the decisions of Cort v. Ash and Cannon v. University of Chicago. the 

court looked at both congressional intent and statutory language of the 

Rehabilitation Act. The Court found no persuasive evidence of congressional intent 

and stated that the statutory language placed the responsibility on the federal 

departments and agencies, not on the contractors. The Supreme Court declined to 

review Moon and Rogers in 1980 (Milk. 1980). 
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under Section 504 and the 14th Amendment. These cases typically address issues of 

discrimination, reasonable accommodations and productivity and safety; and will be 

reviewed in other sections of this chapter. 

Economic-Social Forces and Consequences 

In 1946 the Employment Act stated that individuals able, willing and seeking 

work should have job opportunities. In spite of this law high rates of 

unemployment began to plague the United States. During the early 1970s a 10. 6% 

unemployment rate typically was cited as a primary cause of the high rate of 

unemployment for individuals from so called "marginal groups" (e.g .. Black, 

Hispanic, teenage workers and handicapped adults). 

The decade of the eighties brought a gradual decline in the overall unemployment 

rate in America. In July of 1984 it fell to 7.1 % and by April of 1988 it had 

decreased to 5.4%. (Roberts, 1984; West Virginia Department of Employment 

Security. 5/31 /88). Regardless of the unemployment rate in this country, 

individuals with handicapping conditions continue to face unemployment or are 

forced to accept entry level, low paying jobs (Levitan & Taggart, 1977; Bowe, 

1983; Louis Harris & Associates, Inc .. 1987). 

Unemployment and Underemployment of Handicapped Adults 

Ianacone and Tilson ( 1983) state that two fifths of the handicapped population are 

unemployed compared to three fourths of the nonimpaired population. A national 

survey conducted in 1985 by the International Center for the Disabled (ICD) in 

cooperation with the National Council on the Handicapped and The President's 

Committee on Employment of the Handicapped produced evidence of even higher 

numbers of unemployed handicapped adults. The 1985 ICD survey reported that 
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two thirds of handicapped individuals between the ages of 16 and 64 were not 

working. Of these 12.4 million people, 8.2 million wanted to work (Louis Harris & 

Associates, Inc., 1987, March). 

Of those handicapped individuals who are working many are underemployed. 

Some literature sources state that although working handicapped adults constitute 

only one tenth of the work force they account for one sixth of all service workers 

and laborers and more than a third of all private household workers (Vandergoot & 

Lindberg, 1981; Levitan & Taggart, 1977). These estimations of underemployment 

are supported by a study conducted by Philip Nelan (1983, Oct. -Nov. -Dec.) which 

identified 4,800 handicapped workers in the food service industry. 

Frank Bowe reviewed the United States Census Bureau statistics and reported his 

findings for the 1975-1980 period in Disabled States: Advocacy and State Disability 

Economics (1983). A brief summary of Bowe's findings for the 1975-1980 period 

provides evidence that handicapped workers have a high rate of unemployment in 

comparison to nonhandicapped workers. These data also are displayed in Figures 3 

and 4. 

(1) 18-64 year old disabled males not prevented from working: (a) 
5.4% of the total population held managerial or professional jobs; 
(b) 4.2% of the total held technical, sales or administrative support 
positions; (c) 5.5% of the total were employed in service occupation 
jobs (i.e. , classified as service jobs rather than in the service sector); 
(d) 7.1 % of the total had farming, forestry or fishing positions; (e) 
5. 2 % of the total had craft or repair jobs; and (f) 5. 6% of the total 
held operator, fabricator or laborer jobs. 

(2) For comparison 18-64 year old nonimpaired males who were 
employed held these positions: (a) 92. 6% of the total population 
managerial or professional jobs; (b) 94. 8% of the total held 
technical, sales or adminis.trative support positions; (c) 92. 9% of the 
total held service jobs; (d) 89. 9% of the total held farm, forestry; or 
fishing jobs; (e) 92.5% of the total held craft or repair jobs; and (f) 
91. 7% of the total held operator, fabricator or laborer jobs. 
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(3) 18-64 year old handicapped females not prevented from 
workini: (a) 2. 6% of the total population held managerial and 
professional jobs; (b) 3. 0% of the total held technical, sales .and 
administrative support positions; (c) 5. 0% of the total held service 
occupations positions; (d) 4.8% had farming, forestry and fishing 
occupations; ( e) 4. 0% of the total were employed in craft and repair; 
and (f) 4.4% of the total held operators, fabricators and laborers 
jobs. 

(4) For comparison 18-64 year old nonimpaired females who were 
employed: (a) 96.3% of the total population were in managerial and 
professional specialty; (b) 95. 7% of the total held technical, sales 
and administrative support positions; (c) 92. 0% of the total had 
service occupation positions; (d) 91.8% of the total held farming, 
forestry and fishing occupations; ( e) 93. 8 % of the total were found 
in craft and repair jobs; (f) and 92. 7% of the total were operators, 
fabricators and laborers (Bowe, 1983). 

The Costs of Unemployment and Underemployment 

The overall impact of the unemployment and underemployment of handicapped 

adults is costly for society and the h.andicapped individual. Eighty five percent of 

the handicapped earn less than seven thousand dollars per year and fifty two percent 

earn less than two thousand dollars per year. In an effort to supplement these 

meager wages the federal government spends over $114 billion dollars annually in 

disability benefits. Most of this money goes into programs which support 

dependence, such as: food stamps, housing subsidies and cash aid in the form of 

Social Security Disability Insurance, Supplemental Security Income and veterans' 

nonservice connected pensions (Ianacone & Tilson, 1983; Levitan & Taggart, 1977; 

Tuck, 1983). 

These figures barely begin to reflect the personal tribulations which result from 

the loss of work status and independence. The high rate of unemployment for the 

general population has been found to have a direct relationship to higher incidences 

of psychological ill health, such as: depression, anxiety, a sense of worthlessness, 
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lack of confidence, general nervousness, irritability and family breakdowns 

(Levitan& Taggart, 1977; Warr, 1984). 

Individuals with handicapping conditions may feel the effects of unemployment 

with even greater intensity. To individuals identified as handicapped during their 

childhood or youth, the jobless market often represents one more rejection by 

society. While able bodied youth typically work towards long range career goals 

after high school graduation, the graduating handicapped youth may be forced to 

remain at home. Although one can only speculate on the causal relationship between 

the high rate of unemployed handicapped and the high incidence of handicapped 

juvenile offenders, estimated to be 41.1 percent of incarcerated youth; it is 

interesting to note that work programs and expanded job opportunities are 

components of an intervention program sponsored by the National Institute for 

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (Fernandez, 1982; Ianacone & Tilson, 

1983; Swain, 1983). 

Handicapped Workers Rates of Performance 

Handicapped workers' good performance rates have been validated by studies 

such as the 1948 Bureau of Labor Statistics study, the1973 and 1981 E. I. du Pont 

de Nemours and Company surveys and the 1987 International Center for the 

Disabled (ICD) Survey II: Employing Disabled Americans (Paquette, 1976; E. I du 

Pont de Nemours & Company, 1981; and Louis Harris & Associates, Inc., March 

1987). An early study by James Kelly and Alex Simon (1969) on the performance 

of mentally retarded workers placed in manufacturing, agriculture, service 

industries and governmental agencies jobs; found that the majority of managers 

rated them as average or better than average on perfcrmance, attendance and safety. 
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Job turnover rate also was assessed to be ninety percent better (i.e., they remained 

on the job longer) than that of nonimpaired workers. 

In 1973 E. I du Pont de Nemours & Company, a chemical industry corporation, 

surveyed the safety records of 1,452 physically handicapped employees. These 

handicapped workers were found to have a ninety six percent average or above 

average safety records and better attendance and performance records than 

nonimpaired workers. DuPont's 1981 survey substantiated these findings (E. I du 

Pont de Nemours & Company, 1981) 

The 1987 ICD Survey II: Employin~ Disabled Americans revealed that twenty 

four percent of top managers gave handicapped employees an excellent performance 

rating; sixty four percent rated their job performance as good; five percent referred 

to it as fair; and only one percent called it poor. Twenty percent of Equal 

Employment Opportunity (E.E.O.) officers stated that the handicapped employee's 

performance was excellent; seventy one percent stated that they did a good job; four 

percent rated their perlormance as fair; and none rated it as poor. 

Line managers, whose responses were indicative of total responses, were asked 

to compare handicapped and nonimpaired workers' performance. Their responses 

produced the following results: 

(1) Willin~ness to work hard: 46% rated disabled employees as 
better than nonimpaired employees; and 33% rated them about the 
same. 

(2) Reliability: 39% rated disabled employees as better than 
nonimpaired employees; and 42 % rated them about the same. 

(3) Attendance and punctuali::y: 39% rated disabled employees as 
better than nonimpaired employees; and 40% rated them about the 
same. 
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(4) Productivity. 20% rated disabled employees as better; and 55% 
rated them about the same as nonimpaired employees (Louis Harris 
& Associates, Inc .• 1987, March). 

The 1987 ICD Survey II: Employing Disabled Americans include these findings 

on the topic of accommodation: 

( 1) Cost should not be a barrier to increased employment of disabled 
people. A three-fourths majority of all three manager groups [i.e., 
top managers, E.E.O. officers, department heads and line managers] 
say the average cost of employing a disabled person is about the 
same as the cost of employing a nondisabled person .... 

(3) About half of E.E.O. officers (48%) say that their company has 
made accommodations for disabled employees. The most common 
accommodations are the removal of architectural barriers in the 
workplace, the purchase of special equipment, adjusting work hours 
or restructuring jobs (Louis Harris & Associates, Inc. March 1987). 

Another example of managers' positive feelings toward handicapped workers is 

provided by one of the equal employment managers with the Bureau of Land 

Management who cited thes~ reasons for employing handicapped adults: 

High quality performance records; excellent work attendance; 
superior safety records; and above average persistence ... One thing 
we found about those hired ... they are appreciative and more apt to 
stay (Mainstream, 1987, May-June). 

In spite of these documented records of good performance, attendance and 

safety, the 1982 Philadelphia Electric Company v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

gave employers a precedent of being able to discriminate among applicants who 

have a high potential for absenteeism and low productivity. This precedent has 

dangerous implications for handicapped applicants who submit to pre-employment 

medical examinations (Sink, 1986; Mainstream, Inc .• 1982). 

Safety and Insurance Rates 

The issues of safety, insurance rates, medical standards and costs to the 

companies have become visible economic restraints to handicapped individuals 
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seeking employment. Employers often believe that hiring handicapped workers will 

increase their group health insurance rates and workers compensation rates; and that 

handicapped workers have a greater potential for second injuries. As a result of 

these fears, application form questions often inquire about injuries, illnesses and 

medical conditions. Employers also may require a pre-employment physical 

examination. (Brantman, 1978; Mainstream, Inc., no date, Insurini Handicapped 

People: A Contract Compliance Guide; Mainstream, Inc., 1980, May). 

Employers' concerns about employees' medical histories as they relate to safety 

on the job are legitimate. As a result of workers compensation employers now pay 

$22.5 billion annually into insurance premiums (Bowe, 1986). 

Handicapped adults also cite insurance premiums as a barrier to employment, 

since it is extremely difficult for them to obtain private health insurance at an 

affordable price. Eligibility for Medi.care is based on the inability of the handicapped 

person to engage in substantial gainful activity. Medicare eligibility expires within 

twenty four months if one's gross income is at least three hundred dollars per 

month. (Lundy, 1986). 

In order to reduce the problem of employed handicapped losing Medicare 

insurance and not being able to obtain insurance the Handicapped Organized 

Women, Inc. proposed that working handicapped people be allowed to purchase 

Medicare insurance on a sliding scale based on income. In June 1986 United States 

Senate Representative Broyhill introduced a bill which would require the Secretary 

of Health and Human Services to determine the premium cost for Medicare benefits 

and to assess qualified indiviudals a minimum payment of twenty five percent of the 

full premium cost and a maximum payment of eight percent of the individual's 
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adjusted gross income (Bigger, 1986, May-June; Lundy, 1986, July 27). As of 

July 1988 the Regional Department of Human Services, Health Care Financing in 

Philadelphia reported that this legislation had not yet been enacted (Regional 

Department of Human Services, Health Care Financing, 7/88). 

In contrast to employers' apprehensions. evidence indicates that insurance carriers 

do not automatically raise premiums because handicapped workers are members of 

the group insured. A group's past claims record is used to set rates and the larger 

the size of the company the more reliable is the carrier's predictions of future 

claims. Workers compensation rates also are established by employer's past claims. 

There are times when a handicapping condition may be more serious and result 

in higher compensation costs after a second injury. Some states have established 

second injury funds (i.e., statewide pooled funds to pay the additional 

compen~ation costs) to protect employers against these types of high compensation 

claims. Unfortunately such funds vary in their comprehensiveness and types of 

handicapping condition covered from state to state (Brantman, 1978; Mainstream, 

Inc., no date, Insuring Handicapped People: A Contract Compliance Guide). 

Employers, fearful of higher premiums, often opt to use pre-employment 

physicals as a screening device to eliminate handicapped applicants. Indeed 

physicals are allowed if the physicals are performed in a nondiscriminatory fashion. 

If the examination revealed a handicapping condition, the applicant 
could not be denied the job except for a valid medical reason related 
to the specific position in question. The contractor must have 
determined that no accommodation was possible (Mainstream, Inc., 
1980, May). 

Companies either employ medical personnel or contract with a particular doctor. 

These "company doctors" all too often develop general checklists of conditions 
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required by either blue collar or white collar positions, and use these broad job 

descriptions as guidelines for disqualification. The medical component of the 

application is then returned to the personnel office marked: accepted, accepted with 

restrictions or rejected. This process fails to address a systematic analysis of tasks 

composing each company job or the applicant's individual capability of performing 

the specific job related functions (Mainstream, Inc .. 1980, May). 

Both administrative hearings and court cases have dealt with the issue of pre-

employment medical examinations. One such court case was Mahoney v. Ortiz. The 

United States District Court for the Southern District of New York ruled that the 

plaintiff a police applicant with a history of a dislocation of the same shoulder was 

not discriminated against when he was found ineligible. The court based this 

finding on the safety of the officer, other police officers and bystanders. The court 

also ruled that accommodation to the plaintiff would interfere with the police 

department's ability to shift manpower and that the plaintiff's potential for suffering 

a future dislocation could be too costly (Mainstream, Inc., 1987, May-June). 

Possibly the best known administrative hearing regarding pre-employment 

physicals is E. E. Black (i.e., In the Matter of the OFCCP v. E. E. Black. Ltd., et 

& [Case Number 77-0FCCP-FR, 1979, February 26]. This case addressed the 

issue of safety as a legitimate reason not to employ individuals with handicapping 

conditions. 

An apprentice carpenter George Crosby had suffered two back-related injuries 

while working and prior to applying for a construction job with E. E. Black a 

general contractor in Hawaii in 1976. E. E. Black did not hire him when the pre-

employment physical examination revealed a congenital joint in bis back. In the 
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Section 503 Administrative Hearing the Assistant Secretary of Labor for 

Employment Standards Donald Ellsburg ruled that contractors must consider only 

"an individual's current capacity to perform the valid requirements of the job" and 

that Black's medical standards illegally screened out the applicant. The E. E. Black 

firm then filed a motion for judicial review. Hawaii Federal District Court's Judge 

King reviewed the case in 1980 and held that Section 503 covered: 

Every individual with an impairment which is a current bar to 
employment which the individual is currently capable of 
performing"; and that "a condition qualifies as handicap when it 
causes an individual to be disqualified from employment in his 
chosen field. 

Judge King ordered that Crosby be given a job and back pay but reserved the issue 

of legal standard for screening out individuals who may be susceptible to injury for 

future study. But in the brief submitted in the lawsuit, the Department of Labor 

interpreted: 

Current capacity to encompass safe and efficient performance of the 
job; and distinguished between imminent, proximate risk of serious 
injury and risk of injury [which] is uncertain, speculative and in the 
long-range and indefinite future. " 

E. E. Black contended that Elisbury had improperly relieved the 
Department of Labor of its own continuing burden of proof and 
made a motion that the case be remanded back to the DOL based on 
the Supreme Court decision, Texas Department of Community 
Affairs v. Burdine (503 Hearings: Administrative Court Cases 
Brochure, Mainstream, Inc., no date). 

In 1981 the District Court ruled that the Burdine case did not apply, and sent the 

case to the DOL's Deputy Under Secretary to develop a legal standard for 

determining what constituted a legitimate "business necessity" when an employer 

chooses not to hire a qualified handicapped individual who might risk injury doing 

certain jobs (503 Hearings: Administrative Court Cases Brochure, Mainstream, 
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Inc., no date). Although many individuals watched this case to see if it would 

establish a precedent, the defendant and plaintiff finally opted to settle out of court 

(Rumpel, 11/10/87). 

The E. E. Black administrative case was by no means the end. Evidence that 

employers continued to use safety issues and pre-employment physicals in order to 

oppose hiring handicapped workers due to second injury cone~ is provided in 

the number of administrative and court cases which have evolved in the last ten 

years. In 1981 a similar case involving job safety and reasonable accommodation 

was heard by OFCCP (i.e. , In the Matter of OFCCP v. Texas Industries, Inc.: Case 

Number 80-0FCCP-28, 1981, June 10). This case involved an experienced truck 

driver who had a congenital deformity in the lower back. Even though the driver 

had a card from the Department of Transportation (DOT) stating that she met 

minimum qualifications for operating a motor vehicle, the company doctor 

disagreed. In 1981 the Administrative Law Judge concurred with the doctor's 

conclusion that the driver's unstable back posed a potentially serious threat to the 

safety of public highways and that to make an accommodation would impose an 

undue hardship on the company (503 Hearin~s: Administrative Court Cases 

Brochure, Mainstream, Inc., no date). 

A pre-employment physical also was the issue in In the Matter of OFCCP v. 

Certain-Teed CoQ>oration (Case Number 80-0FCCP-36, 1981, January 31). The 

plantiff c~aimed that he was not hired because the company doctor had uncovered a 

back condition during a pre-employment physical and that the physical was illegal 

because it was not related to the job for which he was applying. 

In 1980 a settlement was reached. The company did not admit 
liability but promised that if a similar position became available 
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within five years the job would be offered to him (503 Hearin&s: 
Administrative Court Cases Brochure Main-stream, Inc., no date). 

Court cases, such as: Andersen v. Exxon Corporation: Mahoney v. Ortiz: and 

the previously discussed E. E. Black Administrative Complaint. focused 

specifically on the complex medical standards issues. Andersen v. Exxon 

Corporation was the first case to ever reach a state supreme court on the issue of 

employment discrimination due to physical handicap. It is important to note that in 

this case the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled that Exxon had violated a state law; 

possible violations of Section 503 was not an issue: 

A private physician, occasionally employed by the company, 
conducted the pre-employment physical examination and found that 
Andersen had a disc removed from his spine and had had a spinal 
fusion. As a result of the abnormality Andersen was "not 
recommended for employment". The majority opinion stressed that 
the employer should carefully inform its doctors of job requirements 
and review the doctor's recommendations of disqualification. Under 
the New Jersey's Law Against Discrimination, the state supreme 
court established the precedent that the def end ant had the burden of 
proof on the issue of whether the plaintiff's physical condition 
reasonably precluded his or her employment in the specified job 
(Mainstream, Inc., 1982, September-October; Mainstream, Inc., 
1987, May-June). 

The issue of health insurance and workers compensation premiums is very real to 

the handicapped adult seeking employment and to employers. It also may be a factor 

which results in temporary job placements for many handicapped adults. Temporary 

jobs eliminate long term benefits such as health insurance and life insurance (Conte, 

1982; Paquette, 1976). Thus if one wishes to reduce the estimated $114 billion 

dollars spent annually for disability benefits, it is time for advocates to address the 

issue of insurance and workers compensation premiums. 
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Advocacy for Handicapped Adults 

There is a long history of advocacy in our country for different causes. Over the 

past several decades advocacy roles have expanded in an attempt to meet the needs 

of handicapped citizens. The issues of an appropriate definition of handicapped, and 

sparse and scattered literature on the topic of advocacy have increased the risks of 

inadequate advocacy and a debased concept (Sosin & Caulum, 1983; Herr, 1983; 

and Bloom & Ashner, 1982). These issues are especially critical during times when 

the handicapped community faces the themes of economic justification of 

regulations and/or programs (Goldman, 1984). 

Necessary Components of Advocacy 

Various characteristics have been identified as necessary to the foundation of a 

conceptualized framework for advocacy. These characteristics tnclude: general 

context of the advocacy role, the attempt to increase the probability of a specific 

decision being reached and the advocacy activities. The general context of the 

advocacy role refers to an alliance situation between the advocate, the client and the 

decision maker. This context may be achieved in a neutral situation or an adverse 

situation. Advocacy activities serve as the focus of the definition of advocacy. 

Michael Sosin and Sharon Caulum (1983) used these characteristics to formulate the 

following definition of advocacy: 

An attempt, having a greater than zero probability of success, by an 
individual or group to influence another individual or group to make 
a decision that would not have been made otherwise and that 
concerns the welfare or interests of a third party who is in a less 
powerful status than the decision maker. 

The first step in achieving the primary goal of advocacy (i.e., providing 

partisanship on behalf of the clients) is the formation of the advocacy group's 
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mission. Considerations of community thrust (e.g., assuring clients access to 

generic services and benefits) and the development of training and evaluation plans 

should be directed towards competent petf ormance of a basic function (Herr, 1983; 

Sosin & Caulum, 1983). 

The advocacy group's mission is accomplished by various methods and 

strategies. The following components have been cited as integral to a successful 

advocacy movement: 

1. Advocacy programs must be free of administrative or financial 
conflicts of interests. 

2. Advocates must make themselves available to clients, their 
families and staff on a regular basis in order to develop rapport and 
trust. 

3. Advocates should have stamina, diplomacy, motivation, 
substantial legal training and training in interviewing, fact finding, 
assessing expert opinions and counseling. 

4. Advocates must make it a common practice to use the entire 
continuum of advocacy methods. 

5. Advocates must form strong coalitions in order to coordinate 
resources, clarify goals and achieve major objectives (Herr, 1983 ). 

In regard to the last component Charles Goldman (1984) believes the theme for 

advocacy for the handicapped in the 1980s is: "Coalescing and Unity of Purpose". 

He also recommends that the handicapped-advocate community build bridges with 

other civil rights groups. 

Types of Advocacy 

In an effort to present a clear picture of the different types of advocacy and 

advocacy activities, a descriptive chart of the continuum of advocacy services has 

been developed as Table 1. Information presented in this table was taken from a 

topical review of literature (i.e., Herr, 1983; Patti, 1974; Panitch, 1974; Shanker, 



Table 1 Cont Of Ad s 
Type of Advocacy Exnlanation Activities of Advocate 
SELi: ADYQCAC:X 
GROUPS A consciousness raising, assertiveness training 1. Bolsters members self-esteem. 

Examples: 
program; serves as a spring board to direct 2. Trains members to advocate effectively on their own behalf. 

1. People First 
consumer involvement; provides forum for 3. Alters public attitudes and service provisions. 

2. The Fifth Stand 
members to be educated about the rights and 4. Provides communication and assertiveness skills. 

3. Project Two 
responsibilities of citizenship and to speak out 5. Stresses ways to work with other organizations. 

4. Community Based Groups 
on their own behalf. 6. Teaches transitional youth to seek employment alternatives 

housing options, and community/social support systems. ' 

l:AMILY ADYOCACY 
Family members who advocate for the 1. Secures appropriate education and related services 
handicapped child or the incapacitated including vocational education and job training. ' 
adult. 2. Develops a parent-to-parent network. 

3. Establishes a community infonnation system and 
referral system. 

~ .... 
ERIEHD QR CITIZEH A friend or citizen volunteer has a Acts on the interests of another individual as if they 

ADVOCACY personal commitment to just one were his own. 
individual and is bound to no 

Example: bureaucracy or system. Meets client's needs for practical or emotional support in 

Nanaimo Citizen one or ~re. of these areas: social relationships, job finding, 

Advocacy Association co"?11uruty involvement, budgeting, housing, education, 
family life, spiritual development, civil rights and 
obligations. ' 

[HSABU .. rn: RIOH1S 
ADVOCACY 

These advocates deal on a regular basis with particular 

Examples: A Disabiljty Rights Advocate occupies a 
needs of recipients of human services at both the system 

1. Lay Advocate, middle ground between the one-to-one 
and individual case level. 

2. Resident Representative, volunteers and legal advocates. 
3. Surrogate Parent, Patient 
4. Advocate 



HUMAN RIQHTS 
ADVOCACY COMMITTEES 

Example: 
Human Rights Authorities 

Examples: 
1. Human Rights Officers, 
2. Rights Advisors, 
3. Ombudsmen, 
4. Ad Hoc Oroups, 
5. Fomial Subunits of an 

Organization, 
6. Individual Practitioners 

PUBLIC ADVOCACY 
Examples: New York 
Commission on the Quality 
Care of the Mentally 
Disabled; Illinois 
Advocacy & Guardianship 
Commission 

HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY: 
Citizen review committees, composed of 
volunteers with lay and professional back-
grounds, petfonn advocacy activities 
regarding matters, such as:review, fact-finding, 
and/or education. In general these types of 
committees are not sources of representation 
for mounting formal complaints. 

Advocacy is undertaken for the purpose of 
changing the fonnal policies, programs, or 
procedures of the agencies that employ the 
internal advocates, in the interest of increasing 
the effectiveness of the services provided. 
Internal advocates are supervised and financed 
within an organization. 

Public advocacy groups operate within the 
state government, but are independent from 
the direct care service providers. 

Monitors the implementation of handicapped people's legal and 
human rights at a local level. 
Human Rights Advocacy Committees can: probe allegations of 
abuse, provide infomial dispute resolutions, offer policy 
reconunendations, identify and act on consumer complaints. 

1. Petforms investigative roles inside agencies. 
2. Attempts to gain administrative support and approval. 
3. Operates internal complaint system. 
4. Monitors reports 
5. Counsels and educates other staff on rights rela.ted matters. 
6. Minimizes infringements on clients' rights and dignity. 
7. Informs residents how to exercise their rights. 

Monitors service providers. 

~ 
t-.> 



Table 1: Continuum Of Advocacy Services [Continued] 

Type of Advocacy Ex1>lanation Activities of Advocate 
SOCIAL WQRK 1. FAMILY ADVOCATES represent 
ADYQCACX individual client and/or family in Family advocates initially fights the client's and/or family's battles 

Example: Family Service cooperative effort with significant others with the system with ultimate goal of showing client/family how 

Agency of Nassau County, in the identification and assessment of social to fight own battles. 

New York conditions which adversely affect families; 
implements appropriate actions to correct 
adverse conditions. 

2. CO~MUNITY ADVOCATE: The entire 1. Anal:yzes the system and pl~ strategies to change system. 

agency or several agencies take collective 
2. Considers effects changes will have on agency/community. 

action to change the adverse and 3. Develops clients groups. 
defeating systems affecting the clients. 4. Conducts research. 

5. Educates the public. 
6. Builds coalitions. 
7. Provides testimony at public hearings to raise the public's 

awareness of the issues. 
8. Participates on an advisory committee. 

Legal Advocac,Y-
Examples: The legal advocate's role is to be a zealous 1. Works for and justifies legislative, regulatory and 
1. Members of the mental partisan of the client's interests and goals. administrative reform. 

disability law bar. 2. Litigation. 
2. Individuals from protec- Law is used to achieve social purposes 3. Provides legal advice and/or relevant infonnation. 

tion & advocacy agencies and redress current social wrongs. 4. Drafts complex documents. 
legal-aid offices, 5. Legal planning and reporting. 
academia and some 6. Monitors conditions. 
private & government 7. Assistance gives clients assurance they are not helpless. 
attorneys. 8. Provides incentive for officials to maintain fair practices. 

~ 
I.,.) 
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1983; Bloom, 1982; NANAIMO CITIZEN ADVOCACY ASSOCIATION, no date; 

PARENT EDUCATIONAL ADVOCACY TRAINING CENfER, 1985; PRACTICE DIGEST, 

1985; Goldman, 1984; Gould, 1986). 

The Role of Organized Labor 

The first labor organization in the United States was established in 1794. Today 

trade unions make up the largest membership organizations in the country and 

represent approximately twenty million members. About fifteen million of these 

workers belong to unions whose internationals are associated with the American 

Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (after 1955, the AFL-

CIO). Major exceptions are the United Mine Workers and the United Auto 

Workers. 

The AFL-CIO, a voluntary confederation of grass roots organizations with its 

constituent parts in every industry and every city in the United States, has been the 

primary representative of organized labor since 1955. Its unions are of two types: 

industrial and craft. The industrial unions include clothing and steel workers. The 

craft unions cover building trades, motion picture operators and pipe fitters. Local 

membership may range from a few members to several thousand. A local may 

consist of all the people at one work site or it may reiresent a particular occupational 

or industrial group across work sites. Any particular work. site may have several 

local unions representing the workers. Members typically have three levels of 

officers at the local level: (1) elected official (e.g .. president or secretary-treasurer), 

(2) business agent (e.g., the union representative or chapter chairman) and (3) the 

shop steward or union grievance person. 
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Trade Unions: The Working Man's Advocate 

By definition a trade union's primary responsibility is to improve the wages, 

hours and working conditions of its members. But the parallel interests of the 

general public and union members, and the working class base of labor unions has 

caused organized labor to act in concert with social welfare issues and liberal 

causes, such as national health insurance and full employment (National Association 

of Social Workers, 1977). 

The AFL-CIO adopted this traditional position at its inception. The Federation's 

Constitution promises to serve the interests of all the American people and to 

encourage all workers to share equally in the full benefits of union organizations 

(AFL-CIO, 1956). The document also created the Committee on Civil Rights to 

help implement the principles of nondiscrimination in both the context of trade 

union organization and employment relationships and in civil rights and liberties 

generally. George Meany's keynote address to the first constitutional convention 

complemented the document's promises by citing civil rights as a major concern of 

the AFL-CIO (Goldberg, 1956). 

During the latter half of the 1950s the AFL-CIO advocated for federal policies to 

support both social welfare legislation and balanced economic growth. By the 

1960s the Federation's concerns over structural unemployment resulted in a more 

consistent approach to economic policy, as well as a strong commitment of its time 

and resources to advance organized labor's positions among political leaders. 

Quickly becoming the most effective lobby on Capitol Hill, the Federation assumed 

the role of the "people's lobby" and supported the war on poverty, civil rights and 

educational bills. Indeed, George Meany once claimed that the educational and civil 
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rights bills of the 1960s could not have passed without labor (AFL-CIO, 1966; 

Rosenbloom, 1982). 

In keeping with its historic stand for the rights of minorities, the Federation 

supported equal pay and equal opportunities for women. In 1978 the AFL-CIO was 

politically instrumental in convincing Congress to extend the ratification deadline for 

the Equal Rights Amendments; and in 1979 the Federation backed legislation to 

clarify Title VII of the 1964 Civil Right$ Act to prohibit sex discrimination based on 

pregnancy and childbirth (AFL-CIO, 1979; AFL-CIO Legislative Report, 1979). In 

addition to civil rights legislation, the AFL-CIO endorsed social welfare legislation, 

including workers compensation laws, national health insurance, improved Social 

Social Security benefits, federal welfare, food stamp programs and health and 

safety regulations (AFL-CIO, 1966; AFL-CIO, 1969; AFL-CIO, 1970; AFL-CIO, 

1975; AFL-CIO, 1980; AFL-CIO, 1983). 

The unhealthy economy has received much of organized labor's attention over 

the past several years. During the 1984 political election year the AFL-CIO News 

issued strong indictments against the Reagan Administration for the lack of 

appropriate federal supplemental benefits and the high unemployment rate (AFL-

CIO, 1984). 

Orianized Labor's Efforts for the Disabled Worker 

Labor's concern for disabled workers originally focused on traditional matters 

such as: disability insurance, workers compensation and job safety standards. The 

need for medical care and rehabilitation first received serious attention forty years 

ago by John L. Lewis, President of the United Mine Workers. In order to assist 

miners who faced daily the possibility of sudden death or slow death due to Black 
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Lung, Lewis secured the establishment of the United Mine Workers of America 

(UMW A) Welfare· and Retirement Fund in 1946. This fund provided for hospital 

and medical care benefits, funeral expense, widows and survivors benefits and 

disaster benefits (Ross, 1981; Weiner, Akabas & Grynbaum, 1964; Kerr, 1960). 

The UMW AW elf are and Retirement Fund also led to the development of one of 

the country's most effective rehabilitation programs. By 1958 the fund had done 

more in ten short years to advance the provision of rehabilitation services than had 

been achieved in the preceding quarter of a century(Kerr, 1960; Kerr, 1985). 

In 1959 the UMWA Fund played an important role in the formation and 

operation of the National Institute of Rehabilitation and Labor Health Services. The 

institute's major objective was to encourage the development of a strong working 

relationship between labor unions and the federal and state offices of Vocational 

Rehabilitation. In an effort to accomplish this goal the Institute brought together 

over two hundred leaders in 1959 who represented organized labor, consumer 

sponsored health programs and the rehabilitation movement. The 1959 Atlantic City 

conference opened with the following statement: 

Organized labor's concern with the needs of disabled persons takes 
on a special significance because it represents the largest single body 
of consumers who are in a position to do something effectively to 
improve our efforts as a nation on behalf of people who are stricken 
by disabling conditions or accidents. Members of labor unions in 
this country together with the members of their immediate families 
represent about 50 million people. Any serious health, economic and 
social problem such as disability has its special impact on the 
working force (The National Institute on Rehabilitation and Labor 
Health Services, 1960). 

This initial conference was successful in generating a necessary interest in 

rehabilitation. But organized labor realized that specific guidelines were required 

prior to formalizing policies and programs. The labor movement viewed the study 
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by the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America (ACW A) as a means by which 

guidelines could be secured. This first major rehabilitation research endeavor in a 

labor setting was conducted through a cooperative effort in the early sixties by the 

New York Joint Board of ACW A, the New York Clothing Manufacturers 

Exchange, the Sidney Hillman Health Center and the American Heart Association. 

The study's two major recommendations were: 

(1) Unions and labor health and welfare programs should become 
more rehabilitation conscious and concern themselves. increasingly. 
with the effects of workers' illnesses. (2) The government should 
initiate and participate in massive rehabilitation programs for the 
millions of union members and their families and the millions of 
unorganized workers as well (Weiner, Akabas & Grynbaum, 1964). 

The researchers also noted that similar studies could and should be undertaken in 

other labor settings (Weiner, Akabas & Grynbaum, 1964). 

By 1964 organized labor became actively committed to the needs of disabled 

workers. Representatives of the AFL-CIO sat on the National Advisory Council on 

Vocational Rehabilitation and similar committees. Although the Federation also 

addressed the topics of sheltered workshops and deinstitutionalization, their 

involvement was a result of issues which affected union members (AFL-CIO, 1965; 

AFL-CIO, 1976). 

The Sixth Constitutional Convention resolved to support sheltered workshops in 

that they provided training and employment of handicapped persons who could not 

fit into ordinary competitive employment and were therefore considered to be part of 

the process of rehabilitation. In order to protect the workshops from receiving 

unhealthy reputations as sweat shops. the AFL-CIO promised continued support 

only if the workshops met the following standards: 
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(1) The work.shops, where applicable, would adhere to federal and 
state wage piece rate standards, (2) the work.shops would conform 
to national and state standards of safety, health, sanitation, lighting, 
heating and ventilation, (3) the boards and administrators of 
sheltered work.shops would recognize that the handicapped workers 
have the right to organize into unions of their own choosing for 
purposes of collective bargaining, (4) sheltered work.shops should 
not base bids on the work.shop's substandard wages for it would 
deprive workers in competitive industry of their jobs and (5) the 
policy-ma.king boards of sheltered workshops should include 
representatives of organized labor (AFL-CIO, 1965). 

Deinstitutionalization was examined in 1979 when a reported 400,000 AFL-CIO 

members worked in mental health and mental retardation institutions. At that time 

the Federation resolved to exert maximum lobbying efforts to pass mental helath 

legislation that would prevent irresponsible deinstitutionalization, provide decent 

institutional and community based services and protect all affected institutional 

employees (AFL-CIO, 1983). 

Labor's Rehabilitation Pro~rams. Labor's most visible contribution to the 

fulfillment of the Rehabilitation Act has been in the form of innovative collaborative 

rehabilitation programs. One such program is the Handicapped Placement Program 

administered by AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute with Projects 

With Industry funding. 

AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute was originally a training 

program for minority groups and disadvantaged youth. In 1977 the Handicapped 

Placement Program was added and the following objectives were adopted as 

Handicapped Placement Program's Scope of Work; 

(1) Develop union jobs in which the disabled can be placed with 
emphasis on permanent, well paid employment. (2) Develop training 
programs to enable disabled persons to obtain entry level jobs or 
upgrade their skills. (3) Work with community rehabilitation 
agencies in recruiting applicants and developing appropriate training. 
(4) Develop appropriate jobs and training for disabled veterans, 
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including entry into apprenticeship training. (5) Locate jobs for 
disabled unemployed union workers. (6) Encourage employers and 
unions to adapt jobs and training to the special needs of the disabled 
worker. (7) Develop on-the-job training contracts with local Private 
Industry Councils, vocational rehabilitation and others. ( 8) 
Coordinate input on the local and national level from various labor, 
rehabilitation, education and consumer agencies ... (AFL-CIO, 
1984). 

During its first year of operation Handicapped Placement Program obtained a 

Projects With Industry (PW!) grant for four cities. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 

as amended, provided the legal base for PWis: 

PW!s are contracts or jointly financed cooperative arrangements 
which may be made with employers and organizations for the 
establishment of projects which are designed to prepare individuals, 
especially severely handicapped individuals, for gainful and suitable 
employment in the competitive labor market including training and 
employment in a realistic work setting and such other services as are 
necessary for such employment (Rehabilitation Services 
Administration, Program Regulation Guideline 77-14, 9/12/77 as 
cited by the Tenth Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, 1983). 

The Department of Lab or funded five additional cities in 1979, but in 1981 

funding cut backs resulted in the closing of five offices and a restructuring of the 

program. A renewal grant from the Department of Education allowed operations to 

continue in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota; Houston, Texas; St. Louis, Missouri; 

and Baltimo.:~. Maryland for the period of July 1, 1983 through June 30, 1984 

(AFL-CIO, 1984). 

Each training site employed a Handicapped Placement Specialist. This individual 

used a short-term training program entitled "Opening Doors for the Disabled to 

Good Union Jobs", to train state federation personnel and union officials about 

vocational rehabilitation. A companion training seminar package was used to 

educate vocational rehabilitation officials about organized labor. Other job functions 

of the Handicapped Specialist included the assessment of community job trends, 
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provision of technical. assistance and coordinating the job placement of handicapped 

individuals (AFL-CIO, 1984; Ross, 1981). 

The AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute in Seattle, Washington 

was cited as an exemplary example of the Handicapped Placement Program. During 

its three year existence (i.e. , 1979-1981), the Seattle Human Resources 

Development Institute developed a plant steam engineer training program for union 

members whose disabilities prohibited them from returning to their former jobs, and 

assisted the International. Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers develop 

a Projects with Industry program to help disabled form.er employees of Boeing 

Aircraft Company. Overall the Human Resources Development Institute placed an 

average of 530 disabled persons per year with a six month retention rate of eighty 

seven percent. Seventy percent of these placements were in union jobs (Ross, 

1,981). 

International. Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) began 

their Projects with Industry program in Seattle, Washington in 1981. Since 

beginning its operations, the project has placed 460 disabled workers in the 

aerospace, tool and die and manufacturing industries with earned wages totaling 

nearly $4. 9 million a year. IAM expanded the project's activities to eight additional 

cities: Los Angeles, Cleveland, Chicago, Hartford, Dal.las, Norfolk, Kansas City 

and Wichita. IAM al.so opened a site at Baltimore without additional. Federal. 

funding. IAM Wichita representatives, in cooperation with the Kansas Elks 

Training Center for the Handicapped, provided pre".'placementrehabilitative services 

to the more severely disabled. During the 1983-84 project year eighty seven 

workers were placed and 159 were served by the Wichita International. Association 
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of Machinists and Aerospace Workers Projects with Industry (International 

Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, no date). 

The first state wide Handicapped Employment Program was started in 1979 by 

the Kentucky AFL-CIO with funds from the Comprehensive Employment and 

Training Act (CETA) of 1973 (Kentucky State AFL-CIO, 1984). The program's 

primary goals were to train and employ the handicapped, and to alleviate attitudinal, 

organizational and architectural barriers. The objectives of the program were: 

(1) Develop the job seeking and survival skills of all program 
participants, (2) Facilitate job placement of handicapped persons .. . 
(3) Place individuals into vocational educational training classes .. . 
(4) Insure that the individuals finding employment thought the 
program an important aspect of the agency will be to develop a 
"Buddy Training Program" (Kentucky AFL-CIO, 1984). 

The Kentucky Handicapped Employment Program served handicapped youth 

(i.e., ages 16-21) and a handicapped adult population which encompassed welfare 

recipients, displaced home makers, minorities and disabled veterans. From April 

1979 to June 1984, 1,426 clients were served; 231 were vocational school entries, 

333 were job seeking and survival class entries, 695 were placed in jobs. The cost 

per participant was $1,314 dollars and the cost per client who entered employment 

was $2,245. Although this represented less than Oile percent of the State CET A 

budget the program was discontinued on June 30, 1984 because of repeated delayed 

funding (Kentucky AFL-CIO, 1984). 

The Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union (ACTWU) developed a 

unique affirmative action model with a three year grant from the Rehabilitation 

Services Administration of the United States Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare (En.teen, Herman & Tramm, 1979). The first year was devoted to needs 

assessment which included determining the nature and extent of disabilities among 
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Amalgamated's 500,000 workers; identifying ACTWU policies, guidelines and 

activities that affect handicapped workers; and determining the union's involvement 

with rehabilitation. During the second year a model was developed and pretested 

for an affirmative action plan for disabled members and disabled job seekers in the 

community (Ross, 1981). 

The four components of the ACTWU model: case identification, social services. 

education and publicity and in-plant union management activities were used to 

achieve the following goals: 

(1) Maintaining ... active union members in the work force 
following the onset of disability; (2) ret11rning to the work force, 
either at their old or new jobs union members who have had to 
withdraw from it due to disability; and (3) promoting the new entry 
of disabled persons into jobs in organized industries (Enteen, 
Herman & Tramm, 1979). 

During the third year the model was intensively tested and evaluated at selected 

Amalgamated sites around the country (Ross, 1981). The major achievements of 

the project were its two publications: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR THE DISABLED: 

A HOW TO MANUAL FOR LABOR UNIONS (1979) and CONTRACT PROVISIONS FOR 

THE DISABLED (1979). 

Justification for the Involvement of Qrzanized Labor 

"LABOR DOESN'T HIRE AND LABOR DOESN'T FIRE" is the work world axiom 

which provides some with the argument that organized labor need not increase its 

participation in i'ehabilitation and affirmative action, especially since Sections 503 

and 402 do not provide sanctions against unions (Miller, 1978). But a solid 

justification can be established for organized labor to participate in rehabilitation and 

affirmative action by addressing the direct and indirect benefits to be gained by labor 

members from an increased commitment (Enteen, Herman & Tramm, 1979). 
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Direct and in.direct benefits to be gained by labor from an increased commitment 

to affirmative action were identified as: 

1. Unions have an in.direct legal obligation under Sections 503 and 
402 if the employers are government contractors and subcontractors. 

2. Rehabilitation and affirmative action are humanitarian activities as 
well as matters of right and entitlement; and as such, fit labor's 
traditional concerns for individual rights and social welfare. 

3. Rehabilitation can help return valuable, experienced members to 
the work force. 

4. Although the exact numbers are not known, many union members 
and/or their dependents are disabled, and all have the potential of 
becoming disabled. 

5. Rehabilitation also may be viewed as an additional and valued 
service sponsored by the union. 

6. •It often is the older union member who becomes disabled, and 
who experiences the greatest vocational difficulties. Unions owe a 
special obligation to those senior members. 

7. By protecting and promoting the rights of the disabled, labor will 
strengthen the employment rights of all workers. 

8. Rehabilitation can help alleviate problems at work often associated 
with the onset of a disability (e.g., absenteeism). This in turn 
reduces difficulties for the shop steward. 

9. Rehabilitation typically increases the work life of the disabled 
individual, and may reduce health and disability insurance costs and 
lower disability pension costs. This overall effect would help 
protect union insurance funds from depletion. 

10. Handicapped consumers and rehabilitation professionals may be 
critical of unions due to misconceptions or lack of information. An 
increased visible union involvement in rehabilitation and affirmative 
action could improve these relationships. 

11. Both the handicapped and organized labor represent millions of 
individuals. They could increase their political power by joining 
together and increase the likelihood of achieving shared goals, such 
as full employment economy and national health insurance (Enteen, 
Herman and Tramm ( 1979). 
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Constraints to the Involvement of Qra:anized Labor 

Constraints to labor union advocacy for the handicapped also have been 

identified by the labor community. During the Mainstream, Inc. 1980 seminar on 

labor unions and affirmative action, the requirements of affirmative action 

regulations and the legitimate interests of trade unions were addressed. This 

conflict of rights is defined as: "the right of handicapped people to accommodation 

and the right of working people to job security and protection from on the job 

abuses". Restructuring of jobs and seniority were pinpointed as areas which 

produce the most significant conflicts (Mainstream, 1980). 

Job descriptions typically are written into collective bargaining agreements. If a 

handicapped employee is in need of job accommodation as required by Sections 503 

and 402, the employer must obtain union consent before restructuring jobs or 

reassigning tasks. A union member may be unwilling to swap assignments or 

shifts. If so then the union member is entitled to file a grievance. The union by law 

must pursue such a grievance (Mainstream, 1980). 

In the Matter of Federal Contract Compliance Programs v. American Airlines 

(Case Number 79-0FCCP-2, 1980, June 30) illustrates this problem. This 

administrative case focused on the provision of reasonable accommodations and 

collective bargaining agreements. A Philadelphia fleet service clerk was discharged 

from American Airlines when he was diagnosed as having epilepsy in 1974. The 

following year Becker filed a Section 503 complaint with OFCCP. As a result the 

company found him a position in New York, but he again was fired in two years 

due to an absentee problem. Becker filed a second complaint and contended that his 
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absences were the result of emotional problems from being transferred from 

Philadelphia to New Y erk. 

In 1980 Administrative Law Judge Mahony found no relation 
between the two complaints but ruled on the original charge. He 
accepted the airline's defense that they could not provide reasonable 
accommodation because of Philadelphia's small scale operation and 
because union officials had warned that a nondriving job would 
violate collective bargaining agreements and could cause a work 
disruption. Mahony concluded that it was unreasonable to expect 
the airline to create a specialized job for an individual in violation of 
its union contract and in the face of the warnings of union officials 
(503 He~s: Administrative Court Cases Brochure. Mainstream, 
Inc. , no date) 

But the labor community has consistently argued that the criticisms of seniority 

are unfounded and that overriding the seniority system would do more harm than 

good. Enteen, Herman & Tramm (1979) cite the following reasons for this 

positions: 

1. Seniority protects the handicapped union member as well as the 
nonhandicapped worker. Thus seniority does not discriminate. 

2. To override seniority would produce one injustice in an attempt to 
eliminate another. Therefore. it is not a solution. 

3. There is an array of handicaps represented by unemployed 
handicapped individuals and there are many automated entry-level 
jobs. It should be possible to find the right match of qualified 
handicapped applicants for the jobs. 

4. If labor allows the disabled to override seniority then other 
minority groups would claim the same right. This would result in 
severe competition among these groups. 

5. If seniority is weakened then union jobs will be less desirable for 
all people. Seniority is the foundation upon which good union jobs 
are made. 

Summary of Chapter II 

Section503 of the Rehabilitation act of 1973, as amended and Section402 of the 

Vietnam Era Readjustment Assistance Act, as amended, require affirmative action of 
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federal. contractors and subcontractors in the employment of qualified handicapped 

individuals. Although these federal. mandates affect approximately 350,000 

contractors, many are not in compliance. This may be attributable, in part, to 

inadequate enforcement by OFCCP, the lack of the right to private action under 

Section 503, and the broad definition for handicapped used in Section 503. 

Unemployment is costly both in dollars and mental heal.th. One study found that 

the high rate of unemployment has a direct relationship to higher incidences of 

psychological. ill heal.th. Unemployment has been measured by the cost of lost 

taxes, unemployment compensation and welfare. 

Qualified handicapped individuals have been severely affected by the high rate of 

unemployment. Negative attitudes, lack of labor market skills and competition with 

able-bodied workers unemployed and marginal. groups often put the handicapped 

applicant at a disadvantage. As a result only 4.1 million of the eleven million 

potentially employable handicapped are able to secure jobs, and all too often these 

are low paying jobs which provide little chance for career development. 

Often injustices to minority groups can be changed or at least modified by 

appropriate advocacy. Labor unions have long advocated for the working class 

people and minority. Since the mid-forties, organized labor has become increasingly 

active in health care and rehabilitation programs for their workers. There are many 

direct and indirect benefits to be gained by the labor community by increasing their 

commitment to affirmative action for handicapped adults. 



CHAPTER III 

Methodology 

Introduction 

A three site case study approach and theoretical collection of data or grounded 

theory was utilized for the study. This type of inductive reasoning is defined as the 

discovery of theory from data systematically obtained from research (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1980). 

This research method allowed the investigator to develop initial constructs, 

interview questions and a sampling framework. Later comparative analysis was 

used. Qualitative analysis provided the opportunity to use the conceptual categories 

and their properties which emerged from data to develop hypotheses and generate 

substantive theories. 

Research Questions 

The initial decision for theoretical collection of data for this study was based on 

the perspective that labor unions might provide one avenue of advocacy for 

handicapped adults in the world of work. Since there was a lack of information 

which would identify driving and restraining forces which influence labor unions' 

advocacy for the employment of qualified handicapped individuals two research 

questions were initially developed: 

Initial Research Question One: What are the operational forces (i.e., driving and 
restraining forces) which influence labor unions' advocacy for the employment of 
qualified handicapped individuals? 

Initial Research Question Two: How do the driving and r~strai.ning forces, which 
influence unions' advocacy for the employment of qualified handicapped 
individuals, operate within the employment setting? 

58 
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Research Question One: (i.e., What are the operational forces which influence 

labor unions' advocacy for the employment of qualified handicapped individuals?) 

and Research Question Two (i.e. , How do the driving and restraining forces, which 

influence unions' advocacy for the employment of qualified handicapped 

individuals, operate within the employment setting?) were collapsed into the 

following question: 

REVISED RESEARCH OUESTION 1: How do identified driving and restraining forces 
impact on labor union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults? 

An additional research question which emerged during the study was: 

RESEARCH QUESTION 2: What are the operational forces which impact on 
employers' willingness to hire qualified handicapped adults? 

Driving and restraining forces represent the positive and negative dimensions of 

the same force. The study's focus on these posifi.ve and negative dimensions 

allowed operational forces to emerge which affect advocacy for and employment of 

handicapped individuals seeking employment. A discussion of specific aspects 

related to the methodology used in the study is provided in this chapter. 

Population and Sample 

fa order to answer the initial research questions a case study approach and 

theoretical collection of data were selected. Based on dissertation committee 

recommendation two sites in which to conduct the study were chosen for their 

political and social diversities. Subjects were purposefully selected from four 

groups: community advocates, labor union leaders, handicapped adults and 

managers. Later advocates and labor representatives in Powerton were interviewed 

in order to add a national perspective. These multiple comparison groups and 

diverse communities maximized the potential for political, social and economic 
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variabilities and commonalities (i.e. , slices of data) to emerge. Thus the population 

for this study was defined as labor union leaders, managers, comm.unity advocates 

and handicapped adults in the purposefully selected comm.unities of Pleasantville, 

Waterton and Powerton, as displayed in Figures 5 and 6. A description of each of 

these comm.unities follows. Also note that based on field test findings pseudonyms 

were used for both comm.unities and subjects. 

Communities 

Pleasantville. Pleasantville is the principal city in the Blue Grass Valley and also 

· is the largest community along the 500-mile Blue Grass Parkway. Pleasantville 

· reached its present size as a result of the growth in the surrounding rural valley and 

became a center of commerce and manufacturing for the many small villages within 

a hundred mile radius. 

Pleasantville had a population of approximately 224,500 in 1984 and a school 

population of 15,490. The median family income was $25,274. As of January 

1984, 20,000 individuals were employed in 245 manufacturing establishments. The 

unemployment rate was 6.5 percent in May 1984. Two of the largest employers 

were the Pleasantville Food Company (i.e., employed 1,718 workers) and the 

Pleasantville Electric Company (Pleasantville Valley Chamber of Commerce, 1984). 

Based on this researcher's observations local labor unions which appeared to be the 

strongest were the Teamsters, the United Food and Commercial Workers and the 

International Union of Electrical Workers. 

In spite of these factors Pleasantville may be described as a provincial 

community. Old southern traditions are cherished and until 1986 large shopping 

malls remained closed on Sundays. These traits, as well as organized labor's 
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average-to-weak hold in the comm.unity, caused Pleasantville to be one of two 

purposefully selected geographic locations for this study. 

Waterton. Waterton, home of one of the largest natural ports in the world, is a 

cosmopolitan city of foreigners, military personnel, tourists and citizens whose 

ancestry date back to the original settlers. It's land area of 54 square miles is home 

to 272,000 individuals. The median income in 1984 was $18,000. 

Waterton is one of five cities in the region. The total population for the region is 

1. 3 million with a working population of 583,000 and an unemployment rate of less 

than five percent. The region is considered to have an extremely strong 

manufacturing base. This is contributed to the area's geographic location which 

provides overnight access by sea, air, land or rail to seventy five percent of the 

industrial activity in the United States; and to its stable economy. Over 800 

manufacturing firms in the region employ nearly 65,000 workers. These include 

multinational corporations and firms. Approximately twenty three percent of the 

region's businesses had fewer than six employees and·less than $500,000 in annual 

sales. Retail trade grew steadily over the years and reached a mark of $4. 8 billion in 

1985. 

A diversity of economic activity emanates from the water-oriented industries 

such as shipbuilding and port activities to a substantial multimillion-dollar 

agribusiness involving the manufacture of food products and farm machinery and 

international marketing of local harvests. In addition the federal government pumps 

five billion into the local economy. 

One of the world's largest naval bases is located in W aterton with 110,000 active 

duty military personnel and their families. In smaller measure are facilities for the 
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Army, Air Force and Coast Guard whose combined military complements total 

22,000 personnel. 

Defense contractors, drawn to the vast military complex, were comprised of a 

large cadre of engineers, technicians and scientists involved in manufacturing, 

technical services and research and development in such high tech fields as 

aerospace, computer science and telecommunications. The Waterton Shipyards and 

Dry Dock Company employs 12,000 workers and was considered to be the largest 

single private employer in the region (Waterton Regional Chamber of Commerce, 

1984, 1985, and 1986). The United Steelworkers appeared to be one of the 

strongest labor unions in the region, as observed by the researcher. 

Based on dissertation committee members' advice, organized labor was thought 

to have a strong base in Waterton and to have more impact in Waterton than any 

other community in the state. Because of the basic differences in the character of the 

two communities of Waterton and Pleasantville, as well as the varying influence of 

labor; Waterton was chosen as the second purposefully selected sites for this study. 

Powerton. Powerton is the capital city of America and lies to the north of 

Pleasantville and Waterton. Powerton is an atypical city. Its business is power 8.nd 

its industry is government; and it lives on flood lights and newsprint. It also is a 

cultural center. There are three million residents in the metropolitan area, including 

640,000 in the city limits. For most residents it is not their only home since many 

are there by political appointment. 

Prior to W odd War II Powerton was thought of as a sleepy southern city. The 

1940s brought a spurt of growth. By the 1950s there was a flood of Black 

migration from the South; and Powerton as capital, led the country in 
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nondiscriminatory pay scales for government jobs. As a result the city now is 

seventy percent Black and a substantial number of these residents fall in the middle 

class. 

Powerton residents often are government employees, congressmen, senators, 

lawyers and lobbyists. In the affluent neighborhoods the average cost of a home is 

$300,000. Interestingly the importance of appearing important in Powerton 

supports a multimillion-dollar limousine industry. In contrast to the wealthy are the 

thousands of street people who reside in the capital and attach themselves to specific 

neighborhoods. In fact it has been said that the President's closest neighbor is one 

who sleeps on top of a heat grate. There also is a high rate of crime. But 

Powerton's power and glory is demonstrated in its office buildings, embassies, 

hotels, clubs and national monuments (Powerton Chamber of Commerce, 1984. 

1986). As a result of these factors Powerton was purposefully chosen as a site for 

this study in order to add a national perspective when comparing collected data from 

the cities of Pleasantville and W aterton. 

Subjects 

The fifty nine subjects interviewed for this study also were purposefully chosen 

in an unfolding selection process during the study. The study began by contacting 

community advocates in Pleasantville and Waterton. These advocates provided 

names and addresses of handicapped adults. Names of management and labor 

representatives initially were provided by Dr. Jerald Robinson, Virginia Polytechnic 

Institute and State University, Department of Management. Later an unfolding 

process of selecting subjects occurred by obtaining recommendations during the 

initial interviews. 
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These subjects by site and group were: 1. Pleasantville: eleven community 

advocates, seven handicapped adults, six management representatives and six labor 

union officials; 2. Waterton: five community advocates, three handicapped adults, 

three management representatives and seven labor union officials; and 3. Powerton: 

three national level representatives from organized labor leaders and eight national 

level advocates (e.g. employees of the federal government who held jobs which 

impact on handicapped individuals, executive director of national coalition for the 

handicapped and editor of a monthly publication for handicapped adults). As 

previously noted Powerton subjects were interviewed in order to enhance the 

accuracy of the data and to add a national perspective. Refer to Table 2 for a graphic 

display of the number of subjects sampled. (Also refer to Appendix A for a 

description of each of the subjects interviewed, the interview tape number and the 

interview date.) 

Field Test Study 

An exploratory interview schedule was designed and field tested prior to 

embarking on the study. During the field test individuals from each of the identified 

groups were interviewed to al.low the investigator, the primary data gathering 

instrument, an opportunity to develop strategies of investigative field research. Field 

test subjects were located and interviewed in Covington, Virginia and Lewisburg, 

West Virginia. 

As a result interview techniques were enhanced by allowing this investigator to 

become familiar with the different subgroups involved (i.e., labor union, 

management, handicapped and advocate representatives and their environments); to 

judge the appropriateness of the interview questions; to standardize the approach 
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used in as.king the interview questions; and to provide initial guidelines for coding 

. and analyzing data. The field test al.so provided information on: appropriate protocol 

procedures for initial contact of subjects and barriers to the study (e.g., time 

required of each subject to be interviewed and subjects' reluctance to be identified). 

Results of the field test showed that subjects particularly management 

representatives were hesitant to discuss issues related to labor unions. As a result it 

was determined that pseudonyms would be used for communities and subjects 

during the actual study Field test results al.so indicated that collected data would 

encompass the topic of advocacy for handicapped individuals in general as well as 

specifically targeting advocacy of labor unions for handicapped people. As a 

consequence of this finding a literature search was conducted on the subject of 

advocacy and a brief review of literature was added to the June 11, 1985 Progress 

Report to the dissertation committee. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Sources used in the study to gather data included observations, taped interviews 

and document review. The investigator served as the primary data gathering 

instrument. 

Multiple diverse observations and interviews were obtained by purposefully 

selecting three geographical locations and subjects from four groups based on the 

communities' as well as the groups' marked differences. Groundwork for 

conducting the study was laid by this investigator using a review of literature on 

pertinent topics (i.e., Organized Labor and Social Policy, The Definitions of 

Handicapped and Disabled, Unemployment and the Handicapped, Employability of 

the Handicapped and Organized Labor's Traditional. Involvement with the 
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Handicapped) and the experiences from the Field Study. This review of literature 

allowed the researcher an opportunity to become acquainted with the four 

subgroups. 

Based on the field study results all subjects were contacted individually by way 

of a support letter containing a Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

letter head with signatures of one or more of the committee members. These letters 

were followed by telephone contact from the author to establish the willingness of 

the subject to cooperate and the exact time and place of the interview. [See 

Appendix B for a sample Support Letter and the Telephone Contact Statement.] 

The exploratory interview schedule was designed so that the wording of the 

questions would not profoundly affect the responses but it was necessary to use 

overt participant field t'esearch methods (e.g., a 5 x 2 inch tape recorder). Topics 

adciressed in the interview questionnaire included: definitions of terms, factors 

which contribute to successful job performance, obstacles to the employment of 

handicapped adults, the current and ideal role of labor unions regarding advocacy 

for handicapped adults, factors which contribute and factors which hinder union 

advocacy for handicapped adults, the roles of federal and state laws and the request 

for documents or leads to other potential subjects. 

It should be noted that interview questions were modified for mentally 

handicapped subjects. The modified interview schedule began by addressing the 

subject's past training and jobs or search for jobs. Often the questions were phrased 

more simply and if it was determined after a few questions that the subject had no 

.knowledge of labor unions questions from that component of the interview were 

discontinued [Refer to Appendix C for the Interview Schedule and the Modified 



Interview Schedule.] Interviews ranged from fifteen minutes to two hours. The 

average interview required approximately one hour and fifteen minutes. Theoretical 

saturation of data was used as the criterion to discontinue the data collection 

process; that is this researcher felt that core categories had been carefully and 

thoroughly investigated and that any additional data would not change the 

conceptual framework which had emerged. 

Data Analysis 

The procedure for data analysis involved organizing, coding and inductively 

analyzing the data from observation notes, taped interviews and relevant 

documents. Mini case studies of each subgroup at each geographical location were 

developed. Data were further collapsed as these mini case studies were merged to 

develop a case study of each geographical site. 

Analysis Procedure 

During the initial analysis it appeared logical to use three analytic domains (i.e .. 

categories of meaning which involve smaller categories): (1) Subjects' 

Interpretations of the Word Labels Handicapped and Disabled, (2) Driving and 

Restraining Forces for Employment and (3) Driving and Restraining Forces for 

Advocacy. During this earlier analysis conceptual themes became apparent but the 

organizational scheme resulted in many of these conceptual themes being 

fragmented (e.g .. categories relating to legal factors were both forces for 

employment and advocacy). In order to eliminate this problem and to present 

cohesive concepts the data then were presented in two domains: Domain I: Subjects' 

Interpretations of the Word Labels Handicapped and Disabled and Domain II: 

Operational Forces in the Employment Setting. 
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As data were further reduced, categories (smaller units of data within a domain) 

and components (i. e, a semantic link between the categories) of the second Domain, 

Operational Forces in the Employment Setting, were collapsed in order to add 

clarity and eliminate data fragmentation. As a result of this final revision data 

clustered around four categorical employment determinants: legal forces, economic 

forces, political forces and psychological forces; and their consequences. Within 

each category positive and negative dimensions were examined by subdividing and 

identifying data as components and factors (i.e. . a semantic link between 

components). Ref er to Figure 7 for a graphic display of the research sequence 

discussed above and to Figure 8 for an overview of the study's domains and 

categories. 

In Chapter IV data displays also have been provided along with discussions, 

summaries and conclusions in an effort to clarify the materials presented. These data 

displays typically are in the form of narrative text. Based on the analytic process, 

frequencies of responses which fit specific cells also are displayed in tables and 

figures. These response frequencies allow the reader to further compare the 

similarities and differences among communities and groups. 

Findings 

As the research study progressed multiple hypotheses emerged. These multiple 

hypotheses in turn led to the generation of the substantive theories (Ref er to Chapter 

V). Substantive theory is defined by Glaser and Strauss (1980) as a theory 

developed for an empirical area of sociological inquiry (e.g., patient care) and is 

achieved by progressive and cumulative collection of facts. In contrast formal 

theory is developed for a conceptual area of sociological inquiry (e.g .. status 
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Figure 7: Research Sequence 
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passage). Both types of theories are considered to "fall between the minor working 

hypotheses of everyday life" and differ only in terms of degree or levels of 

generality. If research focuses on a substantive then comparative analysis among 

groups may be used to generate theory. But if formal theory is the intent of the 

research then comparative analysis is made among multiple substantive cases which 

are within one formal area. 



CHAPTER IV 

Cross-Site Analysis 

Introduction 

Separate analysis of three single site case studies were developed prior to the 

cross-site analysis. This process allowed the author to observe categories and their 

properties unique to the communities of Pleasantville, Waterton, and Powerton; as 

well as those unique to the groups identified as: community advocates, handicapped 

adults, labor representatives and management representatives. In order to increase 

the validity of the study multiple comparisons of sites and groups were conducted. 

As data were reviewed from the three single site case studies, similarities and 

contrasts emerged among groups and sites. These similarities and contrasts were the 

focus of this chapter and typically were displayed in an organized assembly of 

narrative text. Subjects' response frequency rates also were presented throughout 

the chapter. 

Response frequency rates for each group of subjects (i.e., by cells), as well as 

the exact number of subjects (i.e., n=number) were displayed in tables throughout 

Chapter IV. Shown in these displays are: (1) total response frequency rates of each 

group (e.g., the number of advocates across sites who responded to a particular 

issue), (2) total response frequency rates by each single site (e.g., the number of 

Pleasantville subjects across &roups who addressed a particular topic) and (3) total 

response frequency rates per site and group (e.g., the number of Waterton labor 

representatives whose responses fit a particular factor). These data also were set 

forth in graphic presentation. 
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Graphic displays of population and sample were presented in Chapter III: 

Figures 5 and 6 (pages 61 and 62) and Table 2 (page 67). These displays should be 

used to .clarify references to percentages of subje~ts' responses for individual 

analysis. 

Handicapped subjects and managers were not interviewed in the Powerton Study. 

As a result, all tables presenting response frequency rates for Powerton 

handicapped adults and management representatives were shown as "x", rather than 

a percentage. It also should be noted that data were representative of the category's 

and/or component's major theme and were not necessarily exclusive to a particular 

category or component. 

The following presentation follows the organizational format which evolved 

during the data analysis process. Domain I addresses subjects' various 

interpretations of the terms handicapped and disabled. Domain II focuses on the 

operational forces which impact on advocacy efforts and employment opportunities 

for adults who have a handicapping condition. 

Domain I: Subjects' Interpretations of Word Labels: 

Handicapped and Disabled . 

Data reviewed in this domain focus on subjects' perceptions of what constitutes 

a handicapping and/or disabling condition. Based on a review of literature prior to 

the study it was determined that individuals often interpreted the terms 

"handicapped" and "disabled" differently. As a result, interview questions for this 

study were designed to obtain an impression of the subjects' perceptions of what 

types of individuals fit the groups labeled as handicapped and disabled. 
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Subjects were asked to define handicapped and disabled and to provide examples 

of handicapped and disabled individuals. Emergent data fit four categories: (A) 

Interchangeable Terms, (B) Valence, (C) Functional, and (D) Unique Responses. 

Graphic presentations of the total response frequency rates for these categories were 

shown in Table 3 and Figure 9. Shown in Figure 10 were the total response 

frequency rates by site. The total response frequency rates by group were presented 

in Figure 11. These visual displays reflect the distribution across categories 

subjects' response frequency rates created. 

Categoty A Interchane:eable Terms 

Subjects whose responses indicated that they perceived no notable difference 

between the terms handicapped and disabled fit the Interchangeable Terms 

Category. Nineteen percent (n=l 1) of the subjects provided responses which fit this 

category. 

These types of responses were distributed across groups and sites although 

Pleasantville advocates gave responses which fit the Interchangeable Terms 

Category more frequently than any other group of subjects. Based on the percentage 

of subjects interviewed at each site, a comparison by site showed the total response 

frequencies were somewhat similar. These response frequency rates were: 

Pleasantville 20% (n=6), Waterton 17% (n=3) and Powerton 18% (n=2). 

When subjects' responses were compared by groups, total response frequencies 

differed somewhat in that advocates' responses fit this category more often than 

those of other subjects. These response frequency rates were: advocates 25% 

(n=6), handicapped adults 10% (n=l), labor representatives 13% (n=2) and 

managers 22% (n=2). 
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T•le3 
Dcaaial: S•jecu' ~au of Ward Labels 

n ........... 1·~ r ... ..,.,...; ... . -- T -• .. -··--·--
Category A: Handicapped & Disabled: 

hterch-eable Tt11Ds n=S 459' •=1 1'49' n=O Olli •·0 09' n=6 20!5 

Category B: Valence 
Haa.diciimwt Pasitive n=I 911i n•I '"" n=O 09' n=O 09' n=2 711i 

'ti Disabled Pasitive n=t 911i n•O Oll\ n=O 09' n=O 09' n=I 311i i' Total VIilena, R.....,,nse Freauencies n=2 1811i n=I , ..... n=O Olli n=O Olli n•3 109' = Category C: Funclional ~ ... Haa.dicapped Pasitive n=3 279' D=I 1'411i n='4 679' n=l 179' n=9 30!5 
~ Disabled Positive n•l 911i D=I 14'Jli n•O O'Jli n=l 17!5 n=3 10!5 
;- No DistillClion •• o Olli n=O Olli n•O 09' n=l 179' n=l 39' 

Total Funaional Response Frequencies n•4 369' n=l 299' •·4 679' n=3 509' n=13 43!5 

Category D: Unique Responses n=I 911i D=I '"" D=I 17!1i D=2 339' n=S 17!5 
Total R-•e Freauencies for Domain I n=12 100+9' n=5 719' n=S 839' •=5 83'6 D=- 909' 
Category A: Handicapped & Disabled: 

lnten:hqeable Ttl'llll n=O Olli n=O Olli n•I '"" •·2 679' n=3 17!5 

Category B: Valence 
t Handicapped Pasitive n=O 0'15 n=O 0'15 n•O 09' n=O 09' n=O 0'15 
lo! Disabled Pasitive n•I 209' D=I 3311i n•O Olli n=O 09' n=2 II 9' 
ii Total Valence Rl'!fflO...., Freauencies n•I 209' n=I 339' •• o 09' n=O 09' n=2 119' 

g Careeory C: Funclional 
Haa.dicapped Pasitive n•O 0'15 n=O Olli n•l '"" n=O 09' n=l 6'15 
Disabled Positive D=l :tUll) •• o 09' n=I l'I"' n=O O!li n=2 11 '15 
No DistillCllan n=:=O 09' D•l 339' n•O 09' D=I 33!5 n=2 11 '15 
Total Funclional R-nse F-uencies .. , .. u ... D•l 3311) n=2 299' D=I 339' n=5 289' 
Category D: Unillue R....,onses n•l 209' D=I 33,i; n=3 '439' D=3 100'6 n=8 44!5 

Total R.......,,•e Freauencies for Domain I n=3 609' 0=3 1009' n•6 869' n=6 100+!5 n::i::18 1009' 
Category A: Handicapped & Disabled: 

lnten:haru,eable Tt11Ds n•l 139' X X n•l 339' X X n=2 189' 
Category B: Valence 
Haa.dicapped Pasitive n=O 0'15 X X n=l 339' X X n=I 99' - Disabled Positive n=2 259' X X n•O Ull) X X n=2 189' 

0 Total VIilena, Response Frequencies n=2 259' X X n=I 339' X X n=3 279' 
~ Category C: Funclional 
~ Handicapped Pasitive n=O Olli X X n=l 3311i X X n=l 99' 

= Disabled Positive n=O 0'15 X X •• o Olll X ,r n•O 09' 
No DistillCllan •• o 0'15 X X n-o Ull\ X X n=O O!li 
Total Funclional R"""onse F....,uencies n=O 0'15 X X n=I :,395 X X n=I 9'15 

C"..r,,,,.,.,, D: Uniaue Resnonses n=I 139' X X n=l 339' X X n=2 18'15 
Total Response Frequencies for Domain I n=4 509' X X ..... 100+!5 X X n=8 n!li 

Category A; Handicapped & Disabled: 
hterchqeable Tt11Ds n=6 259' n=I 109' •=2 139' n=2 229' n=l I 19!5 

Category B: Valence 
~ Handicapped Positive n=I "" n•I 109' n=I 69' n=O 0'15 n=3 5'15 

~ 
Disabled Pasitive n=4 179' n•I 109' n=O 09' •• o 09' n=5 99' 
Tota.I Valence R"""°nse Freauencies n•S 219' •-2 209' n•I 69' n=O 09' n=8 149' 

'a Category C: Functional 
Handicapped Pasitive n=3 139' n=I 109' n•6 389' D•l 119' n=l 1 19!5 

~ Disabled Positive n=2 &Iii n=I !Olli n=I 69' n•I ll '15 n=5 99' • No Distinclion_ n=O Olli n=I 109' n=O Olli n=2 22!5 n=3 S!li 
TO!al Funclional R......, .. e Freauencies n=S 219' n=3 309' ns7 """ •=4 44lli n=l9 32!5 

Category D: Unique Responses n=3 139' •=2 209' n=5 31 Iii n=5 56'15 n=l5 25!5 
TO!al Remonse Frequencies for Domain I •=11 159' •·8 809' n=l~ 949' D=ll IOO+!li .;,3 90!5 
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Pleasantville Advocates. Five (45%) advocates, when asked to define handicapped 

and disabled, gave responses which appropriately fit the Interchangeable Terms 

Category. For example, Joe Abbott Supervisor at Vocational Rehabilitation, stated: 

They're one in the same as far as the agency is concerned . Someone 
who has a handicap to employment is certainly disabled (Tape 1, 
Count 099). 

Pleasantville's Alice Blankenship, Regional Director of Easter Seal Society, 

concurred: 

I would use the two terms interchangeably. It can be either physical, 
it can be mental or it can be emotional (rape 4, Count 006-024 ). 

Pleasantville Handicapped Adults. One (14%) handicapped subject felt the terms 

were interchangeable. James Griffith, a physically handicapped individual who 

worked part time as a court reporter, said: 

They're labels and I don't particularly like labels. I feel [there is] no 
difference. They're the same thinf. The term I don't like personally 
is crippled; can't stand that (rape 17, Count 117-126). 

Waterton Labor and Management Representatives. One (14%) labor subject and 

two (67%) managers perceived the terms as interchangeable. For example, 

Teamsters' President.Watson stated: 

I see them [the terms] as the same (rape 58, Count O 19-020). 

Waterton shipyard managers also believed the terms were interchangeable. Vice 

President Stone remarked: 

As far as a ship builder goes, they're both the same. A man 
handicapped and disabled, it simply means that----we would have to 
look very closely to see where we could place a person like that and 
we do (Tape 52, Count 028-033). 

Equal Employment Opportunity Director Tyler commented: 
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I would think they [the terms] would be interchangeable as opposed 
to being separate because if you are disabled, you 're handicapped. 
Likewise if you're handicapped you're disabled, I just can't see how 
you can---on a balance look at one as being separate and apart from 
the other (Tape 55, Count 010-023). 

Powerton Advocates and Labor Representatives. One (13%) advocate and one 

(33%) labor representative thought of the terms as being interchangeable but also 

emphasized that legally the words handicapped and disabled identified different 

groups. For instance, Thomas Napier Program Specialist for the Department of 

Human Services commented: 

As staff person in the Administration on Developmental Disabilities, 
we have specific definitions that are contained in law with respect to 
what is a developmentally disabled. By definition it would be the 
more severely handicapped individual in our society usually 
requiring some form of intervention and care from birth to death. 
Generically they're interchangeable (Tape 3 7, Count 006-014 ) . 

• 
Joseph Mitchell, National Representative of the AFL-CIO stated: 

Relatively [the terms mean] the same. There's a difference, 
especially from a legal approach there would be a difference. But 
when it comes to employment in the labor market, they have [ a] lot 
of the same problems (Tape 35, Count 030-034). 

Category B. Valence 

Data which noted positive or negative connotations of either the word 

handicapped or the word disabled were placed in the Valence Category. Some 

subjects' responses, which not only pinpointed a negative or positive meaning but 

also addressed the impaired person's ability to work, could easily have fit either the 

Valence Category or the Functional Category. But typically if the response included 

a reference to performance it was labeled as Functional. 
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Eight (14%) of the responses given by subjects fit the Valence Category. When 

percentages of each of the groups' responses were compared by site, there were 

similar findings among advocates (i.e., Pleasantville 18% n=2, Waterton 20% n=l 

and Powerton 25% n=2). Pleasantville and Waterton labor and management 

subjects failed to provide answers which fit the Valence Category. 

Pleasantville Advocates. Two (18%) of the advocates' responses fit the Valence 

Category. Fred Burdette ARC Director of Industrial Relations said: 

I guess handicapped is the more neg:ative of the two. It seems to 
imply the individual. is less than norm.al. Disabled means that there 
may be a problem in one particular area: physical., or mental or 
emotional. (Tape 6, Count 015-021). 

Special Education Director Mathew Dishman differed from Burdette in that he 

perceived handicapped to be the more positive of the two terms: 

Personally I have a preference for the word handicapped over the 
word disabled because I believe that disabled carries a much more 
neg:ative connotation (Tape 10, Count 009). 

Pleasantville Handicapped Subjects. One handicapped subject (14%) gave an 

answer which fit the Valence Category. Larry Cal.dwell a thirty five year old mildly 

mentally and physically impaired person who worked in a .kitchen in a cafeteria 

believed that handicapped carried a more positive connotation. Larry commented: 

They're disabled because they aren't trying. They've lost their 
determination to beat it, so they are disabled. Handicapped is 
somebody that is determined to make it (Tape 7, Count 709-723). 

Pleasantville & Waterton: Labor and Manae:ement Representatives. These subjects 

did not provide answers which fit the Valence Category. It should again be noted 

that several of the responses which more appropriately fit the Functional. Category 

could al.so have been placed in the Valence Category. 
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Waterton Advocates and Handicapped Subjects. One advocate (20%), and one 

handicapped subject (33%) indicated disabled was a more positive term than 

handicapped. Ernest Irons a forty year old gentleman, severely physically 

handicapped at birth and a peer counselor at the Waterton Independent Advocacy 

Center preferred the word disabled: 

Handicapped. I feel a whole bunch of limits. The word disabled is 
more positive. The syllable is able and we may be disabled, but we 
are able to do work (Tape 22. Count 120-133). 

ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman also pref erred the word disabled: 

You"re only handicapped if you choose to be. Disabled is a much 
better description of what may or may not be "quote" wrong with 
somebody. You"re handicapped if you let yourself be handicapped. 1 
would rather---1 do use the term disabled not handicapped. (Tape 
18. Count 004-022). 

Powerton Advocates and Labor Representatives. Two (25%) advocates and one 

labor representative (33%) preferred either the term handicapped or disabled. Dr. 

Julie Price Executive Director of the America Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities 

explained that national organizations of handicapped individuals were opting to use 

the word disabled: 

Disabled is the word this organization prefers to use. Our 
organization is composed of dis~led people. Most of our members 
are disabled people advocating for themselves rather than 
nondisabled people and they seem to prefer the term disabled. 
There"s a big disagreement among individuals in various 
organizations which is the one to use. Handicap is a negative word 
in terms of the dictionary It means something negative. Disabled, 
on the other hand. also has with the "dis" means disabled but all it 
means that your disability is that you"re blind or visually impaired. 
It"s not a full definition. Handicapped has a more overall feeling of--
-you"re handicapped; therefore. you can't do things. Disabled means 
you have one disability but t.hat"s your only problem. That's the way 
it's perceived in a lot of the disabled communities. I've used them 
interchangeably over the years. Inf ederal law handicapped is used---
There's some people [who] want to change to disabled .... (Tape 
44, Count 009-03 3 ). 
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Agnes Perdue member of the President's Committee for the Employment of the 

Handicapped also thought of the word disabled as having the more positive 

connotation. Ms. Perdue responded: · 

Disabled means the person has a recognizable, diagnosed limitation; 
either medically diagnosed or recognizable from the point of view of 
the general public. Handicap is the relationship between attitude 
factors that the person encounters. A disabled person need not be a 
handicapped person that's the chief thin&. (rape 45, Telephone 
Interview). 

Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel Member of the International Union of Bricklayers 

and Allied Craftmen seemed to think of the term handicapped as being more 

positive. Mr. Orville said: 

Handicapped strikes me as a more general thing. That everyone 
who's disabled is handicapped: not everyone who's handicapped is 
necessarily disabled. It seems to me handicapped people have 
problems who can still take care of busines!, that sort of thing (fape 
41, Count 021-026). 

Cate&ory C. Functional 

Responses which fit this category made reference to a handicapped and/or 

disabled person's ability to function and/or to perform a job. Some subjects 

differentiated between handicapped and disabled when they discussed functional 

ability, others made no such distinction. 

Nineteen (32%) subjects supplied a response which fit the Functional Category. 

Contrasts were found when total response frequency rates were com pared by site 

and group. A comparison of data by site showed thirteen (43%) Pleasantville 

subjects and five (28%) Waterton subjects, as opposed to one (9%) Powerton 

subject, addressed the topic of handicapped and/or disabled workers' production. 
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Divergent data also were identified when comparisons were made by group. 

Seven (44%) labor representatives, four (44%) managers, five (21 %) advocates and 

three (30%) h~dicapped subjects, mentioned the issue of performance. 

Pleasantville Labor & Mana~ement and Waterton Labor Representatives. As 

expected from total group differences, contrasts also were apparent when response 

frequency rates of groups at specific sites were examined. Four (67%) of 

Pleasantville labor union representatives and three (50%) of Pleasantville managers; 

along with two (29%) Waterton labor representatives; differentiated between the 

terms handicapped and disabled, while providing responses which fit the Functional 

Category. Apparently as a result of their past associations with workers 

compensation, these subjects typically perceived handicapped to be more positive 

and/or to mean that a person could perform some types of jobs, and that a disabled 

person could not perform any job. Teamsters President Bud Lilly's response was 

typical of Pleasantville labor subjects. Mr. Lilly stated: 

Handicapped to me means that they're perfectly able to perform 
certain types of duties for a company and be able to do certain jobs 
as well as anyone else. Disabled to me means the person is no longer 
capable of performing the work that he was performing prior to 
becoming disabled (fe.pe 33, Count 004-029). 

Henry Johnson Financial Secretary and Treasurer of Pleasantville's Hotel Employee 

remarked: 

Most of the handicapped people, they are really good workers 
(Count 019-028). If a pP.rson is disabled and he's not really able to 
work. ... A disabled person would be a person that is not able to 
function on a job. If you're disabled to work. then you can't 
perform (Tape 27, Count 031-038). 

Katherine Gilmore, personnel director at a large chain motel in Pleasantville 

concurred: 
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Disabled to my mind is someone who is retired on disability because 
they can no longer work. They can no longer perform a job's 
activities, [or] choose not to do any activity or work at all. 
Handicapped people would be someone who has a particular 
handicap that would need special consideration or to be 
accommodated in a particular way (rape 16, Count 004-041 ). 

Waterton's Teamster President Guy Webster stated: 

Disabled would mean that they wouldn't be able to function 
properly, as a normal human being (rape 59, Count 020-025). 

Waterton Shipyard's E.E.O. Director Tyler gave some insight into managers and 

labor union subjects' views. Mr. Tyler commented: 

As I understand it a person can by physically impaired and still 
considered to be handicapped. A person cannot be totally and 
permanently disabled and be considered to be handicapped. It's kind 
of hard to distinguish---cut that fine line between those two 
definitions. 

For example I could be totally and permanently disabled as far as not 
being able to perform a job as an electrician. I still would be a 
handicapped person by definition of the law because I still would be 
able to perform a job say of a clerk. I would be an impaired person 
in one sense, but I still would be a qualified handicapped individual 
even though I would be determined by workers compensation to be 
totally and permanently disabled from performing the job that I was 
previously doing. That doesn't mean that I wouldn't be able to 
perform other jobs. A person can be permanently and totally 
disabled and still be considered a handicapped individual by 
definition of the law (Tape 55, Count 024-034). 

Pleasantville Advocates and Handicapped Subjects. Advocates (36%, n=4)) and 

handicapped subjects (29%, n=2) also gave responses, as those of labor subjects 

and managers, which often were linked to their personal experiences. Three 

Pleasantville residents, handicapped at birth and several advocates who were 

associated with either school age or transitional handicapped youth believed the term 

handicapped carried a more positive connotation. Nurse Geneva Fawcett, Bureau of 

Crippled Children, stated: 
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A person who is handicapped can actually function to their level and 
accomplish; can function. The term disabled, I look at [as] 
interfering with productivity; and therefore not being productive as 
far as relative to the work place would be concerned (Tape 12, 
Count 003-020). 

Nancy Klingman a forty year old lady, severely handicapped at birth and a 

counselor at the Pleasantville Veterans Ad.ministration Hospital remarked: 

Disability, a working disability, not able to do anything. To me it 
means limitations. I prefer the word handicapped to disabled. I don't 
think of myself as disabled although I am in some ways (Tape 30, 
Count 069-081). 

Whereas a young man disabled a few years prior to the interview felt that the term 

disabled was a more positive term. Feldman :.tated: 

A handicapped person can't do really anything in my opinion. A 
disabled person, they can do a lot of things, but not everything they 
use to do (Tape 13, Count 026-030). 

One probable explanation for this phenomenon was the association of the 

advocates and individuals handicapped at birth with Public Law 94-142 and the 

common usage of the term handicapped. In comparison Feldman, the young man 

who became handicapped during his early thirties was a laborer who was more 

familiar with workers compensation and his peers' common usage of the term 

disabled. 

Category D: Unique Responses. 

Fifteen (25%) subjects, when asked to define the terms handicapped and disabled, 

gave a response which did not fit in the previously discussed categories. These data 

as well as the distribution of data among categories suggest that if these interviews 

are representative of those of the general public, then it may be concluded that the 

public has various and wide ranging interpretations of what constitutes a 
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handicapping condition. In this event the question of how individuals from different 

subcultures define the terms handicapped and disabled should be further researched. 

Summary and Conclusions for Domain I. 

The review of data which fit this Domain focused on subjects' personal 

interpretations of the terms handicapped and disabled. The wide distribution of 

responses suggests that people have various interpretations of the terms. There also 

was indication that subjects' interpretations of the terms handicapped and disabled 

often were based on their personal experiences. 

As a result of their personal experiences with workers compensation several of 

the labor subjects tended to think of a handicapped worker as being somewhat more 

capable of performance than a disabled individual. The only advocates who 

indicated a preference for the word handicapped were from Pleasantville and were 

directly working with handicapped children or youth. 

Waterton and Powerton advocates' responses indicated a preference for the 

disabled term. These Powerton and Waterton advocates perhaps were influenced by 

a national trend of some handicapped advocacy organizations to adopt the term 

disabled. 

An additional difference between labor and management representatives, as 

compared to advocates and handicapped subjects, was the emphasis placed on 

productivity. Managers and labor union leaders were keenly aware of the issue of 

productivity, while advocates often did not address the issue. One may only 

speculate that advocates' limited sensitivity regarding production iss'ues acts as a 

barrier to communication with employers and labor union representatives and as a 

constraint to employment opportunities. 
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In conclusion the responses of the subjects interviewed in this study fit four 

categories: Interchangeable, Functional, Valence and Unique. The author believes 

these data indicate two significant points: (1) individuals from varying sub-cultures 

in America use distinctively different definitions to define handicapped and disabled 

and (2) one difference in the perceptions of individuals (i.e., regarding 

"handicapped" and "disabled") from varying sub-cultures is their emphasis on the 

issue of production. 
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Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 

Topics related to employment and advocacy for handicapped adults were 

addressed in the second phase of this analysis. Data fit categories which were 

labeled as: Category A: Legal Forces, Category B: Economic Forces, Category C: 

Political Forces and Category D: Psychological & Social Forces. 

Data from the three case studies were presented in narrative form. Response 

frequency rates by site and group also were set forth in tables and/or figures. 

Category A: Legal Forces and Consequences 

The impact of laws, regulations and collective bargaining agreements on 

handicapped adults in the world of work were reviewed in this category. Data were 

presented by components in the following order: Component 1: Affirmative Action, .. 
Component 2: Reasonable Accommodation and Component 3: Collective 

Bargaining Agreements. 

Component 1: Affirmative Action. Topics related to Sections 503 and 402 were 

presented in this component as: Factor Al.1: Affirmative Action Laws: An 

Employment Incentive, Factor Al.2: Weak Enforcement of Affirmative Action 

Laws, Factor Al.3: Limited Knowledge of Section 503 and Factor Al.4: Unique 

Responses. Findings were discussed below and an overview of response frequency 

rates were displayed in Table 4 and Figures 12, 13 and 14. 

[factor Al.1: Affirmative Action Laws: An Employment Incentive] 

Twenty two percent (n=13) of the subjects made statements which indicated they 

believed affirmative action laws were effective. Response frequency rates of three 

groups: advocates (25%, n=6), labor (25%, n=4) and management (33%, n=3) 

were similar. When response frequency rates were compared by two sites 
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Pleasantville (20%. n=6) and W aterton (17%. n=3), findings also were somewhat 

similar. Powerton subjects' (i.e .. advocates and labor) response frequency rates 

were slightly higher (36%, n=4). 

The subjects who perceived affirmative action laws to be effective typically 

thought the existence of the laws tended to increase employers' awareness and 

thereby enhanced employment opportunities for handicapped adults. These subjects 

also believed federal contractors and subcontractors attempted to comply with the 

laws. 

Pleasantville. Waterton & Powerton Advocates. Two (18%) Pleasantville 

advocates thought affirmative action mandates were effective. Vocational 

Rehabilitation Counselor Vera Farmer commented on her experiences with federal 

contractors: 

This whole notion of Affirmative Actic,n you can go to employers 
and if any of them are e:overnment contractors or subcontractors. 
Some of them you can just go in and help them because they're 
trying to get an affirmative action plan in place. They want 
somebody who will help them design it. The other thing is they're 
fairly aware that they're not suppose to be discrimjnatine: because of 
somebody's handicap. If you can e:et the door open that much then 
you can say some positive stuff. It's more of a door opener than a 
law that says you've got to hire this person. If it will open the door a 
little bit and you can e:et in there and you can make it fly (Tape 11, 
Count 627-640). 

Two Waterton advocates (40%) felt that affirmative action mandates had a 

positive influence on government contractors. ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman 

remarked: 

Very strong laws. I think in this area es,pecially we're ver:y much 
aware of the federal law that addresses both hiring. retraining and 
promotion; all those things [for] handicapped individuals because 
there is so much federal money here. So we're very much aware of 
that and those folks really have to have a written affirmative action 
plan because of that federal law (Tape 18, Count 190-195, Side 2). 
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Two (25%) Powerton advocates discussed the effectiveness of affirmative action 

laws for the handicapped. Gregory Oak.es editor of a national newsletter for the 

handicapped remarked: 

They often present the opportunity for a disabled person to be at 
least considered for employment. Before the Rehabilitation Act of 
'73 there really was no awareness. In the general population of 
employers before there were any laws there was never a 
consideration of the person who was in a wheelchair or who was 
blind. They've certainly created an awareness and they've actually 
led to jobs. So they've been instrumental (Tape 40, Count on-094, 
Side 2). 

Eugene Norris Equal Opportunity Specialist for the Office of Federal Contract 

Compliance Programs was the subject who felt the strongest about affirmative 

action laws' effectiveness. He said, in part: 

The Rehabilitation Act and many state laws and a few horrible 
examples; the word get through to the community that the 
government is serious about this. The contracting community and I 
come back to that because the two areas that we deal with are those 
who have contracts to provide goods or services to the federal 
government and those who receive financial assistance. Those who 
receive that kind of help in relationship to the federal government 
want to continue to receive it so they make a special .effort to 
accommodate the handicapped----knowing that if they don't, they 
might lose contracts and/or financial assistance .... You knuckle 
under because somebody is out there enforcing them . If they are in 
violation and a complaint is filed we're going to look at them. Even 
if a complaint is not filed we are selectively seeking out contractors 
to review . . . Those laws are effective by virtue of the fact that it is 
the law of the land(Tape 39, Count 397-428). 

Pleasantville. Waterton & Powerton Labor. Twenty five percent (n=4) of the 

labor union representatives interviewed also were aware of the impact of affirmative 

action laws. But note that Pleasantville labor subjects generally responded to their 

knowledge of equal employment opportunity laws rather than Sections 503 or 402. 

Response frequency rates by site were: Pleasantville 33% (n=2) and Powerton 66% 
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(n=2). Waterton labor union representatives' remarks did not address the 

effectiveness of affirmative action laws. 

In Pleasantville Richard. Rice President of the International Union of Electrical 

Workers stated: 

Oh a tremendous effect. If you have government contracts and they 
have laws charging people to hire the physically handicapped or 
mentally disabled; they have to---in order to secure the &overnment 
contract. I think your state and federal &overnment would have a 
tremendous effect: iettini more hired (Tape 48, Count 343-349). 

Pleasantville Business Agent of Labor Local Michael Kelly gave this example of 

contractors being influenced by federal requirements to hire the handicapped: 

At that same time our contractor said he had a problem. The E. E. 0. 
or some government agency wanted to know why he didn't have 
certain types of people including the handicapped. He said: "We're 
going to hire some people. If you have some handicapped people I'd 
like for you to iive them priority": which is within his right to ask 
(Tape 28, Count 307-315). 

Jeffrey Moore Acting Assistant Director of AFL-CIO Human Resources 

Development Institute in Powerton also believed the laws had increased public 

awareness: 

Probably the one area that has had real impact on the public is at least 
the public is aware that w~ do have a handicapped community . The 
fact that they see parking now with spaces saying for handicapped. 
Those are the kinds of things that wake the public up to the situation 
that we do have people who need assistance (Tape 36, Count 274-
282). 

Pleasantville and Waterton Mangers. Three (33%) managers initiated dialogue 

which focused on the impact of federal mandates on federal contractors and 

subcontractors. Pleasantville managers at both extremes (i.e. , one who made every 

effort to hire handicapped adults and one who refused to discuss the possibility of 

employing the handicapped) addressed the topic. Ray Quick Director of the 
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Pleasantville Veterans Administration Medical Center noted the employment of 

handicapped workers was a priority goal of the federal government: 

The V.A. Hospital has about as many as any of them [employed 
handicapped] because the federal &:overnment has this as one of its 
priority proe;rams. We make a special effort to hire the handicapped. 
I doubt if you have any other organization with an affirmative action 
program like the V.A. has (fape 46, Count 189-196). 

Even Bert Landsdown Personnel Director of the Pleasantville Sewing Factory and a 

man who, according to ARC Employment Specialist Chamberlin, refused to discuss 

the hiring of ARC clients; stated: 

They [laws] play a tremendous role if you're a federal contractor or 
subcontractor (f ape 31, Count 243-24 7). 

In W aterton Equal Employment Opportunity (E. E. 0.) Director Tyler at the 

shipyards was very cognizant of affirmative action mandates and appeared to make 

every effort to comply. He provided a copy of a ten page booklet entitled: 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN FOR THE HANDICAPPED AT WATERTON 

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY (1985). This booklet began with the 

introduction: 

Waterton Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company is a government 
contractor subject to Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 
1974 which requires government contractors to take affirmative 
action to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped 
individuals and disabled veterans of the Vietnam Era. . . . 

[Factor Al.2: Weak Enforcement of the Laws] 

Twenty seven percent (n=16) of the subjects cited either direct examples or 

provided indirect examples of weak enforcement of affirmative action laws for 

handicapped adults. A comparison of response frequency rates by site showed 

Waterton subjects (44%, n=8) discussed weak enforcement more frequently than 
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subjects at other sites (i.e., Pleasantville 23%, n=7; Powerton 9%, n=1). This was 

true even when indirect cites were not included. 

A comparison of response frequency rates by group resulted in these findings: 

advocates (17%, n=4), handicapped subjects (10%, n=1), labor (38%, n=6) and 

management (56%, n=S). The management group response frequency rate may be 

somewhat misleading since 22.2% (n=2) of these responses were indirect or 

unintentional. It also should be noted that labor subjects' responses were based on 

their .knowledge of other laws (i.e., not Sections 503 and 402). 

Pleasantville and W aterton Advocates. A review of advocate group data showed 

that twenty five percent of the advocates interviewed in the two local comm unities 

(i.e., Pleasantville advocates 9%, n=l; Waterton advocates 60%, n=3) cited weak 

enforcement of affirmative action mandates as a barrier. But the total response 

frequency rate of advocates is reduced to seventeen percent (n=4) when Powerton is 

included since Powerton advocates failed to address this issue. 

Pleasantville Special Education Director Mathew Dishman did not think the laws 

were effective unless they were connected to financial benefits. Mr. Dishman stated: 

Unless they can be tied to financial benefits for the employer I don't 
think they're of any value "-tall (Tape 10, Count232-233). 

Diana Hall Coordinator of Advocacy at the W aterton Independence Center 

discussed her experiences with employers and the effectiveness of affirmative action 

laws. She remarked: 

The laws are there. We have no lack of laws. Compliance to the 
laws is an amazin&: anomaly because you would think that you could 
point out to employers particularly to the government that: "What 
you're doing is absolutely and totally against the law"; and they 
would just say you 're right, it is. I'm not even talkin&: about the &:rey 
areas. I'm talkin&: about telling somebody: "You're fired because 
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you're disabled": vezy blatant things (rape 21, Count 064-082, Side 
2). 

Pleasantville Handicapped Subject. One handicapped subject noted insufficient 

enforcement of the laws. This specific example was provided by Barry Feldman a 

Pleasantville handicapped subject who had lost a leg in an automobile accident. 

Several points in Mr. Feldman's response were significant. These points were: (1) 

Eighteen months elapsed prior to the investigation of Feldman's 503 complaint. (2) 

The agent from the Department of Labor apparently spent only a few hours at the 

company and never contacted Feldman personally. (3) Mr. Feldman alleged that the 

company destroyed his applicttions. Since a company can legally do this after 

twelve months one might wonder what protection any handicapped applicant has 

from such practices in light of the length of time OFFCP requires to investigate. Mr. 

Feldman stated: 

I filed [with the Department of Labor] in 1978 and it was about a 
year and a half before they ever got to it. They sent a man to 
investigate. He called me on the phone after he'd been over there [ at 
the company] and told me he didn't see where they'd discriminated 
against me at all. [I had filed] an application in 1976 [which] said I 
wanted a machinist apprenticeship program. They did not have that. 
I went back in 1977 and filed another application; and then I went 
back in 1978 and filed another one. The man said they did not have 
any of the applications from 1977 and 1978 but they still had the one 
from 1976. He said they did not have any jobs like that. 

I told him on the phone if they had the 1976 application why did 
they get rid of the 1977 and 1978 applications? Said he couldn't 
answer that question. In my opinion the [company] just tore up the 
applications to cover themselves and kept that one where I filed for a 
job they didn't have. I appealed it at a Board of Review and they 
~ave the same decision he did (Tape 13, Count 162-168). 

Labor Subjects. Labor subjects were not always cognizant of Section 503 but 

they were aware of equal opportunity employment and laws which affected union 
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members. Thirty eight percent (n=6) of the total number of labor representatives 

interviewed commented on ine:ff ective enf crcement of laws. 

Pleasantville Labor. Two (33%) labor union subjects addressed insufficient 

enforcement Michael Kelly Pleasantville Business Agent for Labor was perhaps the 

most informed labor representative interviewed in Pleasantville regarding 

affirmative action issues for the handicapped. Mr. Kelly commented: 

Federal law has its quotas on certain federal jobs which I don't have 
a problem with myself. I don't think it's really enforced much. 1 
don't know what the state is doing for the handicapped people. I 
don't see any evidence of it anywhere that they're really advocating 
the employment of handicapped unless it's television commercials 
with the governor or something like that. I'm just not aware of 
anything (Tape 28, Count 369-377, Side 2). 

Although Brian Radcliff Pleasantville President of the United Food and Commercial 

Workers did not address Section 503 specifically, he was strongly opinionated 

about the effectiveness of laws: 

The attitude of the current administration is more power to the 
employer. I know there are certain laws. I don't know what they are 
but as with any other regulatoty a&ency we've had any dealings with 
it takes an act of Congress to get them to do anytbinf with violations 
or umorts (Tape 47, Count 467-472). 

Waterton Labor. Three (43%) labor representatives felt affirmative action laws 

were not effectively enforced. The most knowledgeable labor subject on the topic of 

503 was Neil Saunders Director of the IAM Disabled W or.k.ers Program in 

Waterton. Mr. Saunders was formerly the Director of AFL-CIO HRDI. He stated: 

I see them [laws] doing good things but we all know that laws are 
not enforced. Every day we have new laws to protect the 
handicapped and disabled; and every day they're not enforced. They 
don't have the staff. They don't look into the complaints properly. 
They have unqualified people that interpret the rules or regulations 
on a particular law (Count 190-209, Side 2). It [enforcement of 503] 
was bad even when it was formed and they were going great guns 
and they were doing all of the reviews around the country. !Even 
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then] they had a tough time answering complaints and now it's 
almost impossible. So much for laws (fape 50, Count 232-240, 
Side 2). 

Powerton Labor. One Powerton labor subject responded that laws were not 

enforced adequately when asked about the effectiveness of affirmative action 

mandates. Jeffery Moore Acting Assistant Director of AFL-CIO HRDI stated: 

It seems like affirmative action is not enforced as it was .... (fape 
36, Count 429-434). 

Management Representatives. Weak enforcement was cited by a total of 56% 

(n=5) of the management representatives (i.e. , Pleasantville 50%, n=3 , W aterton 

67%, n=2). Two of these (22.2%) provided examples which suggested insufficient 

enforcement and did not directly state that the laws were not enforced. 

One such example was supplied by Pleasantville Food Company Personal 

Director William Lee. This same individual made other remarks throughout the 

course of the interview which indicated that the company made little effort to 

employ qualified handicapped adults even though the company had recently become 

a federal contractor. His comments suggest that his company was not affected by 

those laws: 

In our case they [state and federal laws] really don't play any role. 
State and federal regulations really don't come into play---not in the 
states we operate in. In some states there's certain things you have to 
do if you hire the handicapped that type of thing. In our case I can't 
really think of any impact the state and federal laws have (fape 32, 
Count 366-373). 

Waterton management representatives at the shipyards also noted insufficient 

enforcement and/or gave examples of ineffective enforcement. Vice President Stone 

a very straight forward man gave the following answer when asked about the 

effectiveness of affirmative action mandates for the handicapped: 
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I think they'll be more effective in the future than they have been in 
the past (Count 309). [Question: How effective are they right now?] 
Not very (rape 52, Count 310). 

Although Daniel Tyler discussed the strength of affirmative action laws 

throughout the course of his interview he did inadvertently relate information which 

suggested that the laws were not adequately enforced. He mentioned that six cases 

were dropped because of the length of time required for the investigation had 

exceeded the period a company is required to keep applications. This delay in 

investigation not only prevented due process for the handicapped applicants but also 

put the company at a disadvantage in presenting their side. Tyler commented: 

Generally we've had situations where there was a misunderstanding. 
A few of the cases they were old and out of date and we never really 
got into the merits of the case because we went through the legal 
circuit and won because the Board of CCP had erred in keeping the 
cases and not giving us time. They had some charges they were 
trying to file but by the time they got around to serving the charge on 
us which as about 18 months to a year later----We're only required 
by law to keep an application for one year. By the time they got 
around to investigating the charges the six applications were gone. 
Our position was: you have prejudice our position to def end 
ourselves .... (rape 55, Count481-516). 

[Factor Al.3: Limited Knowledge of Section503] 

Subjects' actual knowledge of Section 503 was a very illusive topic because 

individuals were not always eager to reveal their lack of awareness. But enough 

data emerged to suggest that people's lack of awareness could create barriers to 

employment opportunities for the handicapped. Although findings were relatively 

common among advocates and labor representatives in Pleasantville and Waterton; 

they did contrast when compared to the management group. That is advocates and 

labor representatives as opposed to management subjects either demonstrated a lack 
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of .knowledge of Section 503 or cited others' lack of .knowledge as a restraining 

factor. 

Typically mangers many of whom were personnel directors were aware of the 

requirements of Sections 503 and 402. A distinct difference in the level of 

awareness concerning affirmative action also was noted when local labor subjects' 

answers were compared to those of Powerton labor representatives. 

A total of twenty five percent of the local community advocates (i.e., 

Pleasantville 46%, n=S, Waterton 20%, n=l) either directly or indirectly indicated 

that there existed a lack of awareness regarding Section 503. Powerton advocates 

whose work did not involve Section 503 did not respond to inquiries about the law. 

One may only speculate on whether these advocates were cognizant of the law but 

when they were included in the total number of advocates interviewed the response 

frequency rates of advocates dropped to twenty five percent (n=6). 

Pleasantville Advocates. A review of Pleasantville advocates' statements indicate 

that they typically were not .knowledgeable of Section 503 requirements. For 

example, Fred Burdette ARC Director of Industrial Relations commented: 

My understanding is limited in this area as far as the legal aspects. 
I'm not sure that the equal opportunity or em.ploymen, opportunity is 
guaranteed under the law for disabled persons .. That may very will 
be the case (Tape 6, Count 325-329). 

Joe Abbott Supervisor of the Pleasantville Vocational Rehabilitation Department 

showed surprisingly little .knowledge of affirmative action mandates. When asked 

about the eff ectivene~ of state and federal laws for the handicapped he stated: 

They prohibit discrimination against these people. I don't .know of 
any litie;ation. There may be. I suppose that there is but I'm not 
aware of any. So I don't .know how effective they are (Tape 1, 
Count 423-427). 
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Although W aterton advocate Hall was very cognizant of affirmative action 

mandates; she commented, in part: 

There's such a lack of understandi.Qi about what those laws mean 
that very few people feel obliged to comply (Tape 21, Count 064-
082, Side 2). 

Pleasantville Handicapped Subject. One handicapped subject provided a reply 

which indicated that he knew little of affirmative action mandates. It should be noted 

that the mildly mentally impaired subjects were nc~t asked questions on this topic. 

But it did surprise this author when Earl Gibbs a physically handicapped, fifty eight 

years old self advocate made the following stat.em.ent: 

Seven years ago when I was with the insurance company and the 
Black push for employment came on they held classes for the 
supervisors to teach [them] how to interview Black people. There's 
no affirmative action pr<>.iram truly desiined for handicawed people 
and I think that's what stands in the way. (Tape 14, Count 330-
347). 

Pleasantville and W aterton Labor. Although this author suspected that many more 

of the local labor representatives were unaware of Section 503 requirements than 

data indicated response frequency rates showed that a total of 23% of the 

Pleasantville (n=l) and Waterton (n=2) labor subjects indicated they were not 

cognizant uf the law or that others were not. Powerton labor officials differed from 

local labor representatives in that they were aware of Sections 503 and 402 

requirements. They also were aware of the conflicts between labor unions' policies 

(e.g., seniority and job descriptions) and affirmative action laws (e.g., job 

modifications). Again one may only speculate but the local labor representatives' 

failure to address these issues, along with their admitted superficial understanding 

of equal opportunity for the handicapped, indicated that they have never been 

confronted with these issues. 
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One Pleasantville labor subject actually admitted that he knew little about Section 

503. Teamsters' President Bud Lilly stated: 

No I don't know what you're talking about. We've had people who 
have filed under E. E. 0. C. because of age or race or something but 1 
haven't had anything on handicapped (rape 33, Count 489-494). 

In Waterton two labor subjects' statements fit the Limited Knowledge Factor. 

Teamsters President Jack Watson was not quite as direct as Bud Lilly but he too 

indicated that he knew little of the laws regarding handicapped adults: 

I don't [know] of any. I have read of different laws that pertain to 
handicapped and what have you but I don't know of any law (rape 
58, Count 355-356). 

[Factor A1.4: Unique Responses] 

Several unique statements were identified at each site and were labeled as 

divergent findings. These topics were: (A1.4.1) Pleasantville managers discussion 

of how affirmative action mandates could be avoided, (A1.4.2) Waterton advocates 

concerns about employer retaliation against handicapped individuals who filed 

complaints, (Al.4.3) Waterton E.E.O. Director Tyler's belief that insufficient case 

law enhanced the effectiveness of Section 503, (Al .4.4) Powerton advocates and 

labor subjects dialogue on the topic of companies equivocated compliance off ederal 

mandates and (Al.4.5) Powerton Equal Opportunity Specialist for the Office of 

Federal Contract Compliance Programs Eugene Norris's discussion of various 

topics related to Section 503 (e.g., goals and timetables, the definition of 

handicapped and no right to private action). 

Unique Topic Al.4.1: Pleasantville Managers Avoidance of Affirmative Action 

Laws. Fifty percent (n=3) of the Pleasantville managers initiated dialogue 

pinpointing methods of avoiding compliance with affirmative action mandates. In 
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contrast W aterton Shipyards managers provided numerous examples of their efforts 

to comply with affirmative action mandates and to provide reasonable 

accommodation. They also had compiled a booklet on Affirmative Action Plans for 

the Handicapped at W aterton Shipyards. 

Pleasantville managers appeared to suggest two methods of avoidance. The first 

method a legal route was to avoid becoming a federal contractor or subcontractor. 

The second and not so legal method was simply to find reasons not to employ 

handicapped applicants. Personnel Director Landsdown's remarks at different 

points of the interview provide examples of both these methods: 

Very thankfully we don't have federal contracts so we don't have to 
have an affirmative action program (Count 113-114). Same as any 
other law; if you 're smart enough you can ,get around them if you 
don't want to obey them (Tape 31, Count 248-249). 

Personnel Director Lee also indicated that the Pleasantville Food Company had 

purposely avoided becoming a federal contractor in the past in order to evade 

compliance with affirmative action mandates: 

The reason in the past we haven't [become a federal contractor] is 
our legal department had some concerns that if we would we might 
run the risk of them being considered a government contractor. 
There were some concerns to being considered a government 
contractor (Tape 32, Count 130-138). 

When asked about the effectiveness of the laws Carolyn Jinkins Director of the 

Pleasantville Hotel stated that it would be possible for her to avoid the laws. It was 

interesting that this hotel did employ one blind dishwasher and at one time prior to a 

strike employed several ARC clients as kitchen and janitorial helpers. But according 

to Gibbs a physically handicapped subject, they refused to make the dining room 

accessible. He and his wife chose not to attend the many functions held that the 
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hotel because he felt it was demeaning to ride the service elevator. Ms. Jinkins' 

comments were: 

If I don't want to hire that person I could get around it. I could find 
out a way to do it. You go back to ethics. What makes people want 
to hire individuals like this? I think people need to see it's not a 
liability; it's an asset. Tape 26, Count470-512). 

Unique Topic AL 4.2: Employer Retaliation Against Handicapped Adults Who 

File Section 503 Complaints. Two W aterton advocates addressed this topic. Since 

Pleasantville advocates did not mention these concerns. one might speculate 

especially in light of their limited knowledge of Section 503 that they were not 

aware of and had not had pa5t experiences with complaints. But Waterton advocate 

Diana Hall who drew from her many past experiences with working with the 

physically handicapped remarked: 

Even when a person with a disability knows that those laws exist 
they're very reluctant to bring any kind of complaint or file a 
grievance or take any kind of st~s like that for fear of losing: their 
job altogether. I can't say that they're not smart for doing that 
because I've seen it happen all the time (Tape 21, Count 064-082, 
Side 2). 

Advocate Hoffman, who had been employed by the ARC for many years and was a 

mother of a mildly mentally impaired young man, described her several concerns 

about a mentally handicapped person attempting to file a grievance: 

The laws themselves can be a burden. If you have a mentally 
retarded person who's sharp enough to see discrimination going on 
around them by the time they can find someone who can help them 
with it; it starts to become expensive it starts to become time 
consuming. Then they get a quote bad name because they are 
fightlne; that (Tape 18 Count 202-211). 

Unique Topic Al.4.3: Insufficient Case Law Enhances the Effectiveness of 

Section 503. Shipyard E.E.O. Director Tyler was one of the few subjects 

interviewed who appeared familiar with complaints filed with OFCCP. When asked 
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about the effectiveness of state and federal laws for the handicapped he discussed 

the all encompassing scope of the definition of handicapped under Section 503, the 

minimal amount of precedent setting cases and the reluctance of companies to fight 

charges. He believed these factors enhanced the effectiveness of Section 503: 

503 is very effective. In fact it's more effective than Title VII 
because Section 503 is so broad in scope. It has very limited case 
law on the books right now. The government has obviously has 
taken the position that any and everything is handicapped. Many 
companies are reluctant to fight the government so they just go the 
consolation route. All you've got to do is basically have a charge 
filed and nine times out of ten it's going to be facilitated at the 
present time. No one really wants to get out there in the forefront 
and be the one to set the precedent Whenever you have a situation 
where the case law is so limited it's really advantageous to whoever 
is in charge of the responsibility of seeing to it that the requirements 
of this regulation is adhered to because they'll be setting out their 
own directives (Tape 55, Count 516-543). 

Unique Topic Al.4.4: Companies Equivocated Compliance of Federal Mandates . 

Powerton subjects (i.e., advocates 13%, n=l and labor representatives 33%, n=l) 

felt that some companies may meet the letter of the law but not the spirit. AFL-CIO 

representative Mitchell believed federal contractors may hire handicapped 

individuals see.king employment but not provide the same accommodation to injured 

workers. Mr. Mitchell stated: 

Because of the fact that it [i.e., companies employing handicapped 
individuals seeking jobs] was publicized and they were not open to 
the critical eye of the public about what they were doing [in regard to 
those injured workers]; or the government because there's no 
contracts involved directly---They have a somewhat different 
practice. Everybody doesn't do that but you find enough of it for it 
to be a concern (Tape 35, Count 185-220). 

Advocate Norris also had reservations about companies which hired only the visibly 

handicapped and rejected those applicants with hidden handicaps or who were not 

visually desirable: 
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Many companies because of their heart or they feel you will an 
advantage to them do shop and do tty to find visible handicapped 
people who are qualified: who has publicized that. The problem is 
trying: to get them to take those who are not so cosmetically desirable 
or who have a hidden disability that is going to maybe in their 
judgement cause disruption. We go from epilepsy to heart to cancer 
to diabetes to alcoholism to drug abuse (fape 39, Count 195-206). 

Unique Topic Al .4.5: Explanations and Limitations Regarding Section 503. 

Eugene Norris Equal Opportunity Specialist for the Office of Federal Contract 

Compliance Programs explained several points about Section 503. His perceptions 

on the various topics were: 

Goals and Timetables 
Not for handicapped. They do for minorities: females. The ratios, 
the home town plan, ratios that we have for communities; you have a 
percentage of Blacks, Indians and you have a similar not quite as 
high; but a similar ratio in your employment if you're a major 
contractor. Those goals and timetables relate to what we call 
Executive Order program under 246---for minorities and females; 
but we don't have it for the 20-12 which is the Veterans' Program, 
nor do we have it for 503 for the handicapped (fape 39, Count 429-
434). 

Definition of Handicapped 
There's such a broad spectrum of handicapping conditions and what 
may at one point seem like a hang nail eventually becomes pretty 
serious and if it isn't covered. We do get a lot of frivolous 
complaints. People who find that this is an escape. Some place you 
can hang your cap. They overwhelm us with .little complaints. In 
order to protect those who are seriously handicapped we have to be 
able to relate to everybody. Diabetes, you may be just a mild diabetic 
today in two months, in two years you may be a very serious 
diabetic. You may today be fine. Tomorrow you have a stroke. 
Where do you draw the line? Where do you say you 're not 
handicapped? (fape 39, Count 444-453). 

Applies Only to Federal Contractors 
If this is not a federal contract then there's no law nothing under 503 
that we can do (fape 39, Count 467-468). 

Does Not Directly Affect Labor Unions 
There's no leverage in these programs that tells a union you must do 
something about the handicapped community (fape 39, Count 216-
220). 
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Riiht of Private Action? 
No according to eight of the District Courts they do not. There are 
two who still have some question about it. We're on very safe 
ground in saying there is not private right of action. When you go 
back to the law, the statute and the regulations; both of them say that 
the ultimate decision is made by the Secretary of Labor or his 
designate and in this ca.,;e it's the director of our program who has 
that responsibility and it comes back up and the Secretary finally 
signs off on it. But the resolution must be made by the Secretary. 
There is a provision for an appeal. The investigation is done through 
areas offices and regional offices. The decision made at the regional 
office and you can appeal there; comes into national office for 
review. The final decision is made here. It's similar to the court 
structure (Tape 39, Count486-494). 

Summazy of Affirmative Action Component: 

Data related to the various topics associated with affirmative action mandates for 

the handicapped were reviewed in this component. Findings showed that twenty 

two percent (n=13) of the subjects generally felt that equal opportunity laws for the 

handicapped (i.e., Sections 503 and 402) had served as an incentive to federal 

contractors to hire handicapped applicants. But twenty seven percent (n=16) also 

typically thought the laws were not effectively enforced or indirectly cited example 

of ineffective enforcement. 

Advocates and labor representatives in the local communities of Pleasantville 

and W atert.on either cited limited knowledge of the affirmative action mandates as a 

constraint; or more often admitted to having limited knowledge regarding the laws. 

Local labor representatives had limited knowledge on topics, such as Section 503 

and the conflicts between the right to accommodation and job descriptions, were in 

direct contrast to Powerton labor subjects knowledge and understanding of the 

issues. 
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Unique topics emerged and were identified as divergent findings. These included: 

Pleasantville managers discussion of how to avoid compliance; W aterton advocates 

concerns about employers who may retaliate against handic,iipped individuals who 

filed complaints; Powerton subjects fears that some companies were complying 

only to the letter of the law; and OFCCP :Equal Opportunity Specialist Norris' 

explanations of the various aspects of Section 503. 

Component 2: Reasonable Accommodation. Six factors were discussed in this 

component: Factor A2.1: The Benefits of Appropriate Job Modifications, Factor 

A2.2: The Refusal of Employers to Provide Appropriate Accommodation, Factor 

A2.3: The Use of Stereotyping in Client-Job Matching, Factor A2.4: Transportation 

Accessibility, Factor A2.5: Architectural Accessibility and Factor A2.6: Unique 

Responses. These six factors were presented in narrative form. Response frequency 

rates were set forth in Table 5 and Figures 15, 16 and 17. As shown in these visual 

displays, comparisons for each factor by site and group showed contrasts to be 

more commonplace than similarities. 

[Factor A2.1: Benefits of Appropriate Job Modifications} 

Nineteen percent (n=19) of the subjects provided responses which fit this factor. 

These subjects generally believed that if appropriate accommodation was provided 

a handicapped worker would be able to perform the job appropriately. 

Advocates. Twenty five percent (n=6) of all advocates generally agreed that 

reasonable accommodation provided handicapped workers the opportunity to 

appropriately perform the job and/or that accommodation enabled the handicapped 

worker to perform as well as or better than the nonimpaired worker. 
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Pleasantville Advocates. Two advocates mentioned the benefits of providing 

accommodation to handicapped workers. Special Education Director Dishman noted 

the need for accommodation as a factor in the successful performance of a 

handicapped worker. He commented: 

If necessary adaptations are provided I think in many cases they 
probably perform better even without adaptations because of their 
expectations and life goals (Tape 10, Count 028-032). 

ARC advocate Alderidge explained adaptations enabled mentally retarded workers 

to perform many jobs that they may otherwise be unable to master. When Ms. 

Alderidge was asked about ability of handicapped workers to perform she replied: 

Many times they are as good or better workers. As far as actually 
mastering the technique we may have to come up with adaptations to 
it such as color codes or rearranging thing to make the work easier 
(Tape 2, Count 042-053). 

Waterton Advocates. Advocate Hall cited accommodation as a possible 

requirement to enable handicapped workers to perf onn adequately: 

In some instances you might need to make some type of reasonable 
accommodation such as variation in the work schedule, some type of 
equipment, some type of a devise. Sometimes you don't have to do 
anything. You just have to understand---a slower pace. You'd have 
to understand that instructions may need to be written, that type of 
thing. I honestly do believe that there's very little difference between 
the range of workers who are able-bodied and the ran2e of workers 
disabled (Tape 21, Count 051-060). 

Powerton Advocates. The response frequency rates for Powerton advocates were 

slightly higher on the topic of benefits of reasonable accommodation than those of 

Pleasantville and Waterton. Thirty eight percent of advocates (n=3) in Powerton 

addressed the issues of accommodation and performance. Ms. Agnes Perdue, 

member of the President's Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped cited 

qualifications and accommodation as important elements to job performance: 
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If the person is qualified for the job initially and an accommodation 
has been made or is being made to his physical or mental limitations; 
yes he's just as able to do the job as anyone else (Tape 45, 
Telephone Interview). 

Dr. Julie Price Executive Director of ACCD when asked about handicapped 

workers' abilities to perform jobs stated: 

It depends on the disability and if accommodations are made. If 
accommodations are made for a person's particular disability then I 
see no other things that would bar them from successful completion 
of a job anymore than anybody else. Proper job habits and the job 
skills that are necessary (Tape 44, Count 101-116). 

Powerton advocate Napier who repeatedly stated he had no personal experiences 

with handicapped individuals based his answer on research: 

Every indication that I have read in terms of statistics in the current 
body of literature says where there is some time taken to match skills 
of the client with the needs of the job and a job analysis done of 
what is actually necessary to perform the basis of the job has been; I 
think a wide body of accep~ance for the reliability of the mildly 
handicapped (Tape 37, Count 147-161). 

Labor Representatives. Two labor representatives (13%) agreed that handicapped 

workers with necessary accommodations could perform the job as well as a 

nonimpaired worker. Neil Saunders Director of IAM's Disabled Workers Program 

in W aterton drew from his past experiences with disabled union members: 

We've had a machinist that was placed in a shipyard that was legally 
blind. You would think that it would [be] impossible. Management 
made modification on the work place so he knew where all the 
material was. All the qualification that machine type activity are 
almost in braille: they can feel the ruler; they can feel the calibrations. 
He was adapted and trained and performed as a machinist. There's a 
perfect example of what a visually impaired person where you 
wouldn't think working around moving machinery. can perform as 
well or better than a sighted person (Tape 50, Count 057-071). 

Powerton's Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel of the International Union of 

Bricklayers and Allied Craftmen had earlier been employed by a company which 
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made electrical components. Several physically handicapped individuals had 

worked at that company. His response reflects his earlier experiences: 

Part of it [successful job performance is] their own capabilities. 
Their ability to adapt to the work. It also seem like a big part of it 
was having the work adapted to them. Just little things: having the 
tables the right height; for instance in this electronics place ... the 
parts bins set up so they were easier to get to for people in 
wheelchairs as well as for people who were walking (rape 41, 
Count 069-080). 

Manae:ement Representatives. Three management representatives (33%) either 

cited the benefits of accommodation or gave examples of handicapped workers 

succeeding when provided with appropriate accommodation. Ray Quick Director of 

the Pleasantville Veterans Administration Medical Center stated: 

Sometimes you have to restructure the job make certain 
accommodation. We've found the handicapped people perform quite 
well (rape 46, Count 046-049). 

W aterton Shipyards' E. E. 0. Director Tyler cited several instances of handicapped 

workers succeeding at a job when the necessary accommodations were provided. 

One such example was: 

The individual was epileptic and he was an alcoholic. He'd been 
rehabilitated but the chemicals---He was a painter---and the 
chemicals in the paint fumes would offset the type of drug that he 
was taking to suppress the epileptic condition. Just somethin2: that 
you didn't anticipate. This [was] one case we had to deal with on 
that [one to one] basis. We had to transfer the individual to a 
situation where he would not be subjected to those paint fumes. 
Making accommodation for his condition by moving him to the tool 
keeper function. No problem I checked as recent as a couple of 
weeks ae:o and he's performing just as well as anyone over there 
with the same time and experience in the department as anyone else 
there (rape 55, Count 042-112). 

[factor A2.2: Refusal to Provide Accommodation] 

Twenty seven percent (n=16) of the subjects believed employers were unwilling 

to provide job modification and/or accommodation. These subjects (i.e., 
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Pleasantville 17% n=S, Waterton 44% n=8 and Powerton 27% n=3) addressed 

issues of inappropriate job modification, stated job modifications "V_Vere not provided 

for handicapped workers or indirectly provided examples of not providing 

appropriate accommodation. 

Labor Representatives. Labor representatives (63% n=10) particularly those in 

Waterton (86% n=6) were much more sensitive to the issues of accommodation 

than subjects in other groups. It should be stressed that responses from labor 

officials were based on their experiences with injured union members rather than 

handicapped individuals seeking employment. These labor union subjects cited 

example after example of companies providing inappropriate accommodation. 

Several of these subjects believed the employer hoped the injured worker would be 

forced to leave when placed in an inappropriate situation. 

Pleasantville Labor. Three (50%) of the Pleasantville labor subjects discussed 

the reluctance of employers to provide appropriate accommodation. Teamsters 

President Lilly remarked: 

I have seen two fairly large settlements in this local from companies 
that would be reluctant to take a man back under light duty 
circumstances or something along that line. They'd rather settle and 
pay them off and be rid of them (Tape 33, Ccunt 173-176). 

A similar example was given by Radcliff Pleasantville president of the United Food 

and Commercial Workers: 

I've seen cases where when they come back [after an injury] and 
they will intentionally put them on a dee:rading job in hopes that 
they' 11 quit. I've seen that happen several times on something as 
everyday as a heart attack (Tape 47, Count 285-291 ). 

Marion Roberts Administrative Chief Steward of the Pleasantville International 

Union of Electrical Workers stated: 
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It depends on what the work is. Several areas in our factory if 
you're disabled or handicapped you cannot do the job, they may 
have to take you off of it. The company says that if you're not 
capable of doing the full structure of the job anymore that you've 
been doing [the employer] either finds you lower rated work or you 
can't do it. They'll have to let you go and may try to get you 
disability or something like that. A lot of your disabled or 
handicapped if you cannot perform the job the company has the right 
to remove you (Count 092-099). They try here locally to find you a 
job in the lower rates where you're not making as much money that 
you would be if you become disabled but you'd still have a job. 
Then if they don't have that they will lay you off and they don't 
hesitate about doing it (Tape 49, Count 103-109). 

Waterton Labor. Eghty six percent (n=6) of the Waterton labor representatives 

gave examples of employers not providing appropriate accommodation. Earl 

Vaughan Business Manager of Waterton's Bricklayers, Stone and Marble Masons 

Tile Setters typically had little to say during the interview. But when the questions 

turned to issues of accommodation he did not hesitate to relate this experience: 

If you can't perform, can't produce, they don't want you. I can cite 
you cases. There was a foreman for 33 years; gave everything he 
had to the company. He had an operation on his knees: he could no 
longer work as a mechanic. He could still work as a foreman in 
supervise work. They said you've got to start working with your 
tools now. They cut that man off just like that: just like he was 
nothing. Thirty three years with the firm: he gave everything he had 
(Tape 57, Count 158-171). 

Wate.'.'i:on Teamsters president Watson commented: 

Once you work on a job for 15 years or 20 years it doesn't make any 
difference if you've handicap for any reason, they cast you aside. 
They cast you aside and they'll fight to try to show that you're not 
capable to perform the job (Tape 58, Count 101-107). 

Ralph Turner Trustee of the Executive Board and Shop Steward of the W aterton 

United Steelworkers discussed the light duty assignments at the shipyard for injured 

workers: 

As far as our union contract we've got a preferential light duty thing . 
If a person goes out [becomes disabled off the job and] comes back 
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with certain restrictions; if the company doesn't have jobs within the 
work force before switching them out of the department they don't 
have to create a job for him. If a person becomes disabled on the job 
the compaw will create a job for him(Tape 54, Count 134-145). 

An example of an employee who had been injured off the job was given by the 

President of the W aterton United Steelworkers Roger Shelton: 

We have a person who lost an eye. I was very disturbed about the 
doctor that this gentleman went to. Put him back to work in less than 
three months. Told him he was able to go back to work and there 
was no job for him. We [the union] had to work with the company 
in trying to secure him a job. Our job was to fight for him to get 
back and we had a time table, twenty four months. If he didn't get 
the unemployment compensation he had to get on social services 
(Tape 53, Count 108-143). 

Neil Saunders spoke in more general terms but he too believed the employer was 

reluctant to provide accommodation: 

Accommodation. Accommodation. Job modification. I think that the 
employer has a set pattern in the work place and we're all creatures 
of habit and nobody likes to change. An individual gets injured on 
the job then you'd have to bring him a job engineer, somebody from 
Rehabilitation that understands what modification means. I think the 
employer is reluctant to do that. What he relies on--which is wrong. 
is to tell the individual that he's eligible for workers compensation 
and they put him in that process which is discouraging: instead of 
trying to accommodate and modify that job . [fhey should] as a last 
resort use workers compensation (Tape 50, Count 170-184). 

Interestingly Teamsters Vice President Webster was the only local labor union 

subject who made the slightest reference to the union's role regarding job 

modification. Mr. Web~er remarked: 

We have some long term guarantees in our job but they're not 
guarantees to the extent that they're going to guarantee that if you're 
not capable of handling the job. You're still going to have to be able 
to perform to the prerequisites of the company in whatever capacity 
that they put you in. If you're not able to do it we'll lose that 
credibility. (Tape 59, Count 294-303 ). 
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When questioned about employment barriers to handicapped individuals Powerton 

AFL-CIO rqresentative Mitchell stated: 

The greatest obstacle there is whether or not the employer is willing 
to consider accommodating handicapped people. If they don't have a 
program where there's any type of accommodation; then if it's a job, 
particularly one requiring physical effort the handicapped person 
would have a problem if some type of accommodation was not made 
in most instances. If it's more of a professional job well that's a little 
different (f ape 35, Count 226-235). 

Earlier Mr. Mitchell also had mentioned the role of the union. He remarked: 

The first factor is whether or not the company is willing to work out 
and the union has to be agreeable also to doing it to work out the 
proper accommodation to meet the problem (f ape 35, Count 152-
184 ). 

Advocates. Only seventeen percent (n=4) of the advocates mentioned the 

reluctance of employers to provide accommodations. Response frequency rates by 

site were: Pleasantville 0% (n=O), Waterton 40% (n=2) and Powerton 25% (n=2). 

The failure of advocates specifically Pleasantville advocates to address this issue 

may be an indication of their lack of communication with employers. 

Waterton Advocates. Diana Hall Coordinator of the Waterton Independence 

Advocacy Center related two examples: 

I know a person who was a CPA [and] was in an automobile 
accident; lost his job as an accountant which you know to me he 
certainly hadn't lost any of his skills. In that particular agency they 
simply had to deal a lot with the public and they preferred that he not 
work there anymore_(fape 21, Count 157-169). 

We worked with a person who had requested reasonable 
accommodation. She was diagnosed as having MS. She worked in 
the juvenile crisis [center]. She was working an eight hour shift. The 
first thing the doctor told her was don't get overly tired and avoid 
stress. None of those things worked out with her job. She has a 
masters degree in counseling. She's a capable, qualified person. 

She just requested to be taken off the shift and be put on a single 
shift. They have maybe a hundred staff people in that department 
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and they told her no; they couldn't do that. She went to the director 
of personnel and the director of personnel said: Anybody can bring 
in a doctor's note. We have S,000 employees in this city. If 
everybody brought in a doctor's note we'd have to do it and we just 
can't make these exceptions. It took her a year. She came here and 
we got involved and we also got the state advocacy office involved 
and they finally gave her a different job. But they had the attitude 
that they did that out of the goodness of their heart and why isn't she 
grateful (fape 21, Count 098-122, Side 2). 

Shirley Irwin Social Worker for ·the Waterton Bureau of Crippled Children was 

aware of the problem even though she did not work with adults. Ms. Irwin when 

asked about employment barriers stated: 

The willingness of the work world to adapt a work space. Even 
though it could be done for not too much money or not too much 
investment, it's trouble. They could get somebody else without 
doing that, so they don't want to do it (fape 24, Count 067-073). 

Powerton Advocates. When questioned about employment barriers for 

handicapped individuals seeking employment two (25%) advocates cited the 

unwillingness of employers to provide accommodation. OFCCP Equal Opportunity 

Specialist Eugene Norris commented: 

It's so easy for management to assume that someone can't do the job 
rather than to attempt to find some accommodation or make some 
adjustment that will enable them to perform to the best of their 
abiliu,. The negatives are always there. They just think they can't do 
it and they don't try them at the jobs (fape 39, Count 030-036). 

Program Specialist for Developmental Disabilities for the Department of Human 

Services in Powerton Thomas Napier agreed that the willingness of employers to 

provide accommodations continued to constrain employment opportunities: 

[One obstacle to employment is] the willingness to tell, to shift, to 
change a job; to analyze a job and it's elements and then to make the 
job elements match the employee's particular limitation (fape 37, 
Count 217-234). 
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Mana~ement Representatives. Subjects in the management group did not 

specifically cite the unwillingness of employers to provide accommodations as a 

barrier but two (33%) of Pleasantville managers indirectly gave examples of not 

accommodating handicapped workers. Personnel Director Gilmore stated: 

We've had individuals who have been hurt outside and they're 
usually put on a sick leave or an extended leave of absence (Tape 16, 
Count 151-160). 

The remarks of Pleasantville Food Company Personnel Director William Lee 

indicated that accommodations were never a consideration: 

To be honest with you because of the nature of our jobs within 
Pleasantville Food Company we do not do that much hirin~. I mean 
we tty to whenever possible but we do not do that much hirin~ of 
handicapped or disabled persons (Tape 32, Count 044-054). 

[Factor A2.3: Stereotyping: Job-Client] 

Forty four percent (n=26) of the subjects when asked questions regarding types 

of jobs and places of employment for the handicapped tended to cite stereotyped 

jobs and neglected to consider accommodation. These subjects qualified their 

answers with their own subjective opinions. 

Three percent (inclusive in the 44%) of the subjects interviewed actually cited 

stereotyping by significant others as a limitation to possible job clients. When data 

were compared by site and group Pleasantville subjects (63% n=l 9) and 

management representatives (78% n=7) used stereotyping more frequently than 

other subjects. 

Pleasantville. Sixty three percent (n=19) of Pleasantville subjects (i.e. advocates 

46% n=S, handicapped subjects 43% n=3, labor representatives 83% n=S and 

managers 100% n=6) had somewhat unique perceptions of the types of jobs a 

handicapped person could perform. These Pleasantville subjects gave examples of 
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job-client matching based on their own personal opinions without reference to 

accommodation and/or job modification which might enable a handicapped person 

to adequately perform. The typical Pleasantville subject when asked about the types 

of jobs a handicapped person could perform began his response with: "It depends 

on the job". 

Pleasantville Advocates. The response given by Donna Bowman Regional 

Chairperson of the March of Dimes was representative of other Pleasantville 

advocates. 

I think it depends upon the job. There are some jobs that certainly 
they can perform just as admirably but there are other jobs because 
of their disability or handicap it's physically impossible for them to 
do (fape 5, Count 057-060). 

Pleasantville Handicapped Subjects. Although Feldman a qualified machinist was 

willing to work without accommodations (e.g., short rest periods to prevent his leg 

from becoming sore); he has had a great deal of difficulty of securing employment 

since the loss of his leg in an automobile accident. Perhaps because of his past job 

seeking experiences he too neglected to mention accommodation. When asked if 

handicapped workers were able to perform the job he stated: 

It's according to what kind of job you've got (fape 13, Count 053-
059). 

Pleasantville Mana2ers. William Lee Assistant Personnel Director of the 

Pleasantville Food Company (a federal contractor) neglected to note the possibility 

of providing accommodation in several of his responses: 

Prior to hiring a handicapped or disabled worker we send them to a 
position of our choosing to insure that they're physically able to 
perform. We have job descriptions and if they are physically able to 
perform the answer to my question is yes that they are as qualified as 
others (Count 057-062). I can tell you if we receive an application 
from a handicapped or disabled person who fits the criteria they' 11 be 
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considered along with all the others (Count 154-161). I would think 
based on our experience if they're physically handicapped it would 
have to be in clerical type positions or management type positions 
for obvious reasons. They can't do a lot of heavy lifting, standing, 
stooping, that type of thing. (Tape 32, Count 204-209). 

Personnel Director Landsdown stated: 

It!d depend on what kind of job they were ttying to get. [There's] 
different obstacles for different jobs. A person with no legs would 
not be able to stand all day. One leg would have difficulty stand 
because the stump would tend to get sore. But if there was a job 
where this individual could sit there'd be no obstacle (Tape 32, 
Count 154-161). 

W aterton Subjects. Sixteen percent (n=3) of the W aterton subjects (i.e. , labor 29% 

n=2, managers 33% n=l) provided stereotyped answe.s when asked about the 

types of jobs handicapped workers could perform. For example Teamsters 

President Watson responded: 

I like to have special jobs that these handicapped go on (Tape 58, 
Count 304-312 ). 

Management representative Underwood provided the typical response when she 

was asked about types of jobs: 

Depends on the job (Tape 56, Count 033). 

Powerton Subjects. Thirty six percent (n=4) of the responses given by Powerton 

subjects fit the Stereotyping: Job-Client Factor. Of these eighteen (n=2) percent of 

the responses resembled those identified in Pleasantville and W aterton. But another 

eighteen percent (n=2, included in the total of 36%) of the Powerton subjects cited 

the stereotyping of significant others as a barrier to handicapped individuals 

employment opportunities. For example Perdue a member of the President's 

Committee for the Employment of the Handicapped stated: 

Over a period of time it was long thought that somebody who was 
blind excelled at something that depended upon tactile sensitivity; 
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and it was long thought that deaf people made dandy print shop 
workers cause the noise from the press didn't bother them. For 
many years this is the .kin.d of activity employment counselors hung 
their hats on; was the kinds of jobs that they sort of channeled blind 
and deaf people into. Now when it comes to other physical 
l1m1t.ations, one arm, one leg particularly paralyzed, speech deficit in 
that instance, in those cases bench work was considered to be the 
type of job, manufacturing job, a person with paralysis, lower 
extremity paralysis or amputation could excel at because there's 
nothing wrong with the upper extremity. Now that stereotype has 
been broken. People with paralysis in the lower extremities can do 
all kinds of thing (Tape 45, Telephone Interview). 

[Factor 2A.4: Transportation Accessibility] 

Twelve percent (n= 7) of the subjects identified transport.ation as a barrier to 

handicapped individuals employment opportunities. The majority of these subjects 

were advocates (21 % n=5) who generally addressed the schedules of public transit 

systems and/or the cost of public transportation for handicapped workers. 

Pleasantville Advocate. ARC employee Cathy Alderidge provided one typical 

response: 

Transportation. In Pleasantville the buses don't run at night or on 
weekends. We're limited to placements during daytime unless they 
have some sort of transportation or relative transporting them (Tape 
2, Count 088-089). 

Waterton Advocates. ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman noted that public 

transportation was often too expensive for their ARC clients: 

One of the big obstacles that I find with handicapped, disabled, 
mentally and physically is transportation They can find someone a 
job and know that they can do it and find out that there is no way to 
get there. Most mentally retarded folks don't drive. So we're very 
reliant on mass transit which is a very poor program in most areas 
and that's across the board urban-rural problem. There are very few 
places that have sufficient transportation for the handicapped (Count 
164-176). Some of the main lines run in the evening but they run 
fewer and farther apart. If someone works nights they can get to 
work but they can't get home. So transportation is a real big 
problem. The employment placement programs need to look at that. 
I'm beginning to feel like we can't really depend on mass transit for 
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it. If they have it it's so expensive that the person can't afford it. 
Most of the jobs they get are entry level positions and they may or 
may not ever rise above those positions. We have to look at 
affordable transportation as well as available. In most cases mass 
transit becomes so expensive that the handicapped individual can't 
afford it which is a vicious circle (Tape 18, Count 177-188). 

Powerton Advocates. Dr. Julie Price Executive Director of ACCO identified 

transportation as a constraint to employment opportunities for the physically 

handicapped: 

A problem for physically disabled is transportation to and from jobs . 
If that wasn't available it would prevent a person from even seeking 
a job so that would be a problem (Tape 44, Count 101-116). 

Labor Representatives. Two ( 13 % ) labor representatives identified transportation 

as a constraint to employment opportunities for the handicapped. Waterton 1AM 

Disabled Workers Program Director Saunders noted transportation as a serlous 

barrier to job placements for rehabilitated workers hoping to reentry the job market. 

He commented: 

The other thing that has a large bearing on being successful on the 
job and getting the job would be transportation That seems to be the 
biggest problem I had dealing with getting people jobs. I can get the 
jobs. In our society it seems like manufacturing and plant activities 
are no longer confined to the inter-city where there's transportation 
available. They seem to get into the industrial parks that have not 
developed a transportation [systemJ. (Tape 50, Count 073-102). 

Pleasantville Teamster President Bud Lilly was the only subject not directly 

involved with handicapped individuals who identified transportation as a problem: 

Probably getting there. You know a severely handicapped person---
their method of e:etting to and from work (Tape 33, Count 141-149). 

[Factor A2.5: Architectural Accessibility: An Identified Barrier] 

Architectural accessibility was noted as a barrier by fourteen percent (n=8) of the 

subjects. Although response frequency rates were similar between the sites of 
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Pleasantville (17% n=5) and Waterton (17% n=3), Powerton subjects failed to 

address this issue. When data were compared by group three of the response 

frequency rates were similar: advocates (17% n=4), handicapped subjects (20%, 

n=2) and labor representatives (13% n=2). Management subjects did not provide 

responses which fit this factor. 

Interestingly the majority of subjects who identified architectural accessibility as a 

barrier focused on public building accessibility rather than private sector work sites. 

For example Pleasantville self-advocate and handicapped subject Gibbs commented: 

I blame it on Pleasantville City administration. Pleasantville is a very 
poor place for handicapped people to be because they are not well 
received. I'll give you an example. I wrote the City Manager in 
August 1980 and asked him to widen the rest room doorway in the 
civic center. It was three years and four months before they did it. I 
had written Congressmen. I had written Senators. I had written the 
City Manager again. I wrote the Mayor. I wrote each of the City 
Counsel men. It took three years. That is typical of Pleasantville 
administration. They pay an awful lot of lip service. (fape 14, 
Count 213-238). · 

Advocates. Four (17%) advocates mentioned the barriers created by architectural 

inaccessibility. W aterton Independence Organization Coordinator of Advocacy Hall 

commented: 

The Cicy: of Waterton have told us that they have no obli~ation to 
comply with 504; that they read through the regulations and there's 
nothing in there that says they have to. They say: "Well we will but 
it will be out of the goodness of our hearts". But see even then 
they're not complyin~. The city attorney in Waterton honestly 
believes that they are not compelled to comply with 504 (Tape 21, 
Count 091-098 on Side 2). 

Laber Representatives. Labor subjects (13% n=2) also recognized the problems 

created by buildings which were not accessible to the handicapped. W aterton Labor 

Participation Director for United Way Scott substantiated the statement regarding the 

City of W aterton made by advocate Hall. He remarked: 
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The thing that tickles me is that we're advocates and we don't even 
have a way for the [physical! y handicapped] to get into our building. 
We're working on it; we're working on it. The problem we've e:ot is 
the City letting us put a ramp up the side. I've already got the people 
that will build the ramp. The union says that if we'll buy the material 
they'll build the ramp free; providing the city will let us take about 
four feet of their sidewalk there. [Q. And that's a problem?] So far 
it's been a problem. They [haven't] approved it (rape 51, Count 
126-137). 

President of Pleasantville United Food and Commercial Workers Union Brian 

Radcliff noted the importance of private sector building accessibility: 

I think another thing that may cause a problem is access to the work 
place if they're physically handicapped. Many plants are built up and 
you have a long series of steps to go up into the work place. There is 
no way a handicapped person could work in some of the plants we 
have because all the entrances are elevated stairways to get into. So 
that would certainly preclude them (rape 47, Count 141-160). 

[Factor A2.6: Unique Responses] 

Two unique topics: (A2. 6. 1) Interpretation of Reasonable Accommodation and 

(A2.6.2) Lack of Knowledge of Reasonable Accommodation by Company Doctors 

fit this factor. Two (7%) subjects gave unique responses pertaining to reasonable 

accommodation. 

Unique Topic A2. 6.1: Inteqretation of Reasonable Accommodation 

The issue of interpretation was seen as a problem by all subjects who discussed 

the topic. But these subjects had somewhat different perspectives from those of 

E.E.O Director Tyler: 

From my experience the one thing that stands out is how do you 
reasonably accommodate the physical and mental handicap 
individual? I mean because the government has imposed a 
requirement on us and our affirmative action plan; we have to look at 
each job and determine if it can be made to accommodate certain 
handicapped groups. If they are then. our duty is to make reasonable 
accommodation to those groups, if they're otherwise qualified. 
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It's very difficult to go through a place lilce the shipyard and say this 
job could be made to accommodate some amputee handicapped 
individual but it could not necessarily be made to accommodate some 
other amputee types. You have to look at the th1nf on a one to one 
bases. That's the basic approach I have taken to it. We've got to 
draw a policy out that conforms with the regulations. But what it 
boils down to is when this person applies for a job if they're 
otherwise qualified what can I do to make this job to accommodate 
this individual (Tape 55, Count 042-075). 

Labor union advocate Saunders explained that the failure of the federal government 

to take a real stand on the issue of reasonable accommodation often created barriers 

when individuals such as arbitrators were forced to make a decision: 

A lot of [collective bargaining] contracts that have clauses requiring 
reasonable accommodation. But then you always reach the question: 
"What is reasonable accommodation?" 

The federal government has never taken any real stand on what 
reasonable accommodation means. So they left it almost entirely up 
to the intergetation of mana,em.ent. The only way_ that we could get 
any relief out of reasonable accommodation is bringing them up 
before the Workers Compensation Commission, Social Security. Of 
course we use our own process through the the grievance procedure 
and we can arbitrate it. 

I find very few arbitrators that are .knowledgeable about reasonable 
accommodation and in turn what that means is they rely on 
man@.i'ement's inter:pretation and they'll lean toward that as.pect of it 
(Tape 50, Count478-493). 

Unique Topic A2.6.2: 

Company Doctors Lack of Knowledge Regardin&: Reasonable Accommodation 

Although some labor officials made reference to the problem of company doctors 

in regard to disabled members returning to the job Powerton advocate Perdue was 

the only subject to clearly define the situation. Ms. Perdue stated: 

It's illegal for federal contractors to accept a medical examination and 
act upon it without any reexam;nation of the elements. It's illegal for 
the medical officer of a company who has a federal contract to make 
a determination. All that medical officer is suppose to do either a 
company medical officer or one that is contracted by the company is 
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to deliver a medical profile to the personnel office. The personnel 
office then makes the decision. We have found that many medical 
officers. medical people. do not know the kind of job that the person 
is bein&: examined for well enoueh to know that given a little 
accommodation here or there or a big accommodation whatever the 
case may be that person could work. Medical people really are not 
always cognizant of the kind of job they're examiJlini a person for 
(Tape 45, Telephone Interview). 

Summaiy of Reasonable Accommodation Component. 

Data emerged on the topic of reasonable accommodation which fit six factors: ( 1) 

The Benefits of Appropriate Job Modification, (2) The Refusal of Employers to 

Provide Appropriate Accommodation, (3) The Use of Stereotyping in Client-Job 

Matching, (4) Transpottation Acce~sibility, (5) Architectural Accessibility and (6) 

Unique Responses. When data were compared by group and site contrasts appeared 

frequently in response rates. 

The Benefits of Appropriate Job Modification Factor was an employment 

incentive. Subjects generally felt that the provision of accommodation enabled a 

handicapped worker to appropriately perform the job. Managers and advocates 

stated these views more frequently than other groups. When the response frequency 

rates were reviewed by site Powerton subjects cited the benefits of accommodations 

m-.st often, closely followed by Waterton subjects. Unfortunately two other factors 

(i.e., The Refusal of Employers to Provide Accommodation and Stereotyping of 

Client-Job Matching) overshadowed the incentive of providing appropriate 

accommodation. Labor and management representatives gave either direct or 

indirect examples of handicapped workers not being provided appropriate 

accommodation. 

Pleasantville and Powerton advocates generally were not actively involved in 

educating employers about the provision of reasonable accommodation or 
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persuading them to use reasonable accommodation to assist handicapped individuals 

in the work setting. In contrast labor officials who cited example after example of 

injured workers being forced to leave their jobs were most cognizant of these 

issues. 

In addition to the refusal of employers to provide appropriate accommodation 

individuals' biases about handicapped workers and the types of jobs they may be 

able to perform also was a barrier to employment opportunities. Subjects across 

group often used the old stereotyped ideas (e.g., deaf workers in print shops, etc.), 

when asked what types of jobs handicapped workers could successfully perform. 

These prejudices also resulted in the failure of subjects to address the importance of 

accommodation. This lack of recognition effectively eliminated the possibility that 

appropriate accommodation would be provided. 

Transportation and architectural barriers also were cited by subjects as 

employment constraints. Advocates and labor subjects were the most verbal on the 

topic of transportation accessibility, while advocates and handicapped subjects 

addressed architectural barriers more frequently than subjects from other groups. A 

comparison of these factors by site showed transportation accessibility to be a 

concern at all three sites. Architectural barriers were noted by both Pleasantville and 

W aterton subjects but not identified by Powerton subjects. 

Unique responses were: {A) Interpretation of Reasonable Accommodation and 

(B) Company Doctors' Lack of Knowledge Regarding Reasonable Accommodation. 

Subjects who addressed the interpretation of reasonable accommodation had 

multiple perspectives. Management subject Tyler stated that the provision of 

accommodation must be examined on a one to one basis. Labor advocate Saunders 
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felt the government should take a definite stand on what reasonable accommodation 

means. 

The second topic, Company Doctors' Lack of Knowledge of Reasonable 

Accommodation, was directly addressed by one advocate. The Powerton advocate 

believed doctors did not consider the possibility of the provision of accommodation 

when reporting on an applicant's fitness for a position. 

Component 3: Collective 83r:&:alnlng: Agreements. The original premise of this 

study was to explore labor union advocacy for handicapped adults. One method of 

accomplishing this task was a review of collective bargaining agreements for 

clauses advocating for the handicapped (i.e. , the inclusion of the term handicapped 

and/or disabled in the employment discrimination clauses and/or the provision of 

reasonable accommodation to qualified handicapped individuals). Subjects also 

were asked various questions regarding collective bargaining agreement clauses and 

labor union advocacy for handicapped adults. 

Three factors were addressed in this component: Factor A3.1: Employment 

Discrimination Clauses, Factor A3.2: Apprenticeship Programs and Exclusive 

Hiring and Factor A3.3: The Provision of Reasonable Accommodation. A review of 

thirteen collective bargaining agreements as well as interview data suggested there 

was minimal labor union advocacy for handicapped individuals seeking 

employment. There also was little difference between the effort or more 

appropriately the lack of eff ott of Pleasantville and W aterton labor union officials to 

advocate for handicapped applicants. 

Collective bargaining agreements generally did not contain clauses regarding the 

handicapped and in the few instances where clauses included reference to the 
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handicapped local labor officials were not cognizant of their existence. In order to 

demonstrate the inadequate advocacy provided by labor union officials for the 

handicapped this author felt it necessary to make several comparisons. Pleasantville 

and Waterton collective bargaining agreements were compared and the policies of 

companies were used as antithetical documents. 

The total reference frequency rates to handicapped found in the thirteen collective 

bargaining agreements were reviewed for this study. These reference frequency 

rates were set forth in Figure 18 for employment discrimination clauses which 

pertained to minorities, union members, handicapped applicants, handicapped 

employees (specifically cited in one document) and documents which did not 

contain employment discrimination clauses. A display of the reference frequency 

rates were displayed Figure 19 for clauses which pertained to reasonable 

accommodation and light duty assignment for injured workers. 

[factor A3.1: Employment Discrimination Clauses] 

A comparison of the Pleasantville and W aterton collective bargaining agreements 

yielded common findings. These findings were discussed below. 

Pleasantville. One of the seven collective bargaining agreements obtained in 

Pleasantville contained the term handicapped in the employment discrimination 

clause for prospective employees. Two other Pleasantville agreements included 

handicapped in the discrimination clause for employees (i.e., union members 

currently employed by the company). At least two of these unions (and possibly all 

three) were associated with companies which were either federal contractors or 

recipients of federal money. An overview of the affirmative action policies of the 
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contacted companies and the employment discrimination clauses found in 

Pleasantville collective bargaining agreements was presented in Table 6. 

Pleasantville Collective Bargaining Agreements. The MASTER AGREEMENT 

BEfWEEN THE VEfERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES, the one collective bargaining agreement identified in 

Pleasantville which addressed discrimination in employment for handicapped 

applicants, stated: 

The Agency and the Union agree that discrimination in employment 
because of race, color, religion, sex (including sexual harassment). 
national origin, age (40 years of age and over) or non-disqualifying 
handicap is prohibited (August, 1982). 

The NATIONAL AGREEMENT BEfWEEN PLEASANTVILLE ELECTRIC COMPANY 

AND THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, TECHNICAL, 

SALARIED AND MACHINE WORKERS (AFL-CIO) AND ITS AFFILIATED AFL-CIO 

LOCALS addressed employed handicapped workers: 

The Company, the Union and its Locals shall not discriminate 
against any employee because of physical or mental handicap or 
because he or she is a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era 
in regard to any position for which the employee is qualified (1985-
1988). 

When the Pleasantville local labor union president of the Electronic, Electrical, 

Technical, Salaried and Machine Workers was interviewed, he was not aware of the 

inclusion of the reference to handicap and disabled employees in the employment 

discrimination clause. This may indicate that the union representatives did not 

advocate for the clauses. Since the company was a federal contractor one may 

assume the company required the inclusion of the term handicap in order to meet the 

requirements off ederal mandates. 
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Pleasantville Sewing Factory 

Pleasantville Food Company 
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~ Administration Hospital 
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Table 6 

Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 
Cateonru A: Leiral Forces & Co~uences/Comnonent #3: Collective Bar.,.,,inina AOTeements/Factor A3. I 

Emolovment Discrimination Policv Associated Unions Collective Barlr.l.inine Aoreement Clause 
None None 
None None 

None None 
It is the policy of The Pleasantville Food Company United Food & Commericial 

1983-1986 Agreement Between the Pleasantville Food Co. & to provide equal opportunity for all applicants for Workers Union Local 
employment and to administer all personnel United Food & Commercial Workers Union Local: There sball 
practices such as recruiting, hiring, promoting, be no discrimination against any employee because of Union 
and all other terms, conditions and privileges of membership ... no discrimination against any shop steward 
employment in a manner which does not discrim- as a result of the performance of his responsibilities (Article 
inate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 23.3, 1983-1986). 
origin, sex, age, hmiicap, disabled veterans or The 1983-1986 Agreement Between the Pleasantville Vietnam veterans. This policy is in accord vith Teamsters the law and observes the fWldamental American Food Company (Pleasantville Bakery) & The Teamsters 
concept of equal opportunity for all people vith- Local did not contain an employment discrimination clause. 
out regard to race, color, religion, national origin, The 1982-1986 Acment Between the Pleasantville Food 
sex, hmiicap, disabled veterans or Vietnam Teamsters Co. & the Teams rsdidnotcontainanemployrnentdis-
veterans .... crimination clause. 

The American Federation 
The Affirmative Action Program Plan Update of Government Employees Master Agreement Betveen The Veterans Administration & 
FY 85 and Report of Accomplishments FY 81 for The American Federation of Government Employees (8/82): 
Handicapped Individuals demonstrated the The Agency& the Unionagne that discrimination in employ-
Veterans Administration to provide affirmative men\ because of race, color, religion, sex (including sexual 
action for the handicapped. harassment), national origin, age ('10 years of il88 & over) or 

non-disqualifying hmlicap is prohibited. 
1985-1988 National Agreement Betveen Pleasantville Elec-

Inll!mev rot secur.d vlth manac:eB. International Union of tire Co. & International Union of Electronic, Electrical, Techni-
Electronic, Electrical, Techi- cal, Salaried & Machine Workers (AFL-CIO) and its Affiliated 

cal, Salaried & Mi.:hine Locals: The Co., the Union and its Locals shall not discrimin-
Workers (AFL-CIO) and its ate against any employee because of physical or mental 

Affiliated Locals handicap or because he/she is a disabled veteran or veteran 
of the Vietnam era in regard to any position for which the 
emolovoo is aualified. Also minorities & members 
The Agreement Betveen Construction & General Laborers 

In1e1V1ev mt secur.d vlth manac:eB. Local Union: There shall be no discrimination vhatsoever 
against any workman or applicant for work, in this craft 

General Laborers Local jurisdiction based on ri.:e, creed, color, national origin or 
Union union membership or activity or such non-activity or non-

membership (June I, 1982-December 31, 1985). 

The Agreement Betveen the Pleasantville Drug Co. & The 

Unitl!d Food & Cormmrcial 
United Food & Commercial Workers (April 1'1, 1983) st.ates: 

In1e1V1ev not securel vlth manac:eB. Neither the Company nor the Union shall discriminate 
Workers against any employee because of race, creed, color, sex, age 

national origin, or physical hmlicap. 

-I.,,) (.II 
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The AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PLEASANrVILLE DRUG COMPANY AND THE 

UNITED FOOD AND COMMERCIAL WORKERS restricted their reference to physically 

handicapped employees: 

Neither the Company nor the Union shall discriminate against any 
employee because of race, creed, color, sex, age, national origin or 
physical handicap (April 14, 1983). 

Waterton Collective Ba~aining Agreements. A review of six collective 

bargaining agreements secured in Waterton uncovered two which contained the term 

handicapped in the employment discrimination clause. Both unions were associated 

with large federal contractors. Refer to Table 7 for an overview of the affirmative 

action policies of companies and the employment discrimination clauses addressed 

in collective bargaining agreements. 

The AGREEMENT BETWEEN CHAUFFEURS, TEAMSTERS AND HELPERS, LOCAL 

UNION AND THE WATERTON PORK COMP ANY provided this clause: 

The Employer and the Union agree that no employee or prospective 
employee shall be discriminated against because of his race, sex, 
creed, age, handicap, national origin, political or religious affiliation 
and/or membership or non-membership in the Union (Adopted 
1/15/82). 

Teamsters President Watson and Vice President Webster were unaware of the 

inclusion of the term handicapped in the clause. Perhaps this were not too 

surprising since the Waterton Teamsters supplied two additional documents with 

other companies which did not provide discrimination clauses for the handicap. As 

in Pleasantville, these factors serve as evidence that the labor union representatives 

did not advocate for the clauses. 
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Waterton Hotel 

Waterton Shipbuilding 
& Dry Dock Company 

•fwera! Colllrllc!Qc 

~ 
Signatory Employers ~ 

~ 
" ~Y.Be Fedenil 0 conu!Qu ~ 

Waterlon Chemical 
Tank Lines, Inc. 

The Waterton Pork 
Company 

State's FreightCoUiril 

• E~!1[~ ~nlr;!!;!Q[ 

-
Domain II: Operational Foroes in the Employment Setting 

<'~t.eaorv A: I .Amal J'.ln ....... & C'n ... An··-----/r<. M'1• ·nhur•~ve -. 
.. A ·~ A'\.1 

- ff Pnl;,.., . .I fJn;nn .. - ' . A ri .. , ..... m 

None None - - -
WatertonShipbuilding& Dry Dock Co. is an equal opporrunity 

The Metal Trades 
Article 3 of the Master Agreement Betveen the Waterton 

employer, ml ma part of its ongoing affirmative action conunit- Coastal Shipbuilding& Ship Repair Firms & the Metal Trades 
ment vill attempt to recruit, employ & advance qualified imivid- Department Dept. of the AFL-CIO, the Waterton Coastal Metal Trades Dis-
ua1s vithout regard to race, color, religion, sex, national or gin, age, of the AFL-CJO trictCollll:it, the Local Metal Trades Cowu:il, the International 
or handicap. This plan has been developed to aldress the affirm- Unions Signatory: The Employer ml the Union agree that 
alive efforts the Co. viii undertake purSWlllt to the terms of the there viii be no discrimination in employment because of race, 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veteran Read- creed, color, national origin, age, sex, or handicap, as defined 
justmentAssisla!l:e Act of 1974. Specifically, theCompanyasrees by Federal and State lavs. Nor shall there be anydiscrimina-
to take affirmative action to assure that qualified Vietnam Era & tion of disabled veterans or veterans of the Viet Nam era .. 
Disabled Veterans & Hmlicapped iooividuals are afforded an 
equal opportwlity in all our employment practices, such as: 

(May 26, 1983; Ratified October 13, 1983). 

employment, upgradingdemotionor transfer, recruitment, The Agreement Betveen Waterton Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co. 
advertising, layoff or termination, rates of pay or other forms of & the United Steelvorkers of America: There shall be no dis-
compensation, & selection for training, ii¥:luding apprenticeship United crimination, restraint, or coercion against any err.ployee 
( 1985 Affirmative Action Plan For The Handicapped). Steelvorkers of because of membership or lack of membershp in the Union 

America (Article 4 4 O· 1,J,...,..,.,;1,or I IOR~\ 

The Agreement Betveen Signatory Employers & Bricklayers & 
ln11!1V1eY rot ...,Ul8d wtth emplo)IIB. Bricklayers & Allied Craftmenstated: The Employer and the Union agree 

Allied that there viii be no discrimination in hiring or employment, 
Craftmen or in Union membership because of race, creed, color, national 

,.,.;.,;,, or <av I 6 r1;e1• XI m 

The Agreement Betveen Water ton Chemical Tank Lines, Inc. & 
Teamsters Local Unions: Tbs Employer & the Union agree not 
discriminate against any individual vith respect to hiring, 
compensation, terms or conditions of employment because of 

lnl!IV1eYOOISO(UJ8d 'Vlthomplo)IIB. su:h individual's race, color, religion, sex, national origin or age 
Teamsters (i.e., 40-70), nor viii they limit, segregate or classify employees 

in any vay lo deprive any individual employee of employment 
opportwlilies because of race, color, religion, sex, national 
ori.Qin or""" (i.e. 40-70)(9/ 1/83-8/31186 l. 

The Agreement Betveen Chauffeurs, Teamsters & Helpers, 
Local Union& the Waterlon Pork Co.: The Employer & the 

lntelV1eY rotsecwod 'Vlthemplo)IIB. Teamsters Union agree that no emplo}'l!e or prospective employee shall 
be discriminated against because of his race, sex, creed, age, 
haooicap, national origin, political or religious affiliation am/or 
membership or non-membership in the Union (Adopted 1/82). 

National Master Freight Agreement & State's Freight Council 
lnl!IVleY not secUl8d 'Vlth emplo)IIB. Teamsters (3/82 to 3/85) states: ... agree not to discriminate vith 

respect lo hiring, compensation, terms or conditions or employ-
ment. .. race, color, sex, national origin .... 

.... 
~ 
-.J 
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The MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WATER.TON COASTAL SHIPBUILDING 

AND SHIP REPAIR FIRMS AND THE METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT OF THE AFL -CIO 

also included the term handicapped in their employment discrimination clause: 

The Employer and the Unions agree that there will be no 
discrimination in employment because of race, creed, color, national 
origin, age, sex or handicap as defined by Federal and State laws. 
Nor shall there be any discrimination of disabled veterans or 
veterans of the Viet Nam era .... (Waterton Coastal Metal Trades 
District Council, the Local Metal Trades Council, the Inter.national 
Unions Signatory Thereto, May 26, 1983; Ratified October 13, 
1983). 

The MAsTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WATER.TON COASTAL SHIPBUILDING 

AND SHIP REPAIR FIRMS AND THE METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT OF THE AFL-

CIO was provided by management at the Waterton Shipyards. Although this author 

was unable to secure an interview with a representative of the Metal Trades 

Department of the AFL-CIO an interview was conducted with the Waterton 

president of the Steelworkers, a large union at the shipyards. The Steelworkers' 

collective bargaining agreement made no reference to the handicapped in a 

discrimination clause. Apparently management at the shipyards would not have 

opposed such a clause in light of the company's affirmative action plan and their 

collective bargaining agreement v.~th the Metal Trades Department of the AFL-CIO. 

A review of the documents showed the term handicapped in collective bargaining 

agreements may be included or excluded by the same union. Generally the 

documents which contained the term handicapped were collective bargaining 

agreements with federal contractors or recipients of federal money (i.e .. the 

Veterans Hospital). 

Based on the review of documents and the interviews with local labor union 

leaders in both Pleasantville and W aterton this author concluded that discrimination 
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clauses which named handicapped were initiated by companies which were federal 

contractors. It also was concluded that the inclusion of the term handicapped in the 

discrimination clause had little impact on job opportunities for handicapped 

applicants since labor union officials made no apparent effort to be aware of their 

existence. These officials who demonstrated a total lack of interest can hardly be 

expected to be advocates. 

[Factor A3.2: Apprenticeship Proirams and Exclusive Hirini] 

While it is true labor unions do not hire, labor officials do influence the hiring of 

prospective employees through apprenticeship programs and exclusive hiring. 

Union officials who generally are informed of openings also may ref er applicants. 

In order to fully assess union advocacy for handicapped individuals seeking 

employment the thirteen collective bargaining agreements obtained in Pleasantville 

and Waterton were searched for reference(s) to apprenticeship programs and/or 

exclusive hiring. Refer to Table 8 (Pleasantville) and Table 9 (Waterton). 

A review of the documents showed three of the six W aterton collective 

bargaining agreements addressed apprenticeship programs; in contrast to 

Pleasantville where the documents did not make reference to apprenticeship 

programs. The three Waterton documents each stated that a joint apprenticeship 

committee (i.e .. craft union representatives and management representatives) would 

be used. These Waterton labor unions were: (1) Metal Trades of the AFL-CIO, (2) 

United Steelworkers of America and (3) The International Union of Bricklayers and 

Allied Craftmen. 



Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 
Category A: Legal Forces & Consequences/Component #3: Collective Bargaining Agreements/Factor #A3.2 

A • fl-=--- - u:...: __ ,...,n,------~ • . ~ 
~ . - -

n, ··· , On.A <,;Ao llnlol None NA 

Ploas~ntvi11• ""'"' 
None NA 

Pl•"-<antnmo ~v; .. ~ - None NA 
V 

Pleasantville Food Company United Food & Commericial 
Workers Union Local None 

• E!ll!ml G2n!r!!l;!Qr 

l 
Teamsters None 

Teamsters None 

Pleasantville Veterans The American Federation 
Administration Hospital of Government Employees 

None • On,;n;n~l nf S,nAn .. t lAn-H -~ 
;;;- Pleasantville Electric International Union of 

Company Electronic, Electrical, Technical, 
Salaried & Machine 

0 

• E!ll!ml G2n!m;!Q[ Workers (AFL-CIO) ml its 
Affiliated Locals None 

Pleasantville Constru:tion Gemral Laborers Local Union The Agreement Betveen Southvest Constru:tion & Gemral Laborers 
Companies Local Union stales: In accordance vith long traditions in Im constru:-

lion industry, the Union shall operate a hiring hall on a nondiscrimina-
•s21Jl!l !![~ E!ll!m! Qon![ilC!QU tory basis through vhich employees shall be hired .... (6/ 1/82-

12/31/85). 

Pleasantville Drug Company United Food & Commericial 
~Y. ~~ E!ll!ml G2rnra;;!Qc Workers Union Local None 



Table 9 
Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 

Category A: Legal Porces & Consequences/Component #3: Coll~tive Bargaining Agreements/Pactor #A3.2 

Comoanies Associated Unions Exclusive Hirinv Clauses and Aoorenticeship ProlrnlmS 
Waterton Hotel None 

WatertonShipbuilding Metal Trades Department of Master Agreement Betveen the Coastal Shipbuilding 8t Ship Repair Firms 
8t Dry Dock Company theAFL-CIO and the Metal Trades Dept. of the AFL-CIO, the Coastal Metal Tra:les 
*Federal Contractor District CollllCil, Local Metal Trades Council, the International Unions 

Signatory Thereto states: In order that an adequate supply of competent 
skilled craftsmen shall be available at all times, it is agreed betveen 
Parties herto that an Apprentice mi/or Trainee program ... shalt be 
established by the craft Union and the Employer .. 

. . 3.4 (a) The Employer agrees that vhenadditional employees are 

~ 
required the appropriate Local Union viii be given as much advance 
notice as possible, but not less than tventy four hours so that ths Union 

~ may have a reasonable opportunity to refer applicants for employment 

~ 
.... 

.... United Steetvorkers of The Agreement Betveen Iha WatertonShipbuildin.g 8t Dry Dock Company 0 Armrica ;:s ml. the United Steelvorkers of America (11/1/83): Article 23, Section I. 
. . To further facilitate this objective a joint apprenticeship reviev 

..... 

.llo,. .... 
committee shall be established the date of this Agreement .... 

Signatory Employers The International Union of The Agreement Betveen Signatory Employers 8t The Local of the Inter-Bricklayers and Allied national Union of Bricklayers 8t Allied Craftsmen states: Employment 
Craftsmen of apprentices shall be governed by the Joint Apprenticeship Committee. 

Waterton Chemical Tank 
Lines, In:. Teamsters None 

Waterton Pork Company 
Teamsters None • Eedecal CQDll:acl!lc 

s:.ate· s Freight CollllCil Teamsters None 
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One specific reference to exclusive hiring was identified from the thirteen 

documents reviewed. The AGREEMENI' BETWEEN SOUTHWEST CONSTRUCTION 

AND GENERAL LABORERS LOCAL UNION of Pleasantville stated: 

In accordance with long traditions in the construction industry the 
Union shall operate a hiring hall on a nondiscriminatory basis 
through which employees shall be hired .... (6/1/82-12/31/85). 

The key phrase was "nondiscriminatory basis". Did this include the handicapped? 

The employment discrimination clause in this same collective bargaining agreement 

(discussed in the previous section and shown in Table 6) did not include the term 

handicapped. It ref erred only to minorities and union members. Therefore one could 

assume that the "nondiscriminatory" reference in the exclusive hiring clause also 

excluded the handicapped. 

As was shown throughout this study interview data did not emerge which would 

suggest labor union officials used apprenticeship programs and/or exclusive hiring 

as avenues of advocacy for handicapped applicants. Indeed there was some 

evidence apprenticeship programs and exclusive hiring acted as barriers to 

employment opportunities for the handicapped. Waterton labor union advocate for 

disabled workers Saunders gave this insightful explanation: 

Building trades is what we consider a closed shop. We have the 
International Longshoremen. [They] have that kind of function. 
They like the building trades have an examining board a joint 
committee. The only way in the Ot".ianization is throue:h the 
examining board throuj?'h the apprenticeship proe:ram and then they 
make exception to certain. journey men condition. They examine the 
individual. Then the employer may have enough to absorb fifteen 
employees and they may be taking on twenty apprentices. The 
examining board is a joint committee. Manae:ement and labor will 
decide out of say 200 applicants. That's where handicapped and 
disabled ag:ain are at a disadvantage. It's a competitive process out of 
200 applicants 20 will come to the apprenticeship. That's exclusive 
~- ... Management allows the International Longshoremen to 
do exclusive hiring when they make up their gangs. Then they set up 
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a seniority system to protect the senior people ('f ape 50, Count 496-
509). 

These data though limited assisted in assessing labor union advocacy for 

handicapped applicants. Even though apprenticeship programs and/or exclusive 

hiring provide opportunities for advocacy there was no evidence to suggest that any 

advocacy for handicapped applicants occurred. 

[Factor A3.3: The Provision of Reasonable Accommodation] 

The provision of appropriate accommodation is a crucial factor in the 

employment of handicapped applicants and the retention of injured workers. As 

shown earlier (refer to the Reasonable Accommodation Component) labor union 

leaders were insistent that employers would not provide accommodation and/or job 

modification. But is the provision of accommodation an issue which is bargained 

when union representatives meet management at the collective bargaining table? 

The review of Pleasantville and Waterton collective bargaining agreements 

revealed minimal references to job modification. Provisions for appropriate 

accommodation for handicapped applicants were not addressed in the thirteen 

documents in contrast to the policies of two companies (i.e., the Pleasantville 

Veterans Hospital and the Waterton Shipyards) which made commitments under 

their affirmative action plans to provide accommodation to prospective employees. 

The failure of labor unions officials to bargain for accommodation may be due to 

the fact that they do not hire. But their obligation to members who may injure 

themselves should induce advocacy for job modification for employees. In spite of 

this incentive limited cites for accommodation for employees were identified. 

Of the seven collective bargaining agreements reviewed in Pleasantville, one 

(i.e., MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE VETER.ANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE 
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AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES) contained a clause which 

addressed reasonable accommodation. The clause agreed upon by the Veterans 

Administration and the American Federation of Government Employees pertained 

solely to handicapped employees and reads: 

Shall include but not be limited to: A. providing reasonable 
accommodation for handicapped employees: .... C. procedures that 
would allow for the redesigning of jobs where feasible and desirable 
(August, 1982). 

The Pleasantville Road Side Motel also provided a modified duty program for 

injured employees. According to the personnel director this nonunion corporation 

initiated the modified duty program in an effort to avoid higher worker 

compensation premiums. 

One of the six collective bargaining agreements reviewed during the W aterton 

study included a clause referring to preferential assignments to light duty for 

physically incapacitated employees. Interview data (discussed in the following 

section, Economic Forces) indicated the provision for light duty by the Waterton 

Shipyard and Dry Dock Company, similar to the modified duty program of the 

Pleasantville Road Side Motel, was a plan devised by management to avoid higher 

workers compensation payments. 

The AGREEMENT BETWEEN WATER.TON SHIPBUIDING AND DRY DOCK 

COMPANY AND THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA states: 

Employees who have become physically incapacitated such that they 
are unable to perform their regular job tasks shall be given 
preference for such available work as they are able to perform. Such 
employees shall be paid the established rate for the job which they 
perform. Any such assignment shall not be used to displace any 
employee senior to the affected employee. Nothinc: herein shall 
oblie:ate the Company to create a new job (November 1, 1983). 
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How appropriate is placement of an injured worker in the preferential light duty 

assignment? Even Vice President Stone of the Waterton Shipyards did not speak of 

it in favorable terms. Part of Mr. Stone's description of the program was: 

We have a program where they strip tables, clean helmets; things 
that don't require a lot of physical labor but which allow us to put 
them back to work. Some of these people are going to be permanent. 
Some of them are probably faking it and unfortunately we have 
those kind too. Some of them will go back to work soon because 
nobody likes to really stay over there (Tape 52, Count 119-129). 

In assessing labor union advocacy Stone's statement was most significant. The 

Waterton Shipyards was a federal contractor and an affirmative action policy was in 

place. Stone and E.E.O. Director Tyler gave several examples of injured workers 

being transferred to appropriate jobs when they were no longer able to perform 

tasks required in the initial job. Yet the only reference to job modification in the 

collective bargaining agreement was in reality placement in a janitorial shop where 

advancement and increase in pay were eliminated. It was most difficult to view this 

clause as an example of labor union advocacy for injured workers. 

The review of Pleasantville and W aterton documents indicated that labor union 

officials were not actively pursuing the inclusion of accommodation in their 

collective bargaining agreements. As stated ;;;arlier not one clause made reference to 

accommodation for handicapped applicants. The MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES did address accommodation for handicapped 

employees. THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN w ATERTON SHIPBUILDING AND DRY 

DOCK COMPANY AND THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA contained a 

preferential light duty for injured employees. The nonunion Pleasantville Road Side 

Motel also adopted a policy of modified duty for their employees injured on the job. 
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Tables 10 and 11 were presented in an effort to provide the reader an overview of 

the companies which had existing policies on reasonable accommodation, the 

associated unions and collective bargaining agreements which contained a reference 

to reasonable accommodation. 

Summruy of Collective Bamainin~ Agreement Component. 

Collective bargaining agreements were reviewed in both Pleasantville and 

W aterton. These thirteen document reviews supplemented by interviews of lab or 

union leaders resulted in the conclusion that labor union representative made 

minimal if any effort to advocate for handicapped individuals seeking employment. 

Labor unions which had collective bargaining agreements which included the 

term handicapped in the employment discrimination clauses were typically 

associated with federal contractors. For example the same unions (i.e., the United 

Food and Commercial Workers in Pleasantville and the Waterton Teamsters) each 

had one collective bargaining agreement with a federal contractor which referred to 

handicapped in a employment discrimination clause and other agreements with 

companies which did not make reference to individuals with handicapping 

conditions. This suggested the company generally identified as a federal contractor 

required the inclusion of the term handicapped in the employment discrimination 

clause. 

Unions could use their exclusive hiring clause and/or their apprenticeship 

program as avenues of advocacy for the qualified handicapped person seeking 

employment. Data indicated this did not occur. There also was evidence that 

exclusive hiring and labor union apprenticeship programs served as barriers to 

employment for the handicapped. 



Table 10 
Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 

Cate1101 v A: Legal Forces & Consequences/Comoonent #3: Collective BArl!ainimr Agreements/Factor #A3.3 
r-----;.,.. - . . ,,l~tlnn Pnlit>v .. · Unions .. n. . . A rot 

- . .,, . .,, 
Pleasantville Road Side Motel Modified Duty for Injured Workers None 

Pleasantville Hotel None None 

Pleasantville Seving Factory None '·---
United food The 1983-1986 Agreement Betveen the Pleasantville 

Pleasantville Food Company None &. Commericial Food Co.&. United Food&. Commercial Workers Union 
Workers Union Local Local did not address accommodations. It did provide 

six months Trust Fund contributions to nonvork 

• Federal Contractor 
injured,&. Workers Compensation to on-the-job-
injured. 

Teamsters The Agreement Betveen the Pleasantville Food Co. 
(Bakery) & the Teamsters did not address accommo-
dations, but did discuss Workers Compensation. 

~ 
The Agreement Betveen the Pleasantville Food Co. & 

Teamsters the Teamsters did not address accommodations, but 

~ 
did discuss Workers Compensation. 

The Master Agreement Betveen the Veterans Admin-

[ Pleasantville Veterans The American Federation istration &. the Am. Federation of Government 
Documentation supplied shoving the Employees (8/82): The Affirmative Action program Administration Hospital provision of appropriate accommodations. of Government Employees shall inch.lie but not be limited to: providing reason-

~ ~P.iemo( Eil!!ml Mom}! able job accommodation for hmlicapped employees; 
the redesigning of jobs vhere feasible&. desirable .... 

-~ 
....J 

International Union of The l 98S-l 988 National Agreement Betveen Pleasant-
· Pleasantville Electric lnll!rvtev rot secw-ed vith manae:el!. Electronic, Electrical, Teclmi- ville Electric & the International Union of Electronic, 

Company al, Salaried & Machine Electrical, Teclmical, Salaried and Machine Workers did. 
• Fedml Csmtr,1&tor !Workers (AFL-CIO) & Locals not address accommodations. 

Pleasantville Constroction The Agreement Betveen Southvest Construction and Companies lntervtev not secw-ed "1th manae:el9. General Laborers LocalUnion General Laborers Local Union did not address accom-
•Some are Federal Colll[actors modations. It did state that there vould be NO Work 

Limitations, and that the employer vould comply 
vitb lavs dealing vith Workers Compensation. 

United Food & Commericial 
The Agreement Betveen the Pleasantville Drug Co. & 

Pleasantville Drug Company lnll!JV!ev rot secw-ed vith manae:el!. United Food & Commercial Workers Union did not add-
Workers Union Local ress accommodations. It did provide benefits through 

a short term disabili tv olan. 
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uomam II: Opera.Uonat Forces m me employment Setting 

Catei10rv A: Le=l Forces & Conseouences/Comoonent #3: Collective Banra.ininJ? Alll'eements/Factor #A3.3 
Comoanies Reasonable Acconunodation Policy Associated Unions Collective Bargaining Agreement Clause 

Waterton Hotel None None 
The 1985 Affirmative Action Plan for the Hmli- Article 3 of the Master Agreement Betveen the Water-Waterton Shipbuilding & capped, Waterton Shipbuilding&. Dry Dock Co.: ton Coastal Shipbuilding & Ship Repair Firms & the Dry Dock Company To fullyeffectits Affirmative Action Program for The Metal Trades Depart- Metal Trades Dept. of the AFL-CIO, the Waterton 

•Fed!lrn! !&lllrn!;!Qr the hmlicapped, the Co. rnalces a firm commitment ment of the AF L-C IO Coastal Metal Trades District Council, the Local Metal 
to make reasonable accommodations to the physi- Trl!O'.!es Council, the International Unions Signatory 
cal or mental limitations of an applicant or Trereto did not address accommodations (May 26, 
employee necessary for performan:e of the job for 1983; Ratified October 13, 1983). 
vhich he or she is qualified. In determining the 
extent of the Company's accommodation obligations, The Agreement Betveen Waterton Shipbuilding & 
the foUoving factors among others viii be con- Dry Dock Company&. the United Steelvorkers Of 
sidered: business necessity; initial & continuing United Steelvorkers of Am.: Employees vho have become physically m:ap-
costs, ml related personml problems .... America acitated such lhat they are wiable to perform their 

regular job tasks shall be giwn preference for such 
available vork as they are able to perform. Su:h 
employees shall be paid the established nte for the 

~ vhich they perform. Any su:h assignment shall not 
be used to displace any employee senior to the 

~ affected employee (Article 27, Nowmber I, 1983). 
(1) 

-.ii,. 
00 .., 

The Agreement Betveen Signatory Employers & .... Signatory Employers 0 Bricklayers & AUied Bricklayers & Allied Craftmen did not address ::, 
~Y. Be Federal ln1e-v rot secured 'With emploJl!!!ll. Craftrnen job accommodations or Workers Compensation 

!&ntr~!Qri 

The Agreement Betveen Waterton Chemical Tank 
Wat211Dn Chemical Tank Lines, Inc. & Teamsters Local Unions did not address 

Lines, Inc. job accommodations. (9/1183 thru 8/31/86). 
ln,.JVlev rot secured vltb empklJl!!lll. Teamsters 

The Waterton Pork Co. ln1e-v rot secwed vltb emploJl!!!ll. Teamsters 
The Agreement Betveen Chauffeurs, Teamsters & 
Helpers, Local Union ml the Waterton Pork Co. did 

• Ee!!er~ (;;onu12r not address job accommodations. (Adopted I/ 15/82). 

The National Master Freight Agreement & State's 
State's Freight Coun:il ln1e-v not secwed vltb empklyers. 

Tearm~r, 
Freight Council (3/1/82 to 3/31/85) did not address 
job accommodations. 
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Reference to reasonable accommodation for handicapped applicants was not 

found in the thirteen documents reviewed. THE MASTER AGREEMENf BETWEEN 

THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF 

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES did address accommodation for handicapped 

employees. Another agreement, THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN w ATER TON 

SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY AND THE UNIONIZED STEELWORKERS 

OF AMERICA included a reference to light duty for injury but this clause was 

initiated by the company in an effort to avoid higher workers compensation 

premiums. 

Summary and Conclusions for Catee:ory A: Lee:al Forces and Consequences 

Data reviewed for this category encompassed the topics of affirmative action, 

reasonable accommodation and collective bargaining agreement clauses pertaining to 

individuals with handicapping conditions. Findings were derived from interviews, 

affirmative action policies of companies and collective bargaining agreements. 

Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act was viewed by some subjects as an 

. employment incentive. Powerton subjects tended to perceive the law as being more 

effective than did subjects from the local sites. Ineffective enforcement of Section 

503 was cited frequently as a barrier to employment opportunities. The length of 

time required to inve~igate by the OFCCP was specifically noted. 

Deficiency in subjects' level of knowledge regarding Sections 503 and 402 was 

a second barrier to effective enforcement of affirmative action laws. Unless subjects 

were directly involved they typically were not cognizant of the laws. This 

particularly was true of advocates and labor subjects. Directly related to weak 
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enforcement was the belief of some subjects particularly Pleasantville managers that 

the law could be easily avoided. 

A few unique responses also identified the insufficient knowledge of company 

doctors regarding the topic of accommodation as a barrier to both handicapped 

applicants and injured employees. It may be speculated that doctors based their 

judgments of a person's ability to perform the job without consideration of 

accommodation. 

Several subjects perceived job modifications to be a key factor in the job 

performance of a handicapped worker and believed the benefits of appropriate job 

modifications (e.g., good rate of production) were employment incentives. This 

incentive was noted frequently by subjects from the advocate and management 

groups and by Powerton subjects. 

Just as there were differences in subjects' perceptions of what constituted a 

handicapping condition there also were varying opinions of what constituted 

appropriate accommodation. These subjective opinions limited employment 

possibilities. A few Powerton advocates identified the trend of stereotyping jobs for 

specific handicapped groups as a constraint to employment opportunities. But these 

Powerton subjects perceived it to be a problem of the past. Interview data collected 

especially in Pleasantville showed stereotyping to be a barrier that was still present. 

Labor union leaders in Pleasantville and Waterton generally were convinced that 

employers were unwilling to provide accommodation and/or job modifications. 

These subjects gave numerous examples of the termination of injured employees in 

order that accommodations would not have to be made. Two Waterton advocates 
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agreed and gave specific examples of employers refusing to provide 

accommodation. 

The Waterton Shipyards, a federal contractor, did provide accommodation for 

both handicapped individuals seeking employment and injured employees. There 

was however some question of the appropriateness of the type of accommodation. 

That is, qualified handicapped individuals who initially were hired were placed in 

appropriate positions with opportunities for advancement. Some injured workers 

also received appropriate job transfers (e.g., the older heart attack victims drew 

designs for ships). Yet many of the injured employees (e.g., victims of lower back 

injuries) were placed in a janitorial shop where their salaries remained fixed. Unless 

they were able to transfer to another position there was no chance of increased pay 

or job advancement. It was this type of discrepancy which was noted by the AFL-

CIO representative in Powerton who feared some companies were complying with 

the letter of the law and hiring token handicapped applicants while neglecting the 

injured employee. 

A review of thirteen collective bargaining agreements from the local communities 

supplemented by interview data from the labor group resulted in the conclusion that 

local labor union representatives made minimal if any efforts to advocate for 

handicapped individuals seeking employment. Fin'dings suggested that the inclusion 

of the term handicapped in the employment discrimination clause of collective 

bargaining agreements was a result of the associated companies' (typically a federal 

contractor) need to comply with federal mandates. 

Apprenticeship programs and exclusive hiring could be used by labor union 

officials as an avenue of advocacy for handicapped applicants. But findings 
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suggested that they too acted as barriers to employment opportunities for the 

handicapped. As explained by Saunders, if individuals seeking employment in 

certain trades were not admitted into an apprenticeship program there was little 

chance of employment. Once individuals actually were employed they obtained 

seniority. Since there was not reference to individuals with handicapping conditions 

in the collective bargaining agreement clauses pertaining to apprenticeship programs 

and exclusive hiring one could assume that handicapped individuals were not 

entering the job market through these avenues. 

References to accommodation and/or job modification for handicapped applicants 

were not found in the thirteen collective bargaining agreements reviewed. One 

agreement addressed accommodation for handicapped employees and one other 

agreement addressed light duty for injured employees. The latter one, THE 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN WATER.TON SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY AND 

THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, provided for job transfer. But as 

discussed, the job transfer usually was to a janitorial shop where advancement and 

increase in pay were eliminated. As suggested by data this clause was the result of 

the company's efforts to avoid higher workers compensation premiums. 

It was obvious from interview data that local labor officials were not particularly 

knowledgeable of organized labor's official stand on the conflicts between the right 

to accommodation and job description. But perhaps there was not a need since local 

advocates and handicapped subjects apparently were unaware of collective 

bargaining agreements and made no effort to influence labor union leaders. 

Architectural and transportation accessibility also emerged as primary obstacles 

to handicapped citizens of Pleasantville and W aterton. The expressed concerns of 
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the subjects usually focused on public transportation and architectural accessibility 

to both public and private facilities. Subjects frpm the labor and advocate groups 

noted transportation accessibility most frequently; while advocates and handicapped 

subjects were more conscious of transportation issues. Transportation barriers were 

discussed more often by Pleasantville and Waterton subjects. Powerton subjects 

failed to mention architectural concerns. 

An overview of the findings suggested Pleasantville subjects across groups 

typically were more prejudicial in their perceptions of handicapping conditions and 

appropriate jobs. They also neglected to address accommodation and/or job 

modification. Pleasantville managers ( even those who worked for federal 

contractors) did not seem to be the least bit threatened by affirmative action 

mandates. Several of the Pleasantville managers stated that it was relatively easy to 

avoid compliance. 

As expected Powerton subjects were much more .knowledgeable of the laws and 

the conflicts between the issues of accommodation and job description. But they 

were not cognizant of barriers which continued to exist in local communities (e.g., 

stereotyping, architectural accessibility and transportation accessibility). 

Local labor representatives appeared totally dependent upon workers 

compensation benefits for their injured employees. They had little .knowledge of 

Section 503 or reasonable accommodation. In comparison local advocates had 

practically no .knowledge of collective bargaining agreements. The possibility of 

forming an alliance with labor had not occurred to the advocates. 
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Category B: Private Sector Economic Forces and Consequences 

Employers' perceptions of the consequences of economic forces are decisive 

factors for handicapped adults in the labor market. Central themes of this conceptual 

economic forces category were: rate of produc1;ion, insurance and safety issues and 

workers compensation rates. 

Private sector employers obviously are concerned with profit. As a result the 

economic consequences of hiring handicapped workers were significant factors to 

employers. Subjects' responses identified both economic incentives and economic 

constraints for employing handicapped individuals. Incentives were noted by 

subjects as: handicapped workers' good rate of production, positive work attitudes, 

safety records and the Targeted Job Tax Credit (TJTC). Constraints were 

pinpointed as: rate of production, the effects of workers compensation premiums 

and benefits and the cost of employing handicapped workers (e.g. , 

accommodations and training). 

The eight private sector economy factors clustered around two components: 

Component 1: Effects of Workers Compensation and Component 2: Economic 

Incentives &.ad Constraints for Employing Handicapped Applicants. The first 

component encompassed three main factors: Factor B 1.1: Fear of Increased 

Workers Compensation Premiums, Factor 81.2: Avoidance of Higher Workers 

Compensation Premiums and Factor 81.3: Workers Compensation Benefits: A 

Constraint to Rehabilitation. Factor B 1. 4: Em players' Perceptions of 

Accommodation Cost also was reviewed under this topic in order to com pare 

employers' willingness to avoid increased workers compensation premiums to 

employers' perceptions of accommodation cost. 
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The total response frequency rates for these factors were shown in Table 12 and 

Figures 20, 21 and 22. As displayed the majority of responses fell in factors 

concerning employers' fear of increased worker compensation premiums, 

production issues and handicapped workers' positive attitudes. 

Component 1: Effects of Workers Compensation A comparison of the factors 

which fit this component by site indicated that subjects in the local communities 

(i.e., Pleasantville and Waterton) were more concerned over the possibilities of 

higher worker compensation premiums than were Powerton subjects. Waterton 

subjects discussed and/or gave examples of avoiding higher premiums by providing 

accommodation more frequently than subjects in Pleasantville and Powerton. 

Pleasantville subjects failed to address either accommodation cost or workers 

compensation benefits in contrast to W aterton and Powerton subjects. 

Data indicated tr.at many of the Powerton subjects were not cognizant of or did 

not consider the economic issues which impact on employers' decisions to hire 

handicapped adults. There al.so was evidence that Pleasantville subjects were not 

highly concerned about issues found in three of the factors which fit Component 1 

(i.e., B1.2: Avoidance of Higher Workers Compensation Premiums, Factor B1.3: 

Workers Compensation Benefits and Factor B1.4: Employers' Perceptions of 

Accommodation Cost). 

When these factors were compared by group sharp contrasts emerged. Subjects 

from the labor and management groups discussed increased premium rates and 

avoidance of increased premium rates more often than advocates or handicapped 

subjects. Advocates and labor officials noted the consequences of accommodation 

cost and the constraints to rehabilitation which resulted from workers compensation 
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Tabt .. 1?_ 

Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employmem Setti.Dg 
Categocy B: Economic Forces & Consequences 

Private Sector Economv & Its Direct Effects on Em.nlovmem 
Facton Private Sect« Economic Forces A li.f .. n-''----- 0 T ·'--- MGftGW-r % Bv Site 
Fear of Increue/Wotken Comp. Rates D•I "' D•I 14'5 n~ 67'5 D=2 33,r; n=8 20,r; 

Avaidance of eo-... -AccommodlliOA D=I 9,r; n-0 01' n•O o,r; D=l 17'5 n=2 7,r; 

l:::S W«kers Comn. Benefits/Collstnis n-0 o,r; n-0 o,i, n=O u,o n•O ow. n=O ow. 
ff) ; Em11lovers/Accom.modation Costs n-o o,r; n=O o,r; n•O o,r; n=O o,r; n=O o,r; 

~ 
T.TI'C: Em.J-em Inc:em:ive n=2 18W. n=O u,o n=O u,o n-2 JJW, n=4 lJ'l> 

W«k Altitudes: Incentive D=4 Jb,. •=2 Z!I,. n=2 33'l> D=3 :,ow. n=ll 331' 
Cl) lUle of Production: Incentive n=2 18'5 D=2 Z9'l> n=O u,o D=O u,o n=4 13!1 

Rue of Production: Constraint D=2 18'5 •• o o,r; n.-4 67'5 n-0 o,r; •=6 20,r; 

Total R-nse Freauen= Rates •·12 10()+.'5 n-5 71,r; •=10 100+'5 •=8 10()+.'5 n=3S 100+'5 

Fear oC Increue/Wcrten Comp. Rites n=O o,r; n=O 01' n=2 29'5 D=2 67'5 D=4 22,r; 

Avaidance of Como. •AccommodlliOA D-1 zo,i, n•O o,i, n•2 .. ,,,. D=l 33!1, n=4 zz,o 
W«kers Como. Benefits/Coasnint n•I zu,o n=O OW. n•I 14,. •=0 o,r; n=2 11 '5 

... 
~ Emolaven/Accom.modation Costs n=O o• •• o o• •-2 29'5 n-0 o,r; n=2 11,r; 

~ T.TI'C: Em.Jmrmem Inc:em:ive n•O 01' •• o 01' n=O o,r; n-0 o,r; •=0 o,r; 

= W c.d Altitudes: Incemi"" n=O u,o n=O u,o n-3 43,. n=2 bf"' n=S 2891i 

llate of Production: Incentive n=I zu,o n=I 33!1, n=I 14,.. D=2 " ,. n=5 Z!I,. 

llate of Production: Consll'liat n•O u,o n=O o,r; n=4 .,,,. D=O O'l> n=4 229' 

Total R-nse F""'uenev Rates n=3 60'5 n=I 33,r; n•IS 100+,r; D=7 10()+.'5 n=26 100+\lfi 

Fear oC Increue/Wcrters Comi,. Rates n=I 13'5 X X n=O o,r; l[ X n=I 9,r; 

Avaid1111ce of Como.•AccommodllliOA n=O ow. X y n=O u,o l[ X n=O O'l> 

"! W«ken Comn. Benefits/Collstnis n•I 13!1 X X n=O u,o l[ X n=I 9W. 
0 Emi,laven/Accom.modation Costs n=1 IJ,r, X •=0 o,r; X 9,r; 
~ 

X l[ D=l 

~ T1l'C: Em~e.lll Inc:ealive n=I 13,o X X n-0 U70 l[ X n=I --g-,r; 

~ W«k Altitudes: Incemi"" n=O u,o X X n=O u,o l[ X n=O u ... 

llate of Production: Incentive n=2 ,t,;),0 X X •• o u,o l[ X n=2 1891i 
llate of Production: CollSll'ai.at •• o o,i, X X •• o u ... l[ X •=0 o,r; 

Total R....,.,n.., F-uencv Rates n=6 75,r; X X •• o o,r; l[ X n=6 SS\lfi 

~ Fear oC Increue/Wcrten Comp. Rates •=2 a• n•I 10,r; •·6 38'5 •=4 451' n=I3 2291i 

Avaidance of eo-... -AccommodllliOA •·2 ..... n=O o,i, •=2 13!1 •=2 zz,i, n=6 1091i 

·~ W«ken Como. Benefits/Constraint D=2 .,,. n=O u,o •=I c;,r; n=O OW. •=3 s,r; 

- Emnl-'Accom.modation Costs n•l 4,r; n=O u,o •=2 IJ,. n=O U'Jt n=3 SW. 

1 T.TI'C: Em111avme.lll Inc:em:ive •=3 IJ,o n=O u,o n-0 011' n=l Z291i n=S g,r; 

Wark Altitudes: Incenti"" n=4 1111' n=2 ZO'l> n=S 31 W. •·4 4~"' n=IS 25,r; 

llate of Production: Incentive n=S 21,r; •·3 30'5 n=I 6'5 •=2 2291i •=11 19!1 
~ "-·-...,-. . C··-'·• n=2 ""' •• o U'Jb •=8 so,r; •=0 O'l> D=IO 17\lfi 

Total R-nse Freauencv Rates n-21 aa,r; n=6 60'5 •=25 10()+.1' D:14 100+-,r; •=66 100+\lfi 
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benefits but handicapped subjects and management representatives failed to mention 

those topics. There was a wide disparity between the concerns of advoca~es and 

those of subjects from the labor and management groups on the influential economic 

factors which affect employment opportunities for the handicapped. 

[Factor 81.1: Fear of Increased Workers Compensation Premiums] 

Mana,:ement. Although surveys (e.g., Du Pont, 1973 & 1981) showed 

handicapped workers to be safe, dependable and productive; four (45%) subjects in 

the management group agreed that employers' apprehensiveness of higher insurance 

and/or worker compensation rates had a negative impact on employment 

opportunities for the handicapped. Data indicated employers' apprehensiveness was 

directly related to their beliefs that handicapped workers were more prone to 

accidents and therefore were more easily injured on the job, resulting in cost to the 

company. 

Although it is illegal for companies to discriminate on the basis of future 

liabilities it is possible for them to deny employment on the basis of safety; and 

evidence suggested this method of avoidance was being utilized by managers who 

were apprehensive of legal ramifications. Waterton Shipyard's E. E.O. Director 

Tyler identified safety as a legal method of avoiding employing qualified 

handicapped workers: 

Li.k.e the bad back situation--you've got one case out there right now 
that's been bouncing around, back and forth. Everone's been 
waiting around for it to involve the Supreme Court. It's the E. E. 
Black case and this case there's about three or four things that came 
out of that. It ,:ave ~idance to employers. Number one you cannot 
on the basis _of fun1.re liability under workers compensation deny a 
person a job who's otherwise qualified. A lot of companies are 
saying: "Its going to be too costly for me to hire this person when I 
know the back is going to further deteriorate and I'm going to have a 
big workers compensation claim filed against me". No, no you can't 
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do that. They also found out the best defense for the company is 
safety. You deal with the concern for the safety of the individual as 
well as the safety of others. So you've got to deal with the fact that if 
the person cannot perform the job in a safe manner without potential 
injury to himself and others: then you've got a legitimate reason for 
not placing the person in the job even though he's handicapped 
(Tape 55, Count516-543). 

Pleasantville managers visibly not as cognizant or cautious of the laws as Tyler 

also noted the influence of workers compensation rates on employers' decisions to 

hire the handicapped. Personnel Director Lee of the Pleasantville Food Company 

candidly commented: 

Part of the concern if the truth be known is that, if we would hire 
this perscn and then he or she would again be disabled on the job 
then we end up picking up the bill (Tape 32, Count 106-116). 

Although Hotel Pleasantville Personnel Director Jinkins cited "other employers" she 

also admitted employers' fears of higher workers compensation premiums was a 

factor in employment decisions: 

On applications for employment there's a question: "Have you ever 
been on workers compensation?". This is something employers look 
at. There are abuses. (Tape 26, Count 157-171). 

Handicapped Subject Lany Caldwell a thirty-five year old physically and mildly 

mentally impaired subject provided insight into his job seeking experiences. 

Unfortunately his statement suggested he and his ARC advocates were not 

knowledgeable of the laws. Lany related this story: 

Some employers when they interviewed me, it looked like I had the 
job until they knew about my physical condition. Part of the 
application [when they] saw spinal cord injury, lifting problems; 
they want to know an explanation for it. When I explain it. . . 

"Well there's a high risk of you being injured on the job and my 
workers compensation payments and insurance payments are going 
to sky rocket. You're an insurance risk. Looking at this it's too 
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much of a risk. I'm not really interested in talcing that kind of risk" 
(Tape 7, Count 758-777). 

Labor Representatives. Six labor subjects (38%) were adamant in their beliefs 

that employers were reluctant to employ a handicapped person due to the safety 

factor and insurance or workers compensation premiums. Business Agent Kelly 

stated: 

The safety factor. [The company] would be concerned over workers 
compensation insurance and all their liabilities by having a person on 
the job who might be hazardous either to himself or co-workers 
(Tape 28, Count 090-103). 

President of the Pleasantville United Food and Commercial Workers Union Brian 

Radcliff related this stoty: 

I've got a [union] member whose husband will be sitting here 
talking to you and he'll just pass out and you'll think he's dead. He 
was fired from the last job he held four years ago because of the 
condition. The employer's insurance carrier said: "We've got to 
cancel your insurance if you keep him workin2: here." (Tape 47, 
Count 268-282). 

President of the Waterton Steelworkers Shelton when asked about constraints to 

employment opportunities for handicapped adults remarked: 

Economics. Unfortunately the company takes the position that you 
come back in and you're not able to perform your normal duties and 
you're reinjured: they feel they are held responsible . We're having a 
veiytough time with that (Tape 53, Count239-261). 

Ralph Turner a Waterton Steelworkers' Trustee and Shop Steward stated: 

[If] they become accident prone or something like that, then that 
same shipyard will try to e:et rid of them. If they're having accidents 
or whatever (Tape 54, Count 089-096). 

Advocates. In contrast to managers and labor officials only two advocates (8%) 

noted the influence of higher premiums. Pleasantville's ARC Employment 
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Specialist Chamberlin when question about constraints to employment opportunities 

for the handicapped remarked: 

One of the reasons that companies don't hire handicapped workers is 
because there's been a name that they're ~oin~ to have higher 
insurance rates: they're going to be more accident prone (Tape 9, 
Count 431-439). 

Powerton advocate Napier also identified insurance premiums as a restraining force 

to employment opportunities for handicapped adults: 

I think a future issue ... is the issue of once one is on the job what 
impact does a disability have that is long term and chronic have on 
the ability of a patient to qualify and be accepted by third party 
medical benefits. With ... a medical provider knowing full well, up 
front this person is going to require an extraordinary amount of 
medical services. That issue I don't think we've enjoined fully, yet; 
but it's one that I think is worth noting (Tape 3 7, Count 217-234 ). 

[Factor 81.2: Avoidance of Higher Workers Compensation Premiums Resulted 

Accommodation] 

Employers efforts to avoid higher premium rates did result in the provision of 

certain types of accommodation for injured workers. However these 

accommodations typically were a transfer of the injured worker to a light duty 

assignment. Findings suggested these light duty assignments were arbitrary 

decisions of the employer and frequently were not appropriate. For example injured 

shipyard workers were often placed in a janitorial shop where opportunities for 

advancement and increased pay were eliminated. 

Management. Although data were somewhat limited there was sufficient 

information to show the impact of providing light duty or modified duty as the 

primary mode of accommodation. Waterton Shipyards Vice President Stone's 

response made it clear that janitorial shop duty was considered as degrading work 

and it was provided in order to avoid higher workers compensation premiums: 
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We have an area where our people who are out on work related 
injury or who could come back if we had something for them to do. 
We have a shop where they strip tables, clean helmets, actually clean 
vehicles around here, things that don't require a lot of physical labor 
but which allow us to put them back to work (Count 057-111). They 
take material that they find all over the shipyard; take it over there 
and we reclaim it and we use it again. Two hundred and thirteen 
[workers], ... Some of these people are going to be permanent. 
Some of them are probably faking it and unfortunately we have 
those kind. too many of them. Some of them will go back to work 
soon because nobody likes to really stay over there. 

It's a work environment is not the best but it is a work environment. 
THE ONES WHO REALLY W ANI' TO GO BACK TO WORK WILL GET 
THEMSELVES OUT OF THERE AS QUICK AS THEY CAN (Count 119-
129). [So the salaries change?] No we pay them the same. WE DO IT 
FOR ONE REASON AND THAT'S SO WE DON'T HAVE TO PAY 
WORKERS COMPENSATION BECAUSE IT'S CHEAPER THAN PAYING 
WORKERS COMPENSATION. We pay the same as they could have 
made as a mechanic out on the job. No change in pay. No change in 
pay and it will stay that way as long as they're there. We've been 
successful in cutting our workers compensation losses down 
considerably by doing that As you can tell with 213 people in there, 
it's 213 people you don't have to pay workers compensation to. 
That's a big, big: hunk of money. And seeing we're going to pay 
them anyway we mig:ht as well i::et something productive out of 
them. That's really the way they think about things here. We're in 
business to make money and that's our job (Count 130-142). 

We try to get them off workers compensation as quick as we can. 
Now if a guy's really hurt and can't come back, certainly he's on 
workers compensation. If we feel like he's able to perform his job or 
perform a job; we'll insist that he comes back. If he refuses to come 
back we'll drop him from workers compensation (Tape 52, Count 
236-241). 

Katherine Gilmore personnel director of the nonunionized Pleasantville Roadside 

Motel confirmed that the provision of light or modified duty was utilized by 

companies as a method of avoiding higher premiums and not because of union 

advocacy for job modification. Ms. Gilmore acknowledged: 

IT IS PART OF OUR PROGRAM. OUR SAFETY PROGRAM FOR 
WORKERS COMPENSATION. We have a Tender Loving Care 
program (Count 151-160). A modified dutr program where if 
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anyone. God forbid becomes disabled at work; cannot do their own 
activity any longer----We will make a point to tty and find some 
work for that individual so that they are back here as soon as 
possible doing somethi~ (fape 16, Count 132-144). 

Advocates. Light duty assignment can also place the handicapped applicant in 

direct competition with injured employees; when the employer views light duty or 

modified duty as the only accommodation option. Pleasantville ARC Employment 

Specialist Chamberlin described this problem: 

The rubber company has a lot of workers compensation 1.n1unes. 
The last meeting with them there has been no hiring handicapped 
employees because they have a great number of workers 
compensation injuries and they're having trouble bringing back 
workers compensation injured because THEY DON'T HA VE ENOUGH 
WORK TO KEEP THEM BUSY IN LIGHT DUTY AREAS (f ape 9. Count 
351-366). 

[Factor B1.3: Workers Compensation Benefits: A Constraint to Rehabilitation] 

Just as workers compensation influenced employers it also affected the disabled 

worker. Two (8%) advocates and one labor official (6%) discussed worker 

compensation benefits as a restraining force to injured workers entering the 

rehabilitation process and job market. The underlying problem stemmed from 

injured workers' hesitation to relinquish workers compensation benefits in order to 

enter a job market where they generally were forced to accept an entry level position 

and low wages. 

Advocates. W aterton advocate Hall discussed her past experiences with workers 

compensation recipients: 

I worked with people who were on workers compensation and my 
job was to place them in another position. The problem with that 
was a lot of people become injured at work are at a higher salary 
level. We did this primarily with the shipyard employees. They 
would be making ten, twelve dollars an hour when they were 
injured. Then they have to look for entry level positions that's not 
demanding physically and they have no education, no skills. To 
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come back into the work force was---almost ridiculous to try to tell 
somebody to give up three hundred and fifty dollars a week tax free 
and start working for a minimum wage (Tape 21, Count 12 7-145). 

The President's Committee for the Employment of the Handicapped member Perdue 

cited attorneys' interests as a contributing factor: 

Lawyers are too often inclined and doctors to recommend that the 
injured person stay off work, take the disability money, enjoy a 
vacation and for every week or month that person stays off work 
you have added six months to a year trying to get them back. You've 
lost (Tape 45, Telephone Interview). 

W aterton labor union advocate Saunders identified attorney's share of the settlement 

as another contributing factor: 

IT a person is injured on the job, it's----"I [union official] suggest 
you see an attorney". Most unions don't have a union attorney. They 
just tell them to see an attorney. Of course the attorney is interested 
in his fee and he's interested in that award of that compensation so 
that he can get paid. He doesn't get paid if the person is 
accommodated and g:oes back to work. So you know what happens 
(Tape 50, Count 552-557). 

[Factor 81.4: Employers' Perceptions of Accommodation Costs] 

The topical information presented in this factor is not a direct ramification of 

worker compensation. But the cost of accommodation is a variable employers must 

consider when attempts are made to avoid higher premiums by providing 

accommodation. It also is an additional economic consideration when employers 

weigh the possibilities of safety and increased workers compensation premi1Jms. 

Therefore this factor was placed under this component in order to give a complete 

comparison of factors. 

Three (5%) subjects identified employers' perceptions of cost (e.g., 

accommodation and training) as a barrier. Interestingly these subjects were not 

managers but rather community advocates and labor representatives. One might 
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speculate on two possibilities for this phenomenon: employers either do not 

perceive cost of accommodation as a barrier; or employers do not provide 

accommodation and therefore cost was not a consideration. 

Labor Representatives. Neil Saunders Waterton Director of IAM's Disabled 

Workers Program worked closely with employers. He related his experiences in 

placing disabled union membe~: 

The employer is very reluctant to participate in any type of the 
rehabilitation planning. They're very reluctant. Number one I think 
that the employer that does participate or has or wants to participate 
feels that they have the obligation as soon as they add their firm to 
the process that they have to actively participate in training in jobs; 
that they have to come up front and make a commitment and you 
can't; they will not make firm commitments until they really 
understand what the problem is: what they're dealing with and how 
productive and what that bottom line to the employer is and that cost-
--the only cost involved--thine:s of that nature (Tape 50, Count 109-
129). 

Waterton Teamster Vice President Webster cited cost as an obstacle to 

accommodation: 

The company will look more toward cost than it will to making the 
elements at work better for the individual (Tape 59, Count 030-036). 

Advocates. Dr. Price Powerton Executive Director of the American Coalition of 

Citizens with Disabilities also identified cost as a barrier to employers providing 

accommodation: 

Employers often think the accommodation they have to make for 
disabled people cost exorbitant amounts of money; when often the 
accommodations are minimal unless it's a very small business 
somewhere. If a big corporation is making accommodation for 
physically handicapped, it's not that major a portion of their budget. 
Corporations have done it and proved it doesn't cost that much 
money. I think there's a mental block in providing ~ccommodation. 

If a big corporation is making accommodation for physically 
handicapped it's not that major a portion of their budget. 
Corporations have done it and proved it isn't---cost that much 
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much money. I think there's a mental block in do~ those kinds----
to do accommodation (Tape 44, Count 075-083). 

Component 2: Economic Incentives & Constraints for Employing Handicapped 

Applicants. Factors which clustered under this component were: Factor B2.1: 

Targeted Job Tax Credit, Factor B2.2: Positive Work Attitudes, Factor B2.3: Rate 

of Production: An Employment Incentive and Factor B2.4: Rate of Production: An 

Employment Constraint. These factors were identified as an economic forces which 

impact on employment opportunities for qualified handicapped adults seeking 

employment. 

A comparison of these factors by site revealed similarities and contrasts. 

Pleasantville and Powerton subjects initiated the topic of Targeted Job Tax Credit 

(TJTC). Response frequency rates were comparable for Positive Work Attitudes 

between Pleasantville (33% n=11) and Waterton (28% n=5) subjects. But Powerton 

subjects neglected to mention this incentive. 

Subjects' response frequency rates for the third factor Production: An 

Employment Incentive also were comparable across sites. Although Pleasantville 

subjects (13% n==4) addressed this topic less frequently than subjects in Waterton 

(28% n=5) and Powa:ton (18% n=2) when response frequency rates were 

compared. Twenty percent of Pleasantville subjects (n=6) and twenty two percent 

(n=4) of Waterton subjects felt production was an employment constraint. Subjects 

interviewed in Powerton did not give responses which fit this factor. 

When these factors were compared by group similarities and contrasts appeared. 

TJTC was identified by a few subjects in the advocate (13% n=3) and management 

(22 % n=2) groups. Positive work attitudes on the other hand was noted by subjects 

representing each group with labor (31 % n=S) and management ( 45 % n=4) 
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representatives emphasizing handicapped workers' attitudes more frequently than 

other subjects (advocates 17% n=4, handicapped subjects 20% n=2). 

The response frequency rates among groups on the third factor, Production: An 

Employment Incentive, was very similar for three groups: advocates (21 % n=5), 

handicapped subjects (30% n=3) and managers (22 % n=2). In contrast labor 

representatives (6% n=l) rarely provided responses which fit this factor. Indeed 

fifty percent (n=8) of all labor officials interviewed believed production issues were 

a primary restraining force to employers hiring handicapped workers. Yet 

management subjects never address this topic. 

[Factor 82.1: T3t:ieted Job Tax Credit: An Employment Incentive] 

Targeted Job Tax Credit was a unique topic discussed by five subjects (9%). These 

subjects Pleasantville and Powerton advocates and Pleasantville managers initiated 

dialogues on the topic since interview questions did not directly address TJTC. But 

when asked why it would be beneficial to hire a handicapped person these 

individuals noted TJTC as an economic incentive. 

Interestingly the two Pleasantville employers (i.e. , Landsdown and Lee) who 

mentioned TJTC also were the most opposed of all management representatives to 

employing handicapped adults. One can ori.1y speculate that the impact of TJTC was 

not far reaching enough to induce personnel directors Landsdown and Lee to 

employ the handicapped; in spite of their responses. Bert Landsdown Personnel of 

the Pleasantville Sewing Factory commented: 

The laws that provide extra benefits throu~h TJTC would reward the 
employer for hiring through tax breaks (Tape 31, Count 251-257). 

William Lee Assistant Personnel Manager of the Pleasantville Food Company stated 

the only involvement his company, a federal contractor, had with employment of 
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handicapped was with TJTC. In spite of this comment the author felt that the 

company's involvement was with .minorities rather than handicapped individuals. 

Mr. Lee remarked: 

The only government program that we really have participated in is 
the Tameted Jobs Tax Credit. I think that deals with either 
handicapped or disabled folks (Tape 32, Count 123-129). 

ARC Pleasantville advocate Andrews noted the importance of TJTC for their 

mentally impaired clients: 

I would say that food services and janitorial services do tend to 
employ the mentally retarded. They are able to do the job. They're 
dependable. They can retain them there for many years and they get 
the Targeted Job Tax Credit. They [the companies] also get a good 
community image (Tape 3, Count 301-305). 

Ann Jefferies Chairperson for the Pleasantville Mayor's Committee for the 

Employment of the Handicapped also was well aware of TJTC: 

There are tax laws that are paying fifty percent of the cost of the 
salary for the first half of the year for on the job training (Tape 25, 
Count 370-378). 

In Powerton Editor Oakes noted the importance of TJTC: 

One thing like for instance [ named a nationally .known motel chain] 
the Tameted Job Tax Credit which gives the employer tax credit for 
hiring a disabled person (Tape 40, CtJunt 363-366). 

[Factor 82.2: Positive Work Attitudes: An Employment Incentive] 

Subjects from each group cited handicapped workers' records of positive work 

attitudes as an employment incentive. But perhaps what was most interesting was 

the higher response frequency rates of managers (45% n=4) and labor officials 

(31 % n=S) as compared to advocates (17% n=4) or handicapped subjects (20% 

n=2). 
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Several of the Pleasantville (33% n=11) and Waterton (28% n=5) subjects when 

questioned about the benefits of employing handicapped adults generally stated 

handicapped workers were more conscientious and tried harder; but these attributes 

were neglected by Powerton subjects (0%). There may be several reasons for these 

varying response frequency rates. 

The majority of labor officials and managers who have had few direct 

experiences with handicapped individuals may be drawing from public awareness 

ads for the handicapped. In addition the failure of Powerton subjects to note 

positive work attitudes and the low rate of responses from advocates may be due to 

their lack of emphasis on productivity and/or attributes considered significant in the 

job market. 

Manac:ers. As previously stated forty five percent (n=4) of the managers 

mentioned handicapped workers' positive work attitudes when asked why it would 

be beneficial to employ handicapped workers. Lee Personnel Director for the 

Pleasantville Food Company provided one example of a manager with no direct 

experiences with handicapped workers, who cited positive work attitude: 

Based on discussions I've had with store manac:ers that have hired 
them, what stands out is their attitude. They have an outstanding 
attitude and they really appreciate the company's willingness to give 
them a shot at working (Tape 32, Count 044-054). 

The three personnel directors contacted at hotels and motels commented on 

handicapped workers positive work attitudes. It should be noted that these 

companies were employing very few if any handicapped workers at the time of the 

interview. Those who were employed or had worked in the past all held low level 

positions (e.g., kitchen help and janitorial); and earned entry level wages. 

Carolyn Jinkins Personnel Director at the Pleasantville Hotel stated: 
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Many times someone with a handicap or disability might have had to 
overcome quite a bit in their lives and strive that much harder. This 
kind of person is going to be a goal orientated person. They're ,:oing 
to be able to achieve thlnes and they're ,:oi,.nz to work hard. They're 
consistent workers. They work hard. There is hi,:h morale because 
they're proud of their jobs. They're proud of their work. There's 
also high morale because the other employees like them. These are 
friendly people(Count 043-075). I would say the experience that 
we've had yes [they can perform as well as nonimpaired workers]. 
There is hif!h morale. There's hif!h motivation (Tape 26, Count 077-
083). 

Katherine Gilmore Personnel Director for the Pleasantville Roadside Motel provided 

analogous remarks: 

My experience with those workers has been that they are the most 
committed and dedicated employees. There have been ten or twelve 
people who we've hired through handicapped organizations. We 
have asked for candidates because they really do make excellent 
employees. They're very happy to be productive (Count 048-066). 
They do certainly work as hard and harder than your normal, 
average nonhandicapped individual and with a whole lot more 
eneW7 and dedication. They're happy to be productive. That's the 
general impression I have (Tape 16, Count 069-076). 

Pearl Underwood Personnel Director of the W aterton Hotel commented: 

They try harder. THAT'S THE ONLY: that's the first thin,: that comes 
to mind (Count 024-031). I'd say the fact they seem to be more 
willinc;. Attitude has a lot to do with how well you do your job and 
how well the people around you perceive you to do your job (Tape 
56, Count 043-046). 

Labor Representatives. Thirty one percent (n=5) of the labor subjects noted 

handicapped workers' positive work attitudes as an incentive to hiring individuals 

with handicapping conditions. For example Kelly Business Agent of Pleasantville 

Labor's Local remarked: 

Certain jobs I think they could do them perhaps even better. They'd 
be more conscientious (Tape 28, Count 073-082). 
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Although Henry Johnson Financial Secretary and Treasurer of Pleasantville Hotel 

Employees cited positive attitudes of handicapped workers; he demonstrated his 

own negative attitude in his response: 

Most of them [i.e., handicapped adults] that I've seen are very e:ood 
workers and they really take whatever advice they can get. If I had a 
job that I want done I'd as soon have a handicapped [person] as 
anyone else because if you tell them what you want and get him 
going [he will] know exactly what to do (Count 056-070). I. found 
in the hotel many of the handicapped worked much harder THAN 
THOSE YOUNG FELLOWS THAT WERE ABLE TO WORK (Tape 27, 
Count 073-082). 

In Waterton labor representatives gave similar responses regarding handicapped 

workers' positive work attitudes. Roger Shelton President of the Waterton United 

Steelworkers stated: 

I think sometimes they're better because they really work hard at it. 
They try to impress the employer. They tty to impress their peers 
that they can do the job. I think they're very sincere. Sometimes they 
do a better job because they work a lot harder at it (Tape 52, Count 
145-148). 

Scott Labor Participation Director for United Way commented: 

Most of them are better workers than the normal workers. What they 
do there [i.e. United Way] is contract out; they put all of the bulk 
rate mail for Waterton University together and they get paid. They 
take a normal person and have them do it and let's say they can do 
ten boxes in a day. If these [handicapped] people do ten boxes in a 
week then they get a day's pay and they e:et paid minimum wages. 
The only thing United Way does is pay their overhead so that that 
money can go entirely to the people (Tape 51, Count 044-058). 

Waterton Teamster President Watson and Vice President Webster hoth remarked 

that if handicapped workers were given the opportunity they were good workers. 

For example Teamster President Watson commented: 

So often people look at [the] handicapped---they cast [them] aside. 
They [think they] cannot perform. But you'd be surprised [at] what 
they can do if you give them a chance and work with them (Count 
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034-041). If they were g:iven the opportunity I'm sure that they 
could do a great deal for our society (Tape 58, Count 043-058). 

Waterton Teamster Vice President Webster's remarks addressed both attitude and 

production: 

I think. more factors [for successful job performance] that would 
contribute than anything else would be attitude and the belief in 
himself that he can do. They usually want to do more than they have 
to do (Count 053-056). Usually when we do ~ive them a chance 
they can and they do and they are capable of doing the job. Very 
seldom a person who is handicapped will try to seek some position 
where he knows that he didn't have the capacity to handle it (Tape 
59, Count 061-069). 

[Factor 82.3: Rate of Produdion: An Employment Incentive] 

Rate of production was identified as both an incentive and a constraint to 

employment. Response frequency rates for this factor if compared by site were 

fairly similar (i.e .. Pleasantville 13% n=4, Waterton 28% n=5 and Powerton 18% 

n=2). A comparison by group showed that subjects from the handicapped group 

(30% n=3) provided responses more frequently for this factor than did subjects 

from other groups (i.e .. advocates 21 % n=5. managers 22 % n=2 ). The response 

frequency rate for the labor group (6% n=l) contrasted sharply with those of other 

groups. 

Advocates. Powerton advocates Norris and Oakes addressed production, safety 

and the low absentee rates of handicapped workers. Unlike local advocates national 

advocates noted studies or surveys (e.g .. the Du Pont Study). In part Mr. Norris 

Equal Opportunity Specialist for the OFCCP stated: 

The proven dedication of the handicapped person. Maybe it's just a 
matter of being for,;ed into appreciation of work opportunity. So 
many of us look forward to the weekend and groan when Monday 
comes. But if you're employed for awhile or if you're handicapped 
and unable to do a job or if you're unable to handle a job that is as 
lucrative as your neighbor; then you anguish for that job and you 
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apply for it. The fact that they desire so much has a tendency to 
make a handicapped person a better employee. And everything that 
we have been able to determine: the Du PONT STUDY. Everything 
we've seen shows that the handicapped are better in terms of 
dedication to the job in terms of work habits in terms of absenteeism 
and so on (Tape 39, Count 329). 

Editor Oakes' comment was similar to Norris' remarks. Mr. Oakes said: 

Surveys have shown that it's not as expensive to place a person as 
once was believed. Safety and absenteeism, Du PONT SruDY & 
other studies have shown that's not a bi&: problem (Tape 40, Count 
014-046). 

Advocates in Pleasantville and W aterton failed to discuss these well known surveys 

but did cite handicapped workers' reputations as good workers. For example 

Pleasantville Special Education Director Dishman said: 

They do work and they do work well So there are advantages to 
hirin&: them (Tape 10, Count 028-032). 

Waterton advocate John Foxsworth not only believed the handicapped worker to be 

productive but also thought the economic result of their production lead to their 

integration into society: 

Don't even worry about the far spectrum of the bell curve; let's talk 
about the middle: paraplegia and that bunch. You can easily keep 
them on the job site and they're producers. They're contributors and 
they pay rent: they buy things. And that's the key to integration 
(Tape 21, Count 355-364). 

Handicapped Subjects. Production rates of handicapped workers also were 

positively addressed by handicapped subjects. Pleasantville handicapped subject 

Feldman remarked: 

[Where I worked before] a handicapped person didn't miss much 
work and they produced a lot more than a lot of people [that] had 
nothing wrong with them. They've got better performance than 
others in those companies (Tape 13, Count 053-059). 
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A Waterton mentally impaired subject Hubbard provided a simple but meaningful 

statement: 

I think they work just as well as a norm.al person (Tape 19, Count 
181). 

Manag:ement Representatives. Managers in both Pleasantville and Waterton 

perceived handicapped workers as producers. For example Quick Director of the 

Pleasantville V. A. Hospital commented on his past experiences with handicapped 

workers employed at the V. A. Hospital: 

For the most part we've been vety well pleased with our experience 
in hiring: the handicapped. We've had some blind people and we've 
had some people who border on being retarded. It has not been a 
negative experience (Tape 46, Count 046-049). 

Tyler and Stone management representatives at the W aterton Shipyards stated that 

handicapped workers were producers. Tyler remarked: 

[Are they able to perform the job as well as anon-impaired worker?] 
No question but what they are (Count 077). Not withstanding the 
fact that the individual is otherwise qualified there's no really 
distinguishing factor. I mean you have success and failure among 
the handicap person on the job as well as the nonhandicapped 
person. Handicapped individuals tend to perform just as well as a 
nonhandicapped individual (Tape 55, Count 114-127). 

The response given by Stone Vice President at the Waterton Shipyards was 

slightly colored by his biases toward some workers injured at the yards who he 

perceived as faking, as cited earlier in this section. In spite of these biases Stone 

said: 

I found that the handicapped people as a general [rule] the ones that 
want to do something: will work at it and perform extremely well 
They will try to perf orm---and quite often they do (Tape 52, Count 
144-148). 
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[Factor B2.4: Rate of Production: An Employment Constraint] 

In contrast to subjects in from the other groups the typical Pleasantville and 

Waterton labor union representative perceived the production rate of handicapped 

workers as a restraining force to their employment. However it should be noted 

these responses often were a result of labor officials' perceptions of employers' 

reactions to handicapped applicants. For example Business Agent for Pleasantville 

Labor Michael Kelly pinpointed the concerns employers have regarding production: 

Actually contractors and companies are more concerned with the 
productivity aspect than the safety aspect. If they think that this 
particular individual cannot produce then that would be their biggest 
hang-up with hiring a disabled or handicapped person (Tape 28, 
Count 090-1 03 ). 

Marion Roberts Administrative Chief Steward of Pleasantville Union of Electrical 

Workers agreed: 

They're [the employers] reluctant to hire handicapped people 
because they feel like they're not capable of doing the job that 
somebody that's not handicapped could do (Tape 49, Count 057-
063). 

Brian Radcliff President of the Pleasantville United Food and Commercial Workers 

commented: 

Many employers say: "Why should I consider hiring somebod)'. that 
on appearances may have a problem doing the job when you're 
abled-bodied and can do it?" (Tape 47, Count 268-282). 

Employers' impressions of physically handicapped applicants based on appearances 

also was noted as a constraint by Richard Rice President of Pleasantvi.U e Electrical 

Workers Union: 

It would depend a lot on how you visualize these people walking in. 
If you have somebody walking in on crutches to me that would be a 
tremendous obstacle to overcome. We have a lot of jobs in the shop 
where if you walk in on crutches you can't do the job in fact most of 
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them. I think your first impression of the handicapped would be a 
detriment in regard to gettfof jobs (Tape 47, Count 268-282). 

Mr. Rice also discussed the rate of production of mentally handicapped workers: 

Your mentally handicapped, some of the jobs that we have takes a 
lot of mental work. They are slow. I'm not saying they can't do it in 
it's entirety. But maybe they're too slow for company standards and 
from that point we have trouble (Tape 48, Count 033-042). 

Waterton labor union representatives provided responses similar to those of 

Pleasantville labor subjects. For example Scott Labor's Participation Director for 

United Way said: 

They see somebody and they're handicapped and they get it set in 
their mind: "Well that person can't do the job because they're 
handicapped". This is the biggest thing the education of people that 
they are capable (Tape 51, Count 082-086). 

Waterton Teamsters Watson and Webster who earlier remarked handicapped adults 

could perform when given .the opportunity; commented that people were seldom 

willing to provide such an opportunity. Watson said: 

Too often we feel that they cannot [perform the] duty as [well as] a 
person who is not handicapped (Tape 58, Count 086-092). 

Webster also stated individuals' beliefs that the handicapped person was not a 

productive worker usually eliminated any chance of employment: 

People have a tendency to look at somebody's limitation rather than 
their ability to perform or to do a job. We have a tendency to say: 
"He can't do it". We prejudge people instead of trying people on 
their own merit, giving them a chance (Tape 59, Count 061-069). 

Earl Vaughan Business Manager for Waterton Bricklayers, Stone and Marble 

Masons Tile Setters Labor Union provided an insight of his own views: 

le. this business it's just hard manual labor. It's climbing ladders; 
climbing scaffolds. It's bending over. It's just being productive. 
Truly I hate to say it but I don't know really what kind of 
[handicapped] person other than [a deaf] person [could do it] (Tape 
57, Count 117-127). 
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Sum.mazy and Conclusions for 

Cate&:or.y B: Economic Forces and Consequences 

The review of data which fit this component provided a look at the economic 

driving and restraining forces which impact on qualified handicapped individuals 

seeking employment. In order to provide a symmetrical examination of the findings 

data were reviewed within the context of two components: Effects of Workers 

Compensation and Economic Incentives and Constraints for Employing 

Handicapped Applicants. 

Data presented in the first component, Effects of Workers Compensation, lead to 

several findings: 

(1) Employers were rest.rained from hirin&: handicapped and/or disabled adults 
because of their rationalizations that handicapped workers were safecy: risks and 
would increase the potential for hi&her workers compensation premiums. Since 
insurance carriers were not interviewed for this study it was not possible to give 
their perspective. But regardless of insurance carriers' policies and documented 
surveys (i.e., the Du Pont Survey which shows handicapped workers to have 
average to above average safety rates), employers' perceptions posed one of the 
greatest barriers if not the primary barrier to employment opportunities for 
handicapped adults. According to the E.E.O. Director at the Waterton Shipyards, 
who based his opinion of the E. E. Black case, safety is a legitimate reason not to 
hire a qualified handicapped applicant. Thus government contractors who react to 
fears of higher premiums whether founded or unfounded do have a legal escape 
from hiring qualified handicapped applicants. 

(2) Employers did provide accommodation usually in the form of job transfers to 
lie;ht ducy: assi&:nment in order to keep injured employees on the job and to avoid a 
future increase in worker compensation premiums. Although one might be 
somewhat encouraged to see these efforts at providing accommodation it became 
obvious that the narrow focus on light duty assignments produced negative results. 
There also was evidence which suggested the light duty or modified duty 
assignments were based on managers' arbitrary decisions and some were positions 
which were considered as degrading (e.g., janitorial jobs with fixed salaries). In 
addition when light duty assignments became the only mode of accommodation the 
injured employee was placed in competition with the handicapped applicant. 
Obviously it was the handicapped applicant who was rejected since the employer 
felt he must retain the worker-compensation injured. 
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(3) Employers typically did not consider appropriate accommodation for injured 
employees or handicapped applicants and advocates did not provide information to 
employers regarding appropriate accommodation. It would be comforting to assume 
advocates attempted to influence employers regarding appropriate accommodation 
and cost. Unfortunately this was not the case. The only subject who directly 
confronted employers and attempted to influence them was Saunders, labor's 
advocate for the disabled in Waterton. Community advocates typically were not 
cognizant of managers' apprehensiveness over higher insurance premiums and 
generally did not attempt to influence or educate employers about appropriate 
accommodation. 

(4) Injured workers who were receipts of workers compensation were hesitant to 
seek rehabilitation and return to the world of work. Advocates who had worked 
closely with injured workers correctly assumed the limited employment 
opportunities (e.g., entry level positions and low pay) were contributing causation 
factors. But these advocates failed to mention the issues discussed above: degrading 
light duty positions and employers' reluctance to provide appropriate 
accommodation. 

Several contrasts were found across site and group when data were reviewed for 

the second component: Economic Incentives and Constraints for Employing 

Handicapped Applicants. Findings for this component were: 

(1) TJTC did not result in employment of handicapped applicants. The topic of 
TITC was somewhat unique in that only a few advocates and managers addressed 
it. Although these subjects seemed to perceive TJTC as an salient economic 
incentive to employ handicapped individuals the managers who identified TITC as 
an employment incentive as a rule did not hire handicapped workers. One can only 
speculate on T ITC' s impact in other communities but in Pleasantville and W aterton 
it was not a persuasive factor. 

(2) Private sector significant others' beliefs that handicapped workers can not 
perform adequately is a significant barrier. Data which noted handicapped workers' 
rate of production and/or positive work attitudes also were found to be conflicting. 
Although subjects representing each group noted positive work attitudes and rate or 
production as incentives to hiring handicapped applicants; it was difficult to judge 
whether this factor was relevant when it was compared to the production concerns 
of labor representatives and employers. Even though managers in Waterton 
discussed handicapped workers' performance rate positively half of the labor 
subjects in Pleasantville and Waterton admittedly believed employers did not hire 
the handicapped because of their beliefs that handicapped workers can not keep up 
with standard production rates. 
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Cateiot.:y C: Political Forces & Consequences 

The intent of this study was to identify driving and restraining forces for labor 

union advocacy for qualified handicapped adults see.king employment. Employment 

opportunities for handicapped adults often are dependent upon the efforts of others' 

advocacy efforts. 

A review of literature sources revealed that both direct and indirect benefits could 

be gained by labor's increased commitment to affirmative action. These incentives 

and constraints, as discussed in Chapters II and V, served as a guide by which to 

judge subjects' awareness of the issues, the extent of labor union advocacy and the 

effectiveness of labor union advocacy for qualified handicapped adults in the 

communities of Pleasantville, Waterton and Powerton. Data were reviewed as three 

components: Component 1: Labor Union Advocacy: Idealism verses Reality, 

Component 2: Political Driving Forces to Labor Union Advocacy and Component 

3.: Political Restraining Forces to Labor Union Advocacy. 

Component 1: Labor Union Advocacy: Idealism verses Reality 

The various views of subjects regarding the ideal role of labor union advocacy 

for handicapped adults see.king employment, as well as examples of labor union 

representatives' actual involvement with issues regarding handicapped and disabled 

adults are reviewed in this component. Subjects' responses fit four factors: Factor 

Cl.1: Ideal Negotiations in the Collective Bargaining Process (e.g .. arbitration, 

negotiation and the elimination of collective bargaining barriers). Factor Cl.2: 

Unique Ideal Role Responses, Factor Cl.3: Actual Advocacy for Handicapped 

Applicants and Factor Cl.4: Actual Advocacy for Disabled Members. 
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These data were presented under one component in order that a comparison 

could be made between what subjects perceived as the ideal role of labor and actual 

examples of labor union representatives' involvement with issues regarding the 

handicapped and disabled member. Total response frequency rates for Factor Cl .1: 

Ideal Negotiations in the Collective Bargaining Process and Factor Cl.2: Unique 

Ideal Role Responses are displayed in Table 13. In Table 14 the total response 

frequency rates are set forth for Factor CL 3: Actual Advocacy for Handicapped 

Applicants and Factor Cl.4: Actual Advocacy for Disabled Members. A comparison 

of the total response frequency rates for these factors also are presented in Figures 

23 I 24 and 25. 

Factor CL 1: Ideal Ne2:otiations in the Collective B~aining: Process 

The question of what labor unions idealistically should be doing for the 

handicapped individual seeking employment was posed to all subjects. Many 

subjects chose not to answer this question but rather cited reasons why labor unions 

could not advocate for handicapped adults seeking employment. Of those who 

chose to respond (24% n=14) half (12% n=12) identified the collective bargaining 

process as an avenue by which labor representatives could advocate. 

A comparison of data by site showed that Waterton subjects did not give 

answers which fit Factor CL 1: Ideal Negotiations in the Collective Bargaining 

Process. This was in contrast to Pleasantville (17% n=.5) and Powerton (18% n=2). 

When data were compared by group labor representatives (19% n=3) and 

handicapped workers (20% n=2) were the ones who encroached upon organized 

labor's sacred rights of job descriptions and collective bargaining agreement 
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Table 14 
Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 

Categoiy C: Political Forces & Consequences 
Labor U.nion Advocacy for Handicapped & Disabled Individuals 
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clauses. In contrast advocates (8% n=2) and managers (0%) tended to avoid making 

suggestions related to the collective bargaining process. 

Subjects whose responses fit this factor identified extensions of the collective 

bargaining process or eliminations of barriers created by collective bargaining 

agreements. An extension of the collective bargaining process was the negotiation 

of quotas for the number of handicapped applicants hired. A quota system would 

not only force companies to hire a certain percentage of handicapped applicants but 

also would enable the union to take discrimination cases to arbitration. The 

elimination of barriers created by collective bargaining agreements required 

modifications in the seniority system and modifications in job descriptions. 

Pleasantville. Brian Radcliff President of the Pleasantville United Food and 

Commercial Workers Union discussed the possibility of labor representatives 

negotiating quotas for hiring handicapped applicants. But Mr. Radcliff also said this 

would be impossible because the membership would not be supportive. 

One thing that could be done is to negotiate a certain quota particular 
jobs during contract negotiations (Tape 47, Count 396-399) 

Fred Burdette Pleasantville ARC Director of Industrial Relations felt labor unions 

should negotiate both quotas and the provision of accommodation. He failed to 

initiate any dialogue regarding the conflicts of job description and accommodation. 

In contractual arrangement they should talk about hiring qualified 
disabled individuals. I think even go to the extent of making 
accommodation for them. They should be working toward that 
(Tape 6, Count 255-260). 

Barry Feldman a handicapped subject who was totally disillusioned with the 503 

complaint system administered by OFCCP did not directly mention quotas but his 

response indicated that such a clause would have to be in place if union officials 
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were to achieve the goal he perceived as ideal. Mr. Feldman thought unions should 

provide legal representation and/or go to arbitration when companies discriminated 

against handicapped applicants. He explained: 

That discrimination system the government has I guess it's all right 
for them. In my opinion there should be judges places around so 
many in each state so YOU DON'T HA VE TO WAIT A YEAR AND A 
HALF TWO YEARS ON A DECISION--Where they could have an 
arbitration case. The union would know who the company employed 
and when they met their quotas. 

If they didn't hire a handicapped person since 1965. Its now time to 
hire some handicapped people. The union knows this but they can't 
do anything about it because they don't have much say unless you're 
in their union. I think a union should be able to take a company 
before a discrimination suit themselves. Then if somebody applies 
and does not get hired (e.g., they hire a hundred people and no 
handicapped) the union should be able to take the company before a 
judge and let the judge make the decision if there was a job the 
person could perform (Tape 13, Count 299-313). 

David King a thirty one year old physically handicapped Systems Programmer 

for the Pleasantville Railways in the Pleasantville focused on the seniority system. 

If an individual is to achieve several years of seniority he must be able to switch 

jobs. This often occurs during times of layoffs when workers are forced to bump 

each other to maintain employment. Another relevant example is the injured worker 

who is unable to return to his present job. If the injured worker has ":lcurred enough 

seniority he is able to bump another worker for a job he is able to perform. 

Mr. King remarked that his confinement to a wheelchair made it impossible for 

him to switch from job to job. He believed a modification of the seniority system 

would be very beneficial to handicapped workers: 

It'd be difficult for me to e:et seniority if I wanted it because I 
couldn't shift from job to job to job. THE MOST IDEAL THING they 
could do is push for me not to have to do that [but instead] to qualify 
for one job or one type of job or you ~et a semi-accepted position 
which is: you pay the dues but you 're not a voting member. That 
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would be the biggest thing they could do as far as employment is 
narrow it down for somebody who's physically disabled and have 
something in there so they wouldn't have to take any job that came 
_yp (Tape 29, Count 361-368). 

Verna Farmer Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor also thought modifications in 

job descriptions would be helpful. 

ldealistically---maybe the unions are and I just haven't run up 
against it---would be to change the job descriptions for certain 
positions. You want someone who's earning a certain amount an 
hour to put out that much work but it may not be the same identical 
work that everyone else is doing. They should make special 
instances where they can come up with five dollars an hour worth of 
something that you could be doing even if you're the only one in the 
plant doing it. It's critical that you are in fact doing five dollars an 
hour worth of work but maybe not according to the same description 
as somebody else where they can adjust what you're doing. Take 
part of the job description away such as standing or climbing. 
Substitute it with something else so that there is an equivalent task, 
and you're still earning a legitimate paycheck (Tape 11, Count 507-
517). 

Powerton. Acting Assistant Director of AFL-CIO HRDI Jeffrey Moore felt that 

union leaders should encourage employers to hire the handicapped. The seniority 

system and job descriptions were indirectly cited by Mr. Moore when he·mentioned 

that collective bargaining agreements should not create barriers to handicapped 

individuals see.king employment: 

Encourage the employer to hire the handicapped and make sure our 
existing contracts do not in any way prohibit or deny access to jobs 
because of our collective bargaining agreement (Tape 36. Count 
320-323). 

Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel for the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied 

Craftmen implied the need of an initiative from national level labor leaders to 

restructure their apprenticeship programs and provide accommodation to the 

handicapped: 
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It seems to me in our industry [i.e .. masons and bricklayers] 
restructure apprenticeship programs to include as much as possible 
handicapped people and accommodate them in the apprenticeship 
program. That's done at this point but it's done on a very informal 
basis. I don't think there is any kind of of outreach or anything to 
handicapped people (Tape 41, Count 341-347). 

[Factor Cl.2: Unique Ideal Role Responses] 

Several unique topics were discussed as ideal advocacy roles for labor union 

representatives. These unique topics were: Cl.2.1: Coalesce with Community 

Advocacy Agencies, Cl.2.2: Encourage Employment and Cl.2.3: Provide 

Education to Members. Two labor union officials discussed the benefits of 

coalescing with community grcups. Advocates (n=2) and managers (n=2) believed 

labor union leaders could influence employers to hire the handicapped and one 

advocate and one labor subject mentioned the provision of education to union 

members. 

When response frequency rates for Factor Cl.2: Unique Ideal Role Responses 

were compared by site findings were similar: Pleasantville (13% n=4), Waterton 

(11 % n=2) and Powerton (18% n=2). Slight contrasts emerged when data were 

compared by group: advocates (12% n=3), handicapped subjects (0%), labor 

representatives (38% n=3) and managers (22% n=2). 

Unique Topic: Cl.2.1: Coalesce with Community Advocacy Agencies. Enhanced 

political strength is an identified benefit of labor unions advocating for and 

coalescing with handicapped adults. Two subjects noted the common interests of 

the handicapped community and labor community. Interestingly both of these 

subjects were labor union representatives rather than advocates or handicapped 

subjects. When asked about labor's ideal advocacy role Business Agent for 
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Pleasantville Labor Michael Kelly a progressive young man who actively 

participated in community affairs identified the need to coalesce: 

The handicapped groups and labor should warm up to each other. 
WE DO HA VE CERTAINLY A COMMUNITY OF INTEREST ON A 
BROAD SCALE A NATIONAL SCALE AND A LOT OF THE THINGS 
THAT WE WANT FOR OUR PEOPLE. They could work with us to see 
if we could put some of their people to work which I'm sure we 
could in certain respects. It's a matter of the two groups getting 
together for the r::ood of the people we represent. Hopefully there 
would be some lap over. We would have more so-called 
handicapped people as members of our local in working day to day 
on these jobs (rape 28, Side Two: Count 244-261). 

Neil Saunders Director of the International Association of Machinists (1AM) 

Disabled Workers Program in Waterton envisioned a more organized effort at 

coalescing. He thought labor should establish Regional Coordinating Committees in 

order that members serving on community boards and commissions could act as 

liaisons between the handicapped community and the labor community. Mr. 

Saunders commented: 

We have to involve the union constituency. We have to involve them 
in the rehabilitation process. THAT MEANS GETTING THEM 
APPOINTED TO SOME OF THE BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS. There's 
so much volunteer work that's needed. We have to get them on these 
commissions and boards. We have to not only r::et them appointed. 
we've got to get them actively involved. If we get back to that 
REGIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE we'd have something---to 
report back, something not to report to themselves or even to their 
local union but report back to a coordinating activity of what the 
problem is. How that particular ar::ency is dealing with it and what 
recommendations are made and how it fits into the total picture. 
THAT'S THE MAJOR ROLE THAT THE UNIONS COULD PLAY IN THE 
REHABILITATION PROGRAM (Saunders, Tape 50, Count 447-467). 

Unique Topic Cl .2.2: Encourage Employment. Often managers of unionized 

companies are hesitant to employ handicapped applicants due to fears of conflicts 

over seniority and job descriptions. If union leaders would be supportive of a policy 

to hire the handicapped they could easily eliminate employers' f e~. 
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Two (8%) advocates and two (22%) managers discussed methods to encourage 

employment as the ideal role for labor union advocacy. Influencing the employer to 

hire handicapped applicants was the primary method identified by these subjects. 

Pleasantville. Mayor Mills when asked about the ideal role of labor union 

advocacy relied on the traditional role of labor as the working man's advocate: 

The union might make the potential employer aware of the fact that it 
can be very easy for the employer to deny the handicapped person 
the right to work simply because of the knowledge that the person is 
handicapped without giving the person a test without exploring the 
person's ability to function and to perform the job well. The unions 
that I know of use to advocate the right of the individual to be tried, 
to have a chance, to have an opportunity, to be put at least to the test. 

We deny people for many reasons. We still do because of race. We 
deny them because of sex. We deny them because of their religious 
beliefs. There's many functions that come out of a union but among 
other things they see that every individual has an opportunity to 
exhibit his or her talents or skills, ability to perform that task for 
which he or she has applied. I think that in that respect they've 
rendered a very able service (Tape 34, Count 475-499). 

William Lee Assistant Personnel Manager of the Pleasantville Food Company stated 

that labor union officials could recommend handicapped applicants to the employer: 

If they're aware of a handicapped individual who is seeking 
employment and they know what that individual can and cannot do 
that they can ref er that individual to the employer that they deal with 
who might have a position available for them (Tap~ 32, Count 304-
308). 

Cathy Alderidge Pleasantville ARC employee also perceived the ideal role of labor 

union advocacy as influencing employers to hire handicapped applicants. She 

stated: 

I suppose to put pressure to make employers aware of the 
capabilities of handicapped workers looking for employment so 
there would be more job placements available (Tape 2, Count 313-
316). 
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Powerton. Equal Opportunity Specialist for the OFCCP Eugene Norris believed 

union officials should publicize that they are supportive of hiring the handicapped. 

One method of accomplishing this task is to go beyond the union's traditional role 

(i.e. , labor doesn't hire and labor doesn't fire) and actually seek referrals of 

qualified handicapped adults from employment services. Mr Norris said: 

Number one is actually ask the employment service to make referrals 
of people who are qualified handicapped. The union needs to let the 
average person know that they are interested in being supportive and 
they need to seek some referrals of handicapped. I think it's a 
publicicy matter that they let them know the doors are open and if 
they're interested in employment, seek the union as their help (fape 
39, Count 284-294). 

Unique Topic Cl.2.3: Provide Education to Members. Neil Saunders Director of 

the IAM Disabled Workers Program in Waterton believed many employment 

'barriers could be eliminated if union members were properly inserviced on the 

various topics regarding the handicapped (e.g., types of handicapping conditions, 

Section 503, etc.). He perceived labor unions' ideal role as facilitating education: 

A major role the unions could and should provide is education. My 
experience over the years is that union officials are no different than 
management when it comes to lookin~ at a disabled person . Number 
one we have to educate our officers and our stewards about what a 
disability and handicap is. We have to educate them on the laws that 
apply to disabled and the handicapped ... (Saunders, Tape 50, 
Count 447-467). 

Powerton. Advocate Oakes felt that the conflicts which arise over seniority and 

job descriptions could be substantially reduced if labor leaders would educate their 

members on the various handicapping conditions. He also pinpointed another 

important fact: attitudes of significant others in the work world can most effectively 

be changed by direct contact with handicapped individuals. Editor Oakes said: 

Union leaders should educate its own core of members on 
disabilities. There are many ways to do this. There are all kinds of 
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films. One of the best ways is to bring in a person who has disability 
and talk about the disability. It's always best from the horse's mouth 
and [provide] some education. Now that's just a start. 

WHAT WE'VE FOUND IS YOU REALLY DON'T CHANGE YOUR 
ATTITUDE TOWARD A DISABLED PERSON UNTIL YOU'RE 
ACTUALLY WORKING SIDE BY SIDE A DISABLED PERSON FOR A 
WHILE. It's just natural. We all have our prejudices. The union first 
of all can provide some educational training. This will help the 
company too. This is a thing the company often has to do. The 
union can help by working with management (e.g., provide some 
practical tips on what to do when a person with epilepsy has a 
seizure or what .kind of a seizure is it). That kind of information, that 
kind of education. 

As far as accommodation there again that's part of the problem. It 
can only be done on a case by case basis. Try to determine how best 
not to conflict with the seniority rights of the union members, 
PARTICULARLY THE PROBLEM WHEN YOU HAVE TO CHANGE JOBS, 
restructure a job. That's when you run into problems. If the 
individual who happens to be a union member understands the 
situation and is more acceptable to a person with disabilities, may be 
more likely to understand why this person is getting a soft job rather 
than the person with seniority (Tape 40, Count 473-497). 

[Factor Ct. 3: Actual Advocacy for Handicapped Applicants 

Examples of labor union officials' actual efforts of advocacy for handicapped 

individuals were Topic Ct.3.1: Encouragement of Employment for Handicapped 

Applicants and Topic Cl.3.2: Efforts to Coalesce with Community Groups. Only 

thirteen percent (n=8) of the subjects could provide information for this factor. 

Response frequency rates by site were: Pleasantville (6% n=2), Waterton (17% 

n=3) and Powerton (27% n=3); and by group were: Advocates (8% n=2), 

Handicapped (10% n=l), Labor (19% n=3) and Management (22% n=2). 

Topic Cl.3.1: Encouragement of Employment for Handicapped Applicants. Only 

two subjects (3%) stated that union leaders attempted to encourage employment for 

handicapped applicants. Interesting one of these was Waterton Shipyards E. E. 0. 

Director Daniel Tyler. He made a concentrated effort to praise the support provided 
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by labor leaders to handicapped applicants. In comparison the President of the 

Waterton United Steelworkers Roger Shelton cited several reasons why his union 

could not advocate for the handicapped applicant. Nevertheless Mr. Tyler stated: 

They're supportive of qualified handicapped who are seeking 
employment as well as the ones who are already employed. No 
question about [the ones who are already employed]. I've dealt with 
them on several occasions with chronic alcoholics. epileptics and 
other people with those types of disabilities in particular. They have 
been an advocate for the applicant for those who have reported to 
them or for some reason someone has referred them there. They 
have made contacts with this company to determine if there's 
something this person can do and if they can do it, will we consider 
them for it? No question about it. They can't represent applicants. 
They can only make recommendations. But when it comes to the 
employees [the ones they've] got on rolz. they're definitely taking an 
active role init (rape 55, Count275-285). 

Handicapped subject Barry Feldman had the support of his father's union during 

the time he filed the Section 503 compliant. But due to labor officials' lack of 

knowledge the support was not beneficial. Although Mr. Feldman perhaps was not 

as elaborate in his praise as Daniel Tyler he was more sincere: 

I feel that most unions try their best to get handicapped people on 
(rape 13, Count 227-228). 

Topic Cl.3.2: Efforts to Coalesce with Community Groups. Although Pleasantville 

and Waterto.;.;, comm.unity advocates did not attempt to coalesce with labor union 

leaders examples of Waterton and Powerton labor union officials' efforts to 

establish a working relationship with community agencies emerged from interview 

data. Information regarding labor representatives' efforts to coalesce was placed 

under this factor on the assumption that involvement leads to advocacy. 

Ten percent (n=6) of the subjects' responses fit Topic Cl.3.2: Efforts to Coalesce 

with Community Groups. By site these response frequency rates were: Pleasantville 

(3% n=l), Waterton (11 % n=2) and Powerton (27% n=3). Response frequency 
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rates by group were: Advocates (8% n=2), Handicapped (0%), Labor (19% n=3) 

and Management (11 % n=l). 

Waterton. Waterton labor union advocate Neil Saunders obviously the most active 

labor leader in community affairs gave these examples: 

We have·a cooperative agreement with the State Voe. Rehabilitation 
_Department and we will take clients that they refer to us and try to fit 
them either into our industry or into helping the whole job 
development area. We work with not only the State Voe. Rehab. 
system but with other organizations that have qualified individuals. 
They would meet the criteria for qualified handicapped individuals. 
These are our drug & alcoholic programs outside of the state system, 
community service boards that have mental health functions. drug 
centers, whether residential centers or out-patient centers and then 
psychiatric centers. It broadens out to only our individual workers, 
the state system referrals, but all of those that are called qualified 
handicapped that could possibly be helped by the machinist 
program We've used our resources not just our machinist group but 
the total labor movement. We usually tie it in with the COMMUNITY 
SERVICE ASPECTS of all of the unions and what they're doing in the 
comm.unity service area which is OUTSIDE OF THE BARGAINING 
AGREEMENT. It gives me entrance into their system (Tape 50, Count 
196-241). 

Mr. Saunders in response to questions regarding labor representation on the 

Mayor's Committee for the Employment of the Handicapped noted that he had 

initiated contact with the Mayor's committee: 

Anybody can get an audience for any reason to make any kind of 
presentation. I've been there and made presentations on my 
program. The only reason I'm not on the Waterton Mayor's 
Committee--because they wanted to put me on there but I'm not a 
resident of Waterton. I'm a resident of Harborville and I'm thinking 
maybe of going over there and maybe getting on that committee 
(Tape 50, Count 387-391). 

Local labor union president of the Steelworkers Shelton gave these examples of the 

Waterton Steelworkers Union's representation on local committees: 

We have a person who's on the Governor's Special Training Act 
Partnership. We have been invited to work with several committees: 
Safety & Health. Job Training Partnership Act. We are part of the 
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partnership and we play a role. Our influence there has really helped 
him [the governor]. But until recently we were never asked. I'll say 
it, the years we had a Republican Administration we were not a part 
of that (f ape 53, Count 283-296). 

Powerton. Several Powerton subjects when questioned about labor union 

advocacy efforts gave specific examples of union involvement. Arlene Owens 

Acting Director of the The Division of Policy Analysis and Planning, Special 

Education Programs discussed the support of the American Federation of Teachers 

and the National Education Association during the time the Reagan Administration 

threatened to abolish the regulations for Public Law 94-142: 

I can only pinpoint two groups that have the label of union but that 
does not mean that we did not hear from other groups that are as 
much associated with labor and industry as with education and those 
were the American Federation of Teachers and the National 
Education Association (fape 42, Count 204-211). 

Agnes Perdue member of the President's Committee for the Employment of the 

Handicapped noted the involvement of labor unions officials with Projects with 

Industry (PW!) and the Paralyzed Veterans of America . She stated: 

The labor unions [have] worked with blind people and deaf people 
in, the PWis, specific programs and they've gotten involved with 
specific organizations of disabled such as blind and deaf and 
Paralyzed Veterans of America (fape 45, Telephone Interview). 

AFL-CIO representative Mitchell discussed the efforts of organized labor to develop 

a cooperative relationship with sheltered workshops and Good Will Industries. Mr. 

Mitchell explained advocates always objected to agreeing that sheltered workshop 

employees would have the choice to join a union and that when applicable sheltered 

workshop employees would be paid the prevailing wage or minimum wage: 

We have tried from this office several times with the sheltered 
workshops, the Good Will Industries and others to draw up a 
general understanding or A COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH 
THEM TO SEE HOW WE COULD HELP EACH OTHER. It's been several 
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years since the last time we met. I've been in the meetings with one 
of groups of people involved just about every time we've had 
meetings. 

We always run into three problems that keep us from reaching an 
agreement. The first is they will recognize the right of the employee 
if they chose to join a union of their own choosing to engage in 
collective bargaining and improvements in conditions of 
employment. THEY HEDGE WHEN IT COMES TO RECOGNIZING THAT 
AS A PRINCIPAL. That doesn't mean that they automatically put a 
union in, that means that they automatically agree that they won't try 
to block the employees if they so chose and make known that 
through proper expression. 

WE ALSO RUN INTO A BLOCK WHEN WE SAY THAT WHERE 
APPLICABLE YOU AGREE TO PAY THE PREVAILING WAGE and 
WHERE APPLICABLE WE ALSO AGREE TO PAY THE MINIMUM 
WAGE. On those three things we always get tied up and we recess. 
We're suppose to get back together after they think it over. THEY'VE 
BEEN THINKING IT OVER ABOUT FOUR OR FIVE YEARS (fape 35, 
Count 407-436). 

[Factor C1.4: Actual Advocacy for Disabled Members] 

As suspected findings demonstrated that the primary thrust of labor union 

advocacy was for the disabled member (i.e., union members who have become 

injured either on or off the job), rather than for handicapped individuals seeking 

employment. Identified types of advocacy for disabled members were: Topic 

Cl .4.1: Labor Union Advocacy for the Continued Employment of Disabled 

Workers, Topic Ct.4.2: Support Services Provided to Injured Workers by Labor 

Unions and Topic Cl.4.3: Labor Union Leaders' Efforts to Secure Benefits for 

Injured Workers. 

Total response frequency rate for this factor was thirty seven percent (n=22). 

Response frequency rates by site were: Pleasantville (30% n=9), Waterton (45% 

n=8) and Powerton (45% n=5). Sharp contrasts were apparent when data were 

compared by group: Advocates (4% n=1), Handicapped (0%), Labor (81 % n=13) 
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and Management (0%). The higher response frequency rate for the labor group was 

not surprising since those subjects were more cognizant of the plight of the disabled 

worker. The low response frequency rates by subjects in the other three groups 

serve as an indication of the lack of communication among the groups particularly 

the advocates and labor officials. 

Topic Cl.4.1: Labor Union Advocacy for the Continued Employment of Disabled 

Workers: Advocacy for injured members to continue employment through training 

or job transfer was a topic addressed by thirty eight percent (n=6) of the labor union 

subjects (Pleasantville Labor 50% n=3, Waterton Labor 29% n=2 and Powerton 

Labor 33% n=l). 

Pleasantville. Labor union business agent Michael Kelly related this example: 

A man and his son working night shift members of the local were 
returning home and they had a car accident. The father was killed in 
the wreck and his son had a very long recovery period. But the two 
men were as honest and hard workin~ as the day is lon~ and I 
knowing this e:o to bat for the fellow when he's ready to come back 
to work. He's limping around on the job but he's still doing his 
eight hours probably better than most other fully able-bodied people 
(Tape 28, Count 155-199). 

Administrative Chief Steward for the International Union of Electrical Workers 

Marion Roberts believed unions did advocate for their dues paying members: 

Advocating---you're talking about trying to keep these people 
employed? Yes I think all unions tty to keep their people if they can 
whether they become disabled or not. They're still a dues paying 
member regardless. They've got rights to the jobs. I feel like they 
should try for all people (Tape 49, Count 190-195). 

Pleasantville Teamsters President Bud Lilly cited an example of his advocacy for a 

handicapped member: 

I think the case that stands out in my mind more than any other is 
one where I had an employee with a diesel company that had gotten 
a job, had been working there for seven years. The company didn't 
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know and I didn't know that he was an epileptic. He had a seizure 
on the job. Unfortunately for him the COMPANY DOCTOR that they 
have was right across the street. They called him over. He was 
diagnosed as epileptic. The company doctor sent him to a 
neurosurgeon. 

Such a nice guy and he'd forgotten to ta.lee his pill that particular day. 
He was a janitor and a parts runner. He drove a pickup truck for 
them. This state took his driver's license. I went with him and his 
mother to the interview with that neurosurgeon. ATTEMPTED TO 
HELP HIM SA VE HIS JOB and the neurosurgeon wouldn't agree for 
him to work around any machinery or anything for the reason that he 
may have a seizure and fall into a piece of machinery and hurt 
himself. I lost the case because of it. The state took his driver's 
license for a year so he was unable to drive all because he forgot to 
ta.lee a pill for a day or two in a row. To me that's about as severe a 
handicap as you can get or disabled (f ape 33, Count 036-060). 

Waterton. Shelton the local president of the Steelworkers one of the unions 

represented at the Waterton Shipyards explained their efforts to help injured 

employees maintain employment: 

We have a provision in our contract where a person [ disabled off the 
job] can be on roll up to 24 months. That means that person can try 
to be rehabilitated; be able to do limited duty. Do some of the things. 
If that person loses a limb or eye then WE HAVE TO TRY TO 
COMPENSATE THAT PERSON IN TERMS OF TRYING TO GET WORK 
THAT PERSON CAN PERFORM. 

We look at it as a handicap at that point. We look at it as a handicap 
and we tzy to sit down with the company. We must monitor every 
job the company has and if the job becomes available that person can 
do then we should call the company's attention before they hire 
somebody. So we do a lot of things. We have to check the bulletin 
board. We have to meet with the company constantly. Then we have 
to know that person's capabilities (fape 53, Count 239-261 ). 

Waterton Teamsters President Jack Watson provided this example of union 

advocacy: 

I [have] a case now where a person damaged his eye sight. They 
told him that he can't drive on the road but he could drive in the city. 
I went over there last week. I had to make sure that he was still on 
that job. He may not be able to drive but I' LL MAKE SURE HE HAS 
THE RIGHT TO GO IN THAT PLANT SOMEWHERE. We're here to 
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protect the people. Let them know that we're here with you and 
we're here to protect you and we'll fi~ht it through court and do 
what we have to do (Tape 58, Count 276-287). 

Powerton. Powerton AFL-CIO representative Mitchell when asked questions 

regarding advocacy and contract clauses for the handicapped discussed unions' 

typical efforts to help the injured worker retain employment. Mr. Mitchell 

commented: 

The other thing we have is the intraplant or the intrajob [for the] 
handicapped which a lot of people overlook. That's the person who 
works for the employer who's already employed and becomes 
handicapped [while he's] employed. He becomes handicapped as a 
result of something that occurred on that job or maybe off the job. IN 
THOSE INSTANCES WE DO HAVE AND ARE ABLE TO MAKE OUR 
MOST DIRECT EFFORT BECAUSE THAT COMES WITHIN THE DIRECT 
FOCUS OF THE UNION CONTRACT ITSELF (rape 35, Count 152-
184 ). 

Most unions will negotiate for the permanently disabled employees 
who can still work and usually contractually will negotiate 
something either to carry them on the job they're on or on some type 
of work that may be developed to accommodate them specifically 
(rape 35, Count 248-267). 

Topic Cl.4.2: Support Services Provided to Injured Workers by Labor Unions. In 

the previous section (i.e., Continued Employment), labor union officials' examples 

of advocacy generally neglected the topic of rehabilitative training. Even though 

rehabilitative training often is the only way an injured worker is able to return to the 

work force. This section reviews data regarding the topic of support services (e.g., 

rehabilitative training, temporary financial support, etc.) provided by labor unions. 

Unfortunately data did not emerge from the Pleasantville Study to suggest labor 

union support services existed in that community. This may suggest that injured 

workers Pleasantville were more dependent on securing workers compensation 

benefits. In contrast subjects from Waterton (17% n=3) and Powerton (9% n=1) 

discussed support services. 
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W aterton. Neil Saunders Director of the International Association of Machinists 

(1AM) Disabled Workers Program in Waterton actively assisted injured workers 

from the 1AM and other unions. He explained his program of advocacy in Waterton 

originated with the AFL-CIO Human Resources Development Institute's (HRDI) 

Seattle program with the IAM and Aerospace Workers disabled members of the 

Boeing Aircraft Company. This program in existence from 1979 until 1981 

developed a plant steam engineer training program for union members whose 

disabilities prohibited them from returning to their former jobs and assisted the 1AM 

and Aerospace Workers develop a Projects With Industry (PWI) program to help 

disabled former employees of Boeing Aircraft Company (Ross, 1981 ). Mr. 

Saunders explained: 

The machinist program originally came out of our work with the 
Boeing Industry in Seattle (Count 194-196). We're looking at what 
is happening to our injured and disabled workers. primarily 
machinists. 

My job is to work with the injured and disabled worker and find 
ways of keeping him on the job. If we can't keep him on the job 
then I rule him as a client and I look into other avenues of 
employment because I work with other unions. 

ALL OF THE UNIONS USE MY PROGRAM AS A VEHICLE FOR THEIR 
IN.TI.IRED AND DISABLED. Trtey refer their injured and disabled to 
me. I PlIT THEM BACK INTO THE SYSTEM . I SHOW THEM HOW TO 
GET BACK IN THE STATE SYSTEM. IN THE VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SYSTEM. I ASSIST THE UNIONS IN THEIR 
WORKERS COMPENSATION CLAIMS. showing them what they're 
entitled to and AT THE SAME TIME WORK WITH THEM TRYING TO 
GET THE EMPLOYER TO MODIFY THE JOB AND TAKE THEM BACK 
(Tape 50, Count 196-241). 

James Scott Labor Participation Director for United Way in Waterton when asked 

about labor union advocacy mentioned his ability to provide emergency assistance 

money to disabled workers: 
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Yea [unions are advocating]. through Neil Saunders. Through the 
Handicapped & Disabled Workers' Program the Machinists. Neil 
works with all of them. Most of us send our people who need help 
to him. The way I get involved with it is the fact that I have the 
emerzency assistance money. A lot of them after they get injured 
they get in a lot of financial difficulties. We help them out with rent 
and things just until they can find them a job (Tape 51, Count 214-
220). 

Waterton ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman related a story of a union representative 

contacting the ARC for information about regulations regarding the handicapped: 

There was an interesting case involving a labor union and a 
handicapped man who was employed by the shipyard and who lost 
his job. The labor union felt it was discrimination but they felt not 
equipped to handle it. They were very angry about it and they felt 
that he needed help and that he sh0uld not have lost his job. They 
were really supporti~ him. 

They did an excellent job of supportin~ him because they went out to 
find out who could help him. THEY DIDN'T FEEL THEY COULD. 
They were getting kind of mired down with the re~lations because 
he was handicapped. But they were very ~ood advocates. They 
phoned the ARC and the advocate then went to work with the labor 
union. He got his job back and he got three years back pay. So I feel 
the labor union did an excellent job in that case in that they 
recognized that they just didn't know how to go about helping him 
but pursued and found somebody who could (Tape 18, Count 441-
456). 

Powerion. Projects With Industry (PWI) is a national program funded and 

administ;.;red by the Rehabilitation Services Administration of the Office of Human 

Development, U.S. Department of Education. PWI's goal is to assist handicapped 

individuals secure employment in private industry. Jeffrey Moore Acting Assistant 

Director of AFL-CIO HRDI addressed Amalgamated Clothing Workers and 

HRDI's efforts to assist injured workers and labor's involvement with PWis. In 

part he remarked: 

We [AFL-CIO HDRI] have developed nationwide close 
relationships with most providers of services to the handicapped & 
disabled. That's within government, within business and the labor 
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community itself. We have developed an excellent network and 
cooperative relationship particularly through PWis which is made up 
of some three hundred and fifty service providers to the disabled. 
It's an excellent forum for discussing national concerns and 
individuals needs (fape 36, Count209-219). 

Topic Cl.4.3: Labor Union Leaders' Efforts to Secure Benefits for Injured 

Workers. In order for a person to be considered as disabled and qualify for 

payments under Disability Insurance or Supplemental Security Income the person 

must be: 

... Unable to eniaie in any substantial e:ainful activity by reason of 
a medically determinable physical or mental impairment that has 
lasted or is expected to last 12 months for to result in death. . . [fhe 
impairment must be] of such severity that he is not only unable to do 
his previous work but cannot, considerini his aie, education and 
work experience, enzage in any kind of substantial e:ainful activity 
which exists in the national economy regardless of whether such 
work exists in the immediate area in which he lives or whether a 
specific job vacancy exists for him or whether he would be hired if 
he applied for work (Sections 223 and 1614 of the Social Security 
Act as cited by Coudroglou & Poole, 1984). 

This conceptual definition may take on an array of interpretations and may be 

either expanded or restricted (Coudroglou & Poole, 1984). Immediately prior to this 

study a state supreme court decision severely restricted the definition of disabled. In 

this decision the claimant had been diagnosed as having tenosynovitis (i.e., an 

overuse type of syndrome arising from repetitive job motions). The state supreme 

court ruled that tenosynovitis was an ordinary disease of life, like back strain and 

that work-related aggravation of an ordinary disease of life was not compensatory 

(Western Electric Company v. Brenda E. Gilliam, 229 Va. 245., 1985). This court 

decision in addition to the existing interpretations of disabled opened the door to 

labor union advocacy. 
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Pleasantville. In Pleasantville labor union advocacy focused on securing benefits 

and in some cases assisting disabled members maintain employment. Programs 

such as the one Neil Saunders administered in Waterton were not in place in 

Pleasantville. As a result labor union leaders and injured members were more intent 

and dependent on securing disability benefits. Sixty seven percent (n=4) of the 

Pleasantville labor union representatives discussed the Industrial Commission 

and/or Workers Compensation in depth. Subjects from other sites and groups did 

not address this topic. 

Pleasantville labor officials were adamant in their claims of unjust treatment of 

injured workers by employers, insurance carriers and company doctors. Radcliff 

reflected the consensus of the group when he stated: 

The State Supreme Court struck down many portions of the 
Workers Compensation Act and basically restricted Workers 
Compensation claims to that can be identified at that moment. No 
more diseases except Black Lung. The way the system works 
there's so many loop holes and traps that unless they've [injured 
workers) got an attorney that's right on top of things. they'd be left 
right out in the cold. H somebody's injured on the job and they're 
disabled, they have to go through unbelievable litigation in order to 
receive awards. THE COMPENSATION CARRIERS IN [THIS ST ATE) 
ARE UNCONSCIONABLE IN MY OPINION (Tape 47, Count 200-219). 

Richard Rice President of the Pleasantville International Union of Electrical 

Workers was in complete agreement with Mr. Radcliff: 

Workmen's Compensation laws were put in place years ago to 
protect the worker BUT THEY'RE NOT PROTECTING THE WORKER 
ANYMORE. THEY'RE msT FINDING LOOPHOLES FOR THE 
EMPLOYER. We've had a man that lost his hearing. We have been 
back and forth with the Company. We claim that he lost his hearing 
working around a noisy machine at the Company. He has been to a 
specialist. I think he started back in 1958. The Company removed 
him from that noisy machine and put him in a room where the noise 
factor was not a factor. 
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They paid him the rate--the put him on a RS job. He came from an 
R13. It's a pay structure. They paid him the higher rate, the 13 rate 
to go to this room and to see if his hearing continued to decrease or 
not. It didn't. We claimed and the employee claimed it was the 
constant noise in the Company that caused his hearing loss. The 
Company had him go to specialists which he did. He complied with 
their requests. Their specialists indicated that he had some kind of 
disease that caused his hearing loss. 

He had tests from 1958 on had copies of tests, showing gradual 
loss. The Company would not turn around and pay him the 
compensation due under law. WE WENr TO HEARINGS. Of course 
his lawyer didn't help him here either. Twency days after the 
deposition from the Commissioner you have to appeal. We found 
out about it the day before and we called him in the plant and he 
didn't have time to get it in. He just lost out. They won't even talk to 
him now because he did not 2:et his appeal in time. But his lawyer 
screwed him up there too. 

But there is another regulation that hinders the people. A ruling 
comes out one day and he's got to have his appeal in the next day. 
That doesn't give you much time to work up an appeal. The laws 
that they're passing, as far as Workmen's Compensation; they're 
hindering the employee. It's a gross injustice (rape 48, 351-378). 

Marion Roberts Administrative Chief Steward of the Pleasantville International 

Union of Electrical Workers substantiated Rice's claims: 

We have a lot of problems with Workmen Compensation. People on 
Workmen Compensation [are] having a terrible time getting paid. 
THE COMPANY SPECIALIST, THE SAFETY SPECIALIST: WE FEEL 
LIKE HE CAN'T BE TRUSTED. We're having a lot of trouble with 
them (fape 49, Count196-202). 

Teamsters President Bud Lilly commented that companies would rather pay 

damages to an injured worker than to provide job accommodation. He also 

explained why injured workers were hesitant to seek rehabilitation: 

I have seen two fairly large settlements in this local from companies 
that would be reluctant to take a man back under light duty 
circumstances or something along that line. They'd rather settle and 
pay them off and be rid of them (Count 173-176). 

The two that I'm thinking about were back injuries. We've got a 
world of back injuries at the warehouse where they do a lot of lifting 
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and everything continuously day in and day out. At our local [the 
disability] is primarily back injuries (Count 178-182). I believe one 
of them got $46. 000 and the other one got $40. 000 or something 
like that. 

The way that Compensation works in this state is that you're entitled 
to ten years at a weekly benefit unless they can rehabilitate you and 
put you on another job. Most of the jobs we have here are fairly high 
paying jobs. If you're drawing $275 dollars a week compensation or 
$290 a week compensation you don't want to jump over into a job 
that pays $175 dollars a week. The ones I've had experience with, 
will fight rehabilitation to a point until they see what the company's 
going to do. THEY'LL SAY YEA I'LL GO OUT HERE AND DO 
WHATEVER WORK YOU WANT ME TO AS LONG AS YOU 
GUARANTEE ME MY COMPENSATION WAGES WHILE I'M OFF. 

You follow what I'm saying? Make up the difference in other 
words. Companies are reluctant to do that: a lot of times they'll go 
ahead and make settlement (Tape 33, Count 184-200). 

Component 2: Political Driving Forces to Labor Union Advocacy 

Both incentives and constraints to labor union advocacy for handicapped adults 

seeking employment are reviewed in this component. Subjects were asked why it 

would be beneficial to labor unions to advocate for handicapped adults. Responses 

to this question were identified as political driving forces, and fit six factors: Factor 

C2.1: Good Public Relations, Factor C2.2: Moral and Civic Responsibility, Factor 

C2.3: The Traditional Role of the Union, Factor C2.4: Related to Family Member 

and/or Potential for Becoming Handicapped, Factor C2.5: Increased Membership 

and Dues and Factor C2. 6: Unique Responses. Graphic displays of the response 

frequency rates by group and site are presented in Table 15 and Figures 26, 27 and 

28. 

When total response frequency rates were compared by site Waterton (100% 

n= 18) subjects supplied answers regarding incentives for labor union advocacy 

more often than did Pleasantville (63% n=19) and Powerton (45% n=5) subjects. 
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'l'~hlP 1.c; 
Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 

Category C: Political Forces & Consequences 
Labar Union Advocacy for H1111dicapped & Disabled Individuals 

Component 2: Political DriviM Forces to Labar Union Actvocacy 

Political Driving Foree Factors Advocates H1111dicapped Labor Managers % B.r Site 
Good Public Relalions ..., 27'5 •·2 29'5 aol 33'5 ... 17'5 ... 27'5 

~ 
Moral 1111d Civic Responsibility ••I 99' - 09' ·-· 17'5 .... 67'5 ... 20% 
Traditional Role of the Union .. , 9'1& a-0 Ullb •-2 33\li ... 0'1& .... 10% 

t Related to Family Member ... 09' - 09' ... O'I& ... 0% ... O'I& 
~ Increased Membership 1111d Dues .... Ullb a-0 Ollb ... Ollb .-o Ollb . .. 09' ~-Unique Responses •-0 09' ••I 14llb ... !?lib .,,. Ollb •·2 

(.,. 
~ 

Total Re-nse F.....,uenev Rates 11.,-.5 45% •·3 43% .... 100'5 . .., 83'5 11•19 63% 

Good Public Relalions ... 20'5 a-0 09' - 09' ... 3:ll5 •-2 11% 
Moral 1111d Civic Responsibility ... 09' a-o 09' - 09' •-0 0% ... 09' 

I~ Traditional llole of the Union •-2 40% a-0 09' ..., 43'5 ... 33!6 .... 33% 
f Related to Family Member ... 20'5 a-0 O!li .... 43!6 .-o 0% . ... 22% 
S Increased Membership and Dues ... 20'5 a-0 09' ... 14!6 •-2 67!6 . .. 22% = UniqueRl'!SIIOnses a-0 O!li - O!li aol 28!6 •-O 0% a-2 11 % 

Total Response Frequency .Rates . .., !UOllb . ,,. O!b - lUO+llb .... 100+'5 a-ta 100'1& 

Good Public Relalions •-0 09' X X - 09' X X - 09' 
Moral and Civic Responsibility ... 09' X X ... 09' X X . .., O!li 

ci' Traditional llole of the Union . .., 09' X X ..... 09' X X D-0 O'I& 
~ Related to Family Member ... 13'5 X X .. , 33llb X X •-2 18'16 
~ Increased Membership and Dues ... 13'5 X X ... 33\li X X a-2 18'1& 
= Uniq11e Responses ... 13'5 X X a-0 V70 X X ·-· 9'lli 

Total Re!DOllSe Frequency .Rates .... 38llb X X a-2 6711 X X .-s 4S'll> 

~ 
Good Public Relalions .... 17'5 ••2 20'5 a-2 13'5 ·-· 22% n-10 17% 
Moral and Civic llesponsibility ... "" ... 09' ••I Ollb -~ 44% .... !Ullb 

~ Traditional llole of the Union .. , 13'5 .-0 09' ... 31 '5 .. , 11 !Ii . .., t:,% 
Q Related to Family Member a-2 89' a-o 09' .... 25'5 .,,. O!li .... !O!li a lncreued Membership and Dues .. 2 89' a-o 09' aol 13!6 aol 22'5 .... 10% 
~ Uniq11e Responses ... "" ••I 10!6 .... lllllb ... 0% .-s !S'lli .. 

Total Ro-•e Freauency Rates D.•13 :,4llb 8'='3 30llb a-17 !OU+!li . .., 10011 ... 2 71'16 
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This indicated that Waterton subjects were knowledgeable of labor unions and the 

possible avenues open to labor officials for advocacy. 

Common findings were rare per factor when response frequency rates were 

compared by site. There was some agreement between Pleasantville and W aterton 

subjects that Good Public Relations and the Traditional Role of the Union were 

incentives for labor union advocacy for qualified handicapped adults seeking 

employment. Waterton and Powerton subjects shared the opinion that advocacy 

incentives were: Related to Family Member and/or Potential for Becoming 

Handicapped and Increased Membership and Dues. But there was not a single 

incentive or factor identified by subjects at all three sites. 

A comparison of Political Driving Forces total response frequency rates by 

group showed that subjects from the labor (100%+ n=17) and management (100% 

n=9) groups identified incentives for labor union advocacy more often than did 

advocates (54% n=13) or handicapped subjects (30% n=3). These data suggested 

the lack of knowledge advocates and handicapped subjects have regarding labor 

unions and serve as an indicator of insufficient communication among the groups. 

When the response frequency rates per factor were compared by group Good 

Public Relations emerged as an incentive identified by approximately the same 

percentage of subjects in each group. A comparison of all other factors showed 

contrasts. Moral and Civic Responsibility was the incentive typically discussed by 

management representatives. Labor union officials generally cited the Traditional 

Role of the Union and Related to Family Members or Potential of Becoming 

Handicapped as driving forces. 
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[Factor C2.1: Good Public Relations] 

One of the benefits of labor union advocacy for handicapped adults is the 

improvement of public relations. This incentive was recognized by seventeen 

percent (n= 10) of the subjects interviewed in this study. 

Pleasantville. Earlier in this paper it was shown that many Pleasantville labor 

representatives felt they were not invited to participate in community advocacy 

committees for the handicapped because of the public's negative perception towards 

organized labor. One method of improving their relationship with community 

advocates would be to initiate communication and actively advocate. Eight 

Pleasantville subjects (27%) pinpointed this incentive. Regional Director of Easter 

Seal Society Alice Blankenship noted the importance of labor unions enhancing 

their public relations: 

Unions need a iood name. This is going to sound like it's a cliche' 
or something but people are becoming more in tune and it's taken a 
long time, to the needs of the disabled. It's almost like this jump on 
the band wagon type of thing. Our awareness of the disabled has 
been growing over the past twenty--twenty five years. It's just good 
business for them to become involved as an advocate whether it be 
for themselves or for someone else. Everybody likes to have a white 
hat. It would enhance their image (Tape 4, Count 620-630). 

ARC Director of Industrial Relations Fred Burdette also believed labor unions 

would improve their public relations by advocating for handicapped individuals. He 

stated: 

There is certainly a public relations benefit If the public were aware 
that a particular union was attempting to recruit union members who 
were disabled and again in this bargaining process get promises 
from the company that the disabled will be treated fairly: both those 
who are applying and those who are currently working. That's the 
public relations side of it (Tape 6, Count 280-291). 
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Regional Director of March of Dimes Donna Bowman did not specifically mention 

public relations but she did note that labor union advocacy for handicapped adults 

would be a service to the community. She also believed physically handicapped 

individuals may be more willing to volunteer for union activities than nonimpaired 

members: 

I can think of a lot of reasons [for unions advocating for the 
handicapped]. Not only are they doini a service for the community 
but in a lot of cases the handicapped are much more loyal employees 
much more dependable employees. Many would have more time to 
devote to union activities because they are not physically able to 
participate in a lot of other activities (Tape 5, Count 419-424 ). 

Two handicapped subjects (29%) identified enhanced public relations as an 

incentive to advocacy. Physically handicapped subject Bany Feldman stated: 

I'd say a lot of people would respect the unions more (Tape 13, 
Count 338-344). 

Fifty eight year old physically handicapped subject Earl Gibbs also identified public 

relations as an incentive: 

It'd probably be best from the standpoint of PR [public relations] 
(Tape 14, Side 2, Count 047). 

Pleasantville management representatives who typically did not discuss labor 

unions in a positive manner discussed public relations as a driving force to labor 

union advocacy for handicapped adults. Personnel Director of the Roadside Motel 

Katherine Gil.more stated: 

It would put th.e union in a favorable liiht to do that [i.e. , advocate 
for handicapped individuals seeking employment (Tape 16, Count 
275). 

Two (33%) Plea:.antville labor union representatives identified public relations as 

an incentive to advocacy. Business Agent of Pleasantville Labor's Local Michael 

Kelly remarked: 
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Probably more than anything else the positive aspett in community 
relations (Tape 28 Side Two: Count 313-316). 

Marion Robetts Administrative Chief Steward for the International Union of 

Elettrical. W ork.ers concurred: 

Only for recognition [from] other advocate groups out in the 
Pleasantville Valley [would] probably be the only reason because we 
really don't have anything to do with anybody until they get a job, 
and that's when we come into play with them. If the company hires 
these people then we show them that we respect them. Other &roups 
out in the Valley would say: These iYY5 are not so bad after all 
(Tape 49, Count 253-259). 

Waterton. Organized labor appeared to be much stronger in the community of 

W atetton than it was in Pleasantville. Perhaps as a result of this (i.e. , less need for 

public relations) only two Watetton subjects (11 %) discussed public relations as an 

incentive. Diana Hall Coordinator of Advocacy at the Waterton Independence 

Center commented: 

They would e:ain a lot of creditability with the community (Tape 21, 
Count 011-013 on Side 2). 

Daniel Tyler E.E.O. Director at the Watetton Shipyards agreed: 

Otherwise their imy:ery in the community and thin&s like this would 
be a factor but other than that I really don't see any other purpose for 
it (Tape 55, Count 425-428). 

Powetton. Subjects in this community differed somewhat from those interviewed 

in Pleasantville and W atetton. Of the eleven subjects interviewed not one identified 

public relations as an incentive to labor union advocacy for qualified handicapped 

individuals see.king employment. 

[Factor C2.2: Moral and Civic Responsibility] 

Rehabilitation and affirmative action are humanitarian activities as well as matters 

or right and entitlement and as such fit labor's traditional concerns for individual 
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rights and social welfare (Enteen, Herman & Tramm, 1979). Based on this proposal 

data presented in.this factor could have been viewed as part of the traditional role of 

labor unions but these data were presented separately since subjects specifically 

cited moral and/or civic responsibility. For example Pleasantville Special Education 

Director Mathew Dishman stated: 

My basic rational would be a moral issue. It's their moral 
responsibility if they are inf act a union of that particular profession. 
It's their obligation to see that there is equal opportunity for the 
handicapped (Tape 10, Count 204-207). 

Teamsters President Bud Lilly provided several examples of his advocacy for 

disabled members during his interview. He also noted his involvement with fund 

raising for the March of Dimes. In light of these activities his response was not 

surprising: 

When you can help a person especially one that has been deprived of 
some advantages that we all enjoy, it would just do me good 
[having] the satisfaction of knowing that you're helping somebody 
(Tape 33, Count429-42). 

Four (67%) Pleasantville management subjects identified moral and/or civic 

reasons as incentives to labor union advocacy for qualified handicapped adults. 

Although Ray Quick Director of the Pleasantville Veterans Administration Medical 

Center showed his lack of knowledge regarding labor unions, he discussed the 

moral aspect: 

The only reason the union would have occasion to hire the 
handicapped is as taxpayers and good citizens. It'd be the proper 
thine: to do (Tape 46, Count 290-292). 

Personnel Manager at the Pleasantville Food Company William Lee thought labor 

union advocacy for handicapped adults would highlight their interest in civic matters 

and this in tum would heighten union members' opinions of their organization: 
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It would just show the other members of the local that they're civic 
minded and interested in helping anyone they can. From a public 
relations stand point it would help the members' perception of the 
union leadership to take that type role. It's really the only direct 
benefit that I can see (Tape 32, Count 329-334). 

Carolyn Jinkins Personnel Director of the Pleasantville Hotel demonstrated her 

own negative attitude but eventually noted ethics: 

I don't .know why it would be beneficial for anyone. You can look at 
it legally to avoid any type of legal entanglement or you could look at 
it ethically (Tape 26, Count 409-415). 

Pleasantville's Mayor Mills addressed moral responsibility in his response: 

Because the greatest thing tha: any of us will ever do in this life is to 
reach out a helping hand to others (Tape 34, Count 532-555). 

[Factor C2.3: The Traditional Role of the Union] 

Labor unions have a tradition of advocating for individuals rights and social 

welfare. If one adheres to the definition of rehabilitation and affirmative action as 

matters of right and entitlement (Enteen, Herman & Tramm, 1979) then these rights 

appropriately fit labor's traditional concerns. Fifteen percent (n=9) of the subjects 

agreed that the traditional role of the union was an incentive to labor union advocacy 

for handicapped adults. 

Pleasantville. Bureau of Crippled Children's nurse Geneva Fawcett indirectly 

ref erred to labor's traditional role in her response: 

That's a good question. I'm not real sure. If unions are representing 
the members within their group the disabled or handicapped would 
be ones included in that. On the basis of being opposed to 
discrimination of any type which could be interpreted [as] 
discrimination. [It] could certainly be a problem for the handicapped 
whether it be subtle or overt (Tape 12, Count 344-353). 
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Two Pleasantville labor union officials (33%) noted the traditional role of labor 

unions as an advocacy incentive. Richard Rice President of the Union of Electrical 

Workers stated: 

I don't think it'd have any benefit at all for local unions. The reason 
we'd go in and do what we can for them is because that's what 
unions stand for---helpi,nz peQPle, and we certainly would want to 
be in the forefront when it comes to helpmg people (Tape 48, Count 
298-301). 

President of United Food and Commercial Workers Brian Radcliff remarked: 

A union's function is to help people have satisfying. rewardin,g 
employment and provide them securi]¥. Frankly the benefit to the 
union would be the same as the benefit to the rest of society (Tape 
47, Count 429-435). 

Waterton. Shirley Irwin Social Worker for the Bureau of Crippled Children 

commented: 

They've always wanted to have the rei,utation of not bein&: 
discriminatory and to be open to everybody to come in (Tape 24, 
Count 292-295). 

ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman indirectly mentioned the traditional role of labor in 

her response: 

To remain viable as a union in the public eyes would be a real 
important part of that (Tape 18, Count 133-142, Side 2). 

Three (43%) Waterton labor leaders noted the traditional role of labor as a driving 

force to labor union advocacy for handicapped adults. For example Teamsters Vice 

President Guy Webster when questioned about the benefits to the union for 

providing advocacy to handicapped individuals stated: 

It's what we're all about--helpin, people. If we can aid and make a 
life better for an individual who hasn't had the better part of life, 
who has had a hard time or some drawbacks in life, [it] is to our 
benefit (Tape 59, Count 366-371). 
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Jack Watson President of the W aterton Teamsters concurred: 

The union is glad to help all members, all employees to find a job, 
not to discriminate against them (Tape 58, Count 304-312) 

Roger Shelton President of the United Steelworkers in W aterton remarked: 

These people would be just .another statistic on unemployment. 
Those people are able, there's nothing wrong with their minds. They 
can be gainfully employed. They can pay taxes, they can be self 
sufficient. Our role should be to help workers (Tape 53, Side Two, 
Count 011-016). 

Waterton Shipyard's E.E.O. officer Tyler also indirectly mentioned the traditional 

role as an advocacy incentive: 

Number one it would create the image that we truly believe in 
representing all of our people and we will represent you as a 
handicapped individual. If any of your relatives or whatever is 
having problems give us a call and we'll try and help you out. That 
to me would be one of the primary reasons which is their job. 
They're suppose to represent the interests of the collective body of 
the group. Anything that you can [do] to help aid the brotherhood 
obviously that's their key---that' s their number one role, their 
number one priority . Tape 55, Count 420-425). 

(Factor C2.4: Related to Family Member and/or 

Potential for Becoming Handicapped] 

Many union members and/or their dependents are disabled and all have the 

potential of becoming disabled. This incentive for labor union advocacy for 

handicapped individuals was recognized by ten percent (n=6) of the subjects. 

Pleasantville subjects did not provide responses which fit this factor. 

Waterton. Several of the Waterton labor representatives either directly 

acknowledged the relationship to family members as an incentive or gave indirect 

examples. For example Teamsters President Watson mentioned family relationships 

as a reason for labor union advocacy: 
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You have to remember we have quite a few members and these 
handicapped are sisters and brothers to some of our members (f ape 
58, Count 304-312). 

Earl Vaughn the Business Manager of Waterton Bricklayers, Stone and Marble 

Masons Tile Setters Union provided very negative responses throughout the 

interview regarding handicapped workers. But he indirectly admitted this example 

of advocacy for the sons of two old union members: 

I've had two [mildly mentally handicapped workers] in here----
Really that was [because] they [were] the sons of the old [union] 
members. Just couldn't cut it, two and half years he still is not 
better. Now he's in plumbing. He does very well as a plumber's 
helper. But as a [masonry] apprentice--Everybody! Everybody tried 
him. They went out of their way to help him. He didn't work out 
(fape 57, Count 131-137). 

Waterton labor advocate Neil Saunder's response focused on union members' 

potential for becoming handicapped. He admitted it was an issue union officials 

should view more seriously: 

Even though the members have in a lot of cases the most to lose 
because you're talkine: about an individual that's today workine: on a 
job and the next minute he's hurt. Now what do you do? So that's 
my role. When I approach a union I'll tell them that you're dealing 
with an unknown situation: 

"You may have an accident or one of your workers. so how are you 
i<>U!i to deal with that?" That should be part of the total service that 
the union provides to the members. You have to deal with it. You 
can't look at it and say: "See your attorney and Workers 
Compensation" that's not the answer (fape 50, Count 532-543). 

Powerton. AFL-CIO HR.DI Acting Director Moore acknowledged union members' 

family relationship to handicapped individuals as an incentive to union advocacy: 

From the national perspective down to the local union, on the basis 
because we work with the brothers or sisters who become disabled 
on the job. or a member of their family has become disabled or is 
disabled (fape 36, Count 323-328). 
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Equal Opportunity Specialist Norris also noted the family relationship as an 

incentive for union advocacy: 

Many times it's [i.e .. labor union's concern for the handicapped] 
brought on by a family interest or a personal interest , or a company 
interest that goes beyond just the union interest in doing something 
for the handicapped (Tape 39, Count 213-215). 

[Factor C2.5: Increased Membership and Dues] 

The increase of membership and dues was perceived by ten percent (n=6) of the 

subjects as a benefit to labor unions for their advocacy of qualified handicapped 

adults see.king employment. The responses of Pleasantville subjects did not fit this 

factor. This compared to a twenty two percent (n=4) response frequency rate in 

W aterton, and an eighteen percent (n=2) response frequency rate in Powerton. 

Waterton. Paul Stone Vice President of the Waterton Shipyards declared the 

increase in membership dues as the only factor perceived important by labor union 

officials. He remarked: 

They get the dues from him. If the man doesn't work for us and he 
comes to work for us, they 2:et the dues. That's all any union is ever 
interested in anyway in spite of all that other "gablely gute" they tell 
you. That's the only thing they're interested in is dues. So therefore 
anybody they can get hired whether it's handicapped for otherwise 
they will collect dues when they can get them to join the union. Of 
course in a unionized state they automatically become a member of 
the union but not here (Tape 52, Count 280-285). 

The Waterton Hotel Personnel Director Pearl Underwood provided a brief remark 

which alluded to membership and dues: 

A large market for the union (Tape 56, Count 160-166) 

Waterton Teamsters Vice President Guy Webster also addressed the issue of 

increased membership: 
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The more we can do for that individual that individual in turn will tell 
somebody else. It helps broaden our base (f ape 59, Count 366-
371 ). 

Waterton advocate Diana Hall discussed the declining membership in unions and 

thought additional handicapped members would serve as an advocacy incentive: 

It would increase their membership which I happen to know 
presently is dropping (fape 21, Count 010-011, Side 2). 

Powerton Editor Oakes, a Powerton advocate, also mentioned the national 

decrease in union membership. He agreed with W aterton advocate Hall when he 

stated: 

One thing, one very basic thing from what I've heard lately. I think 
80% of the working population is union now in the United States. 
They are losing members. In the long run or in the big picture this 
would be a good source of new union members for them---disabled 
people. Disabled people are getting a chance to work now, and it 
would be a good source of new members for them (fape 40, Count 
031-040, Side 2). 

Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel for the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied 

Craftmen did not directly mention loss of membership but did note the importance 

of potential new members: 

It would mean there would be a new group of potential members that 
we could be reaching out to (f ape 41, Count 381-383 ). 

[Factor C2.6: Unique Responses] 

Some responses regarding incentives to labor union advocacy were unique. 

These responses were: Unique Response C2. 6. 1: Enhanced Bargaining Power with 

Employer, Unique Response C2.6.2: Locals Influenced by National Labor 

Organizations, Unique Response C2.6.3: The Impact of Legal Decisions and 

Unique Response C2.6.4: Politically Shared Interests. 
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Unique Re51>onse C2.6.1: Enhanced Barzaining Power with Employer. Enhanced 

bargaining power was discussed by Neil Saunders Director of the W aterton 1AM 

Disabled Workers Program. Mr. Saunders believed unions' support of and/or lack 

of resistance to the employment of handicapped applicants would provide room for 

negotiations regarding disabled members. He commented: 

Loo.king at it from strictly a selfish viewpoint and that's what we all 
do, the unions would perceive it as protecting the worker under their 
collective bargaining agreement. If management will make a 
concession to hire disabled people to provide certain functions in that 
plant, then in turn if the union Cl£'rees when the appropriate time 
comes when they have an injured worker. they can go back to the 
company and say: "Okay we Cl£'reed that this job could be provided 
by a disabled person now we have one of our own that is disabled 
and what are we going do about it?" (Tape SO, Side 2, Countl 12-
123 ). 

Unique Re51>onse C2.6.2: Locals Influenced by National Labor Omanizations. 

Locals influenced by the national labor organization were mentioned by Powerton 

advocate Gregory Oakes as an incentive to labor union advocacy for handicapped 

adults. He believed that labor union efforts for the handicapped or disabled often 

depended upon national labor organizations' leadership in that area. Of course one 

example of this was Neil Saunder's IAM Disabled Workers Program in Waterton. 

Editor Oakes remarked: 

In cities where HRDI had offices and where the 1AM [International 
Association of Machinists] had Projects with Industries programs, 
[where] there's a tamet effort from the national basis I think 
definitely they're doin& a good job [at advocacy] (Tape 40, Count 
397-401). 

Unique Response C2.6.3: The Impact of Lec:al Decisions. The influence of legal 

decisions was discussed by labor advocate Neil Saunders as a force which would 

enhance labor union advocacy. He was specifically ref erring to the state supreme 

court decision in We~em Electric v. Gilliam: 
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What in effect it's [the state supreme court ruling in WESTERN 
ELECTRIC V. GILLIAM] going to do--They say we'll ta.lee out 50,000 
workers from claims in the state. (Count 560-569). What it's going: 
to do is involve unions more in the whole process which is a plus 
(Tape 50, Count 578-590). 

Unique Response: C3.6.4: Politically Shared Interests. Two subjects (3%) felt that 

politically shared interests was an advocacy incentive. Michael Kelly Pleasantville 

Business Agent for Labor was the only subject who directly discussed politically 

shared interests as an incentive: 

The shared community of national interest and local interests that our 
two groups have in common (Tape 28, Count 319-322). 

Pleasantville handicapped subject Barry Feldman believed unions would increase 

their strength if they advocated for handicapped applicants. In his response he 

indirectly noted the importance of politically shared interests: 

It would give the union more strength than what they have now if 
they would [advocate for handicapped applicants], because there's 
quite a few handicapped people out there . Before I got hurt I didn't 
realize that many people were handicapped (Tape 13, Count 338-
344). 

Component 3: Political Restraining Forces to Labor Union Advocacy 

Political co.nstcaints to labor union advocacy for handicapped applicants 

generally came from subjects responses to the question: "What facto1 s might hinder 

labor unions from advocating for qualified handicapped adults". Emergent data fit 

four factors: Factor C3.1: The Traditional Role of the Union, Factor C3.2: 

Handicapped Population is Politically Weak Within the Union Membership, Factor 

C3.3: Economic/Political Ramifications and Factor C3.4: Insufficient Labor Union 

Advocacy. The first three factors contain responses which focused on particular 

constraints to labor union advocacy. Responses for the last factor (C3.4) are those 

of subjects who did not discuss a particular constraint but did state that labor 
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representatives were not advocating for handicapped adults. Total response 

frequency rates are shown in Table 16 and Figures 29, 30 and 31. 

[Factor C3.1: The Traditional Role of the Union] 

The traditional role of labor unions which negatively affects handicapped adults 

has two aspects. The first entails their work world axiom that labor doesn't hire and 

provides foundation for the argument that organized labor need not encourage 

rehabilitation and/or affirmative action. When subjects in this study discussed the 

traditional role of the union as being a constraint to advocacy they often directly 

cited this reason and shared the perspective that representatives from the labor 

comm unity were not in a position to advocate for handicapped applicants. 

The second aspect of the traditional role is the official policy adopted by 

organized labor to review cases concerning handicapped applicants' and/or 

workers' need for job modification and/or placement in a position for which they do 

not have seniority. This policy requires that each case be reviewed on a one by one 

basis rather than establishing blanket guidelines and procedures. 

The restructuring of jobs and seniority rights create conflict with the employment 

of handicapped inc!ividuals and the provision of reasonable accommodation. 

Seniority may prevent a qualified handicapped applicant from being placed on a job 

which he could perform. It also may create obstacles to the handicapped worker 

who is unable to shift from job to job. If a handicapped employee needs job 

accommodation as required by Sections 503 and 402 the employer must obtain 

union consent before restructuring jobs or reassigning tasks. A union member who 

is unwilling to trade assignments or shifts is entitled to file a grievance. The union 

by law must pursue such a grievance (Mainstream., 1980). Data reviewed in this 
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section show seniority and job descriptions as very real barriers in the world of 

work. 

Pleasantville. Pleasantville subjects whose responses fit this factor typically 

discussed the hiring aspect: of the traditional role of labor. Pleasantville labor leaders 

and one handicapped subject cited the traditional role of the union and also noted 

that local companies generally did not accept union recommendations. For example, 

Teamsters President Bud Lilly commented: 

We're limited on what we can do because the people that we have 
contracts with by in large won't accept healthy people we send to 
them. I don't have that referral service at the local. I wish I did. I'd 
have twenty five of them working out here if I had the authority. If I 
was in a non-right to work state I'd have some authority (fape 33, 
Count 395-404) 

Administrative Chief Steward for the Pleasantville Union of Electrical Workers 

Marion Roberts concurred: 

If labor got into telling management how to run it's business 
throughout the world it would be pretty rough. I don't really see 
anything that unions can do to help the handicapped. I wish there 
was (Count 224-233). 

The main factor is that unions do not do the hiring and we don't 
have the opportunity to see who puts in applications and who is 
handicapped and who is not handicapped. So the unions really can't 
play a part in who the company hires. We never have had that and 
we probably never will have that (fape 49, Count 286-289). 

William Lee Assistant Personnel Manager of the Pleasantville Food Company noted 

that labor union officials would not be aware of handicapped applicants unless those 

applicants contacted the union. He neglects to mention the possibility of union 

representatives contacting local employment agencies. Mr. Lee commented: 

I guess the biggest factor is where are those [handicapped] 
individuals and who are those individuals seeking employment. If 
they're [union leaders] not actively involved with the civic 
organizations in that area the only way they would know is if they 
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[i.e., handicapped applicants] dropped in and visited their [union] 
office, that type of thing:. I think that's the biggest thing: who are 
those individuals and where are those individuals (fape 32, Count 
347-351). 

Barry Feldman Pleasantville handicapped subject and son of a life long union 

member based his response on a personal experience. When he applied for 

employment as a machinist at the company where his father worked, the local union 

advocated for his employment. Those labor officials also assisted him in filing a 

503 complaint. Even though he was qualified the company never hired him. Mr. 

Feldman remarked: 

You've got to go through management to get hired. I mean t!1e union 
can talk. for you but it's up to management to who they're going to 
hire and when they're going to hire them. The union can go in there 
and talk. until they're blue in the face about hiring somebody but that 
doesn't mean they're going to get the job just because the union is 
backing them (fape 13, Count 374-379). 

W aterton. W aterton labor and management representatives identified advocacy 

corutraints as the official policy of organized laboc to examine each situation case by 

case in order to avoid conflicts with seniority and job descriptions, as well as 

organized labor officials' standard response that unions don't hire. President of the 

Waterton United Steelworkers Roger Shelton discussed the aspect of labor unions 

not hiring, but failed to mention the possibility of union officials contacting the local 

employment agencies: 

It's a different story every time you have a different case (fape 53, 
Count 206-237). 

Here at the yard [union office] we do not have the records because 
unless they come from the employment office here we really don't 
know how many peo?le are turned down. We really don't (f ape 53, 
Count 182-194). 
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Teamsters President Jack Watson believed union officials did not have 

opportunities for advocacy unless there was a provision in the contract. This 

statement along with other remarks made by Mr. Watson substantiated the fact that 

he was not cognizant of Section 503. His dialogue also indicated he had never 

negotiated a clause for equal employment oppa.tunities for the handicapped: 

The companies say to us: "Unless we have a provision in the 
contract we don't have to hire handicapped. If we had some 
language in the contract---hope one day we'll be able to get some 
language so that it'd give a handicapped person the same opportunity 
to try for a job as anyone else. But we don't have that language in 
there so they can refuse (Count 339-342 ). The only thing that we 
can do is try to contact the employer and encourage them: "Please 
give this person a chance, give him the same probationary period 
that he would give to a regular employee who is not handicapped". 
If he cannot make it on that probationary time then he can relieve him 
like he relieves someone else but he could at least give him a chance 
(Tape 58, Count 264-267). 

Mr. Paul Stone Vice President at the W aterton Shipyards was not a subject who had 

a favorable attitude towards unions. But his reply to the question regarding 

restraining factors somewhat defended labor's traditional role: 

It's not a union's prerogative as far as employment goes. Nothing 
ever becomes a union's prerogative until after you're employed and 
then only up to what the contract allows you. I don't see where they 
could do a whole lot more than they do today (Tape 52, Count 259-
263). 

Daniel Tyler E. E. 0. Director at the W aterton Shipyards discussed the inability to 

hire as a comtraint to labcr union ad;vocacy: 

[Labor] has limitations as far as representing persons who are not 
employees so obviously they can only recommend like any other 
active group [such as] the NAACP or anybody else. They can make 
referrals and recommend but they don't have legal ri,e:ht or legal 
recourse to say if you don't. I will do certain thin,e:s. To that extent 
that's about the best they can possibly do (Tape 55, Count 457-
462). 
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Powerton. Unlike Pleasantville and Powerton subjects, Powerton subjects 

discussed in depth the aspects of seniority and job descriptions. For example 

Eugene Norris Equal Opportunity Specialist of the OFCCP explained: 

The only negatives I hear from lab or---they have the two cardinal 
rules of course. One is collective bargaining and the other is 
seniority. WHEN SOMEBODY WHO IS HANDICAPPED COMES IN 
THAT STRUCTURE AND HAS NEITHER THE CLOUT OR THE 
SENIORITY, IT'S PRETTY HARD TO MAKE AN EXCEPTION TO TAKE 
THEM ON. As one labor leader told me; he said: "Put yourself in the 
same position with a healthy young man being told that our 
organization helps the handicapped by giving a job to a handicapped 
individual. It's your job. That's all right until you take the job away 
from me and give it to a handicapped individual". that's where labor 
is pretty well bound by certain guidelines and if they break open then 
the whole world tumbles in on them. While their heart set is 
probably right they still have their structures to go by (f ape 39. 
Count 133-150). 

Editor Oakes used the case of OFCCP v. American Airlines to illustrate the barriers 

created by the traditional rights of seniority and job descriptions: 

They're very concerned with job restructuring or anything that 
would chance a collective b~aininc agreement with the employer. 
These are lecitimate ri,:hts. The case that comes to mind [is] OFCCP 
v. American Airlines where a person with epilepsy was let go from 
his job because of disability because it was a driving job. At one 
point they were looking at a possibility of a union job. instead of 
creating a new job that didn't require driving responsibilities. But the 
local union there said: "Now wait a minute that's job restructuring. 
That's not pa.t of our agreement. Also if a new job is created 
somebody with seniority should have the right to bid at that job and 
this person doesn't have that seniority." Partly because of that 
reason, the administrative law judge found in favor of American 
Airlines, said among other things ... "It's going to hurt our 
relationship with their union if we try to restructure this job" . It was 
a legitimate concern. The judge took it as such. There's an instance 
where you had the problem of the disabled person's rights verses the 
rights of the union (fape 40, Count 401-423). 

AFL-CIO representative Joseph Mitchell Assistant Director of the Department of 

Comm.unity Services had been a labor union member for the past forty years. When 
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asked about restraining forces to union advocacy he addressed the issue of seniority 

and the fact that unions do not employ. Mr. Mitchell remarked: 

The problem you have naturally is that of course unions do not do 
the hiring. We don't hire the employees and we do have a seniority 
factor that's involved. It's not harsh because it's our system. 

The company cannot just step out and decide here are jobs in this 
upper cate~ory and we go into hire and that sounds very good---
would you deny so and so a job---and you look and here [is] so and 
so [who has] worked 16 years buying his home, has four kids---
planning on getting that [job] in ordinary time when you progress 
and now he will be denied that for how many ever years and he 
hasn't done anything to contribute towards that person's condition. 
So we do have our seniority system that we have to uphold. That 
enters into it plus the factor that we do not control and do not do the 
initial hiring (Tape 35, Count 152-184). 

Unions do not employ and we do not have a ~em set up here we 
actually go out and seek jobs for people . Our advocacy role is more 
or less to deal with employers to have them work something out. We 
don't have a system where we recruit (Tape 35, count 096-101, Side 
2). 

Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel for the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied 

Craftmen indirectly cited the hiring issue when he discussed the lack of a formal 

relationship (e.g., collective bargaining agreement) between the union and the 

handicapped applicant. Mr. Orville commented: 

A special problem I think for the handicapped worker who is not yet 
employed in the industry is that---and is looking for work in the 
industry---another problem is that we [union officials] don't have 
any relationship with that person presumably he isn't a member of 
the union. So there's less connection there (Tape 41, Count 407-
412). 

Factor C3.2: Handicapped Population is Politically Weak Within the Union 

Membership. When asked about labor union advocacy for handicapped adults 

several labor subjects initiated discussions regarding negotiations. They believed 

that in order to advocate there must be foundation established in collective 
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bargaining agreements. They further stated it would be impossible to negotiate such 

a clause because the membership did not perceive it as a relevant issue and would 

not support such negotiations. For instance Brian Radcliff Pleasantville President of 

United Food and Commercial Workers remarked: 

But negotiations---the issues perceived by unions are those that are 
the desires of the membership. If you don't have any handicapped 
people or handicapped conscious people then that's not going to be 
one of the demands. As difficult as contract negotiations are with 
any employer under the current administration; FRANKLY WE HA VE 
TO FIGHT LIKE HELL TO KEEP WHAT WE'VE GOT. VERY FEW 
MEMBERS I FEEL WOULD BE THAT INTERESTED IN TAKING 
NEGOTIATIONS DOWN TO THE WIRE FOR A QUOTA FOR HIRING 
HANDICAPPED (Tape 47, Count 399-406). 

Pleasantville Director of the Veterans Administration Medical Center Ray Quick 

believed advocacy for handicapped adults would be an unpopular issue with union 

members: 

I don't think this [i.e., advocacy for handicapped individuals 
seeking employment] would particularly enhance their standing with 
the ree:ular members (Tape 46, Count 308-309). 

Waterton. When questioned about constraints to labor union advocacy for 

handicapped people three W aterton labor union representatives discussed political 

weakness of the handicapped population within the union membership. They 

perceived the issue as unpopular with union members and used this unpopularity as 

reason for not including clauses regarding the handicapped in their collective 

bargaining agreements. For example labor union advocate Saunders stated: 

It [a collective bargaining agreement] would not make a special 
accommodation because of a handicap. They wouldn't agree to that 
because the members wouldn't a,e:ree to that (Tape 50, Count 532-
543 ). 
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Teamsters Vice President Guy Webster concurred: 

I guess we're like anything else we deal in the majority of the state. 
If we had an X amount of people then we would have some 
advocate support (rape 59, Count 231-235). 

Steelworkers President Shelton believed union advocacy for handicapped 

individuals seeking employment would result in a reduction of the number of other 

minorities which would be hired at the shipyards. Obviously he did not realize 

quotas were not mandated under Section 503. His response suggested that he 

would rather be supportive of other minorities than of handicapped individuals: 

The layout for the company is that they hire percentages. The 
handicapped is somethine: if they hire two or three. they're into the 
total percenta~e of minority and women (rape 53, Count 374-384). 

Powerton. IUBAC staff counsel member Orville when questioned about constraints 

to union advocacy noted that issues of the handicapped were not viewed as 

important to the total membership: 

They're problems with lack of resources. lack of time. Other 
problems which apply to larze numbers of members need to be 
e-iven attention. It's difficult to find the time and resources to devote 
to other issues not only issues of handicapped, but there's a lot of 
things we ought to be doing that we're not doing. We just don't 
have the resources to be doing it (rape 41, Count 400-407). 

[Factor C3. 3: Econom:.c/Political Ramifications] 

Closely related to the second factor (i.e. , Handicapped Population is Politically 

Weak Within Union) were the economic and political ramifications of possible 

advocacy. Not only was union membership decreasing but many union members 

were unemployed. These were considered to be priority issues by labor union 

officials. In light of these concerns the thought of advocating for handicapped adults 

seeking employment was remote. 
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Pleasantville. Business Agent for Labor Michael Kelly thought the decline in 

membership and resources acted as an effective restraining force to labor union 

advocacy for handicapped adults: 

Probably no [unions are not advocating]. It's more of an inward 
search, looking for a way to keep your own local's head afloat (Tape 
28, Count 121-132 on Side 2). 

Richard Rice President of the Pleasantville Union of Electrical Workers identified 

the unemployment of union members as a factor which prevented advocacy: 

We've never been involved in that [i.e., advocacy for qualified 
handicapped individuals see.king employment]. I don't know what 
we'd do if all our people--if all our people that were laid off were 
back--we'd definitely go to the company. We would have 
government groups advocate the disabled and handicapped. We'd go 
to bat with them and try to get them jobs. We wouldn't fight or go 
against anybody, handicapped or disabled or whatever to prohibit 
them from employment at the Company. BUT WE'D HAVE TO HAVE 
OUR PEOPLE BACK FIR.ST (Tape 48, Count 276-283). 

A few Pleasantville advocates also recognized the unemployment of union members 

as a restraining factor to labor union advocacy. ARC Director of Industrial Relations 

Fred Burdette commented: 

I guess a lack of understanding. The number of union members who 
are not disabled, who maybe unemployed; they may see themselves 
as a priority. Obviously if there are union members who are not 
employed then the union would see that as a priority over non-union 
members whether they're disabled or not (Count 299-306). 

Pleasantville Special Education Director Mathew Dishman agreed: 

I think it's economic conditions. If you were in situations where 
there were plenty of jobs then I think you would see and suspect to 
see an advocacy role [of the unions]. However if you're in bad 
economic times you're not going to see it (Tape 10, Count 225-
230). 

Powerton. Advocate Owens and labor representative Mitchell discussed the 

competition between qualified handicapped individuals seeking employment and 
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unemployed union members. They perceived this situation as an obstacle to labor 

union advocacy. Mr. Mitchell commented: 

There's a lot of people out competig for these jobs Our bie,:i,:est 
problem now in the labor movement is findini,: jobs for our 
members. In some of our basic industries we still have unemployed 
members, that are still waiting to find a job and would like to go 
back to their basic industry if they could except the jobs aren't there. 
So all that has to be taken into account as to how stro.Qi an advocacy 
[for the handicapped] you see right now. At this present time taking 
into account our feeling for the handicapped, we have a general 
problem of unemployment for our membership and for people 
generally (Tape 35, Count 389-396). 

Ms. Owens Powerton advocate replied: 

The fact that unemployment rates are high and probably with the 
number of industries shutting down and the restricting of new hires 
(Tape 42, Count 426-430). 

Advocate Norris mentioned that the concern labor officials had over injured 

employees was a priority issue which competed with advocacy for handicapped 

applicants: 

I think they're [i.e., unions] more concerned with the person injured 
on the job--making adjustment and keeping them employed (Tape 
39, Count 188-191). 

[Factor C3.4: Insufficient Labor Union Advocacy] 

Six subjects did not identify constraints to advocacy but stated that unions were not 

advocating for handicapped applicants. For instance Joe Abbott Supervisor of 

Vocational Rehabilitation in Pleasantville provided this example: 

Not to my knowledge. We have had referrals of people who have 
bee~ in unions and were injured on the job. Of course could not go 
back working in their former occupation. I was thinkinz of one 
particular case--two particular cases the union did nothine,: to help 
these people to &et into other types of work. I know that for a fact in 
two cases (Tape 1, Count 334-342). 
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Al.ice Blankenship Regional Director of Easter Seal Society remarked that unions 

primarily advocated for workers injured on the job to receive benefits: 

I'll tell you what my gut feeling is. I think that unions would act 
perhaps as a role for the disabled for them to go on disability (Count 
501-506). I don't think there's an advocacy role of unions for 
people who are disabled either on the job or off the job to go back to 
work or to enter the work force. I just don't think it's there (Tape 4, 
Count 504-512). 

Management representative William Lee thought unions were not advocating: 

I handle labor relations for the company and I'm answering these 
questions based on my experience. So I'll qualify my responses. My 
answer to the first question [i.e., Are unions advocati:9& for 
handicapped individuals seeking employment?] would be no (Tape 
32, Count 218-221). 
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Categoiy D: Psychological/Social Forces & Consequences 

Attitudes of significant others (e.g., the employer, nonimpaired employees and 

union officials) act as key psychological factors in the handicapped person's 

chances for successful employment. In this study Psychological/Social Forces and 

Consequences emerged both as a separate category and as an underlying theme to 

many of the other conceptual categories discussed in Domain II. A review of 

attitudes of significant others toward handicapped individuals is presented in this 

section. 

The assessment of others' attitudes was a complex task. A few people directly 

expressed their feelings about handicapped adults but the majority of the individuals 

interviewed discussed the attitudes of others regarding individuals with 

handicapping conditions. The question was whether these subjects actually 

described others' attitudes or were stating their own attitudes in an indirect manner. 

Since the author was unable to make this value judgement data were presented as 

two components: Component 1: Subjects' Expressed Attitudes Towards 

Handicapped Adults and Component 2: Subjects' Statements Regarding Others 

Attitudes Toward Handicapped Adults. 

Component 1: Subjects' Expressed Attitudes Towards Handicapped Adults. This 

first component contains only responses which the individuals interviewed 

identified as their own opinions. But few subjects (20% n=12) directly expressed 

their own attitudes regarding handicapped adults. Of those who did seven percent 

(n=4) indicated a positive attitude; in comparison to fourteen percent (n=8) who 

verbalized a negative attitude. These overall response frequency rates are shown in 

Table 17 and Figures 32, 33 and 34. 
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TghlP 17 

Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 
Categcxy D: Psychological/Social Forces & Consequences 

ComponeJJt 1: Subjects Expressed Attitudes Regarding Handicapped Adults 

Subjecu' Expressed .Aaitudes Facrors AdvocaleS Haadic:apped Labor Mllllllgen ~B Site 

~ 
Subjecu Eqnssed Positive Altitudes 
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fl 
~ Subjecu Expressed Negllliw Altitudes 

n • _;;;. • A.A-I- •=2 18!5 •=I 14!5 D=l 33!5 •=0 0!5 •=S 17!5 
g 
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When these data were compared by site Pleasantville subjects consistently 

expressed negative attitudes (17% n=S). In comparison Waterton subjects were 

almost evenly split (11 % n=2/positive & 17% n=3/negative). Eighteen percent 

(n=2) of Powerton subjects provided positive statements toward handicapped 

adults. 

A comparison of data by group produced surprising findings. A few individuals 

from the advocate and handicapped groups expressed negative attitudes (advocates 

4% n=l/positive & 8% n=2/negative, handicapped 0%/positive & 10% 

n=l/negative). Representatives of the labor group tended to express negative 

attitudes (31 % n=S) more frequently than positive attitudes ( 19% n=3). 

Management representatives did not directly provide opinions which fit this 

component. 

Two factors fit this component: Factor D.1.1: Subjects' Expressed Positive 

Attitudes Regarding Handicapped Adults and Factor D.1.2: Subjects' Expressed 

Negative Attitudes Regarding Handicapped Adults. Of the subjects whose answers 

which fit this component more responded in a negative manner (n=8) than a positive 

manner (n=4). 

[Factor D.1.1: Subjects' Expressed Positive Attitudes] 

Individuals' direct responses which indicated positive attitudes regarding 

handicapped adults are presented in this factor. Pleasantville subjects and 

management representatives did not provide responses which fit this factor. 

Waterton. Eleven percent (n=2) of the people interviewed in Waterton (i.e., one 

advocate and one labor subject) gave answers which suggested they perceived 

handicapped adults in a positive manner. These Waterton subjects were: Virginia 
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Irish Counselor for the Client Assistance Program Advocacy Department of the 

Developmentally Disabled at the Watetton Community Rehabilitation Center and 

Neil Saunders Director of the Waterton IAM Disabled Workers Program. Both 

community advocate Irish and labor union advocate Saunders believed that the 

handicapped person served as a source of education to others. For example 

Saunders stated: 

I think workin&: within that population [handicapped] it kind of &ives 
you a broad pe~ctive of the individual and their total worth. Being 
on the outside you don't have an opportunity to look at the 
individual in that case (rape 50, Count 038-049). 

Advocate Irish stated that a handicapped person's positive outlook was one avenue 

by which the barrier of prejudice could be reduced: 

A lot of times if the client is confident or accepts himself the other 
people find it a lot less difficult to deal with. The client can actually 
be a source of education to the people who aren't use to dealin&: with 
handicapped peQPle or disabled (rape 23, Count 252-260). 

Powerton. Eighteen percent (n=2) of the individuals interviewed in Powerton 

gave answers which fit this factor. These two subjects were national labor 

representatives Jeffrey Moore Acting Assistant Director of Human Resources 

Development Institute of the AFL-CIO and Mitchell Orville Staff Counsel Member 

of the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftmen. Both individuals 

provided responses which suggested that positive work attitudes and determination 

of handicapped workers were recognized attributes of the handicapped employee. 

AFL-CIO representative Moore remarked: 

A person who recognizes that they have a difficult time competing 
for employment tend to work that much harder in pre:parin&: for an 
occupation they feel they're qualified for. You'll recognize that many 
persons applying for employment are basically pioneers in those 
particular areas; therefore have to do as well if not better than a 
nondisabled person. I think that attributes of a disabled worker in 
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many cases performing as well if not better than a nondisabled 
person (Tape 36, Count 072-085). 

Mitchell Orville who based his response on personal experiences also believed 

handicapped workers had gained good reputations as employees: 

The handicapped people I've worked with have all been energetic 
workers. More so it seems than other workers. More sort of anxious 
to make sure they were doing a good job (Tape 41, Count 043-049). 

[Factor D.1.2: Subjects' Expressed Negative Attitudes] 

Fourteen percent (n=8) of the individuals interviewed provided statements which 

indicated they perceived handicapped adults in a negative manner. The response 

frequency rates by site were: Pleasantville 17% (n=.5), Waterton, 17% (n=3). 

Powerton subjects and managers did not provide responses which fit this factor. 

The total response frequency rates for the other three groups were: advocates 8% .. 
(n=2), handicapped 10% (n=l) and labor 31 % (n=.5). 

Pleasantville. The two advocates who indicated negative attitudes towards 

handicapped adults were from Pleasantville. Joe Abbott Supervisor of the 

Pleasantville Vocational Rehabilitation Department stated that handicapped workers 

were not dependable: 

I guess by in large the greatest percentage of handicapped adults they 
have problems with--Are they dependable? They're not dgpendable 
{Tape 1, Count 095-099). 

Alice Blankenship Regional Director of Easter Seal Society gave a very negative 

response. She stated that handicapped adults were difficult to deal with md were 

negatively aggressive: 

People who are disabled think that the world belongs to them. 
They're aggressive in a very negative manner. They're difficult to 
deal with and no matter how much you encourage them to become 
gainfully employed or become involved in something that's going to 
give them positive feedback---it's just like the world owes me a 
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living and I don't care. You give me my crutches. You give me my 
wheelchair and I'm gone. They're sapping the strength of the 
countzy in a lot of ways (Tape 4, Count 049-087). 

Earl Gibbs a fifty eight year old retired insurance salesman had lost his legs in an 

automobile accident approximately ten years prior to his interview. He had retired 

when he became disabled. So he may have been ref erring to himself even though 

his comments were directed at others: 

Most people with a moderate to severe degree of disability ... if it's 
been any length of time they've just got a whipped dog attitude. 
They've given up. They've resigned. Sometimes families just keep 
them in the house all the time. They don't get out and do things 
(Tape 14, Count 139-187). 

Two Pleasantville labor representatives (33%) responded in a negative manner to 

the topic of handicapped workers. Richard Rice President of the Union of Electrical 

Workers was referring specifically to workers disabled on the job when he 

commented: 

They're difficult to deal with---not because we're a big company but 
the [ disabled] people themselves; their attitudes and all. It's just hard 
to fully comprehend what they're trying to achieve (Tape 48, Count 
019-032). 

Marion Roberts Administrative Chief Steward of the Pleasantville Union of 

Electrical Workers believed disabled workers used their handicapping condition as 

an excuse not to perform the job: 

Other individuals may tend to say: "Hey I'm doing more than this 
guy's doing and this guy might say: "I'm doing this because I'm 
disabled". You can't get by with it. You've got to forget about your 
handicap and go at your job and do it all the way (Tape 49, Count 
065-071). 

Waterton. Forty three percent (n=3) of Waterton labor representatives ind~cated 

negative attitudes toward handicapped adults. Individuals representing the other 

three groups in Waterton did not give answers which fit this factor. 
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James Scott Labor Participation Director for United Way appeared to believe 

handicapped workers did not adequately perform their jobs. It should be noted that 

Mr. Scott did not work with handicapped employees in his prior position and 

appeared to have limited contact with sheltered workshop clients in his position as 

Labor Participation Director. Mr. Scott said: 

If you get the CEO [Chief Executive Officer] involved in it you still 
have to keep going back to him to .keep the supervisor and 
everybody else off your back because they [handicapped workers] 
didn't do the job: because supervisors have a mind set one way and 
the CEO wants it done another way (Tape 51, Count 105-112 ). 

Roger Shelton President of the Waterton United Steelworkers also suggested that 

handicapped workers did not perform the jobs adequately: 

It would be the people that they're working with: being accepted 
bei.gg able to do the job just as well having somebody treat you as 
just another person. When we look at the handicapped I think that 
would be a major problem (Tape 53, Count 197-201). 

Waterton labor advocate Neil Saunders when questioned about barriers to 

employment pinpointed the attitude of the injured worker: 

I guess one of the most important things is attitude. It seems that the 
industrial injured person if they're not dealt with very: quickly and 
they don't get into the system the vocational rehabilitation system 
they become very discoura2:ed and bitter (Tape 50, Count 073-102 ). 

Component 2: Subjects' Statements Ree:ardine: Others' Attitudes Toward 

Handicapped Adults. This second component provides a review of subjects' 

statements regarding others' attitudes towards handicapped adults. Although these 

statements may reflect the individuals' own attitudes rather than those of significant 

others the author felt it impossible to make this type of value judgement. 

These data are presented as two sub-components: Sub-Component: D2. a: 

Subjects' Positive Perceptions of Others' Attitudes and Sub-Component: D2. b: 
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Subjects' Negative Perceptions of Others' Attitudes. Data were limited under the 

first component. Three (5%) of the interviewed individuals perceived significant 

others as having positive attitudes toward handicapped adults. A review of these 

data by group and site showed that two Powerton advocates and one labor 

representative believed significant others had positive attitudes toward handicapped 

adults. 

In comparison sixty six percent (n=39) of the subjects believed significant others 

perceived handicapped adults in a negative manner. Regardless of whether these 

individuals were actually expressing their own views or those of others it was 

obvious that the majority provided negative statements rather than positive 

statements. Response frequency rates for Sub-Component 2 are shown in Table 18 

and Figures 35, 36 and 37. 

Sub-Component D2. a: Subjects' Positive Perceptions of Others' Attitudes 

Two factors are reviewed: Factor D2.a.1: Subjects' Positive Perceptions of 

Others' Attitudes and Factor D2.a.2: Subjects' Positive Perceptions of Employers' 

Attitudes. The individuals who made positive statements regarding others' attitudes 

qualified their statements by saying that attitudes of the general public were 

improving. 

[Factor D2.a.1: Subjects' Positive Perce:ptions of Others' Attitudes] 

Only two people in this study believed the general public had positive attitudes 

towards handicapped adults. Even those individuals qualified their responses. For 

example Gregory Oakes editor of national publications for the disabled thought 

people's attitudes were improving: 
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Domain II: Operational Forces in the Employment Setting 
Category E: Psychological/Social Forces & Consequences 
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It's changing. It's [people's attitudes toward handicapped 
individuals] definitely gotten better in the last ten years (Tape 40, 
Count 014-046). 

Agnes Perdue member of the President's Committee for the Employment of the 

Handicapped concurred: 

I think something which is changing hopefully and that is attitudinal 
barriers, sensitivity & awareness barriers. I feel that possibly the 
attitudinal sensitivity concerns are changing except in certain areas 
(Tape 45. Telephone Interview). 

[Factor D2.a.2: Subjects' Positive Perceptions of Employers' Attitudes] 

Only one response fit this factor. But even this individual, Acting Director of the 

HRDI Jeffrey Moore qualified his response when he cited companies which had 

endeavored to keep injured employees on the job: 

A few [employers] have recoe:nized that there's a cost benefit and a 
savings to do everything you can to maintain that [injured] employee 
and to make reasonable accommodation. Xerox has made some 
efforts and I believe there are other companies but from a national 
perspective very little is being done for this group (Tape 36, Count 
170-184). 

Sub-Component D2.b: Subjects' Nee:ative Perceptions of Others' Attitudes 

Typically responses which addressed attitudes fit this negative sub-component. 

Thirty nine individuals (66%) stated that significant others perceived handicapped 

individuals in a negative manner. Total response frequency rates for this sub-

component were similar when reviewed by site: Pleasantville 53% (n=16), 

Wat-erton 67% (n=12) and Powerton 100% (n=ll). These same data also were 

somewhat similar when reviewed by group: advocates 63% (n=15), handicapped 

subjects 50% (n=5), labor representatives 75% (n=12) and managers 78% (n= 7). 

Four factors were reviewed: Factor D2. b.1: General Public Attitudes, Factor 

D2.b.2: Enforcement Officers' Attitudes: A Unique Response, Factor D2.b.3: 
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Employers' Attitudes and Factor D2.b.4: Employees' and/or Union Members' 

Attitudes. Nineteen percent of the individuals interviewed (n=l 1) believed the 

general public had negative attitudes regarding handicapped. Twenty five percent of 

all subjects (n=15) felt employers had negative attitudes and twenty percent of all 

subjects (n=12) thought other employees and/or union members perceived 

handicapped workers in a negative manner. 

[Factor D2. b .1: General Public's Attitudes] 

Subjects across sites (Pleasantville 13% n=4; Waterton 33% n=6 and Powerton 

9% n=l) and groups (advocates 17% n=4; handicapped subjects 20% n=2; labor 

representatives 19% n=3 and managers 22% n=2) identified the general public's 

negative attitudes toward handicapped individuals as a barrier to employment. 

Pleasantville. Two Pleasantville advocates (18%) believed the general public 

viewed the handicapped adult in a negative manner. Geneva Fawcett nurse with the 

Bureau of Crippled Children stated: 

Many times people have difficulty sometimes relating to individuals 
who are handicapped (fape 12, Count 3n-383). 

Cathy Alderidge ARC staff member identified others' attitudes as the greatest barrier 

to successful employment of handicapped adults: 

I would say perhaps the awareness and the knowledge of 
handicapped or disabled individuals. The attitudes that type of thing 
(fape 2, Count 373-376). 

One Pleasantville handicapped subject noted others' attitudes as a significant barrier 

to employment. Nancy Klingman a 40 year old severely physically handicapped 

individual also was employed as a vocational counselor at the Veterans 

Administration Hospital. Ms. Klingman remarked: 
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I think that the prejudices and the attitudes. I think that's the greatest 
obstacle (Tape 30, Count 137-139). 

Carolyn Jinkins the one Pleasantville management representative who commented 

about others' attitudes without specifying who the significant others were stated: 

I would say prejudice. an automatic prejudice that comes to people's 
minds. I think it's an automatic kind of reaction (Tape 26, Count 
131-138). 

Waterton. ARC advocate Marilyn Hoffman, also noted the public's attitudes as a 

barrier to successful employment: 

The biggest [obstacle] is still [the public's] ignorance. We are still a 
long way from doing enough public awareness in education. That's 
the biggest obstacle (Tape 18, Count 164-176). 

Three W aterton labor representatives perceived others as having negative attitudes 

towards handicapped adults. For example James Scott Waterton Labor Participation 

Director for United Way stated: 

People don't understand them. The don"t understand handicapped 
people (Tape 51, Count 082-086). 

Neil Saunders Director of Waterton IAM Disabled Workers Program also 

commented on the general public's negative attitudes: 

The most important thing about working with handicapped or 
disabled people is the stigma that's generally accepted that people are 
handicapped and disabled. Most of the general population will look 
at an individual in that category---what they cannot do versus what 
they can do (Tape 50, Count 03'8-049). 

Waterton Teamsters President Jack Watson stated that most people did not believe 

the handicapped worker could adequately perform the job: 

In [this state] I feel like it"s a hard way for him [a handicapped 
person seeking employment] to go because I don't think people have 
programmed their minds to that fact: that these people are capable of 
doing things (Tape 58, Count 086-092). 
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Vice President Stone of the W aterton Shipyards when asked to identify the greatest 

obstacle to employment for the handicapped person seeking employment 

commented: 

People just plainly don't think they [i.e., handicapped see.king 
employment] can do the job. That's their biggest handicap (Tape 52, 
Count 154-155). 

Oscar Hubbard a mentally impaired youth who was employed at the Waterton State 

Food Services thought people generally did not think handicapped workers could 

appropriately perform jobs. 

It's the way society treats people. They should treat them like we 
are. We may be different but we can still do the same thing. I mean 
we're handicapped but we can still function as a human being and 
society doesn't look at it that way. They look at it--" Well he's 
handicapped and he can't do anything and we don't want him 
around and [handicapped] people begin to believe that (Tape 19, 
Count 231-250). 

Powerton. The general public's attitudes as barriers to employment opportunities 

for the handicapped were identified by Dr. Arlene Owens Acting Director of the 

Division of Policy Analysis and Planning: 

The other [barrier] is probably the continuing problem of attitude 
towards handicapped persons perhaps expectations in terms of what 
they are able and not able to do (Tape 42, Count 013-040). 

[D2.b.2: Enforcement Officers' Attitudes: A Unique Response] 

One unique response provided by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance 

Programs Equal Opportunity Specialist Eugene Norris fit this factor. When 

questioned about obstacles to employment Mr. Norris commented on 501 

Enforcement Officials' negatives attitudes: 

The greatest obstacles are the abled-bodied---the attitudes. My big 
difficulty even in dealing with enforcement officers is to have them 
adjust to dealing with a deaf person, a spastic, someone who drools, 
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bodied have great difficulty relating to people who are not abled-
bodied. 

They assume because they hear someone is a epileptic that they're 
going to have a grand mal seizure right in front of them and those 
barriers are there whether they show [ or whether] they're hidden. 
That's a big obstacle to get somebody high in federal contract 
employment, an official---a top official who is dedicated to the 
handicapped and willing to give them an opportunity and that's all 
the laws ask for is an opportunity for the handicapped (fape 39, 
Count 012-027). 

[Factor D2.b.3: Employers' Attitudes] 

Twenty five percent of all interviewed individuals (n=15) specifically pinpointed 

employers' negative attitudes toward handicapped adults as a barrier to successful 

employment. By site total response frequency rates were: Pleasantville 27% (n=8), 

Waterton 6% (n=l) and Powerton55% (n=6). These same data when reviewed by 

group were: advocates 25% (n=6), handicapped subjects 20% (n=2), labor 

representatives 25% (n=4) and managers 33% (n=3). 

Pleasantville. Pleasantville individuals across groups stated that employers were 

prejudiced and not knowledgeable about the abilities of handicapped persons. For 

example Barbara Andrews Director of the ARC Program Services said: 

I would say it's attitudes, employers' attitudes. It's just ignorance 
because they have .iever been involved and they don't know what 
the capabilities are. I believe once that they see this and they find 
other employers hiring people with mental retardation then they say: 
"Hey we've got a good worker here" (fape 3, Count 095-102). 

Cathy Alderidge an ARC staff member concurred: 

We found the biggest problem is the wiJHngness of the employers to 
hire a handicapped individual. I think the awareness. They're not 
aware of the capabilities. They have stereotypes (fape 2, Count 088-
098). 

Two handicapped men also noted the negative attitudes of employers as barriers. 

Barry Feldman a young man who lost the lower part of one leg in an automobile 
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accident had repeatedly tried to secure employment. He related this personal 

experience: 

They interviewed me and told me they were going to give me a job. 
This went on for about a year. I just finally came out and asked them 
[at the company] when they had me about the second or third time: I 
said: "If I didn't have an artificial leg I'd be working here?" He told 
me if I didn't have an artificial limb I'd be working at the plant right 
now (Tape 13, Count ln-175). 

Earl Gibbs physically handicapped subject and self advocate commented on the 

employers who attended the Jobs Fair: 

I went to a Job Fair. I saw some prospective employers who were 
making a half hearted effort. I think they were there to fulfill some 
report they had to file. Most people don't know how to act around 
someone who has a disabling condition. It's lack of awareness and 
they're a little frightened of what to say or do (Tape 14, Count 313-
326). , 

Brian Radcliff President of the Pleasantville United Faod and Commercial Workers 

and the only Pleasantville labor representative whose response fit this factor 

specifically identified employers' negative attitudes as an ob~cle to employment: 

I would say the biggest obstacle is the attitude of the employer. 
There are I'm sure employers who would prefer not having any type 
of handicapped person. Obviously they're not going to get employed 
there (Tape 47, Count 141-160). 

Fifty percent of Pleasantville management representatives (n=3) noted employers' 

attitudes. Mayor Mills of Pleasantville perhaps best expressed the attitude of all 

these subjects when he remarked: 

It's so easy to feel within your own heart and mind: "I'm 
sympathetic with you and you need help but I need a strong abled-
bodied person to do this work". I think that's the greatest thing they 
suffer from: the unwillingness for the employer to take the chance on 
employing the handicapped person (Mills, Tape 34, Count 187-
199). 
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William Lee Assistant Personnel Manager of the Pleasantville Food Company noted 

the issue of productivity and the employer's belief that the handicapped worker is 

unable to perform the job: 

Probably the employer's perception of the handicapped or disabled 
person. There's a perception there that they aren't as qualified so to 
speak as a physically able person. I think that would probably be the 
biggest hindrance (Tape 32, Count 090-096). 

Katherine Gilmore Personnel Director of the Pleasantville Roadside Motel drew 

from her personal experiences with managers. She stated that managers were 

unwilling to give the handicapped worker a chance: 

Personal bias. I have worked with enough managers to know that 
before they investigate and find out just what it's about their initial 
reaction is: "I don't need that; I'm to busy to have to deal with that" 
(Tape 16, Count 098-108). 

Waterton. Employers' attitudes were identified as a barrier to employment in 

Waterton by advocate Diana Hall Coordinator of the Advocacy Independence 

Center: 

Oh by far what stands out to me is the lack of information that 
employers have about disability in general. Their ability to mop 
everybody into a category known as the disabled or the handicapped 
and not taking into account any individual abilities. I hear that all the 
time. They'll say: "Well we don't have any jobs here for the 
handicapped" (Count 036-048). 

The willingness of people around them to recognize their abilities to 
not expect too little. I think an employer is unwilling to confront and 
discuss a disability and what impact that might have on a worker's 
performance. It's probably one of the big problems that they have 
(Tape 21, Count 073-079). 

Powerton. Fifty five percent of the Powerton subjects (advocates n=3; labor 

representatives n=3) identified the attitudes of employers as a primary restraining 

force to employment. Dr. Julie Price Executive Director of the ACCD commented: 
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There's a barrier there with employers' attitudes [toward] disabled 
people about the accommodation they may have to make; the 
problems this person may cause on the job. If they're deaf and they 
need an interpreter or if they're physically handicapped and they 
can't lift. Whatever it is there's a lot of problems as far as attitudes 
(Tape 44, Count 123-136). 

Clifford Pace national staff member of the Secondary and Transition Programs also 

noted the attitudes of employers: 

The lack of exposure on the part of employers to handicapped 
people. They might be---their percru,tions or biases or stereotypes 
scare them off (Tape 43, Count 053-059). 

Editor Oakes who based his response on past experiences with job placements of 

handicapped individuals and employers pinpointed the attitudes of employers: 

From our experience in talking with lots of employers and people 
who are working for the disabled people it's still what it was from 
the start which is attitudes. The main problem is attitudes and 
changing people's percru,tions (Tape 40, count 014-046). 

ALF-CIOrepresentative Mitchell also noted the barrier of employers' attitudes and 

their common practice of automatically not qualifying the handicapped applicant. 

Mr. Mitchell remarked: 

Sometimes even if the handicaps are obvious some employers just 
mentally make a diiq,ualification (Count 226-235). Just like a lot of 
people do if you came and saw two people and one of them was 
handicapped and the other one wasn't: "I think this one would make 
a better employee". I think in a lot of instances it may be without 
anybody consciously realizing what they're doing (Tape 35, Count 
237-241). 

National labor representative Mitchell Orville identified the issue of managers' 

concerns regarding prod-qction in his response: 

It seems like employers if given the choice between someone they 
may have questions about their ability to do handle the job than 
someone who has no physical or mental disability; they're going to 
go the easy route (Count 089-096). Employers and supervisors 
don't respect people's abilities in the same way because of their 
handicap (Tape 41, Count 101-111). 
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Jeffrey Moore Acting Assistant Director of AFL-CIO HRDI mentioned both the 

employer and other employees. Mr. Moore commented: 

In my opinion [the greatest barrier] would be acceptance by their 
fellow workers. acceptance by the employer: that a person has to be 
able to look beyond the handicap or disability and look at them as a 
real person who happens to have a condition and I think perhaps 
that's probably the most difficult the acceptance (Tape 36, Count 
106-114). 

[Factor D2. b.4: Employees' and/or Union Members' Attitudes] 

Twenty percent of the subjects (n=12) initiated dialogue regarding the negative 

attitudes of other employees and/or union members. By site these response 

frequencies were: Pleasantville 1396 n=4; Waterton 28% n=5 and Powerton 2796 

n=3. Total response frequency rates by group were: advocates 17% n=4; 

handicapped subjects 1096 n=l; labor representatives 31 % n=S and managers 22% 

n=2. Pleasantville advocates and handicapped subjects did not provide responses 

which fit this factor. 

W aterton Advocates and Handicapped Subjects. Two advocates and one 

handicapped subject believed the negative attitudes of other employees affected the 

handicapped individual opportunities for successful employment. For example 

Virginia Irish Waterton Counselor for the Client Assistance Program of the 

Advocacy Department of the Developmentally Disabled stated: 

Being accepted by their other coworkers. Of course this may be 
fostered to a large extent by the attitude of the supervisor. Maybe the 
client has to have responsibility too I can't leave that out (Tape 23, 
Count 252-260). 

When W aterton advocate Hall was asked about restraining forces to union advocacy 

she discussed the biases of union members: 

I honestly believe from knowine: a lot of the union people personally 
they do not have a very progressive attitude toward the disabled 
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individual themselves. [They] are more apt to advocate for increased 
benefits than for reasonable accommodation. I would like to see 
them change that attitude because I think they could have a 
significant impact on changing the employment for the disabled 
(Count 459-466). [Unions do not advocate for handicapped people 
see.king employment because of] prejudice and a lack of 
understanding about disability (fape 21, Count 038-040 on Side 2). 

Oscar Hubbard a twenty two year old educably handicapped youth also noted the 

attitudes of other employees as an obstacle: 

People who were working there before him [the handicapped 
worker]. People who had been there longer will probably harass him 
(fape 19, Count 220-222). 

Labor. The responses of labor union representatives were split between the 

identification of the negative attitudes of employers and those of other employees 

and/or union members. Many labor union officials believed that other employees 

perceived the handicapped worker as not being able to meet the standards required 

by non-impaired workers. For example labor union president Brain Radcliff 

Pleasantville President of the United Food and Commercial Workers Union related 

a story in which the union had advocated for extra training for a mildly mentally 

handicapped employee: 

Attitude of their coworkers. Nobody handicapped or not in my 
opinion could be successful at a job where they have coworkers if 
the coworkers don't want them to be. A person's handicap really has 
nothing to do with that. A lot of people have a stigma about working 
with a handicapped. That's what I mean by if the coworkers have 
the right attitude and if the worker has the right attitude they should 
be able to do it (f ape 4 7. Count 119-128). 

Mr. Radcliff later discussed in depth the negative reactions of other employees and 

union members regarding his efforts to secure special training for a mildly mentally 

impaired member. Mr. Radcliff remarked: 

The coworkers might be friends with them and all that but if there's 
any special considerations the natural reaction of most coworkers is 
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that they resent it. We [the union] persuaded the employer to tty him 
[ a mildly mentally handicapped employee at a higher paying job] on 
three different occasions and he just couldn't handle it (Count 034-
077). Frankly it was a little bit outside of the contract a whole lot 
outside of the contract; and some of the employees objected. We 
figured there would be a few [members who objected] but frankly 
more reacted than we thought would and it's just: "Hey those aren't 
the rules; you .know if he wants the same as me let him gP.t it the 
same way" (Count 165-191). 

Attitude sometimes of the membership which is caused because 
there's really no awareness. Unions unfortunately sometimes are 
very: self serving:. Everybody is working: good and ma.king good 
money and they kind of become two cars in the garage kids in 
college: conservative people (f ape 4 7, Count 450-455). 

Pleasantville Teamsters President Bud Lilly also noted the negative attitudes of other 

workers: 

I'm sure that some of them have a problem with acceptance by other 
employees (fape 33, Count 141-149). 

Neil Saunders W aterton labor union advocate for the disabled worker believed that 

coworkers' attitudes acted as a restraining force. He stated that when workers 

thought the handicapped worker could perform the same job they were performing 

the nonimpaired workers perceived it as insulting: 

It's the fear from the workers that somebody's going to take their 
job that in a lot of case~ it demeans their function in their mind. 
Without proper training Jiey feel that somebody is not whole is 
doing the same thing that they're doing that it makes their job less 
important. They have developed that attitude (fape 50, Count 149-
155). 

Management. Two management representatives noted the negative attitudes of co-

workers. In Pleasantville Ray Quick Director of the Veterans Administration 

Medical Center identified the negative reactions of members as a barrier to union 

advocacy: 

I don't know whether it's realistic to expect the unions to do very 
much or not because it's not going to make the rank and file 
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members too happy if they bring in a disabled person. It's going to 
make the other members uncomfortable: think it's going to cause 
them extra work things like that. So I don't see unions doing much 
in this field from a practical standpoint (fape 46, Count 266-271). 

Personnel Manager of the Waterton Hotel Pearl Underwood noted that the attitudes 

of fell ow workers acted as barriers to successful employment: 

Fellow workers---interacting and social contact with fellow workers. 
A lot of people have problems deaHng with a handicapped person or 
a disabled person. They just can't accept the fact of their disability 
(fape 56, Count 064-069). 

Powerton. Two Powerton advocates and one labor representative identified the 

attitudes of co-workers as a barrier to successful employment. For example Thomas 

Napier Program Specialist in the Department of Human Services Division of 

Program Operations Administration of Developmental Disabilities stated: 

Co-workers' attitudes have been one of the primary obstacles (f ape 
37, Count 217-234). 

Clifford Pace staff member of the Secondary and Transition Programs also noted 

co-workers' attitudes: 

I'm certain their interaction with fellow workers or bosses may not 
be at the same level as nonhandicapped individuals would be (f ape 
43. Count 065-076). 

When questioned about barriers to the employed handicapped worker national labor 

representative Mitchell Orville remarked: 

One of the biggest problems is whether people in the work place 
relate to them. Depending on the nature of the handicap people have 
some people have difficulcy: taking handicap people seriously: 
deaHng with them as equals (fape 41, Count 101-111). 
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Summazy and Conclusions for Cateioty D: 

Psycholoiical/Social Forces & Consequences 

Subjects' expressed attitudes regarding handicapped adults and interviewed 

individuals' perceptions of significant others' attitudes toward handicapped adults 

were reviewed as Component 1: Subjects' Expressed Attitudes Regarding 

Handicapped Adults. Both positive and negative dimensions were discussed. Very 

few individuals provided responses which fit either tlie positive dimension (n=4) or 

negative dimension (n=8). These response frequency rates suggest that subjects 

were unwilling to express their own opinions regarding handicapped adults. 

The individuals who did supply positive statements regarding the handicapped 

expressed a central theme: confident and dedicated handicapped workers influence 

others to perceive them in a positive manner. The responses which fit the negative 

dimension also had a central theme: handicapped workers have negative attitudes 

and are not dependable or productive. One may speculate that the actions and 

attitudes of handicapped adults impact on significant others and that these significant 

others based their opinions on their experiences with one or more handicapped 

individuals. 

Component 2: Subjects' Statements Regarding Others' Attitudes Toward 

Handicapped Adults also had positive and negative dimensions. Similar to the 

positive dimension of the first component very few individuals (n=3) gave 

responses which addressed significant others' positive opinions of handicapped 

adults. Of those who gave positive answers the responses were qualified. But all 

stated that significant others' attitudes were improving. 
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Four factors related to the negative attitudes of significant others emerged and fit 

the second sub-component Subjects' Negative Perceptions of Others' Attitudes. 

These factors were: General Public's Attitudes, 501 Enforcement Officials' 

Attitudes, Employers' Attitudes and Coworkers' Attitudes and/or Union Members' 

Attitudes. In contrast to the first component (subjects' expressed positive attitudes) 

and the first sub-component (subjects' postive perceptions of others' attitudes) the 

majority of individuals (66% n=39) provided responses which focused on others' 

negative attitudes. 

Advocates and handicapped representatives tended to discuss the fact that 

handicapped individuals were discriminated against because of others' biases and 

prejudices. In contrast labor representatives and managers typically addressed the 

issues of production and the question of whether handicapped workers could 

adequately perform jobs. 

Regardless of whether these individuals were actually expressing their own 

opinions or merely their perceptions of the attitudes of others it was clear that 

employers and coworkers tended to view handicapped workers in a negative 

manner. They were perceived as unable to perform as effectively as the nonimpaired 

worker. These attitudes not only present employment barriers but also prohibit the 

provision of labor union advocacy for handicapped applicants. It also is clear that 

the best method of changing attitudes of significant others is that of direct and 

positive contact with handicapped adults. 
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Findings and Conclusions 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to identify operational forces in the world of work 

which impact on labor union officials' advocacy efforts in support of the 

employment of qualified handicapped adults. The research questions were: 

How do identified driving and restraining forces impact on labor 
union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults? 

What are the operational forces which impact on employers' 
willingness to hire qualified handicapped adults? 

One of the dilemas faced by researchers in this area is the differentiation of the 

terms disabled and handicapped. Government agencies' various definitions of the 

terms handicapped and disabled are contributory to the general public's multiple 

perceptions of these classifications. Varying perceptions have led to diverse 

methods of identifying handicapped subjects in studies and/or surveys. Section 

503's all encompassing definition also has been cited as a problem area for the 

enforcement of Section503 (Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., 1984; The Federal 

Program Advisory Service, 1984). 

In an effort to understand these phenomena in relation to this study, subjects 

were asked to define handicapped and disabled. Managers and labor 

representatives, who have a background of experiences with workers compensation 

and injured workers, tended to define handicapped as one who could perform 

"some types of jobs" and disabled as one who was totally unable to work. 

Managers' and labor officials' interpretation of handicapped and disabled 

contrasted with Powerton and Waterton advocates who perceived handicapped to 
258 
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have a more negative connotation than disabled. The advocates in Powerton and 

W aterton apparently were following the trend set by rehabilitation literature and 

national leaders to use the term disabled rather than handicapped. 

Data collected for this study clearly showed that labor officials and employers 

typically defined a disabled person as one who was not able to pursue an occupation 

because of a physical or mental impairment. They also made a clear distinction 

between individuals handicapped from birth and workers who had become disabled 

as a result of injuries. Thus, it is apparent, as noted in the literature, that these two 

terms do mean different things to different people. Whenever possible in the 

following discussion the author will clarify use of the terms by subjects. However, 

the multiple realities remain a potential limitation to the interpretation of findings. 

Research Questions and Substantive Theories 

Four substantive theories or findings based on data emerged from this study. 

These are presented below. Fallowing the discussion of substantive theories, a final 

summary and recommendations for future research are provided. The reader should 

note that the author utilized literature as well as subjects' quotes cited in Chapter IV 

to support the discussion. Where appropriate actual quotes will be incorporated to 

enhance information. 

Research Question 1: How do identified driving and restraining forces impact on 
labor union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults? 

Substantive Theory 1. A PRIMARY RESTRAINING FORCE TO LABOR UNION 
ADVOCACY FOR HANDICAPPED ADULTS IS LABOR UNION OFFICIALS' AND 
MEMBERS' FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE OPERATIONAL FORCES WHICH 
IMPACT ON THE HANDICAPPED APPLICANT ALSO AFFECT THE DISABLED UNION 
MEMBER. PRIMARY CONTRIBUTING FACTORS WERE LABOR UNION OFFICIALS' 
LACK OF KNOWLEDGE REGARDING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND REASONABLE 
ACCOMMODATION. Indicators were labor union officials' failure to: (A) recognize 
the political commonalities between the two groups, (B) recognize the potential of 
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workers and/or family members becoming handicapped and (C) negotiate for issues 
affecting individuals with handicapping conditions. 

Discussion of Substantive Theory 1. A direct indicator of labor union officials' 

inability to recognize shared interests between the handicapped applicant and the 

disabled member was their failure to realize the potential of enhancing labor's 

political strength by forming an alliance with the advocate-handicapped community. 

This observation was based on the presumption that the handicapped community 

and organized labor represent millions of individuals who could increase their 

political power by joining together. As a coalesced group they could increase the 

likelihood of achieving shared goals s-uch as a full employment economy and other 

union goals (Enteen, Herman & Tramm, 1979). 

In this study Projects with Industry (PWI) was the primary example of labor 

unions' actual participation in community affairs which involved the handicapped 

and other minority groups. The other attempt to work with community groups was 

labor officials' efforts with Good Will Industries. Contributory factors which led to 

labor union officials' involvement with PWis and Good Will Industries were: union 

officials' concern for disabled members, a desire to enhance the public image of 

uniuns, and a feeling of moral and civic responsibility. 

In spite of these limited attempts at involvement a few labor representatives 

acknowledged the benefits of coalescing. However these individuals were not 

typical of the interviewed labor subjects. Their responses do suggest that some 

labor officials recognize the benefits of coalescing but were not taking action 

towards such a goal. For example Business Agent for Pleasantville Labor Michael 

Kelly remarked: 
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The handicapped g:roups and labor should warm up to each other. 
WE DO HA VE CERTAINLY A COMMUNITY OF INTEREST ON A 
BROAD SCALE. A NATIONAL SCALE. AND A LOT OF THE THINGS 
THAT WE WANT FOR OUR PEOPLE . Certainly they could work with 
us to see if we could put some of their people to work which I'm 
sure we could in certain respects. It's a matter of the two ~roups 
getting together for the good of the people we represent . Hopefully 
there would be some lap over. We would have more so-called 
handicapped people as members of our local in working day to day 
on these jobs. That's how I see it. 

The main focus of labor union officials' community participation was with PWis. 

A brief literature review is presented in order to demonstrate that the community 

efforts of Pleasantville, Waterton and Powerton labor representatives with PWis 

may be typical of labor officials in other cor.a..m.unities. This would not be surprising 

since these projects effectively address labor union officials' concerns regarding 

disabled members. 

The framework of PWI programs requires the inclusion of of a training element 

which aids in the qualification of disabled workers and handicapped adults for 

competitive employment. An ultimate objective of PWI programs is the placement 

of disabled workers and handicapped adults in competitive jobs. 

Participation on PWis' business advisory councils and the actual operation of 

PWis ma, also enhance the public image of unions. This enhanced public image is 

achieved by generating public recognition for their involvement and their efforts on 

behalf of the minority groups and/or communities served by PWis. Projects with 

Industry also have an economic incentive in that they typically are funded in part by 

the Department of Education through the Rehabilitation Services Administration 

(f enc.ii Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, 1983; Craft & Abboushi, 1983; AFL-CI 0 

Human Resources Development Institute, 1985-1986). 
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Literature substantiates labor union officials' involvement with Projects with 

Industry. For example the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 

Organizations (AFL-CIO) Human Resources Development Institute (HRD I) began 

Handicapped Placement Program (HPP) operations in 1977 with funding from the 

Department of Labor using CETA Title III monies. From 1979 through 1981 AFL-

CIO HRDI operated nine HPPs. In 1982 Projects With Industry (PWI) grants 

administered by the Department of Education resulted in a reduction of funds and a 

reduction of HPPs from nine to four (i.e., in the states of Maryland, Minnesota, 

Missouri and Texas). 

Neil Saunders of Waterton had worked for the AFL-CIO Human Resource 

Development Institute. His comments were: 

At one time we had around nine programs. ¥our of them were 
funded by the Rehabilitation Service Administration and five of them 
were funded by the Department of Labor. My job was to set the 
programs up and marshal the forces in the community the labor 
community, and to look at the whole picture of handicapped and 
disabled. We lost some of our funding from the Department of 
Labor due to cut backs. We lost five of our cities. 

Some state AFL-CIOs also operated PWis. For example the Nevada AFL-CIO 

operated a Jobs for the Handicapped Project with Industry (Rehabilitation 

Programs: Project Independence, 1984, August). But some of these state operated 

programs have been affected by the transition from CETA Title III monies to 

funding through other programs such as Private Industry Councils (Matkin, 1983). 

One example of the effects of reduced funding was the elimination of the Kentucky 

AFL-CIO training program (Personal Correspondence with the Kentucky AFL-

CIO, 8/86). 
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Over its nine years of program operations, Handicapped Placement Programs 

have developed over 10,449 jobs resulting in the successful placement of 3,242 

disabled union members and others. Of the disabled individuals who were placed, 

13% were disabled veterans and 40% were described as having a mental or 

personality disorder. All members of this latter group were placed in the Service 

Industry (AFL-CIO Human Resources Development Institute, 1985-1986). 

The International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) also 

has a history of involvement with Projects with Industry. IAM has operated PWls 

in the District of Columbia, California, Connecticut, 111inois, Kansas, Missouri, 

Ohio, Texas, Virginia and Washington. In 1984 the International Association of 

Machinists and Aerospace Workers had plans to establish an additional site in 

~ Baltimore without additional Federal funding (Rehabilitation Programs: Project 

Independence, 1984, August; IAM's Progress Report, 1983-1984). 

The W aterton International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers' 

(1AM) Project with Industry for disabled workers is an example of one labor 

union's close involvement with Projects with Industry. The Waterton program was 

designed to place disabled workers in technically oriented jobs primarily in the 

machine tool and aerospace industries. The Waterton IAM Projects with Industry 

program design had previously been tested and validated by IAM union sponsored 

PWI activities in Seattle and Wichita. The IAM/PWI framework has features which 

include: (1) strong day to day support from the union's district lodges, (2) direct 

assistance from their district lodges and industries with which the union has 

contracts and (3) involvement of the employer in the selection, placement and on-
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the-job training of each client. These features led to job placements of 460 disabled 

workers in nine locations in 1981 (IAM Executive Statement, no date). 

The purpose of the W aterton IAM/PWI project was to enable disabled individuals 

e!ipecially former and present workers in the aerospace, machine tool and 

manufacturing industries to obtain and fill well paying jobs with thos~ industries. 

The Director of the Waterton IAM/PWI project NeH Saunders gave examples of 

assisting disabled workers from other unions and examples of working with United 

Way and alcoholic abuse groups. He also had made attempts to contact and work 

with a mayor's committee for the employment of the handicapped. Mr. Saunders 

commented: 

The machinists basically have a broader working base than the 
national AFL-CIO because they are right down in the trenches with 
their local lodges in every state and city. 

We're looking at what is happening to our injured and disabled 
workers primarily machinists. My job addresses how to transfer an 
injured worker's skills to another profession. We work with other 
unions, the state Vocational Rehabilitation Department and other 
organizations such as our drug and alcoholic programs and 
community service boards that have mental health functions. 

Saunders' efforts to work with community groups which advocated for 

handicapped individuals seemed not to be as successful as IAM/PWI' s efforts in 

other locations. For example in 1983-84 IAM/PWis formed cooperative 

relationships with the Kansas Elks Training Center for the Handicapped, the United 

Cerebral Palsy and Rehabilitation En:gineering Center of Wichita, the Kansas 

Association of Retarded Citizens and the State of Washington Commission of the 

Blind (IAM's Progress Report, 1983-1984). But these cooperative efforts may be 

due to unique community situations in Kansas and the state of Washington. 
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Evidence of these cooperative relationships not being wide spread was found in 

the AFL-CIO Final Report for Projects with Industry (1985-1986). The report 

stated the AFL-CIO's outreach efforts may be missing a significant portion of the 

handicapped population (i.e., not injured workers or disabled). As discussed in 

Chapter N the labor community appears to distinguish between "disabled" and 

"handicapped" in their pu~lications. 

In spite of these activities cited by Saunders it should be emphasized that the 

majority of labor subjects who discussed PWis and similar activities did not 

perceive their involvement as an alliance with the advocate-handicapped community. 

They were seen as efforts to assist disabled members and their families and/or as 

community charity. These efforts are commendable but too often the labor 

comm.unity has failed to continue their PWis when Federal. funding is reduced. 

Labor officials' perception of assisting disabled members, as a distinction from 

forming an al.liance with the advocate-handicapped community, is consistent with 

publications from the labor community. These publications distinguish labor's 

potential contribution to the fulfillment of the Rehabilitation Act from a general. 

advocacy role unions have long held regarding the disabled (Tramm, Enteen & 

Herman, 1979). 

An additional. example of labor union officials' inability to recognize the 

importance of a coalition with the handicapped-community was their lack of effort in 

seeking the advocate-handicapped community's support in overturning the Western 

Electric Company v. Brenda E. Gilliam (here after cited as Gilliam) state supreme 

court decision. On April 26, 1985 the court ruled: 

Tendonitis [tenosynovitis] with its origin in repeated work 
movements and their trauma was an "ordinary disease of life" to 
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which the public is exposed and under current legislation disability 
from work-related aggravations of such a disease was not 
compensable (Western Electric Company v. Brenda E. Gilliam. 229 
Va. 245, 1985). 

The Gilliam decision was made by a state supreme court and as such did not 

establish a precedent. But the case had numerous ramifications for any one claiming 

workers compensation in the state and labor union officials in both Pleasantville and 

Waterton were very concerned about these ramifications. These local labor leaders 

claimed the state supreme court's decision basically restricted workers 

compensation claims to that which could be identified at the exact moment of injury, 

and that it excluded claims for diseases except Black Lung. They also believed the 

workers compensation laws were no longer there to protect the worker but rather to 

find loop holes for the employer. 

A year after the interviews were conducted by this researcher, House Bill #466 

was introduced in an effort to overturn the Gilliam decision. Its narrow passage 

returned workers compensation to its status prior to the Gilliam decision. The bill 

became effective in 1986. Although the Gilliam decision carried the potential of 

eliminating a majority of injured workers from receiving workers compensation, the 

advocate-handicapped community's assistance had not been sought or offered. 

Even the well known and politically active state wide handicapped coalition had not 

offered assistance (LeBlanc, 1987, July). 

Labor union subjects interviewed for this study also typically neglected to 

recognize other justifications for labor union advocacy cited in the literature. For 

example, Enteen, Herman & Tramm (1979) in their publication: Affirmative Action 

for the Disabled: A How to Manual for Labor Unions generated reasons for labor to 

increase their commitment to affirmative action. These reasons were: (A) the 
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potential of members becoming handicapped, (B) the fact that it is often the older 

union member who suffers since the prevalence rate of handicapping conditions 

increase with age and (C) the rationale that many union members and/or their 

dependents are handicapped. 

The rationale provided by Enteen, Herman & Tramm (1979) added credibility to 

an earlier study conducted in 1964 of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of 

America (ACW A) in the New York City. Of the 293 subjects more than 50% were 

between 45-65 years old, with those over 65 constituting the next largest age group. 

An interdisciplinary team evaluated these subjects and found 31.1 % to be in need of 

rehabilitation, 15. 7% (n=46) required restorative treatment and 15.4% (n=45) were 

considered in need of maintenance rehabilitation. Individuals who fit the latter group 

(i.e. , in need of maintenance rehabilitation) were perceived by the researchers as 

being on the brink of a major change in. their functional ability. Based on this study 

the researchers estimated that 5.4% oi the total ACWA membership and their 

spouses were in immediate need of restorative or maintenance rehabilitation. 

The study also provided some evidence that the ACWA membership's economic 

need, its cultural values and dedication to work, plus the market's demand for 

skilled labor combined to keep the worker on-the-job regardless of the effects of 

chronic illness. Indeed the researchers went to great lengths to meet the barrier of 

the shame many of the members had for being ill. These methods included: (A) 

having elected officials publicize and legitimize the study among members, (B) 

subjects were queried on satisfaction with current functional performance and desire 

for change by social workers and public health nurses who "in the truest sense 

spoke the language of the union membership" and (C) the clinical interview was 
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pre-tested among the various lingual, ethnic and disability groups it was intended to 

study (Weiner, Akabas, Brand & Gtynbaum., 1966). 

One labor representatives interviewed for this study perceived the potential of a 

member becoming disabled as an incentive to advocacy. It is difficult to understand 

why more labor subjects did not recognize the possibility of having a handicapping 

condition especially the older labor officials. But it may be that the Pleasantrule and 

Waterton labor subjects had similar economic needs, cultural values and dedication 

to work as those in the ACW A study. Laborers may have the viewpoint that they 

will work regardless of illness and/or until they can no longer per.form any type of 

job. If so then additional research is required to examine this phenomenon. 

The failure of subjects to recognize the potential of becoming disabled may be 

accountable to a stereotype perception that all handicapped and/or disabled 

individuals are severely impaired. These subjects may not have recognized that 

often handicapping conditions do not interfere with a person's work and life and/or 

are invisible (e.g., epilepsy, arthritis, etc.) (Tramm, Enteen & Herman, 1979). 

Regardless of the reason, the possibility of a member becoming disabled was not 

found to be an important advocacy incentive by the labor representatives 

interviewed for this study. 

Labor union officials also failed to acknowledge the advocacy incentive of having 

a family member who was handicapped. The labor officials who noted the family 

relationship incentive appeared not to be directly affected (i.e., did not have a family 

member who was handicapped) and the possibility was probably perceived as 

remote. As a result this factor lost its strength as a driving force. 
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Local labor union officials typically cited advocacy for handicapped applicants as 

an impossibility because it was not an issue perceived as important by the 

membership. It also was an activity which the membership may oppose. Due to the 

fact that labor union presidents are elected by the union's members, one would 

assume that the labor officials interviewed were reflecting the opinions of their 

union members. Radcliff a labor union president who was serving his third term of 

office commented: 

The issues perceived by unions are those that are the desires of the 
membership. If you don't have any handicapped people or 
handicapped conscious people then that's not going to be one of the 
demands. FRANKLY WE HAVE TO FIGHT LIKE HELL TO KEEP WHAT 
WE'VE GOT. VERY FEW MEMBERS WOULD BE THAT INTERESTED IN 
TAKING NEGOTIATIONS DOWN TO THE WIRE FOR A QUOTA FOR 
HIRING HANDICAPPED. 

Local labor union officials' lack of knowledge regarding Sections 503, 504 and 

402 is perceived to be a barrier to their advocacy efforts for handicapped applicants 

and disabled members and was an indicator of their failure to recognize the similar 

needs of the two populations (i.e., handicapped applicants and disabled members). 

Evidence which supports this proposition includes not only labor union officials' 

admission of not being cognizant of the existence of Section 503, but also their 

failure to negotiate issues regarding reasonable accommodation and/or training for 

injured employees and their failure to use or threaten the use of the Office of Federal 

Contract Compliance Programs complaint procedure when advocating for disabled 

members. Labor union officials' lack of knowledge regarding affirmative action and 

reasonable accommodation results in an almost total lack of advocacy for 

handicapped applicants and insufficient advocacy for disabled members. 
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The requirement of medical examinations for handicapped applicants and disabled 

members wishing to return to work serves as an excellent example of the restraining 

force which cuts across the groups identified as handicapped and disabled and the 

impact lack of knowledge has on labor union officials' advocacy efforts. Managers' 

fears of a handicapped or a disabled worker incurring a second injury and thus 

increasing their workers compensation premiums has resulted in their use of safety 

issues and pre-employment medical examinations to keep these individuals off their 

employment roll. 

Both the literature review and findings of this study have shown that doctors 

employed or contracted by companies usually develop general check.lists of 

conditions required by either blue collar or white collar positions and use these 

broad job descriptions as guidelines for disqualification. The medical component of 

the application is then returned to the personnel office marked: accepted, accepted 

with restrictions or rejected. This process fails to address a systematic analysis of 

tasks composing each company job or the applicant's capability of performing the 

specific job related functions. The failure to use a systematic analysis also hinders 

the provision of accommodation and results in qualified handicapped applicants not 

being hired. In addition, company doctors who are not knowledgeable of Section 

503's requirements make recommendations to Administrative Law Judges who also 

are unfamiliar with the requirements of 503 and who decide eligibility determination 

for disability benefits. 

Pre-employment medical examinations have been and continue to be an issue. 

Documentation for this claim is found in the numerous administrative hearings such 

as the well known E. E. Black Administrative Complaint (i.e. , In the Matter of the 
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OFCCP v. E. E. Black. Ltd .• et al. Case Number 77-0FCCP-FR, 19790) and 

lesser .known administrative hearings such as: In the Matter of OFCCP v. Texas 

Industries. Inc., Case Number 80-0FCCP-28, 1981, June 10; In the Matter of 

OFCCP v. Certain-Teed Corporation, Case Number 80-0FCCP-36, 1981, January 

31. Similar cases have appeared in the courts. These court cases include: Andersen 

v. Exxon Corporation and Mahoney v. Ortiz (Mainstream, Inc., 1982, September-

October; Mainstream, Inc., 1987, May-June). These cases were discussed in 

Substantive Theory 4. 

Although all of these cases focused specifically on complex medical standards 

issues the Andersen v. Exxon Corporation case was the only one identified by this 

author which provided a ruling favorable to the handicapped applicant. In this case 

the New Jersey Supreme Court ruled Exxon had violated New Jersey's Law 

Against Discrimination but possible violations of Section 503 were not an is:rne. 

The majority opinion stressed that the employer should carefully inform its doctors 

of the job requirements (i.e., task analysis) and review the doctor's 

recommendations of disqualification (Mainstream, Inc., 1982, September-October; 

Mainstream, Inc. , 1987, May-June). 

Another example of the continuing concern regarding medical examinations is 

the proposed legislation by the independent government organization, The National 

Council of the Handicapped. This legislation if enacted would prevent employers 

from conducting pre-employment medical exams and asking questions about an 

impairment or the nature or severity of an impairment unless inquiries prior to 

employment provided information necessary for qualifications standards, selection 

criteria, and/or performance standards or eligibility criteria. If all employees were 
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required to have a medical examination then a medical examination also would be 

allowable after a conditional off er of employment had been made (Mainstream, Inc. , 

1988. May-June). 

In spite of these administrative and court cases only Powerton advocate Perdue 

addressed the topic of company doctors' levels of knowledge regarding the 

handicapped person's ability, the skills required for the specific job and appropriate 

accommodation. But the majority of local labor union subjects made reference to 

difficulties their injured members had endured because of required physicals and 

inadequate accommodation. 

These labor subjects were not cognizant of the Rehabilitation Act's requirements 

to assess each handicapped individual's capacities for the particular job for which 

the applicant was applying nor were these labor union subjects knowledgeable 

about reasonable accommodation. For example, when asked about Section 503 's 

requirements, Pleasantville Teamsters President Bud Lilly said: 

No I don't know what you're talking about. We've had people who 
have filed under EEOC [Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission] because of age or race but I haven't had anything on 
the handicapped. 

This lack of knowledge regarding Section 503' s requirements for medical 

examinations and accommodation was a primary contributory factor to labor union 

officials admitted failures in advocacy efforts for disabled workers. 

This conclusion mirrors that in another study conducted of personnel managers, 

shop stewards and rehabilitation counselors which also suggested that personnel 

managers and shop stewards saw themselves needing considerable information 

concerning issues related to the handicapped. The shop stewards stated that they 
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were rarely successful in counteracting the decision of the corporate physical and 

that medical decisions were rarely overridden (Lewis, 1979). 

A majority of the Pleasantville and W aterton labor rqresentatives cited examples 

of disabled members not being provided accommodation and related stories of 

injured members receiving unfair treatment. For example, Pleasantville Teamsters 

President Bud Lilly's unsuccessful attempts to have the company provide alternative 

employment to a member who had forgotten to take medication, passed out and was 

then rushed to a doctor. The young man was diagnosed as epileptic and then was 

discharged from his job. 

Other examples included the claims made by Rice, President of the Pleasantville 

International Union of Electrical Workers and Radcliff, President of the United 

Food and Commercial Workers. These labor union presidents believed that "too 

many doctors were in bed with the company" and that in order to receive workers 

compensation "unbelievable litigation" was required. They also claimed 

compensation carriers in their state were "unconscionable". These union officials 

related stories of company doctors telling workers injured on-the-job they were able 

to return to work when they were physically unable (e.g., one man was told to 

return to work when he had gangrene in his leg). 

Rice also provided an example of doctors cooperating with the company. He 

stated that a worker who had incurred a hearing loss working around a noisy 

machine at the company was sent to the company's doctor. The doctor claimed he 

had some type of disease which had caused the hearing loss in spite of the fact the 

worker had records which documented a gradual loss of hearing from the date of 

initial employment in 1958. The case went to a hearing because the company 
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refused to pay workers compensation. The ruling by a commissioner favored the 

company and the worker had twenty days to appeal. However his lawyer didn't 

inform him of the ruling until the day prior to the twenty day dead line. As a result 

he lost the appeal and the company refused to deal with the matter further because 

he had not met the appeal deadline. 

Workers injured off-the-job typically were cleared to return to jobs they were 

physically unable to perform. Labor subjects claimed employers tried to force the 

off-the-job disabled worker to resign rather than provide accommodation. For 

example, Earl Vaughan, Business Manager of Waterton's Bricklayers, Stone and 

Marble Masons Tile Setters, related a story of a foreman who had worked for a 

company thirty three years. After an operation on his knees the employer insisted he 

return a job as a mechanic rather than to his job as foreman. 

Roger Shelton, President of the Waterton United Steelworkers, told a similar 

story and explained that their union had twenty four months to identify an 

appropriate job opening for an employee injured off-the-job and cleared by the 

doctor for work. During this period the injured worker, unable to secure benefits, 

had to seek financial assistance from social services. 

Waterton Teamsters President Watson stated it mattered little whether a person 

was injured on or off the job. He believed that companies would "fight to show a 

injured worker would no longer perform the job": 

Once you work on a job for 15 years or 20 years, it doesn't make 
any difference, if you've handicap for any reason, they cast you 
aside, so to speak. They cast you aside and they'll fi~ht to tty to 
show that you're not capable to perform the job. 
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W aterton ARC advocate Hoffman related a story of union representatives who 

realized they lacked sufficient knowledge. As a result the union officials sought 

assistance from the advocate-handicapped communities: 

An additional indicator of labor union officials' failure to recognize the needs of 

handicapped applicants and disabled members as being similar was found in the 

absence of any references to accommodation and/or job modification for 

handicapped applicants in twelve of the thirteen collective bargaining agreements 

reviewed. The one exception was the MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT 

EMPLOYEES (1982, August). 

There was limited reference to accommodation for individuals injured on-the-

job. In spite of the fact occupationally related injury and disease have been estimated 

to be 400,000 per year (Tramm, Enteen & Herman, 1979), only two of thirteen 

agreements reviewed in Pleasantville and Waterton addressed light duty for 

employees injured on-the-job. None of the reviewed contracts required additional 

training for workers injured on-the-job. 

The two agreements which addressed light duty appeared to be the result of the 

companies' efforts to avoid higher workers compensation premiums and not the 

result of union officials' negotiations. Light duty and/or modified duty assignments 

were based on managers' arbitrary decisions, and there were examples where these 

light duty assignments were considered as degrading to the disabled member. One 

such example was the placement of two hundred and thirteen injured shipyard 

workers in a janitorial shop where they stripped tables, cleaned helmets and vehicles 

and searched for materials left on the dock to restore. The vice president of the 
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shipyards admitted the janitorial shop was in existence because it was cheaper than 

paying workers compensation. Mr. Stone stated: 

Two hundred and thirteen. Some of these people are going to be 
permanent. Some of them are probably faking it. Some of them will 
go back to work soon because nobody likes to really stay over there. 
It's always a bad place to work. The work environment is not the 
best, but it is a work environment. The ones who really want to go 
back to work will get themselves out of there as quick as they can 

WE DO IT FOR ONE REASON AND THAT'S SO WE DON'T HAVE TO 
PAY WORKERS COMPENSATION. IT'S CHEAPER THAN PAYING 
WORKERS COMPENSATION. We pay the same as they could have 
made as a mechanic on the job. No change in pay and it will stay that 
way as long as they're there. Now they may transfer from there to 
some other job back on the water front. If they do that we will 
change their pay to whatever classification they go into. That's a 
permanent job. 

We've been successful in cutting our worker compensation losses 
down considerably by doing that. It's 213 people you don't have to 
pay workers compensation to. THAT'S A BIG, BIG HUNK OF MONEY. 
AND SEEING WE'RE GOING TO PAY THEM ANYWAY WE MIGHT AS 
WELL GET SOMETHING PRODUCTIVE OUT OF THEM 

In contrast to their accommodation of workers injured on-the-job the W aterton 

Shipyards, a Federal contractor, produced evidence of providing appropriate types 

of accommodation for both individuals initially hired when handicapped and some 

injured employees such as older heart attack victims. Mr. Stone's comments 

regarding those workers were: 

We quite often put them on things as clerks and the drawing control. 
It's something they can handle because it doesn't require a lot of 
physical labor and it's very localized. Quite often in the world of the 
supervisor, for instance, it comes to a point when he can no longer 
go out on a job and climb the ladders and things that he needs to do 
as a production supervisor. We will move him in a ~eneral area such 
as this where we do the plannin~. 
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W aterton Shipyards Vice President Stone not only discussed the older heart attack 

and arthritis victims appropriate accommodation but also showed this interviewer a 

room full of these disabled individuals working at drafting tables. 

Evidence of appropriate accommodations for handicapped applicants was found 

in the shipyard's affirmative action policy and E. E. 0. Director Tyler's examples of 

providing initially hired handicapped workers appropriate accommodation. For 

handicapped applicants, Tyler explained his process of going through the jobs at the 

shipyards and noting which job could be modified per specific handicapping 

condition and then developing a policy acceptable to the Federal Government. Labor 

union advocate Saunders provided an example of the shipyards providing 

accommodation. 

In spite of these examples the theme generally found in labor union subjects' 

responses regarding accommodation was that employers placed disabled union 

members in degrading and lower paying jobs. The Waterton shipyards was not the 

only place where light duty assignments were questionable. Brian Radcliff, 

President of the Pleasantville United Food and Commercial Workers, claimed that 

employers placed injured workers on degrading jobs in hopes they would resign. 

Marion Roberts, Administrative Chief Steward of the Pleasantville International 

Union of Electrical Workers, stated that the Pleasantville Electric Company would 

find a worker injured on-the-job a "lower rated work". Bud Lilly Pleasantville 

Teamsters President added that he had witnessed two examples in his local pf 

companies making settlements of $46,000 and $40,000 in order to be rid of two 

workers with back injuries: 
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If these local labor leaders and members had been better informed they may have 

opted to negotiate for contract language which insisted on retraining workers who 

were injured on-the-job. One such clause, recommended in Amalgamated Clothing 

and Textile Workers Union's Contract Provisions for the Disabled is as follows: 

Should a worker become unable to perform his or her job for 
reasons of physical or mental disability incurred on-the-job, then the 
employer shall make every effort to place the employee on another 
job, and to train the person on that job. During the training period, 
the employee shall incur neither a loss in seniority benefits accrued, 
nor wages (Tramm, Enteen & Herman, 1979). 

The issue of light duty as a reasonable accommodation has reached the courts. 

The United States District Court for Northern Illinois in the 1986 case of Dancy v. 

Kline found that within the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 , reassignment 

permanently to a "light duty" position was not a reasonable accommodation. This 

was based on the proposition that a qualified handicapped person "who with or 

without reasonable accommodation can perform the essential functions of the 

positions in question" (Mainstream, 1987, March-April, p. 3). The United States 

Supreme Court decision in School Board of Nassau County v. Arline implied 

reassignment would be accepted as one form of reasonable accommodation: 

Employers have an affirmative obligation to make a reasonable 
accommodation for a handicapped employee. Although they are not 
required to find another job for an employee who is not qualified for 
the job he or she was doing, they cannot deny an employee 
alternative employment opportunities reasonably available under the 
employer's policies. 

The existence of the j~torial shop and the many examples supplied by Waterton 

and Pleasantville labor officials suggests that unions, regardless of their wealth and 

power, usually were not knowledgeable of what constitutes reasonable 

accommodation. Additionally these data added some creditability to Powerton's 
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AFL-CIO representative Mitchell's accusation that some companies were complying 

with the letter of the law and hiring token handicapped applicants, while neglecting 

the injured employee. 

Eugene Norris, Equal Opportunity Specialist for the Office of Federal Contract 

Compliance Programs, believed some companies "shopped" for individuals with 

visible and cosmetic desirable handicapping conditions. Some employers apparently 

believed "token, cosmetic desirable handicapped workers" provided them with good 

publicity and documented evidence of complying with Federal Government 

mandates. But at the same time these employers avoided individuals with hidden 

handicaps and those who had cosmetic undesirable appearances. 

If Mr. Norris' observations of employers seeking publicity by the hiring of 

"appropriate" handicapped individuals was accurate, then it also is reasonable to 

assume Mr. Mitchell's claims were correct. That is, some employers may ignore the 

injured workers because there is no publicity. 

The contrasts between accommodation for initially hired handicapped applicants 

and workers disabled on-the-job also substantiates Waterton labor union advocate 

Saunders' accusation that the failure of the Federal Government to interpret the 

meaning of reasonable accommodation has left managers the option of defining 

appropriate accommodation. Indeed managers' interpretation may be the only 

interpretation offered when uninformed labor union officials represent disabled 

workers. 

As a result, arbitrators who are not .knowledgeable of accommodation options, 

generally rely on management's interpretation during grievance hearings. Given the 

size of the shipyards and the number of unions associated with it one might 
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speculate that an arbitrator at some point in time agreed with management's light 

duty accommodation or the janitorial shop would have ceased to exist as a 

placement for disabled workers injured on-the-job. 

Union officials neglected to mention their failure to address reasonable 

accommodation for injured members resulted in the absence of a guaranteed right to 

one job which the disabled worker was qualified to perform. As a result of the 

seniority system injured workers could have their job taken from them by senior 

workers. 

If labor union officials were more knowledge about reasonable accommodation 

they would be able to provide arbitrators with such information, eliminate 

arbitrators' dependence on management's interpretation and make reasonable 

accommodation provisions for their injured workers. Union officials would be 

more effective in representing their disabled members and begin to understand the 

similar needs of the handicapped applicant and disabled member if they were more 

knowledgeable about reasonable accommodation. 

Summary of Substantive Theory 1. Labor union officials and members failed to 

recognize the similarities between the groups identified in this discussion as 

handicapped applicants and disabled workers/members. The first indicator was the 

typical labor union official's inability to recognize the political commonalities 

between the two groups and/or the potential of enhancing labor's political strength 

by forming an alliance with the advocate-handicapped community. Although several 

of the labor representatives cited attempts to work with community groups, these 

subjects generally did not perceive their involvement as an alliance with the 
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advocate-handicapped community but rather as efforts to assist disabled members 

and/or community charity. 

Labor officials also neglected to seek an alliance with the advocate-handicapped 

community when they were attempting to overturn the state supreme court decision 

Western Electric Company v. Brenda E. Gilliam. This decision had serious 

ramifications for workers injured on-the-job and the labor community had a difficult 

time securing the passage of a bill which overturned the ruling a year later. In spite 

of the obstacles, the labor community neither sought nor were offered assistance 

from the advocate-handicapped community. 

Labor officials generally did not recognize the potential of workers and/or family 

members becoming handicapped. This omission served as the second indicator of 

labor subjects' inability to recognize the similarities between handicapped applicants 

and disabled workers and/or members. The third indicator was labor officials' 

failure to negotiate for issues regarding the handicapped because the membership 

did not recognize it as a significant issue. Restraining forces were: labor union 

representatives' lack of knowledge regarding the requirements of Sections 503 and 

504. As a result of their insufficient knowledge labor officials' often were 

unsuccessful in their advocacy attempts for disabled members and there also was 

some evidence which suggested initially hired handicapped workers were better 

accommodated than were disabled workers. 

Local labor leaders gave an extensive list of examples of employers' 

unwillingness to provide accommodations and/or job modifications for injured 

workers. Evidence emerged which showed that employers terminated the injured 

worker when possible (e.g., those injured off-the-job). When accommodation was 
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provided it typically was in the form of job transfer to a position where salaries 

remained fixed and the actual job was considered demeaning. 

Local labor leaders often attributed employers' failure to provide accommodation 

to the company doctor's recommendations. These local labor representatives 

believed that if the worker was injured off-the-job, the doctor would not 

recommend a return to work until the individual was fully capable of perf onning his 

"old" job. In contrast, if the worker was injured on-the-job, the doctor would state 

that the individual was capable of working regardless of his injuries and/or pain. 

Thus, medical physicals conducted by the company doctor for injured workers 

and for handicapped applicants were found to be primary obstacles to continuing 

employment, initial employment and/or accommodation. The company medical 

examination should be recognized by the labor community and the handicapped-

advocate communities as a common area of advocacy. But neither labor subjects, 

community advocates or handicapped adults recognized this operational restraining 

force. 
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Substantive Theory 2. ATIITUDINAL BARRIERS HAVE A MORE DIRECT IMPACT ON 
LOCAL LABOR UNION OFFICIALS' ACTIONS (e.g., ADVOCACY EFFORTS ) THAN DO 
ORGANIZED LABOR'S TRADITIONAL ROLES AND ONE TO ONE POLICY. 

Local labor union officials were cognizant of organized labor's traditional roles 
(i.e., "the working man's advocate" and "labor doesn't hire and labor doesn't fire") 
and organized labor's official "One to One Policy" to determine their position on 
affirmative action and accommodation. These traditional roles and policy were not 
the significant operational forces which impact on labor union officials' actions 
(e.g., advocacy or opposition to accommodation) at the local level as suggested by 
national labor leaders and literature. But attitudinal barriers did act as a primary 
restraining force to local labor union advocacy for handicapped. 

Discussion of Substantive Theory 2. When this study was conceptualized it was 

believed that the traditional role of organized labor and its "one to one policy" would 

be a primary driving force for union's advocacy for the handicapped worker. 

However as the study unfolded it became apparent that, at least in the context of this 

research, this was not the case. Rather, attitudes held by union officials surf aced as 

being more important. To emphasize this finding the traditional roles are explored 

first and then observations regarding attitudes are discussed. 

Organized labor's "traditional roles" related to employment and the official "One 

to One Policy" regarding affirmative action and accommodation for handicapped 

individuals often are cited as significant restraining forces to qualified handicapped 

individual:: seeking employment. Organized labor's restraining traditional role 

usually is associated with the work world axiom: "Labor Doesn't Hire and Labor 

Doesn't Fire" (Miller, 1978). This axiom provides a foundation for the argument 

that labor officials need not be concerned over affirmative action matters since hiring 

is the sole prerogative of the employers. Even after initial employment workers 

often undergo a probationary period of approximately three months, during which 

time they are not represented by the union (Tramm, Enteen & Herman, 1979). 
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The second restraining force is the "One to One Policy" recommended by national 

labor leaders regarding conflicts between the rights of seniority and job description 

as opposed to affirmative action and reasonable accommodation for the 

handicapped. Seniority rights and job description are legitimate interests of trade 

unions and are diametrically opposed to the rights of affirmative action and 

accommodation afforded to individuals with handicapping conditions. These 

"conflicts of two rights" were identified by labor leaders during a 1980 seminar in 

Washington as the most significant constraint to their participation in the affirmative 

action process (Mainstream, 1980). 

The driving force considered to be a traditional role and cited by Enteen Herman 

& Tramm ( 1979) is the belief rehabilitation and affirmative action are humanitarian 

activities as well as matters of right and entitlement. As such they fit labor's 

traditional concerns for individual rights and social welfare. 

A primary element in labor's concern of individual rights is the right to work. 

Indeed the goal of organized labor is a job for every American who is able and 

willing to work (AFL-CIO, 1985-1986). The AFL-CIO has taken the official 

position of supporting the rights of handicapped individuals to participate fully in all 

aspects of employment. George Meany's statement regarding handicapped workers 

is cited in Working Together: The Key to Jobs for the Handicapped. 

We look upon the handicapped worker just as we look upon any 
other group that suffers from prejudice, discrimination and 
inadequate opportunity. We want to help them win their full status as 
PRODUCTIVE citizens [Emphasis by author] (AFL-CIO, 1973). 

A few of the Pleasantville and Waterton labor leaders did cite labor's traditional 

role as the working man's advocate as a reason labor unions representatives should 

advocate for qualified handicapped adults seeking employment. One example was: 
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The reason we'd go in and do what we can for them is because 
that's what unions stand for---helping people. We certainly would 
want to be in the forefront when it comes to helping people (Rice, 
President of Pleasantville International Union of Electrical Workers). 

Union leaders do have opportunities to act upon the basis of labor's traditional 

role (i.e .. right to work) by encouraging employers to hire handicapped applicants 

through general referrals, exclusive referral arrangements and apprenticeship 

programs (framm, Enteen & Herman, 1979). Managers and advocates interviewed 

for this study suggested methods by which union leaders could encourage 

employers to hire the handicapped. These subjects mentioned the possibility of 

labor union officials contacting employment services for handicapped referrals and 

informing the employer of handicapped workers' potential. 

Evidence was not found which indicated that labor union officials initiated or 

participated in activities which would enhance employment opportunities for 

qualified handicapped individuals seeking employment. Labor union officials could 

influence the hiring of prospective employees through apprenticeship programs. 

Tramm, Enteen & Herman (1979) recommended the inclusion in the collective 

bargaining agreement which would give labor representatives specific rights 

regarding handicapped individuals see.king entrance into apprenticeship programs. 

For example: 

The union has the right to recommend apprenticeable handicapped 
individuals to the employer for apprenticeship training. The union 
also has the right to dispute the employer's decision regarding the 
reasons for failing to hire a recommended handicapped worker 
(framm, Enteen & Herman, 1979). 
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It was recommended that unions negotiate for apprenticeship periods to be 

extended at no loss in pay for the handicapped, if necessary. For example: 

Should a handicapped apprentice who shows every indication that 
after training he will be fully productive, nevertheless requires a 
slightly modified or longer apprenticeship due to disability then the 
employer should make every effort at reasonable accommodation for 
this worker during the apprenticeship period (framm, Enteen & 
Herman, 1979). 

Three of the thirteen collective bargaining agreements reviewed for this study 

addressed apprenticeship programs. The three agreements which contained 

language for apprenticeship programs did not include a provision which gave labor 

officials specific rights regarding handicapped individuals seeking entrance into 

apprenticeship programs (MASTER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WATERTON 

COASTAL SHIP BUILDING & SHIP REPAIR FIRMS METAL TRADES, THE WATERTON 

COASTAL METAL TRADES DISTRICT COUNCIL, LOCAL METAL TRADES COUNCIL, 

1983, 3.4 [a]; THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE WATERTON SHIP BUILDING & DRY 

DOCK COMPANY AND THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF WATERTON, 1983, 23 [1]; 

THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN SIGNATORY EMPLOYERS & THE WATERTON UNION 

OF BRICKLAYERS AND ALLIED CRAFTMEN, no date, XIII). 

Under exclusive referral arrangements the employer is obligated by contractual 

language to obtain workers from the union. The following is an example of ideal 

contract language. 

This company agrees in the event the company requires additional 
employees to hire these from the Union Em.plpyment Office .... No 
prospective referred employee shall be denied hire strictly on the 
basis of a handicapping condition if that handicapping condition 
does not interfere with the ability to perform the job .... (framm, 
Enteen & Herman, 1979). 
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One of the thirteen reviewed documents included specific language regarding 

exclusive hiring (THE AGREEMENI' BETWEEN THE PLEASANI'VILLE SOUTHWEST 

CONSTRUCTION AND PLEASANTVILLE GENERAL LABORERS LOCAL UNION , 1982-

1985). This provision did include the key phrase (i.e., "the union shall operate a 

, hiring hall on a nondiscriminatory basis") but specific reference was not made to 

individuals with handicapping conditions. The employment discrimination clause in 

the same collective bargaining agreement referred only to minorities and union 

members. One could assume that the "nondiscriminatory" reference in the exclusive 

hiring clause did not ref er to handicapped individuals. 

There was no clear indication of collective bargaining language for apprenticeship 

programs and/or exclusive hiring, nor was evidence found which suggested labor 

union officials actively sought referrals of qualified handicapped adults from 

employment services. When Eugene Norris, Equal Opportunity Specialist for the 

OFCCP, was asked about the ideal role of labor union advocacy for handicapped 

applicants, he suggested: 

Number one is actually ask the employment services to make 
referrals of people who are qualified handicapped. . . The union 
needs to let the average person know that they are interested in being 
supportive and they need to seek some referrals of handicapped. So 
I think it's a publicity matter that they let them know the doors are 
open and that they're interested in employment and that individuals 
with handicapping conditions can seek help from the union. 

In addition to these omissions there were interview data which indicated that 

apprenticeship programs and/or exclusive hiring may actually act as barriers to 

qualified handicapped individuals seeking employment. Neil Saunders commented: 

All of our building trades as well as the longshoremen are what we 
consider a closed shop. They have an examining board, a joint 
committee. The only way in the organization is through the 
exam1n1ng board, through the apprenticeship program and then they 
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make exception to certain journey men. They examine the individual. 
Management and labor will decide out of say 200 applicants. That's 
where handicapped and disabled again are at a disadvantage. It's a 
competitive process out of 200 applicants 20 will come to the 
apprenticeship. That's exclusive hiring. Then they set up a seniority 
system to protect the senior people. 

Earl Vaugran, Business Manager of the Waterton Bricklayers, Stone & Marble 

Masons Tile Setters, stated that individuals with any type of learning problems 

(e.g .. specific learning disabled or mildly mentally impaired individuals) would 

never be able to pass the written examination for their apprenticeship program. 

Under nonexclusive hiring arrangements unions must be given equal opportunity 

along with other employment sources to ref er potential workers (U. S. Commission 

on Civil Rights. 1976 as cited by Tramm. Enteen & Herman, 1979). Managers and 

advocates in this study recommended that union officials refer handicapped 

applicants to employers. For example Pleasantville management representative 

William Lee stated: "Union officials can refer a handicapped individual to the 

employer that they deal with and who might have a position available." 

In contrast the local labor officials implied employers would not accept healthy 

people who they ref erred or that if anyone was seeking employment they would be 

better off not to mention unions. This attitude was identified for tjlis study as the 

traditional role (i.e., "labor doesn't hire and labor doesn't fire"). 

These data were similar to findings of a study conducted by Lewis (1979) in that 

managers believed the union could influence employers and union members 

perceived their role as minimal. Lewis reported that personnel officers considered 

the responsibility of the union as highly important both in terms of attitudes of 

fellow workers and in terms of employment procedures. For example collective 

bargaining agreements often determine employment criteria for level of entty and 
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promotions. These factors in tum impact on the determination of employability and 

adaptability of handicapped applicants. In contrast shop stewards felt that they had 

little say over worker rights and grievances until after a handicapped person was 

employed and had completed his probationary period. 

The second component of labor's traditional role as the "working man's 

advocate" dealt primarily with social welfare issues. Trade unions' parallel interests 

with the general public and the working class base of union membership has 

resulted in organized labor's efforts to promote liberal causes and social welfare 

issues such as national health insurance (National Association of Social Workers, 

1977). Indeed the public may even perceive unions as being more powerful than the 

employer because of their ability to attempt to influence external processes such as 

political elections and the passage of legislation (Craft & Abboshi, 1983 ). 

A history of the enacted legislation supported by organized labor and favorable 

to general employment issues and social welfare issues is evidence of organized 

labor representatives' interests in these matters. For example an analysis of trade 

unions impact on legislation documented that unions were more successful in 

winning general labor and social legislation than in securing legislation which 

enhanced their overall monopoly power. In the study conducted by Freeman and 

Medoff (1984) 280 pieces of union favored legislation were reviewed. Of these, 77 

bills pertained to unionism (i.e., national labor legislation), n bills were general 

labor issues and 131 bills were non-labor related legislation. Labor lobbyists saw 

only 20% of the bills pertaining to unionism enacted, in contrast to the passage of 

55% of the bills affecting general labor issues and non-labor related issues 

(Freeman & Medoff, 1984 as cited by Addison, 1985). 
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It is doubtful that Pleasantville and Waterton labor leaders were involved in 

external or internal political processes which impacted on qualified handicapped 

individuals see.king employment. The assumption regarding external political 

involvement is based on the fact that none of the local labor leaders with the 

exception of Saunders were knowledgeable of the requirements of Section 503. 

Indeed the majority did not know it existed. Therefore they could not have been too 

interested or involved with legislative matters pertaining to handicapped adults. 

Nor were local labor leaders involved in internal political processes regarding 

handicapped applicants. Even local labor leaders who had collective bargaining 

agreements which addressed discrimination in employment for handicapped 

applicants and/or discrimination against employees were not aware of the inclusion 

of the term handicapped in the clause (e.g.. THE NATIONAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

PLEASANTVILLE ELECTRIC COMPANY AND THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF 

ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, TECHNICAL SALARIED AND MACHINE WORKERS 

[AFL-CIO], 1985-1988; THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN CHAUFFEURS, TEAMSTERS 

AND HELPERS, LOCAL UNION AND THE WATERTON PORK COMPANY, 1982). 

It was concluded that local labor leaders were not alert to political concerns of the 

handicapped adult population. This conclusion was based on interview data which 

showed: (A) local labor leaders did not know of the existence of clauses in their 

own agreements which barred discrimination practices in hiring and/or employment 

practices such as promotion, (B) companies which contained such clauses were 

large Federal contractors, (C) the language in the Waterton Ship building and Dry 

Dock Company's 1985 Affirmative Action Plan for the Handicapped's which 

required their equal employment opportunity director to ensure that 
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nondiscrimination clauses include the term handicapped in all labor agreements and 

(D) local labor leaders typically were not aware Section 503 exi~ed. 

While it is not always possible for local labor officials and members to be 

actively involved in external political processes, it is imperative that they be familiar 

with these and there outcomes. This knowledge can be an important tool of 

advocacy._ 

Organized labor's traditional role as the "working man's advocate" encompasses 

social welfare issues. Evidence of labor officials' concern with social welfare issues 

is found in the history of their involvement with the rehabilitation of disabled 

workers. The 1946 development of the United Mine Workers of America Welfare 

and Retirement Fund acted as a spring board to a variety of activities. These 

activities include: (A) the formation and operation of the National Institute of 

Rehabilitation and Labor Health Servic~s in 1959, (B) a major rehabilitation research 

endeavor conducted with the the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, (C) 

representation on the President's Committee for the Employment of the Disabled 

and similar state committees and (D) innovative collaborative rehabilitation programs 

such as Projects with Industry (Ross, 1981; Weiner, A.kabas & Grynbaum, 1964; 

Kerr, 1960; AFL-CIO, 1966, 1969, 1979,1984 & 1985-86). 

As discussed in Substantive Theory One labor union officials' involvement with 

social issues typically dealt- with disabled members rather than qualified 

handicapped individuals see.king employment. Although labor officials may be 

cognizant of their traditional role regarding social issues their actions did not impact 

on handicapped applicants. Even the PWis and similar programs which were 

operated primarily for disabled members were in place due to national influence. 
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Powerton advocate Gregory Oakes noted that labor union efforts for the disabled 

often were dependent on the leadership of the national labor organization: "In cities 

where HRDI had offices and where the 1AM had PWis, where there's a target effort 

from the national basis, definitely they're doing a good job at advocacy." 

Based on these data the author concluded that although several local labor 

subjects were familiar with the traditional roles of labor (i.e., "working man's 

advocate" and "labor doesn't hire and labor doesn't fire") these traditional roles 

were not significant forces. They did not result in any actions by local labor officials 

or members. For example several of the local labor leaders claimed they could not 

promote the hiring of qualified handicapped applicants because there was not 

language in their collective bargaining agreements. In fact these agreements did 

contain nondiscrimination clauses for hiring and/or for employment practices 

regarding the handicapped, but these local labor leaders did not know these clauses 

existed. This lack of knowledge is a clear indication that they have never looked for 

such contract language. 

Even the local labor leaders who cited the traditional role as the "working man's 

advocate" did not produce examples of actually advocating for handicapped 

applicants. The only evidence of advocacy was that for injured employees. PWis 

and similar pr.-ograms were initiated from the national office. 

There could be several explanations local labor leaders cited both traditional roles 

as explanations for advocating or not advocating. Perhaps the two roles canceled 

each other but this is not likely. It appeared that traditional role rhetoric provided 

local labor subjects with what they perceived to be "appropriate" responses to the 

interview questions. Regardless of the reason(s) for citing the traditional roles it is 
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questionable that these roles acted as either a driving or restraining force to local 

labor leaders' advocacy efforts. 

As stated at the beginning of this discussion national labor leaders have identified 

the primary restraining force to labor union advocacy for individuals with 

handicapping conditions as the conflicts generated by requirements of affirmative 

action regulations and the legitimate interests of trade unions (i.e., the right of 

working people to job security and protection from on-the-job abuses) (Seminar 

conducted by Mainstream, Inc. 1980). In their Final Report for Projects with 

Industry the ALF-CIO Human Resources Development Institute states that it is 

crucial for the rehabilitation community to recognize: 

... that union contract provisions are not easily waived or altered. 
This is especially important if one seeks to place a disabled person 
who is not a member of the union, in a non-entry level job. To 
protect existing workers contracts typically contain seniority system 
provisions to determine progression from entry-level jobs to better 
paying positions. . . . In all likelihood placement of a disabled person 
in a non-entry level job may have to be negotiated on an individual 
basis .... [Emphasis by author] (AFL-CIO, 1985-1986). 

The reality of the seniority system and job descriptions is that qualified 

handicapped individuals may be prevented by the union from being placed on a job 

which he could perform. These factors may create obstacles to the handicapped 

and/or disabled worker who is unable to shift from job to job. For example 

Pleasantville physically handicapped computer specialist King cited "cross-training" 

(i.e .. the ability to perform related job tasks) as a barrier to employment: "The 

greatest obstacle is probably the lack of jobs in specific areas because generally it's 

harder for somebody who's disabled to cross-train. I come in and ask for a job. I'm 

usually looking for a specific job rather than just anything you might have." 
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If accommodation is required the employer must first obtain union consent prior 

to restructuring jobs or reassigning tasks. A union member who is unwilling to 

trade assignments or shifts is entitled to file a grievance and the union must pursue 

such a grievance (Mainstream, 1980). In addition, union members with seniority 

may "bump" other workers. If a handicapped worker is bumped from a job he can 

perform then he may be faced with a situation in which he requires additional 

training and/or the restructuring of a job, etc. 

Saunders, who had earlier worked in the Powerton AFL-CIO office, identified 

seniority and/or job descriptions as a constraint to labor union advocacy. In contrast 

the typical Powerton labor subjects noted organized labor's "One to One Policy" 

regarding the rights of seniority and job descriptions as a restraining force to labor 

union advocacy for affirmative action and reasonable accommodation for qualified 

handicapped adults. Powerton AFL-CIO representative Joseph Mitchell was very 

adamant in his defense of seniority rights. Mr. Mitchell stated: 

It's [seniority] not harsh because it's our system. The company 
cannot just step out and decide here are jobs in this upper category. 
They hire [a handicapped person] and that sounds very good but 
would you deny [a nonimpaired employee] that job? That person 
may have worked for 16 years buying his home, has four kids and 
hopf"'> to progress upward in his employment. Now he will be 
denied that for years [due to hiring a handicapped person] and he 
hasn't done anything to contribute towards that person's condition. 

Mr. Mitchell's defense of the seniority system is very similar to publications 

from the labor community. Labor leaders often cite the following reasons for not 

allowing affirmative action matters to override the seniority system: 

l. Seniority does not discriminate .... Handicapped union 
members' seniority rights are protected just as those of non-
handicapped workers. 
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2. To override seniority for the purposes of affirmative action would 
be to attempt to eliminate one injustice ( discrimination against the 
handicapped) by producing another injustice (overriding workers' 
hard-won seniority rights) .... 

3. The number of unemployed handicapped people in this country 
and the array of handicaps represented is such that it should be 
possible to find the right match of qualified handicapped applicants 
for the jobs without having to override seniority (Enteen, Herman & 
Tramm, 1979). 

Geogrey Oakes Powerton editor and advocate emphasized the impact the 

seniority system can produce, by describing OFCCP v. American Airlines. In this 

case the company was initially willing to modify a job or create a new job for a 

handicapped worker but the union opposed these options on grounds that it was job 

restructuring and that senior members would have first right to bid on a created job. 

As a result of union opposition the company refused to provide accommodation. 

When the handicapped individual's complaint against the company was heard by the 

Administrative Law Judge, the Judge found in favor of American Airlines because 

compliance with Section 503 would have hurt the company's relationship with the 

union. This case serves as a reason why Powerton advocate Norris suggested that it 

would be most unlikely to find collective bargaining clauses regarding the 

handicapped and/or reasonable accommodation in labor union clauses because of 

labor's concern over job restructuring. 

Local labor representatives did not identify the elimination of collective 

bargaining barriers to handicapped applicants as an ideal advocacy role. The failure 

of Pleasantville and Waterton labor officials to note the elimination of collective 

bargaining barriers again contrasted with Powerton labor leaders' responses where 
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two of three subjects (67%) interviewed discussed the elimination of collective 

bargaining barriers as an ideal advocacy role. 

This is not to say that local labor leaders were unaware of the power of collective 

bargaining agreements. For example, Brian Radcliff, President of the Pleasantville 

United Food and Commercial Workers Union, suggested that an ideal advocacy 

role for labor unions would be to negotiate job quotas for hiring handicapped 

applicants. 

The failure of Pleasantville and Waterton local labor subjects (i.e., with the 

exception of Neil Saunders, who at one time worked for the AFL-CIO in Powerton) 

to identify seniority rights and job descriptions as either incentives or constraints to 

advocacy is a strong indicator that these labor officials typically were not confronted 

with such issues. As a result of not being confronted local labor union advocacy 

efforts apparently were not restrained or enhanced by the "One to One Policy" 

variable. 

Organized labor's traditional roles did not result in actions either positive or 

negative in the communities of Pleasantville and Waterton. The remainder of the 

discussion will focus on attitudes of significant others. It is this author's contention 

that the negative attitudes of labor union officials and members toward individuals 

with handicapping conditions prevent labor union advocacy. 

Attitudes of significant others (e.g., employees or union members, union 

officials, etc.) may act as key psychological factors in the handicapped person's 

chances for successful employment. Roessler & Bolton (1978) wrote that the 

negative attitudes held by the majority of nonimpaired persons toward a 

handicapped person constitute a virtually insurmountable barrier to fair treatment 
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and equality of opportunity. Nonimpaired individuals often communicate their 

negative attitudes through avoidance, anxiety, over protectiveness, pity, 

segregation, alienation and rejection (Elliott & Byrd, 1982). 

Negative attitudes toward individuals with handicapping conditions are found in 

all facets of our society (Elliott & Byrd, 1982). Comments supplied by Neil 

Saunders Director of the IAM/PWI Waterton Program indicated that labor union 

officials and members are no different than the rest of society when it comes to 

having negative attitudes toward individuals with handicapping conditions. The 

AFL-CIO has identified attitudinal barriers such as those found in the superstitious 

attitudes of fellow workers as constraints to qualified handicapped individuals 

assuming responsible positions in private industry (Lewis, 1979). 

Saunders related that nonimpaired workers often felt that it demeaned their 

function to see a handicapped worker performing the same or similar job tasks. 

Other subjects' comments agreed with Saunders. 

Local labor leaders identified membership opposition as a restraining force to 

bargaining for clauses helpful to handicapped individuals. For example, 

Pleasantville labor union president Radcliff stated: 

The issues perceived by unions as important for negotiations are 
those that are the desires of the membership. If you don't have any 
handicapped people or handicapped conscious people then that's not 
going to be one of the demands. Very few members would be 
interested in talcing negotiations down to the wire for a quota for 
hiring handicapped. 

A variety of theories have been developed to explain why nonimpaired 

individuals feel discomfort around individuals with handicapping conditions. But 

most authors attribute negative attitudes toward individuals with handicapping 

conditions to our sociocultural conditioning. A great deal of our sociocultural 
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conditioning has been attributed to literature and the media (Weinberg & Santana, 

1978; Thurer, 1980; Livneh, 1980). For example individuals with handicapping 

conditions are portrayed as evil and/or symbolize an inner defect. These negative 

portrayals are found in comic books (e.g., Captain Hook), on television, in the 

literature, as well as in the Bible (Weinberg & Santana, 1978; Thurer, 1980; Livneh, 

1980; Kokaska, Woodward & Tyler, 1984). Often physical defect is viewed as a 

penalty for sin (fhurer, 1980). 

Workers' perception of a negative stigma attached to working with the 

handicapped may be a result of the body-image theory which postulates that 

viewing a handicapped person creates anxiety because it negates our mental 

expectation of a well-ordered body image. The viewer's own unconscious body 

image becomes threatened at the sight of a deformed person and as a result he 

avoids contact. Another theory speculates that the nonimpaired person fears that an 

association with a handicapped person may be interpreted by others as implying 

some psychological maladjustment on his own part (Livneh, 1980). 

In the study conducted by Lewis (1979) subjects from three groups (i.e., shop 

stewards, personnel managers and rehabilitation counselors) identified fellow 

workers' negative attitudes toward the handicapped as a major barrier. Shop 

stewards attributed workers resistance to the failure of management to properly 

orient and involve fellow workers in decisions relative to placing the handicapped 

worker. In this study some Waterton labor subjects and Powerton advocates 

believed it was important for labor leaders to provide education to the membership 

in order to break down attitudinal barriers. 
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In spite of data which show handicapped workers are productive there is 

evidence that our sociocultural emphasis on social and economic competition may 

be one factor which leads to the creation of negative attitudes toward individuals 

with handicapping conditions (Livneh, 1982; Matkin, 1983). Pleasantville and 

Waterton labor representatives' negative attitudes emerged when they discussed 

production. When questioned about barriers to employment the majority of the 

Waterton and Pleasantville labor subjects noted handicapped workers' inability to 

perform the jobs adequately and/or insufficient rate of production. 

When discussing production rates the typical local labor union subject who was 

unwilling to express his own biases pointed out that employers perceived the 

handicapped worker as unable to perform the job and therefore would not hire him. 

Only one local labor subject identified rate of production an incentive. Comments 

made by local labor leaders regarding handicapped workers' rates of production 

typically were negative. Examples included: 

Employers are reluctant to hire handicapped people because they feel 
like they're not capable of doing the job that somebody who is not 
handicapped could do (Roberts, Administrative Chief Steward for 
the Pleasantville International Union of Electrical Workers). 

H employers think that this particular individual cannot produce then 
that would be their biggest hangup with hiring a disabled or 
handicapped person (Kelly, Business Agent for Pleasantville's Local 
Labor). 

Lewis's (1979) study found that union shop stewards identified employers' 

attitudes toward the handicapped as a major barrier. In contrast the personnel 

officers in his study considered the apathy of the union and the resistance of rank 

· and file union members to be major attitudinal barriers hindering effective 

compliance of Section 503. 
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Labor officials in this study showed their own negative attitudes when asked a 

less direct question regarding the types of jobs handicapped workers could 

adequately perform. Local labor leaders tended to give examples of stereotyped jobs 

(e.g., sheltered workshops, print shops for deaf workers, etc.). 

Stereotypes have been defined as generalized impressions of groups acquired by 

individuals from a number of sources. These sources typically are the media and 

word of mouth rather than direct contact with members of a specific group 

(Stevens, 1979). 

This study's data indicated that local labor union leaders did have negative 

stereotyped attitudes about workers with handicapping conditions. Even though 

they may have expressed some sympathy their behavior patterns toward 

handicapped adults were avoidance and rejection. Attitudinal barriers were 

significant and restrained possible advocacy efforts by local labor officials to a 

greater extent than did organized labor's traditional roles. 

Summary of Substantive Theory 2. Literature sources and national labor leaders 

tend to focus on the extent to which union representatives identify with organized 

labor's traditional roles: (A) the "working man's advocate" and (B) the axiom: 

"unions don't hire and unions don't fire". National labor leaders have identified the 

"One to One Policy" as the primary barrier to labor union advocacy for individuals 

with handicapping conditions. 

The traditional role considered to be an incentive to labor union advocacy for 

qualified handicapped adults is the belief that rehabilitation and affirmative action are 

humanitarian activities and matters of right and entitlement. As such they fit labor's 

traditional concerns for individual rights and social welfare. The ALF-CIOhas cited 
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the goal of "a job for every American who is able and willing to work" as an 

essential factor of their traditional concerns for individual rights. Organized labor 

has a long history of political involvement with liberal causes and social welfare 

issues. 

Several of the Pleasantville and Waterton labor officials identified labor's 

traditional role as the working man's advocate as a reason labor unions 

representatives should advocate for qualified handicapped applicants. But these 

local labor union officials did not implement advocacy (e.g., did not encourage 

employers to hire handicapped applicants through general referrals). 

The traditional role (i.e., unions don't hire and unions don't fire) is considered 

to have a negative impact on labor union advocacy efforts for individuals with 

handicapping conditions. Several of the local labor leaders cited this traditional role 

as a constraint to advocacy. These labor subjects claimed they were hindered from 

action because they did not have language in the collective bargaining agreements 

which dealt with issues which impact on individuals with handicapping conditions. 

Interestingly each one of these labor subjects did have collective bargaining 

agreements that addressed nondiscrimination and/or they had agreements with large 

Federal contractors. These labor officials apparently were not cognizant of the 

clauses and/or the affirmative action mandates regarding Federal contractors. 

Organized labor official "One to One Policy" has been cited by national labor 

leaders as a primary barrier to labor -gnion advocacy for handicapped adults. This 

policy refers to the conflicts generated by requirements of affirmative action 

regulations and the legitimate interests of trade unions. Local labor leaders typically 

did not recognize this as a barrier to advocacy. 
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Although local labor leaders appeared cognizant of the traditional roles they did 

not actively respond to them. This lack of action led the author to conclupe that local 

labor leaders cited traditional roles in an effort to provide the "appropriate response" 

to interview questions. As a result these variables did not appear to be highly 

significant. Local labor leaders' failure to identify the "One to One Policy" as a 

restraining force to advocacy may be due to the fact that they had not been 

confronted by the seniority/job description versus accommodation conflict. As a 

result their actions were neither enhanced or restrained by this variable. 

But labor union officials' negative perceptions of handicapped workers did 

emerge as a significant restraining force to labor union advocacy efforts. Several 

labor subjects stated that workers or members felt that there was a stigma attached to 

working with individuals with handicapping conditions. Local labor union 

presidents believed the membership would oppose negotiations for clauses helpful 

to handicapped applicants. Pleasantville and Waterton labor subjects usually cited 

handicapped workers' inability to perform jobs adequately as a barrier to 

employment. Local labor union representatives tended to identify stereotyped jobs 

as the only jobs handicapped workers could perform. All of these types of 

responses indicate that local labor representatives have negative attitudes toward 

handicapped individuals. 

These negative attitudes result in local labor representives rejecting and/or 

avoiding individuals with handicapping conditions. As a result labor officials do not 

implement advocacy efforts for handicapped adults. 
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Research Question 2: What are the operational forces which impact on employers' 
willingness to hire qualified handicapped adults? 

Substantive Theory 3. EMPLOYERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE THREAT OF THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S POTENTIAL FOR ENFORCEMENT OF SECTIONS 503 AND 
402 IS A PRIMARY OPERATIONAL FORCE WHICH IMPACTS ON THE DEGREE TO 
WHICH FEDERAL CONTRACTORS COMPLY WITH THE FEDERAL MANDATES 
AND/OR MAKE THE APPEARANCE OF COMPLIANCE. 

Discussion of Substantive Theory 3. Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 

(Public Law 93-112) guarantees the civil rights of people with handicapping 

conditions and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance 

Act of 1974 assures affirmative action for qualified disabled and Vietnam era 

veterans (Federal Register, 1978, 43[204]; Federal Register, 1987, 52[42]). 

Section 503 mandates that Federal contractors and subcontractors may not 

discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment on the grounds of 

physical or mental disability for any position for which he or she is otherwise 

qualified (Public Law 93-516, 1974, 93rd Congress, H.R. 17503). 

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), a Department 

of Labor's Employment Standards Administration, administers Section 503 of the 

Rehabilitation Act and is responsible for Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans 

Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974 (Department of Labor, OFCCP-5; United 

States General Accounting Office, 1984, January 31, No. B-2141127). The 

OFCCP has the responsibility for assuring that Federal contractors do not 

discriminate in employment practices and that they take affirmative action to 

promote equal employment opportunity for qualified handicapped individuals. A 

compliance review is initiated in one of three ways: (A) a request from the buying 

agency for clearance prior to the award of a particular contract, (B) a complaint or 
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(C) selection under OFCCP's regular scheduling process (Washington & 

Faughnan, 1979; Regan & Heneghan 1979). 

In this study the effectiveness of affirmative action mandates was reviewed. 

Subjects either directly or indirectly provided responses which addressed 

affirmative action. These subjects' responses reflected their perceptions of whether 

affirmative action laws were effective. Many subjects believed affirmative action 

laws have acted as an incentive to Federal contractors to hire handicapped 

applicants. But many other subjects either stated affirmative actions mandates were 

not effectively enforced and/or indirectly cited examples of ineffective enforcement 

as a barrier to employment opportunities for handicapped adults. 

Pleasantville managers frequently initiated discussions of methods which assured 

effective avoidance of complying with the Federal mandates. These methods were: 

(A) to avoid becoming a Federal contractor and (B) to find reasons during the 

interview not to employ handicapped applicants. 

Two examples of ineffective enforcement were provided by handicapped subject 

Barry Feldman and management representative William Lee. Mr. Lee was a 

personnel director for the Pleasantville Food Company a Federal contractor with a 

contract of over $50,000 and an employer of more than fifty employees. Federal 

contractors of this size are required to prepare and maintain an annually updated 

affirmative action program (Federal Register, 1978, 43[204]). But unlike 

affirmative action requirements for other minority groups Section 503 does not 

require goals and timetables. 
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Mr. Lee supplied a simple policy which stated the Pleasantville Food Company 

was an affirmative action employer. The policy did not address reasonable 

accommodation. This policy was a single page statement (refer to Appendix D). 

But Mr. Lee remarked that state and Federal regulations did not have any impact 

in the states where the Pleasantville Food Company operated. His comments were: 

In our case they [state and Federal laws] really don't play any role. 
STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS REALLY DON'T COME INI'O 
PLAY---NOT IN THE STATES WE OPERATE IN. In some states there's 
certain things you have to do if you .hire the handicapped. But in our 
case I can't really think of any impact the state and Federal laws 
have. 

Personnel Director Lee admitted indirectly the Pleasantville Food Company avoided 

employing qualified handicapped individuals: 

To be honest with you because of the nature of our jobs within 
Pleasantville Food Company we do not do that much hiring. I mean 
we try to whenever possible but we do not do that much hiring of 
handicapped or disabled persons. 

Obviously Mr. Lee was not pleading a case of lack of information because earlier 

he had commented the company had avoided becoming a Federal contractor for a 

long time because of their concerns over requirements. He had remarked: 

The reason in the past we weren't [a Federal contractor] is our legal 
department had some concerns that if we would we might---you 
know, run the risk of them being considered a government 
contractor. There were some concerns to being considered a 
government contractor. 

Thus it appears that Lee was saying that management no longer were concerned 

because the affirmative action laws for the handicapped were not enforced in his 

state. He apparently was not threatened by possible investigations by OFCCP. 

Employers perception of "no one watching the store" is implied in Lewis' (1979) 

study where personnel managers' reactions suggested that none of the participating 
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organizations had ever been contacted by Federal compliance agencies. Participants 

(i.e., shop stewards, personnel managers and rehabilitation counselors) in the 

Lewis study expressed doubt that Section 503 had sufficient teeth to compel 

compliance by management. 

Managers who believe stringent enforcement of Section 503 is unlikely are not 

far from "the truth". For example an on site inspection of thirty randomly selected 

contractors by the Chicago Regional Office of the OFCCP identified noncompliance 

was prevalent in three areas: ( A) hiring qualified handicapped applicants, (B) using 

proper reasons for terminating handicapped workers and (c) promoting them or 

even considering them for promotion (Pati & Ad.kins, 1980). 

In this study another example of noncompliance was provided by handicapped 

subject Feldman. His allegations were: (A) eighteen months elapsed between the 

date he filed his 503 complaint and the time OFCCP initlated an investigation and 

(B) the OFCCP investigator spent only a few hours at the company and never 

contacted Feldman personally. Mr. Feldman emphasized the company destroyed 

his 1977 and 1978 applications and kept a 1976 application for a job not identified 

in the company's job descriptions. 

OFCCP's investigation was not effective because of the length of time which 

elapsed prior to their investigation. Companies are required to keep applications for 

twelve months. Eighteen months had lapsed prior to the investigation of Mr. 

Feldman's complaint. This information implies that the OFCCP officer who 

investigated Feldman's complaint simply waited too long. But this was never 

explained to Mr. Feldman. In addition the investigating officer spent little time or 
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effort conducting the investigation. He made personal contact only with 

management officials and only called Mr. Feldman after he had decided the case. 

W aterton Shipyards' Equal Employment Officer Tyler explained six complaints 

filed with the OFCCP against the shipyards had been dropped because the time of 

investigation exceeded the twelve months a company is required to keep 

applications. In part Mr. Tyler said: 

We're only required by law to keep an application for one year. So 
BY THE TIME THEY GOT AROUND TO INVESTIGATING the charges 
the six applications were c:one. Our position is you have prejudice 
our position to defend ourselves. 

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) statistics for 

fiscal years 1981, 1982 and 1983 show that of the cases investigated 9.1 % (FY' 

81), 17.1 % (FY' 82) and 19.3% (FY'83) had required more than three years for 

completion. OFCCP typically has ruled in favor of management. For example in 

FY' 81, 64% (547 of 855 cases) of the decisions ruled no violations were 

committed. Similarly in FY'82, 61 % (349 of 573 cases) and in FY' 83, 65% (196 

of 303) of the decisions found that no violations were committed (United States 

General Accounting Office, 1984, January 31, No. B-2141127). 

In an amicus brief submitted in the case of Chaplin v. Consolidated Edison 

Company (1980) both the Department of Labor and the Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare acknowledged "speedy resolution" of cases filed under 

Sections 503 and 504 was impossible (Milk, 1980). As late as June 3, 198 7 the 

House Subcommittee deplored OFCCP for not vigorously enforcing the affirmative 

action regulations. It was recommended that Congress introduce legislation to 

establish the OFCCP as a separate independent agency from the Department of 

Labor (Mainstream, Inc., 1987, July-August). 
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Perhaps as a result of these criticisms, the Department of Labor added regulations 

which became effective in March 1988. These regulations mandated Federal 

contractors to file an annual form which discloses the total number of all new 

employees hired and the number of Vietnam era veterans they employed by job 

category and hiring location. Data generated from Federal contractors' reports will 

be used to determine whether or not Vietnam era veterans are benefiting from the 

affirmative action regulations required by Section 402 (News: United States 

Department of Labor: 1987, March). 

Although the Waterton Shipyards management representatives either directly 

indicated or indirectly gave examples of ineffective enforcement they gave 

numerous examples of their efforts to comply with affirmative action mandates and 

to provide reasonable accommodation. The Waterton Shipyards unlike any other 

private sector employers contacted had a ten page booklet entitled Affirmative 

Action Plans for the Handicapped (refer to Appendix D). In contrast to the 

Pleasantville Food Company's policy statement the Waterton Shipyards policy 

specifically mentions the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veteran 

Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974. 

The Waterton Shipyards' Affirmative Action Plan for the Handicapped 

addressed responsibilities for the Equal Employment Opportunity officer. These 

included: (A) development and communication of internal and external policy on 

affirmative action programs, (B) the assistance of line management in the 

identification, reduction and elimination of problem areas affecting known 

handicapped employees, (c) liaison for company between enforcement agencies and 

organizations of and for handicapped individuals, (D) informing management of 
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latest development in equal opportunity area and (E) performing periodic audits to 

ensure that each division of the company complied with: [1] posters being properly 

displayed, [2] handicapped employees participation in all company sponsored 

educational, training. recreational and social activities and [3] inclusion of 

nondiscrimination clauses in all labor a2reements. 

Powerton subjects (i.e., AFL-CIO labor representative Mitchell and OFCCP 

advocate Norris) added a different dimension to the enforcement issue when they 

cited companies' equivocated compliance of Federal mandates. These subjects 

claimed some companies hire only visibly handicapped individuals while ignoring 

the less desirable handicapped worker such as the non-visible stroke victim and/or 

the disabled employee; and therefore meet only the letter of the law.The Waterton 

Shipyards' affirmative action policy has no mention of workers injured on or off-

the-job. 

If companies only make an. effort to appear to be complying then this is an 

additional indicator that Federal contrators' efforts of compliance are directly related· 

to their perceptions of Federal Government enforcement. In other words a company 

which hires a few token handicapped workers and has an impressive affirmative 

action policy in all likelihood has little to worry about in regard to OFCCP's record 

of weak investigations. 

Management subjects at the Waterton Shipyards apparently perceived OFCCP 

investigation to be a potential threat. They therefore made every effort to comply 

with the law and/or make the appearance of complying with the laws. Tyler shed 

some light on his company's perspective when he stated: 

503 is more effective than Title VII because it is so broad in scope. It 
has very limited case law on the books right now. The government 
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has obviously taken the position that any and everything is 
handicapped. Many companies are reluctant to fight the e:overnment 
so THEY IDST GO THE CONSOLATION ROlITE. All an: employee has 
to do is basically file a charge and nine times out of ten it's going to 
be facilitated at the present time. No ONE REALLY WANTS TO GET 
OlIT THERE IN THE FOREFRONT AND BE THE ONE TO SET THE 
PRECEDENT. The E. E. Black Case shows you how limited the case 
law is. Whenever you have R. situation where the case law is so 
limited it's really advantageous to whoever is in charge of the 
responsibility of seeing to it that the requirements of this regulation 
is adhered to because they'll be setting out their own directives. 

One may speculate that Tyler was aware of the possibility of a discrim1nation case 

filed under Section 504 reaching the United States court system. This potential 

threat may have acted as an additional incentive to encourage their compliance with 

503 Is dictates. 

Waterton Ship Building and Dry Dock Company's demonstration of compliance 

was manifested in: (A) the company's affirmative action policy, (B) E. E. 0. Officer 

Tyler's .knowledge of Sections 503 and 402, (c) Tyler's extensive .knowledge of 

administrative cases (e.g., E. E. Black), (D) Tyler's efforts to work with 

community handicapped groups and (E) Tyler's efforts to find accommodating 

positions for a number of newly hired qualified handicapped individuals. In contrast 

the Pleasantville Food Company apparently did not perceive OFCCP investigation 

to be any threat. They did have a simple affirmative action policy but apparently it 

was meaningless. 

It may be that Federal contractors' efforts to comply with and/or make the 

appearance of compliance of affirmative action mandates were directly related to 

their perceptions of the Federal Government's potential (and not necessarily their 

current efforts) to enforce Section 503. Waterton Shipyards' management 

apparently realized there was a potential threat (e.g., Tyler stated no one wanted to 
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set a precedent) of enforcement by way of the 503 complaint system and/or by a 

504 case reaching the United States Court system. Although the Pleasansville Food 

Company was located in the same state as the Waterton Shipyards, the Pleasantville 

officials felt the Federal and state laws would not affect them. 

Summary of Substantive Theory 3. Sections 503 and 402 guarantee affirmative 

action for people with handicapping conditions and qualified disabled and Vietnam 

era veterans. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) 

administers both Section 503 and 402 and is responsible for assuring that Federal 

contractors do not discriminate in employment practices of qualified handicapped 

individuals. Unfortunately many Federal contractors do not comply with these 

mandates. 

Several subjects in this study either stated that affirmative actions mandates were 

not effectively enforced and/or indirectly cited examples of ineffective enforcement 

as a barrier to employment opportunities for handicapped adults. Pleasantville 

managers initiated discussions of methods which assured effective avoidance of 

complying with the Federal mandates.Another example of noncompliance was 

provided by handicapped subject Feldman. He claimed that eighteen months elapsed 

between the date he filed his 503 complaint and the time OFCCP initiated an 

investigation and that the OFCCP investigator spent only a few hours at the 

company and never contacted him personally. The third point emphasized by Mr. 

Feldman was that the company destroyed his 1977 and 1978 applications and kept a 

1976 application for a job not identified in the company's job descriptions.Equal 

Employment Officer Tyler stated that six complaints filed with the OFCCP against 
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the Waterton Shipyards had been dropped because the time of investigation 

exceeded the twelve months a company is required to keep applications. 

Literature substantiates these findings. Examples are: (A) an on site inspection of 

thirty randomly selected contractors by the Chicago Regional Office of the OFCCP 

which showed noncompliance was prevalent; ( B) OFCCP statistics for fiscal years 

1981, 1982 and 1983 which showed that of the cases investigated 9. 1 % (FY' 81), 

17 .1 % (FY' 82) and 19. 3 % (FY' 83) had required more than three years for 

completion; (C) OFCCP statistics for FY'81-83 which indicated they generally ruled 

in favor of management; (D) a House Subcommitte's (1987) criticism of OFCCP 

for not vigorously enforcing affirmative action regulations. 

Employers in Pleasantville including one Federal contractor were not threatened 

by the possibility of enforcement. The Waterton Ship Building and Dry Dock 

Company, a Federal contractor, did demonstrate efforts towards compliance. It is 

the author's conclusion that an employer's perception of the threat of the Federal 

Government's potential for enforcement of Sections 503 and 402 is the primary 

factor which impacts on the degree to which a Federal contractor complies with the 

Federal mandates and/or makes the appearance of compliance. 
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Substantive Theoty 4. MANAGERS' FEARS OF POTENfIAL INCREASES IN THEIR 
INSURANCE PREMIUMS AND THEIR BELIEF THAT HANDICAPPED WORKERS ARE 
NOT PRODUCTIVE ARE PRIMARY ECONOMIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESTRAINING 
FORCES. IN ORDER TO ALLEVIATE THEIR FEARS FEDERAL CONfRACTORS HAVE 
DISCOVERED AND ARE USING SAFETY ISSUES AS A LEGAL ESCAPE FROM 
EMPLOYING QUALIFIED HANDICAPPED ADULTS. 

Discussion of Substantive Theory 4 . Section 503 mandates employers who have 

contracts of $2,500 or more with the Federal Government to provide affirmative 

action for qualified handicapped adults. Similar in content is Section 501 which 

requires the Federal Government to talce affirmative action to hire, promote and train 

individuals with handicapping conditions. Section 504 is the most far reaching 

requirement of the Rehabilitation Act and affects every Federal financial assisted 

activity. Although its requirements differ from the affirmative action components of 

Sections 501 and 503. Section 504 regulations explain that adjustments to regular 

programs (e.g., accessibility to facilities, modified or redesigned equipment, job 

restructuring and part time interpreters, etc.) often are necessary to achieve 

nondiscrimination. 

Subpart B of the regulations [104.12] establishes requirements for reasonable 

accommodation which are in part: 

A recipient [of Federal funds] shall make reasonable accommodation 
to the known physical or mental limitations of an otherwise qualified 
handicapped applicant or employee unless the recipient can 
demonstrate that the accommodation would impose and undue 
hardship on the operation of its program [Emphasis by author] 
(Federal Register, 1980, May). 

The ideas of hiring handicapped applicants and providing accommodation 

typically can be sold to employers on the basis of: ( A) handicapped workers' good 

history of performance, (B) accommodation will increase handicapped workers' 

productivity and (C) the actual cost of accommodation is not prohibitive. Since the 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics survey in 1948 handicapped workers' performance rates 

have been studied, validated and publicized (Paquette, 1976). 

Kelly and Simon (1969) conducted a study which reviewed the performance of 

mentally retarded workers placed in manufacturing, agriculture, service industries 

and governmental agencies jobs. They found the majority of managers rated these 

workers as average or better than average on performance, attendance and safety, In 

addition job turnover rate was assessed to be 90% better than that of nonimpaired 

workers. 

In 1973 E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company surveyed the safety record of 

1,452 physically handicapped employees. These handicapped workers were found 

to have a ninety six percent average or above average safety records and better 

attendance and performance records than nonimpaired workers. E. I. du Pont's 

1981 survey substantiated the earlier findings (E. I. du Pont de Nemours & 

Company, 1981). The 1987 International Center for the Disabled (ICD) Survey II: 

Employing Disabled Americans validated handicapped workers good rates of 

productivity, work attitudes, reliability, attendance and punctuality (Louis Harris & 

Associates, Inc., 1987, March). 

The net effect of these documentations of qualified handicapped workers' good 

performance and safety rates have been minimal in regard to changing employers' 

attitudes (Matkin, 1983). Two thirds of handicapped adults between the ages of 16 

and 64 continue to be. unemployed. Of these 12.4 million people, 8.2 million 

wanted to work (Louis Harris & Associates, Inc., 1987, March). Of those 

handicapped individuals who are employed many are underemployed (Vandergoot 

& Lindberg, 1981; Levitan & Taggart; 1977). 
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It now appear.i that advocates and government supported projects are attempting 

to promote the provision of reasonable accommodation by using methods similar to 

those utilized to influence the hiring of individuals with handicapping conditions. 

Examples of these efforts are: the Job Accommodation Network established in July 

1984 by the President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped 

(Mainstream, Inc .. MIN Report #4, 1988) and surveys such as the 1987 

International Center for the Disabled Survey II conducted in cooperation with the 

National Council on the Handicapped and the President's Committee on the 

Handicapped (Louis Harris & Associates, Inc .. 1987). 

Publications which emerge from these government supported surveys stress 

employer satisfaction. But all too often these findings are misleading, not 

representative of a majority of private sector employers, have little impact on 

management decisions and typically fail to address the issue to the employers' 

perceptions of what constitutes accommodation. 

Job Accommodation Network (JAN) employers represent only two percent of 

private companies nation wide. (Note: JAN employers were not identified in this 

study.) A recent survey of the JAN companies was publicized emphasizing the 

benefits of accommodation perceived by the employer. These benefits included: ( A) 

Increased the worker's productivity, ( B) Increased productivity, (C) No cost to the 

employer, (D) Increased the employee's self confidence, (E) Dollar value of benefits 

to the employer between $1,000 and $10,000 (Mainstream, Inc., MIN Report #4, 

1988). 

The fact that only a few local labor subjects and managers identified job 

modifications as significant to a handicapped applicant's potential job performance 
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and/or beneficial to the employer (i.e., by gaining a handicapped worker who 

performed adequately) indicated individuals in the private sector typically fail to 

perceive handicapped applicants as productive or accommodation as beneficial. 

When these data were compared to employers' fears of increased compensation 

premiums it became evident the potential increase of premiums was a significant 

bani.er to hiring qualified handicapped applicants. 

Pleasantville and~ Waterton labor representatives and managers identified 

employers' fear of increased workers compensation premiums as a primary 

restraining force to employing individuals with handicapping conditions. 

Employers' apprehension of higher insurance and/or workers compensation rates is 

directly related fo :their beliefs handicapped applicants would be more prone to 

accidents and therefore more easily injured on the job. This in turn would result in 

increased premium.0 rates to the company. Examples of labor and management 

representives comments included: 

Part of the concern if the troth be known is that, you know. if we 
would hire this person and then he or she would again be disabled 
on the job. Then we end up picking up the bill (Lee, Personnel 
Director of Pleasantville Food Company). 

On applications for employment there's a question: Have you ever 
been on WORKERS COMPENSATION? This is something employers 
look at. There are abuses (Jinkins, Personnel Director of 
Pleasantville Hotel). 

The safety factor. The company would be concerned over WORKERS 
COMPENSATION INSURANCE and all their liabilities by having a 

. person on the job who might be hazardous either to himself or co-
workers (Kelly, Business Agent for Pleasantville Labor's Local). 

Pleasantville handicapped subject Caldwell added credibility to these claims when 

he stated: 
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Some employers when they interviewed me, it looked like I had the 
job until they knew about my physical condition. Part of the 
application [when they] say spinal cord injury, lifting problems; they 
want to know an explanation for it. When I explained it, they said: 
"There's a high risk of you being injured on-the-job and my 
WORKERS COMPENSATION PAYMENTS AND INSURANCE 
PAYMENTS ARE GOING TO SKY ROCKET. You're an insurance risk. 
Looking at this, it's too much of a risk. I'm not really interested in 
taking that kind of risk". 

Typically advocates failed to recognize implications of higher insurance 

premiums. Only one advocate discussed insurance rates and even he did not address 

higher insurance rates as a barrier to employment. This lack of response is a strong 

indicator that individuals in Federal Governmental positions who directly affect 

policies regarding the handicapped may not be cognizant of and/or may not consider 

the economic barrier of employers' apprehensions of increased worker 

compensation premiums. 

Are employers' apprehensions about workers compensation premiums valid? 

The fact is that workers compensation is a program which is privately financed by 

companies, not a state supported benefit program. The program began in 1911 and 

pre-dates unemployment insurance by 25 years, Social Security by thirty years and 

Disability Insurance by 40 years. As a result of the workers compensation 

employers pay $22.5 billion annually into insurance premiums. Of this worker 

compensation carriers dispense $18.5 for long term disability and the balance for 

medical care (Bowe, 1986). 

The booklet, Insuring Handicapped People: A Contract Compliance Guide 

(Mainstream, Inc., no date), states that insurance carriers do not automatically raise 

premiums because handicapped workers are members of the group insured but that 

a group's past claims record is used to set insurance rates and workers 
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compensation rates. Unfortunately there are times when a handicapping condition 

may be more serious and result in higher compensation costs after a second injury. 

The threat of increased premiums and the annual amount ($22. 5 billion) 

employers now pay have increased contention between disabled individuals and 

employers (Bowe, 1986). Indeed the "public's efforts" (e.g., corporate executives) 

to reduce disability payments resulted in the passage of the 1980 amendments to the 

Social Security Act. These amendments eliminated the La Bonte principle which 

stated that benefits would not be stopped unless the person was engaged in 

substantial gainful employment or had improved medically. As a result of the Social 

Security Administration's reviews of sample approved claims and decisions by 

Administrative Law Judges 485,000 people were eliminated from disability benefit 

rolls between 1981 and 1984. In many instances the Federal courts later ordered 

beneficiaries reinstated (Murov, 1986). 

Data from the Pleasantville and Waterton case studies showed that employers 

dealt with the threat of higher workers compensation premiums in two ways. First 

they avoided hiring handicapped applicants. Although managers cannot legally 

discriminate against a person on the basis of future liabilities they can deny 

employment on the basis of safety and productivity. The safety method of 

avoidance appeared to be utilized by Federal contractors who were apprehensive of 

legal ramifications. 

Other managers, including Federal contractors who apparently were not fearful 

of the laws, simply stated that they did not employ individuals who were considered 

to be high risks to their workers compensation rates. Employers initially identified 
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"possible risks" on the basis of responses to application form questions regarding 

prior injuries. 

Caught between the economic threat of .increased premiums and the threat of 

enforced Federal mandates, employers are using and winning cases based on the 

issues of productivity and safety as legitimate reasons not to employ individuals 

with handicapping conditions. Administrative law cases and court cases have 

addressed various issues involving discrimination. 

One of the best known OFCCP administrative hearings which focused on safety 

and pre-employment physicals and one which Waterton Shipyard's E. E. 0. Tyler 

discussed was the E. E. Black Case (i.e., In the Matter of the OFCCP v. E. E. 

Black Ltd .• et al .• Case Number 77-0FCCP-FR, 1979, February 26, as cited in 

503 Hearings: Administrative Court Cases Brochure, Mainstream, Inc., no date). 

This case concerned an apprentice carpenter George Crosby who had suffered two 

back related injuries while working. These injuries occurred prior to Crosby 

applying for a construction job with a general contractor E. E. Black. A pre-

employment medical examination revealed a congenital joint in his back and as a 

result the company refused to employ him. 

Waterton Shipyard's E.E.O. Daniel Tyler believed the E. E. Black Case had 

given guidance to employers. In part Mr. Tyler said: 

One case out there right now that has been bouncing around and 
everyone's been waiting around for it to involve the Supreme Court. 
It's the E. E. Black Case and in this case there's about three or four 
things that came out of that. It gave guidance to employers. 

Number one you cannot on the basis of future liability under 
workers compensation deny a person a job who's otherwise 
qualified. So a lot of companies are saying, it's going to be too 
costly for me to hire this person when I know the back is going to 
further deteriorate and I'm going to have a big workers 
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compensation claim filed against me. No. no you can't do that. 
THEY ALSO FOUND OUT THE BEST DEFENSE FOR THE COMPANY IS 
SAFETY. You deal with the concern for the safety of the individual 
as well as the safety of others. So you've got to deal with the fact 
that if the person cannot perform the job in a safe manner without 
potential injury to himself and others; THEN YOU'VE GOT A 
LEGITIMATE REASON FOR NOT PLACING THE PERSON IN THE JOB 
EVEN THOUGH HE'S HANDICAPPED. 

Tyler probably based this statement on Hawaii Federal District Court Judge 

King's brief regarding the E.E. Black Case. The Department of Labor interpreted 

this brief in regard to legal standard for screening out individuals who may be 

susceptible to injury as: 

Current capacity to encompass safe and efficient performance of the 
job and distinguished between imminent, proximate risk of serious 
injury and risk of injury which is uncertain, speculative and in the 
long range and indefinite future [Emphasis by author] ((503 
Hearings: Administrative Court Cases Brochure, Mainstream, Inc., 
no date). 

Tyler's hope that the Supreme Court would rule on the E. E. Black Case never 

materialized. As far as the author has been able to determine the defendant and 

plaintiff finally opted to settle out of court (Rumpel, 1987, November). 

The second method of avoiding higher premiums entailed various types of 

modified jobs and/or light duty assignments for workers who were injured on-the-

job. Light duty assignments as accommodation has initiated a subtle question 

regarding the meaning of "reasonable". Some cases have ruled and/or made implied 

statements concerning light duty as a reasonable accommodation. In 1986 in the 

case of Dancy v. Kline the United States District Court for Northern Illinois found 

that within the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, reassignment permanently 

to a "light duty" position is not a reasonable accommodation based on the 

proposition that a qualified handicapped person "who with or without reasonable 
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accommodation can perform the essential functions of the positions in question" 

(Mainstream, 1987, March-April, p. 3). But the United States Supreme Court 

decision in Arline implied reassignment would be accepted as one form of 

reasonable accommodations: 

Employers have an affirmative obligation to make a reasonable 
accommodation for a handicapped employee. Although they are not 
required to find another job for an employee who is not qualified for 
the job he or she was doing, they cannot deny an employee 
alternative employment opportunities reasonably available under the 
employer's policies (Mainstream, 1987, March 25). 

As a result of the Federal Government's failure to interpret "reasonable 

accommodation" and the discrepancy among court decisions the decision to use 

light duty assignments as the only mode of accommodation is left open to the 

employer's discretion. 

Pleasantville and Waterton managers arbitrarily decided the types of light duty 

assignments. An example of light duty assignment was the Waterton Shipyard's 

janitorial shop with its fixed salaries. This placement was considered to be 

degrading. Apparently some of the injured workers were placed there in hopes that 

they would admit that they no longer had a disability (e.g., back injuries). 

Employers' tendency to provide light duty assignments as the only mode of 

accommodation could result in placing the worker injured on-the-job in direct 

competition with the handicapped applicant. Although this was not occurring at the 

shipyard there was indication it had occurred at the hotels and motels contacted and 

at other sites. 

An additional indicator that employers provided accommodation as a result of 

possible legal and/or economic ramifications were Pleasantville and W aterton labor 

leaders' and Waterton advocates' insistence that employers were unwilling to 
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provide accommodation. These labor subjects along with a few W aterton advocates 

provided specific examples of employers' refusals to provide accommodations. 

Although the labor subjects were unfamiliar with handicapped applicants they did 

share a vast .knowledge of the plight of workers disabled on-the-job. 

The Pleasantville and Waterton labor officials cited ·example after example of 

employers providing inappropriate accommodations. (Ref er to Substantive Theory 

!.) Many of these subjects believed the employer hoped to force the injured 

employee to quit by placing him in an inappropriate situation. These inappropriate 

situations usually were accompanied by a lower rate of pay. Examples were given 

of employers making large settlements to the injured employee rather than providing 

accommodation, and of employers requiring injured employees with years of 

seniority to take on new job tasks which they could not perform due to their 

handicapping condition. The statements provided by the Pleasantville and Waterton 

labor subjects left no doubt that many of their employers would not provide 

reasonable accommodations to workers injured on-the-job unless they were forced 

to do so by the threat of workers compensation premiums or law. Even though they 

realized it was inappropriate the labor officials associated with the shipyards 

considered themselves fortunate to have the janitorial shop as a light duty 

assignment placement for workers injured on-the-job. 

Advocates from W aterton and Powerton and a Pleasantville handicapped subject 

addressed the issue of employers' unwillingness to provide accommodation. One of 

the Waterton advocates related a story of the Waterton City managers refusing to 

provide a different work schedule to a woman diagnosed as having M.S. 
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Advocate Hall along with a co-worker and a labor representative were insistent 

that the City of Waterton typically refused to provide either accommodation or 

accessibility. For example Labor Participation Director for United Way Scott 

remarked: 

The thing that tickles me is that we're advocates and we don't even 
have a way for them [physically handicapped] to get into our 
building. We're working on it; we're working on it. The problem 
we've got is the City letting: us put a ramp up the side . I've already 
got the people that will build the ramp. The union says that if we'll 
buy the material they' 11 build the ramp free; providing the city will let 
us take about four feet of their sidewalk there .... Yea so far it's 
been a problem. They [haven't] approved it. 

Handicapped subject Gibbs did not perceive Pleasantville city managers as being 

receptive to the provision of accommodation: 

I blame it all on Pleasantville City administration. PLEASANTVILLE 
IS A VERY POOR PLACE FOR HANDICAPPED PEOPLE TO BE 
BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT WELL RECEIVED. I'll give you an 
example. I wrote the City Manager in August 1980 and asked him to 
widen the rest room doorway in the civics center. It was three years 
and four months before they did it. I had written Congressmen. I 
had written Senators. I had written the City Manager again. I wrote 
the Mayor. I wrote each of the City Counsel.men. It took three years. 
That is typical of Pleasantville administration. They pay an awful lot 
of lip service. 

Waterton advocates even related that the city's attorney had stated that Section 504 

did not apply to the city: 

The City of Waterton for example have told us that they have no 
obligation to comply with 504; that they read through the regulations 
and there's nothing in there that says they have to. They say: "We 
will but it will be out of the goodness of our hearts". But even then 
they're not complying:. The city attorney in Waterton honestly 
believes that they are not compelled to comply with 504. 

Employers' perceptions of accommodation costs is a variable emphasized by 

governmental surveys and a factor which employers might consider when avoiding 

higher premiums by providing light duty assignments to workers injured on-the-
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job. It would appear to be a consideration made by employers when weighing the 

possibilities of safety and increased workers compensation premiums for 

handicapped applicants. A Powerton advocate and a few Waterton labor 

representatives whose responses fit this factor believed employers perceived 

accommodation as costly. 

Managers did not address the cost of accommodation although subjects from that 

group earlier had expressed apprehension about increased workers compensation 

premiums. One might speculate that managers' failure to mention cost of 

accommodation was a result of either: their perception that cost of accommodation 

was not a barrier or their failure to even consider the provision of any 

accommodation that was not light duty assignments. The latter explanation would 

eliminate employers' perceptions of cost of accommodation as a barrier although 

their failure to consider accommodations remains as a primary restraining force. 

Managers stereotyping responses to the types of jobs handicapped workers can 

adequately perform (e.g., deaf workers in print shops, mentally retarded workers i_n 

sheltered workshops, etc.) acts as an indicator to managers' failure to consider the 

provision of accommodation and to managers' negative attitudes toward 

handicapped applicants. 

Summary of Substantive Theory 4. The cost of accommodation and handicapped 

workers' history of good work performance as identified in government supported 

surveys and literature are not significant operational forces. Surveys and literature 

citing handicapped workers' good performance have not significantly influenced 

employers. The forces which impact on employers to hire handicapped applicants 

and provide accommodation were identified in this study as: 
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(A) LEGAL (i.e., [1] compliance with Federal mandates and [2] the use of safety as a 
legal escape to hiring handicapped applicants) and (B) ECONOMIC (i.e., [1] 
avoidance of hiring handicapped applicants and provision of light duty 
accommodation to keep the worker injured on-the-job employed and off benefits 
and [2] the belief that handicapped workers will not meet company required 
production levels). 

Government contractors who react to fears of higher workers compensation 

premiums whether founded or unfounded do have and use the legal escape of safety 

issues. Employers initially identify "possible risks" on the basis of responses to 

application form questions regarding prior injuries and/or use pre-employment 

medical examinations. This economic operational force acted as a constraint to the 

employment of handicapped individuals in both the communities of Pleasantville 

and W atert.on. 

Final Summary and Conclusions 

Two research questions were developed for this study in order to identify 

operational forces in the world of work which impact on employment and advocacy 

for qualified handicapped adults. These research questions were answered in four 

substantive theories. These research questions and substantive theories were: 

Research Question: How do identified driving and restraining forces impact on 
labor union officials' advocacy efforts for qualified handicapped adults? 

SUBSTANTIVE THEORY 1. A PRIMARY RESTRAINING FORCE TO LABOR UNION 
ADVOCACY FOR HANDICAPPED ADULTS IS LABOR UNION OFFICIALS' AND 
MEMBERS' FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE OPERATIONAL FORCES WHICH 
IMPACT ON THE HANDICAPPED APPLICANT ALSO AFFECT THE DISABLED UNION 
MEMBER. 

SUBSTANTIVE THEORY 2. ATTITUDINAL BARRIERS HAVE A MORE DIRECT 
IMPACT ON LOCAL LABOR UNION OFFICIALS' ACTIONS (e.g., ADVOCACY 
EFFORTS) THAN DO ORGANIZED LABOR'S TRADITIONAL ROLES AND ONE TO ONE 
POLICY. 

Research Question: What are the operational forces which impact on employers' 
willingness to hire qualified handicapped adults? 
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SUBSTANTIVE THEORY 3. EMPLOYERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE THREAT OF THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENI''S POTENTIAL FOR ENFORCEMENT OF SECTIONS 503 AND 
402 IS A PRIMARY OPERATIONAL FORCE WiflCH IMPACTS ON THE DEGREE TO 
WHICH FEDERAL CONTRACTORS COMPLY WITH THE FEDERAL MANDATES 
AND/OR MAKE THE APPEARANCE OF COMPLIANCE. 

SUBSTANTIVE THEORY 4. MANAGERS' FEARS OF POTENTIAL INCREASES IN 
THEIR INSURANCE PREMIUMS AND THEIR BELIEF THAT HANDICAPPED WORKERS 
ARE NOT PRODUCTIVE ARE PRIMARY ECONOMIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RESTRAINING FORCES. 

Discussion 

In spite of organized labor's philosophic foundation as the people's advocate 

findings of this study indicated that labor officials are not advocating for 

handicapped applicants and are not effective in their advocacy efforts for disabled 

workers. Indicators were labor union officials' failure to: ( A) recognize the political 

commonalities between the two groups (i.e., handicapped and disabled), (B) 

recognize the potential of workers and/or family members becoming handicapped 

and (C) negotiate for issues affecting individuals with handicapping conditions. 

Although labor representatives claimed they were hindered from action because 

provisions for handicapped individuals were not in the collective bargaining 

agreements each one of these labor union presidents did have collP.ctive bargaining 

agreements which addressed nondiscrimination and/or they had agreements with 

large Federal contractors. 

Local labor leaders did not discuss the issues of seniority and job description. 

Their failure to identify this factor may be due to the fact that they had not been 

confronted by the seniority/job description vs. accommodation conflict. Attitudinal 

barriers were the primary restraining force to local labor union advocacy for 

handicapped. Labor officials did not perceive handicapped applicants as productive 
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or accommodation as beneficial. Local labor union presidents believed the 

membership would oppose advocacy efforts for handicapped workers. 

Perceived opposition from labor union membership was based on the notions 

that members would feel that it would demean their status if a handicapped worker 

performed the same job and that times were difficult for organized labor. It seemed 

that the thought of advocacy for individuals with handicapping conditions had never 

occurred to the majority of these labor subjects. 

In light of the fact that many disabled members are confronted with the same 

obstacles as are handicapped applicants why do labor officials not acknowledge the 

barriers and advocate for both groups? It is the author's contention that labor 

officials and members are not the fighters for the solidarity movement that they once 

were. Indeed many of these labor subjects were concerned about enhancing their 

public image rather than making a political statement. 

These individuals may be members of organized labor but they are well paid 

workers and members of the community. They, like most of our society, are 

concerned about issues which directly affect them. One labor leader explained that 

the members had children in college and two cars in the garage and that advocacy 

for the handicapped was just not an important issue. 

For those members who become disabled workers compensation is sought. If 

workers compensation is not secured members may contribute to a temporary fund 

but still do not identify personally with the disabled individual. 

Thus it appears that the solidarity movement of organized labor has been lost in 

these times of relative economic comfort. This phenomenon is not surprising. The 

majority of people in this country tend to be conformists. It is rare that a group takes 
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what might be a radical and threatening stand on an issue. Groups of individuals 

typically have to be forced into such actions (e.g., the Black movement of the 1960s 

and the opposition to the Viet Nam War). As previously stated labor union 

representatives just do not perceive issues regarding the handicapped as significant. 

It should be noted that although one would expect the potential for advocacy to 

be greater in Waterton than Pleasantville, this expectation arises from Waterton's 

large number of minority members and a stronger labor base, as well as the ever 

present Federal Government (e.g., military and large Federal contracts for military 

equipment). Waterton was a port city where thousands of individuals arrived from 

other states and countries. In contrast Pleasantville was a sleepy little city which had 

developed by way of small towns emerging. Pleasantville citizens seemed to cherish 

old Southern traditions. In spite of these factors there appeared to be no difference 

between the communities in regard to advocacy for handicapped adults. But due to 

limited data in this study the question should be addressed in further research. 

In this study information emerged which showed many Federal contractors may 

not be in compliance with Sections 503 and 402. This was partly due to affirmative 

action mandates not being effectively enforced by OFCCP. Management subjects 

who perceived OFCCP investigation to be a potential threat made efforts to comply 

with the law and/or made the appearance of complying with the laws. It is 

speculated that those who attempted to comply were aware of the possibility of a 

discrimination case filed under Section504 reaching the United States court system. 

Based on the collected data the author concluded Federal contractors' efforts to 

comply with and/or make the appearance of compliance with affirmative action 
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mandates were directly related to their perceptions of the Federal Government's 

potential (and not necessarily their current efforts) to enforce Section 503. 

Employers' fear of increased workers compensation premiums acted as a 

primary rest.raining force to employing individuals with handicapping conditions 

and appeared to have a more significant impact than did employers' fears of Federal 

mandates for the handicapped being enforced. Employment opportunities .for 

qualified handicapped applicants are affected by employers' beliefs that the 

handicapped worker cannot adequately perform the job. 

Pleasantville and Waterton labor representatives and managers identified 

employers fears of higher insurance and/or workers compensation rates as a 

constraint. This factor is directly related to employers' beliefs handicapped workers 

would be more prone to accidents and therefore more easily injured on the job. This 

in tum would result in increased premium rates to the company. 

Employers dealt with the threat of higher workers compensation premiums by 

avoiding hiring handicapped applicants. Key methods used to identify non-visible 

handicapping conditions (e.g., bad back) are application questions related to prior 

injury and pre-employment medical examinations. Company doctors appear to make 

recommendations to personnel directors based on all job tasks in an organization 

opposed to the specific job a handicapped worker would be performing. These 

company doctors neglect to consider accommodation. This affects not only the 

handicapped applicant b_ut also the injured employee. For example those injured on-

the-job are often forced to return to a lower rated position (i.e., lower paying and 

demeaning job) before they are physically ready, and those injured off-the-job are 

not allowed to return until they are one hundred percent physically able. 
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With the use of pre-employment medical examinations and company doctors' 

recommendations, employers are using and winning cases based on the issues of 

productivity and safety as legitimate reasons not to employ individuals with 

handicapping conditions. Although managers cannot legally discriminate against a 

person on the basis of future liabilities they can deny employment on the basis of 

safety and productivity. Unfortunately private sector employers can legally use this 

escape until handicapped applicants are given right of private action under Section 

503 and/or until the United States court system establishes criteria for determining 

discrimination cases involving pre-employment medical examinations. 

Many of the advocates this researcher interviewed fit three general groups. These 

were: 

( 1) Many of the community advocates were liberal arts graduates, who were waiting 
for a better job opportunity. 

(2) The interviewed agency administrators, comfortable in their jobs and who 
would not think of leaving the safe world which they dominated refused to contact 
employers. These individuals' primary interests were various funding sources. 
Interestingly they often seem to use the visible but attractive child or youth to 
achieve funding in the community (e.g., wall size pictures of attractive handicapped 
youths in the Pleasantville Easter Seal lobby). 

(3) A few community advocates were "social advocates" or the communities' 
wealthy ladies who were doing perceived good deeds. These ladies were not in 
touch with the issues and/or chose to ignore them. For example, it was reported "in 
minutes of the Pleasantville Mayor's Committee for the Employment of the 
Handicapped that one lady opposed the theme of employment because it would 
scare the employers and because employers were having problems trying to keep 
the businesses afloat. Someone else at the meeting pointed out that although it was 
part of the committee's name the main theme had always been and would continue 
to be awareness. 

Advocates did not communicate with employers and did not recognize or address 

private sector concerns. Indicators were: (1) the way in which advocates and private 

sector subjects defined the terms handicapped and disabled, (2) the degree to which 
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each group emphasized productivity and (3) the failure of advocates to recognize the 

impact of employers' fears of second injuries and higher worker compensation 

premiums. Since community advocates' mission generally was to enhance 

employment opportunities for handicapped adults this failure to recognize private 

sector concerns was significant to their advocacy efforts. 

Powerton advocates, as well as national labor leaders, emphasized the issue of 

job accommodation in contrast to local community subjects. The Powerton 

advocates seemed to believe that accommodation, such as job accommodation, 

architectural and transportation barriers, were no longer restraining forces. In this 

study the variables proved to be primary restraining forces in the local communities 

of Pleasantville and Waterton. 

Managers and labor union representatives based on their experiences with 

disabled workers and workers compensation and influenced by the national media 

campaign to "Hire the Handicapped" tended to perceive handicapped workers as 

capable of performing "certain types of jobs". These labor officials generally 

perceived disabled workers as being totally disabled (i.e., not able to perform any 

job), recipients of workers compensation or members injured off-the-job. Another 

example of the distinction made by private sector representatives are found in AFL-

CIO publications. 

The viewpoints of labor and management representatives in this study typically 

differed from those of Powerton, Waterton and Pleasantville advocates interviewed 

and contradicted advocacy literature sources which state that an injured worker's 

chances of employment literally depends upon being viewed as disabled rather than 

handicapped (Tuck, 1983; Akabas & Piccoli, 1976; Seethama and Majumder, 
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1979). The differences between the perceptions of individuals in the private sector 

and advocates cany implications that should be considered by national. handicapped 

organizations which are adopting and popularizing the term disabled. 

A comparison of labor and management subjects' responses to those of advocates 

indicated a major difference in the emphasis placed on the issue of productivity. 

Only those advocates in Pleasantville and Waterton directly involved in job 

. placements were sensitive to the private sectors' emphasis on productivity. 

Advocates' failure to recognize employers' concerns and/or to open doors of 

communication resulted in their failure to achieve the identified mission of 

enhancing employment opportunities for handicapped adults. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

1. Further research is needed to clarify and extend the findings of this study. Each 

of the four substantive theories cited in this study should be researched further. 

Substantive theory is defined as a theory developed for an empirical. area of 

sociological. inquiry and is achieved by progressive and cumulative collection of 

facts (Glaser & Strauss, 1980). The four substantive theories generated from this 

study should be research~d in other communities with the same groups (i.e. , 

community advocates, handicapped adults, labor leaders and managers) to 

substantiate this author's findings. 

In addition the theories should be explored with other groups in an effort to 

develop a formal theory. In formal theory the intent of the research is to make 

comparative analysis among multiple substantive cases which are within one formal 

area. For example, in this study interrelated themes among the four theories were: 

lack of knowledge, attitudinal barriers, economic concerns, perceived threat of 
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Federal. mandates and the failure to associate others' plight to oneself. These factors 

should be explored in other studies which focus on miniority groups, women, etc. 

2. Every person has a potential for becoming handicapped/disabled. Additional 

research is needed to find out why workers/union members do not recognize this 

potential. Do labor subjects' economic needs, cultural values and dedication to work 

affect their failure to recognize this identified incentive to labor union advocacy for 

handicapped adults? 

3. In some geographical areas and/or job markets it is essential to enter the world of 

work by way of an apprenticeship program. Do labor union officials allow for 

accommodation (e.g., use of a calculator) for handicapped applicants (e.g., specific 

learning disabled and mildly mentally impaired applicants) on written examinations 

for entrance into their apprenticeship programs? Do advocates· and/or public 

educators especially those in highly unionized geographical areas, acknowledge 

and/or address the issue of written examinations for union apprenticeship 

programs? 

4. Findings of this study showed advocates were not knowledgeable of important 

issues and as a result were net effective. Advocacy for handicapped individuals 

should be studied. What do community advocates really do? What changes should 

be made in the advocacy system? What types of training opportunities should be 

provided? 

5. Light duty assignments were shown to be the primwy type of accommodation 

provided for injured workers. Light duty assignments were shown to be degrading, 

fixed salary positions. Is this a result of the Federal Government's failure to 

interpret "reasonable accommodation"? Are light duty assignments the primary 
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mode of accommodation used by employers? Do company doctors abide by Section 

503 requirements when conducting medical examinations? 

6. Findings in this study showed employers' fears of second injury to a primary 

restraining factor to employment opportunities for qualified handicapped adults. 

There is a need to look at the actual impact of second injuries on premium rates. Is 

this the economic threat it is perceived to be by employers? What is the prevalence 

rate for second injuries? 

7. The differing interpretations by subjects from the four groups (i.e .. community 

advocates, handicapped adults, labor leaders and managers) indicated that 

handicapped adults who chose to use the term disabled may be more readily rejected 

by employers than those who use the term handicapped. There is a need for 

additional research regarding private sector individuals' interpretations and the 

advocate-handicapped community's interpretations of the terms "handicapped" and 

"disabled". 

8. This study's data were compared to recommendations made by Tramm, Enteen, 

and Roger (1979) in Contract Provisions for the Disabled developed by The 

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO. Their model should 

be used for further research (e.g., Ask labor officials whether the components of 

this model are valid?). 

9. The potential for advocacy appeared to be no greater in Waterton than 

Pleasantville. Due to Waterton's large number of minority members, stronger labor 

base and large number of defense contractors, the potential of advocacy should have 

been stronger. But due to limited data this question could not be addressed in this 

study. Further research is required. 
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10. This study was conducted primarily in a unionized environment. Further 

research is needed to determine whether the driving and restraining forces identified 

in this study are having the same impact in non-unionized private sector 

environments and/or in the public sector. 

Recommendations for Action 

1. A significant effort should be made to educate labor union officials, labor union 

members and employers about issues regarding the handicapped. Part of this effort 

must include personal contact with handicapped adults. Public relations ads do little 

to change the attitudes of nonimpaired individuals. These individuals must witness 

handicapped workers appropriately performing job tasks. (Example: Ask employers 

and workers to identify a job they know a handicapped worker cannot perform. 

Then bring a qualified handicapped worker to the job site and have him demonstrate 

his ability to perform the tasks of the identified job.) 

2. Individuals with handicapping conditions should have private right of action 

under Section 503. Since private right of action exists for Section 504 one cannot 

but question why it is denied for 503. 

3. Individuals placed in jobs which affect the handicapped (identified in this study 

as advocates) should be given training on issues related to handicapped adults such 

as Sections 503 and 402. 

4. National, state and local seminars should be arranged for participants from the 

labor and handicapped-advocacy communities. There should be funding incentive to 

assure attendance. 

5. A national initiative is being conducted to regarding the transition of handicapped 

youth from school to the world of work. If leaders of this initiative fail to address 
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the influence of labor unions, a key factor in the potential success of the transitional 

services will be neglected. Educators should access information related to the 

admission to apprenticeship programs. Such information should be used to 

formulate Individual Educational Programs which will assist the entrance of 

handicapped youth into the world of work. 
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PSHUD0NY1IS WER.E USED FO:R. LOCATIONS AND SUBJECTS_ 

Pleasaahille Subjects 

Advocates 

Ann Jefferies (Interview Tape 25. Interview Date: 7/11/85) . Ann Jefferies, mother 
of two handicapped children, chaired the Pleasantville Mayor's Committee for the 
Employment of the Handicapped in 1983. That year the Committee undertook its 
most ambitious project to date: the Jobs Fair. Unfortunately the Pleasantville Jobs 
Fair for the Handicapped was not judged by other community advocates to be 
successful. Ms. Jefferies declined to chair the committee the following year and for 
varying reasons the influence of the Pleasantville Mayor's Committee for the 
Employment of the Handicapped rapidly declined. 

Ms. Jefferies agreed to be interviewed in her beautiful old home. She related that 
she was a nurse but had not been working because her son had cancer. Her home 
and its location in Pleasantville definitely indicated that the Jefferies could be 
classified in the upper middle class range. 

Vera Farmer (Interview Tape 11. Interview Date: 7/1/85). Vera Farm.er had been a 
counselor for Vocational Rehabilitation for fifteen years. Due to a leg amputation 
she also may be considered handicapped, but this physical handicap does not 
interfere with her job. Ms. Farm.er was very friendly and appeared to be very frank 
with her responses. She arranged for this researcher to attend the Vocational 
Rehabilitation Jobs Club. She and another counselor joined two Black female EMR 
clients and one white male physically handicapped client. The conversation was 
primarily between the physically handicapped client and Ms. Farmer. She 
questioned him on his recent attempts to find a full time job. When the female 
clients were quizzed about their efforts to find employment, they were very silent. 
In my opinion, the female clients needed a great deal more assistance. 

Mathew Dishman (Interview Tape 10, Interview Date: 6/26/85} Mathew Dishman 
was Special Education Director of Pleasantville County Public School System. He 
canceled his appointment several times and when the interview was finally initiated, 
his remarks were very curt. 

Alice Blankenship (Interview Tape 4. Interview Date: 6/ 19/85). The Regional Office 
of Easter Seal was housed in a two story modern building in a busy suburb of 
Pleasantville. Ms. Blankenship, Regional Director.for the Easter Seal Society, had 
scheduled her entire afternoon for the interview. She also supplied a list of the 
members of the Pleasantville Mayor's Committee for the Employment of the 
Handicapped. This list enabled this researcher to contact and arrange interviews 
with several physically handicapped individuals. 
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Helen Chamberlin (Interview Tape 9. Interview Date: 6/26/85). After interviewing 
several other staff at the Pleasantville Association for Retarded Citizens, this 
researcher was directed to Helen Chamberlin, the Employment Service Specialist 
for the ARC. Ms. Chamberlin's knowledge of clients and her direct and on-going 
contact with employers were impressive. Of all the subjects interviewed, Ms. 
Chamberlin's efforts and results far surpassed other community advocates' attempts 
at successful job placement for the handicapped. Ms. Chamberlin's work at ARC 
and Neil Saunders' [refer to Interview Tape 50) Disabled Workers Program were 
comparable in active on-going community contact and success rate of employment. 

Fred Burdette (Interview Tape 6. Interview Date: 6/25/85). Fred was Director of 
Industrial Relations for the Association for Retarded Citizens. He was the third 
ARC employee interviewed. He was more informed of the topic than the first two, 
but still provided limited information. He did recommend that an interview be 
scheduled with Helen Chamberlin, ARC Employment Specialist. She proved to be a 
storehouse of information. 

Barbara Andrews (Interview Tape 3. Interview Date: 6/18/85). The Association for 
Retarded Citizens was located in an old store in a once busy suburb of Pleasantville. 
Ms. Andrews, ARC Director of Program Services, was fairly new to her job. Prior 
to this job, she had been a special education teacher. Many of her responses led this 
researcher to believe that she was still more inclined to think about the handicapped 
as school aged rather than young adults and adults. After the interview, she 
commented that perhaps she should find out what the unions were doing in the area. 

Geneva Fawcett (Interview Tape 12. Interview Date: 7/1/85). Geneva Fawcett was 
Nurse Coordinator of the Bureau of Crippled Children. Ms. Fawcett tried to be 
most helpful, but due to her position and its focus on preschool and school aged 
handicapped children and youth, she was not very knowledgeable about 
employment or union. 

Donna Bowman (Interview Tape 5. Interview Date: 6/19/85). Mrs. Bowman was 
the Regional Director of the March of Dimes. She made it clear at the beginning of 
the inter?iew that she really didn't have time for such matters. Throughout the 
interview she continued to comment on her busy schedule. The most helpful thing 
she related [ after the tape was turned off) was that her husband had been injured on 
the job and that they had found that Workers Compensation was there more to help 
the state than the injured individual. 

The Regional Director of the March of Dimes in W aterton refused to be interviewed 
in spite of the appointment he made with this researcher. Indeed these two 
representatives left the impression that their interests were only that of funding. 
Mrs. Bowman apparently had no concern about older individuals with handicapping 
cond.itions. 

Joe Abbott (Interview Tape 1. Interview Date: 6/18/85). Mr. Abbott was the 
Supervisor of Vocational Rehabilitation. He apparently wanted to make a good 
impression, but as soon as we began the interview, he acted nervous. He explained 
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several times that he did not deal directly with the clients and that one of the 
counselors should be interviewed. In my opinion, Mr. Abbott was afraid of 
displaying alack of knowledge on the various topics. At the end of the interview he 
scheduled an appointment for an interview with Vera Farmer, a Vocational 
Rehabilitation counselor. He failed to mention that she was al.so handicapped. 

CathyAlderid2:e (Interview Tape 2. Interview Date: 6/18/85). Cathy Alderidge was 
working under a special grant for the Pleasantville Association for Retarded 
Citizens, the position only recently having been created. Cathy was a recent college 
graduate and her knowledge on many of the interview topics was very limited. She 
arranged for an interview with Barbara Andrews, the ARC Director of Program 
Services. 

Fred Burdett (Interview Tape 6. Interview Date: 6/25/85). Fred Burdett was the 
Director of Industrial. Relations at the Pleasantville ARC. Although he did have 
somewhat more understanding of unions, his responses were still very similar to 
those supplied by the other ARC staff members. 

Handicapped Subjects 

Larry Cal.dwell (Interview Tape 7. Interview Date: 6/25/85). Larry was a 35 year 
old high functioning, educable mentally retarded individual. who al.so had sustained 
a back injury in an automobile accident. The ARC had assisted him in securing 
employment at the Pleasantville Cafeteria. Employees of ARC had credited his 
placement there to the Job Targeted Tax Credit. 

Larry was interviewed in the building which houses the ARC. He was friendly and 
cooperative. He was eager to discuss his job which consisted of tasks such as, 
placing dishes in the trays of the dishwasher. Larry was very proud of his job and 
spoke of the possibility of someday becoming a cafeteria manager. 

Mary Carpenter (Interview Tape 8. Interview Date: 6/25/85). Mary al.so was 
contacted through ARC employees. Mary was a 21 year old, low functioning, 
educable mentally retarded individual who was employed in the ARC sheltered 
workshop. It was very difficult to obtain much useful information from Mary's 
interview. Mary did mention that she and another ARC client were now living 
independently from their families in an apartment with the assistance of ARC. She 
was very proud of her independence. 

Barry Feldman (Interview Tape 14. Interview Date: 7 /3/85). This author became 
acquainted with Barry while waiting to meet with the Vocational. Rehabilitation 
administrator. After we had talked for a while the discovery was made that he was 
the young man a labor union president had discussed during the field study. Barry 
had left his original. home (where the field study had been conducted) and had been 
living in Pleasantville for several years. Barry agreed to meet later in order that he 
might be interviewed. 
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Barry was twenty seven years old and had lost his leg in an automobile accident 
approximately five years ago. After the accident the plant in his small home town 
refused to hire him. His father worked at the plant and had been a life time member 
of the local union. The union president advocated for Bany. Finally the union did 
assist Barry in filing a complaint with the Department of Labor. But their 
investigation did not begin until eighteen months after the complaint had been filed. 
The company denied having two of the applications which Bany had submitted. So 
the Department of Labor after a half day investigation told Barry he had no 
evidence. At that time Bany moved to Pleasantville where he was employed as a 
machinist for several years until the company went out of business. During the time 
this study was being conducted, Barry was attempting to find a job. From the 
information Bany provided and the information given by the local union president, 
it was concluded that Barry was a qualified machinist. It appeared that his 
amputated leg was the only reason he had difficulty in securing a job. 

Earl Gibbs (Interview Tape 14, Interview Date: 7/3/85). Mr. Gibbs was 
recommended by the Regional Director of Easter Seal. He was a fifty eight year old 
gentleman who had lost both legs several years ago. Prior to becoming physically 
handicapped he was employed by the Pleasantville Insurance Company. He retired 
when he became handicapped. Apparently Mr. Gibbs was very active in the 
community. His key topic was accessibility to public buildings. The Mayor and 
other community leaders were very much aware of his existence. Mr. Gibbs serves 
as an excellent example of a self advocate. 

James Griffith (Interview Tape 17. Interview Date: 7/5/85). Contact was made with 
James at the Vocational Rehabilitation Jobs Club meeting. James was a 23 year old 
individual who had been confined to a wheelchair since birth. James was employed 
part time for a law firm in the southern part of the state to tape record specific court 
hearings conducted in Pleasantville. He was actively searching for a full time 
position. During the Job Club meeting he was told not to relinquish his benefits 
until he secured an 'appropriate job' or one where he could succeed. James was 
interviewed two days later at the Vocational Rehabilitation facility. 

David Kin~ (Inter;iew Tape 29. Interview Date: 7/16/85). David was the 
handicapped success story of Pleasantville. It seemed that everyone this author 
interviewed referred to David. David was a 31 year old paraplegic who had 
successfully held a job as systems programmer in the Computer Department for the 
railroad. David was contacted through Easter Seal. He gave very objective 
information. Data from his interview provided a realistic perspective of the world as 
seen by a handicapped adult. 

Nancy Klin~man (Interview Tape 30. 7/16/85). Nancy was another example of an 
ideal success story. Nancy, 40 years old, was severely physically handicapped with 
limited use of cne limb. She had secured the money when she was young to put 
herself through college because assistance was not available. She had married a 
nonimpaired gentleman. For the last fourteen years she had been a counselor at the 
Veterans Administration Hospital where she worked from her twelve inch high desk 
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specifically with Viet Nam vets. Nancy operated a special van and was not 
dependent on others for transportation. 

Everyone that mentioned Nancy spoke of her with admiration. In fact most of what 
is known of Nancy was derived from other people's interviews. She never 
mentioned her achievements. Nancy was interviewed in her van in the parking lot 
of Easter Seal where she does volunteer work. Nancy did mention that she would 
soon have to discontinue work because her ability to control her joint and one limb 
was decreasing. At the end of the interview Nancy asked if this study would help 
handicapped people. 

Labor Subjects 

Brian Radcliff (Interview Tape 47, Interview Date: 8/13/85). Mr. Radcliff, 
president of the local United Food and Commercial Workers, was an intelligent 
gentleman who used his labor organization to achieve the most he could for the 
union members. Earlier when the food chain management representative was 
interviewed, he had asked if Mr. Radcliff was to be a subject for this study. When 
the reply was affirmative, the food chain management representative frowned and 
uttered something about having problems dealing with him. 

The union building was located in a busy and growing section of Pleasantville. Mr. 
Radcliff was polite and business like. Interestingly, he was the only labor 
representative that suggested that ideally labor unions could negotiate a quota 
system for the handicapped. 

Bud Lilly (Interview Tape 33, Interview Date: 7/26/85). Bud Lilly was the local 
president of the Teamsters. Although the union seemed to be relatively strong and 
wealthy, the union hall, a box like structure with barred windows, was located in an 
area of Pleasantville which had fallen economic victim to larger shopping malls in 
other parts of the city. 

A seaetary admitted this researcher to the building by releasing the lock on the large 
metal doors which served as the entrance. Mr. Lilly was a union leader who kept 
direct contract with his members. Individuals were coming and going and several 
people called. Mr. Lilly told his secretary to hold his calls during the interview. He, 
along with several other labor union representatives, asked why this researcher was 
interested in talking to union representatives since they did not have handicapped 
members. Both Mr. Lilly's and Mr. Radcliff's unions were associated with the 
same large food chain store in Pleasantville. 

Richard Rice (Interview Tape 48, Interview Date: 8/13/85) . Mr. Rice was the local 
union president of the International Union of Electrical Workers. This union was 
associated with the Pleasantville Electric Company, a federal contractor. The 
union's office building was located close to the plant. Mr. Rice gave the impression 
of being very honest in his responses to the questions, and that honesty included a 
rather negative attitude towards working with handicapped and disabled members. 
He recommended Marion Roberts, a shop steward, as another person to interview. 
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Marion Roberts (Interview 49. Interview Date: 8/ 13/86). Mr. Roberts was the 
administrative chief steward under Richard Rice. Mr. Roberts gave the impression 
of being very ambitious, especially in regard to his future in organized labor. He 
was not as negative as Mr. Rice towards handicapped or disabled workers. He 
seemed to give honest answers. Mr. Roberts also remembered to mail the 1985-
1988 copy of the union's collective bargaining agreement to this author this past 
Winter. 

Michael Kelly (Interview Tape 28. Interview Date: 7/26/85). Mr. Kelly's new union 
office building was located in a commercially healthy section of Pleasantville. Mr. 
Kelly, business agent for a Labor's Local, was probably the most socially 
progressive labor union representative this author interviewed, with the exception of 
Saunders in Waterton. Mr. Kelly described his attempts to involve his union in the 
community group, Total Action Against Poverty; and his frustrated attempts to deal 
with other community organizations. He kept abreast of current trends by attending 
seminars in Washington and at the local state universities. He was very supportive 
of his members, especially those who had acquired a disability. 

Herny Johnson (Interview Tape 27. Interview Date: 7/16/85). Mr. Johnson was 
Financial Secretary and Treasurer of the union for hotel employees. Mr. Johnson 
was an older gentleman who spent most of his life working for the hotel. The union 
office was located in an old building across from the service entrance to the hotel. 
Mr. Johnson's office was dark, dusty, and sparsely furnished. 

Many of Mr. Johnson's responses related to the mentally retarded workers placed at 
the hotel by community groups, such as the Association of Retarded Citizens. In 
this researcher's opinion, Mr. Johnson did not provide accurate information 
regarding the union's collective bargaining clauses. This conclusion was based on 
several elements: Mr. Johnson did not appear to be an educated person, and/or a 
person who was knowledgeable about the collective bargaining agreement. He 
would not provide a copy of the collective bargaining agreement. Later the hotel 
management representative could not provide an Affirmative Action statement of 
any kind. 

Management Representatives 

Carolyn Jinkins (Interview Tape 26. Interview Date: 7/11/85). The Pleasantville 
Hotel, an old but classic looking building, was located in the center of the city of 
Pleasantville. Personnel Director Carolyn Jinkins' office was located in the 
basement. Ms. Jinkins, a very young lady who was still taking night classes in 
management, stated at the very beginning of the interview her brother was 
handicapped. This relationship apparently gave her insight into the difficulties faced 
by handicapped individuals. 

Although the Pleasantville Hotel employed physically handicapped individuals at the 
time of the interview, as well as ARC clients in the past, the hotel was not 
architecturally accessible to guests [refer to Earl Gibbs' Interview 14]. Financial 
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incentives may have been the primary reason the hotel employed handicapped 
workers. Due to a recent union strike by hotel employees, Ms. Jinkins avoided 
providing any direct responses to questions regarding unions. 

Katherine Gilmore (Interview Tape 16, Interview Date: 7/5/85). The new and lavish 
Pleasantville Wayside Motel was located above one of the busiest highways leading 
into Pleasantville. Unlike the Pleasantville Hotel, the Pleasantville Wayside Motel 
was a a branch of a large corporation. It was not unionized. Ms. Gilmore, a lady in 
her early thirties, apparently had moved to Pleasantville when she was appointed 
Personnel Director at the Wayside Motel. She knew very little ab out Pleasantville or 
unions. 

Ray Quick (Interview Tape 46. Interview Date: 8/13/85). Nancy Klingman [refer to 
Interview Tape 30] suggested an interview be conducted with Mr. Quick. Director 
of the Pleasantville Veterans' Administration Medical Center. Mr. Quick. an older 
gentleman, was somewhat nervous until he was told that Nancy had recommended 
him. Although Mr. Quick tried to be helpful, but his his lack of knowledge on 
certain subjects was surprising. The Master Agreement between the Veterans 
Administration and the American Federation of Government Employees had the 
most progressive statements on reasonable accommodations that this researcher 
found in the Pleasantville Study, but Mr. Quick was not aware of the agreement's 
provisions. The Veterans Administration Hospital employed more handicapped 
individuals in competitive employment than any other business in Pleasantville. 

Bert landsdown (Interview Tape 31. Interview Date 7/22/85} When this author 
arrived at the Pleasantville Sewing Factory, Personnel Director Bert Landsdown's 
first comment was that he had hoped this researcher had forgotten the appointment. 
Mr. Landsdown was very evasive. For example, when he was asked about the 
company's affirmative action policy, he indicated the company did have one. When 
a copy was requested Mr. Landsdown stated that it would be impossible to provide 
a copy since the company's affirmative action policy was six volumes. Earlier the 
ARC Job Placement Specialist stated that Landsdown would not discuss job 
placement of ARC clients. Mr. Landsdown's negative attitude towards handicapped 
individuals was brought to light in several of his responses. 

William Lee (Interview Tape 32, Interview Date: 7/22/85). William Lee was 
personnel director for the wealthy Pleasantville Food Company. This food company 
had become a federal contractor just prior to the interview with Mr. Lee. William 
Lee gave the impression of being a well educated and reasonable person. Many of 
his responses articulated managements' concerns on the employment of 
handicapped adults. 

Mayor Mills (Interview Tape 34. Interview Date: 7/26/85). Mayor Mills of 
Pleasantville had one afternoon a week when he would meet with individuals. It 
was under these conditions that an interview was arranged. Many of Mayor Mills' 
responses were evasive and long. Some of his answers were so long many of the 
questions had to be eliminated in order to finish within the appointed hour. Mayor 
Mills did seem to associate the difficulties handicapped individuals encounter to his 
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early days as a black man in the South. Even though his rhetoric was convincing, 
the Chairperson for the Mayor's Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped 
[refer to Jefferies, Interview Tape 25] had indicated earlier that the Mayor had not 
shown much interest in their efforts prior to press coverage. 

W aterto• Subjects 

Advocate Subjects 

Marilyn Hoffman (Interview Tape 18, Interview Date: 7/8/85). Ms. Hoffman, an 
older lady and mother of a handicapped son, was the official ARC advocate for the 
W aterton area. She had entered the field of advocacy late in her career, as a result of 
her son being handicapped. The interview took place in a center of handicapped 
individuals, located near downtown Waterton. Ms. Hoffman was friendly during 
the interview and arranged for this author to interview two mentally retarded 
subjects, one of which was her son. 

Diana Hall (Interview Tape 21. Interview Date: 7/8/85). Ms. Hall was the 
Coordinator of Advocacy for the Waterton Independent Advocacy Center for the 
disabled. The Independent Advocacy Center was located in a building in the center 
of W aterton on the third floor. Ms. Hall was a lady in her thirties and had held 
previous jobs which provided her with information on legal issues and labor 
unions. Ms. Hall was cooperative and arranged an interview with a physically 
handicapped individual. While Ms. Hall was being interviewed, John Foxsworth, a 
co-worker, dropped by and responded to several of the quest.ions. 

Vi~inia Irish (Interview Tape 23, Interview Date: 7 /9/85). Ms. Irish served as the 
Counselor for the Client Assistance Program in the Advocacy Department of the 
Developmentally Disabled which was administratively housed under the Waterton 
Community Rehabilitation Center. Ms. Irish was a young lady in her twenties, just 
out of college. She seemed very unsure of her answers and often gave responses 
which did not relate to the que!itions. 

Shirley Irwin (Interview Tape 24, Interview Date: 7/9/85). Ms. Irwin was tlie 
Social Worker for The Bureau of Crippled Children. This interviewer located Ms. 
Irwin in an office in the wing of a hospital of the edge of W aterton. Although Ms. 
Irwin was cooperative and attempted to answer the interview quest.ions, she was not 
knowledgeable about employment for handicapped individuals or labor unions. 

Handicapped Subjects 

Oscar Hubbard (Interview Tape 19, Interview Date: 7/8/85). Oscar was a 22 year 
old mildly mentally impaired young man who was employed at Waterton State in 
food service. He was the son of Marilyn Hoffman, ARC Advocate. Althoug.t Oscar 
was able to respond to some of the questions, he was not able to answer many of 
the interview questions. 
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Donald Hughes (Interview Tape 20, Interview Date: 7/8/85). Donald a 31 year old 
mentally impaired young man, was unemployed at the time of the interviewed. He 
resided in a mission home and received checks for assistance. He also was on 
medication for seizures. He was not able to provide understandable responses. 

Ernest Irons (Interview Tape 22, Interview Date: 7/8/85) . Ernest was a 40 year old 
severely physically handicapped person. He had been handicapped from birth with 
cerebral palsy, had severely impaired speech, and was confined to a wheelchair. 
He had been employed by the Independent Advocacy Center for four years as a 
counselor. This author has been unable to transcribe most of Mr. Irons' interview 
due to his severe speech. 

Labor Subjects 

Neil Saunders (Interview Tape 50. Interview Date: 8/ 19/85). Employed by the 
1AM, Neil directed a one man program for disabled workers. He worked with many 
of the unions, as well as the state Vocational Rehabilitation Department, and 
community service boards (e.g., drug and mental health). His main goal was to 
return injured disabled workers to the work force, but he also assisted with 
rehabilitation, job modifications, and Worker Compensation claims. 

Neil had previously been instrumental in establishing the AFL-CIO Human 
Resource Development Institute and their nine disabled worker programs. When 
five of these programs lost their funding from the Department of Labor, Neil 
resigned his position and moved to W aterton. 

James Scott (Interview Tape 51: Interview Date: 8/19/85) . Mr. Scott, at one time a 
bakery worker, was employed at the time of the interview as a Labor Director for 
United Way. He gave the impression of having little background or knowledge 
about handicapped and disabled workers. It also was interesting to note that his 
office in downtown W aterton was not architecturally accessible. 

Roger Shelton (Interview Tape 53. Interview Date: 8/20/85} Mr. Shelton was 
president of one of the United Steelworkers, a union which dealt with the shipyards 
in Waterton. Indeed, lie unquestionably had more members in his union than any 
other local labor union president interviewed. This power and wealth was 
demonstrated by their large new union building. Mr. Shelton was very polite and 
gave many "party line" responses, but it was evident that his knowledge about 
handicapped and disabled individuals was quite limited. 

Ralph Turner (Interview Tape 54. Interview Date: 8/20/85). Ralph was a trustee on 
the executive board and ship steward. Mr. Shelton, the union president, introduced 
this researcher to Ralph. Only a few of Mr. Turner's responses were transcribed. 
Most of his remarks were not useful because they did not address the questions 
asked. 

Earl Vaughn (Interview Tape 57; Interview Date: 8/20/85). Mr. Vaughn was 
president of what appeared to be one of the least powerful unions observed during 
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this study. His office was located above a second hand furniture store, in a very 
poor section of Waterton. After being admitted by a buzzer type intercom, and 
climbing narrow and dusty stairs, this researcher entered an old union hall which 
Mr. Vaughn's office adjoined. Although Mr. Vaughn stated at the beginning of the 
interview that he had a sister who was mentally retarded, he knew very little about 
handicapped or disabled adults. After the interview, he spent a great deal of time 
pointing to and discussing old pictures of union members which covered his wall. 

It should be noted that the union Mr. Shelton represented and the one Mr. Vaughn 
represented were total opposites. Yet, many of their responses were similar (e.g., 
one dominating theme of their responses was performance). 

Jack Watson (Interview Tape 58: Date: 8/21/85). Mr. Watson was president of the 
Teamsters. The building was located close to a shopping mall and motels. He had 
three or four staff workers. Mr. Watson, an older gentleman, had apparently seen 
TV public relations spots on the handicapped. Many of his responses were drawn 
from that knowledge. He seemed to have had no personal experience with the 
handicapped. Mr. Webster, his vice president, was assuming much of the 
responsibility of the union's business. 

Guy Webster (Interview Tape 59: Interview Date: 8/21/85). Mr. Webster was 
Watson's vice president (see above). Although Mr. Webster was young and alert, 
his knowledge about the disabled worker was limited to those who were visually 
impaired. 

Management Representatives 

Paul Stone (Interview Tape 52, Interview Date: 8/19/85). The shipyards, a 
government contractor and the largest private employer in the W aterton area, were 
located on a large section of the ocean front. Management administrator, Paul 
Stone, met this researcher at the company's vistor's center and arranged a pass and 
permission for the tape recorder to be taken inside. Upon leaving the vistor' s center, 
we drove across the company's large yard and finally ascended steep metal stairs on 
the building's exterior. Once inside we walked through several rooms where 
workers were drawing plans, and the secretary's office before entering Mr. Stone's 
impressive office. Unlike any other subjects, Mr. Stone asked this researcher 
several questions before the interview began. Although Mr. Stone gave some very 
frank answers, he still appeared cautious about certain statements. But by the end of 
the interview he made arrangements for an interview with Daniel Tyler. He took the 
time the following day to meet and escott this researcher to Mr. Tyler's office. 

Daniel Tyler (Interview Tape 55. Interview Date: 8/20/85). It is doubtful that an 
appointment could have been secured with the E.E.O. Director, Daniel Tyler, if it 
had not been for Mr. Stone who arranged the meeting the previous day. Mr. Tyler, 
one of the most informed subjects on the topic of Section 503, provided some very 
insightful responses on topics off ederal definitions and reasonable accommodation. 
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Pearl Underwood (Interview 56, Interview Date: 8/20/85). The small but lavish 
Waterton Hotel was found nestled in the center of the city's busy tourist section. 
Ms. Underwood, Personnel Director, gr~eted this researcher in the lobby and led 
the way to her prudently furnished small office. Ms. Underwood tried to be helpful, 
but she knew little about handicapped workers, community advocacy groups or 
labor unions. She explained that only one hotel in W aterton had a union. She also 
stated that although the hotel had employed mildly mentally retarded individuals in 
the past; as far as she knew, community advocacy groups had never approached 
hotel personnel about employing their handicapped clients. Since Ms. Underwood 
was expecting a baby, she had recently inquired about the company's policy on 
medical leave. She stated that the company did view pregnancy as a temporary 
disability. Ms. Underwood's position was similar to Ms. Jinkin's and Ms. 
Gilmore's jobs in Pleasantville. 

Powertoa Subjetts 

Advocates 

Thomas Napier (Interview Tape 37. Interview Date: 7/29/85). Mr. Napier was 
Program Specialist for the Department of Human Services Division of Program 
Operations Administration of Developmental Disabilities (PL 98-527). PL 98-527 
funds four program areas which service the developmentally disabled. Those four 
areas constitute the legislative role of the department, and were identified as: Basic 
State Grant Program, Protection and Advocacy Program, University Facilities 
Program, and Special Projects Program. Mr. Napier directed the Protection and 
Advocacy Program. 

Mr. Napier was located in a large government building in Powerton. He had an 
office, opposed to the many workers whose office space was marked by large 
dividers, or screens. Mr. Napier was a very young man who readily admitted that 
he had had no personal experiences with handicapped individuals. He was 
cooperative and introduced this researcher to Fred Newcomb. Mr. Napier stated that 
Mr. Newcomb would know more about the interview topic than he did. 

Fred Newcomb (Interview Tape 38. Interview Date: 7/29/85). Mr. Newcomb was a 
Program Specialist for the Department of Human Services, Division of Program 
Operations Administration of Developmental Disabilities (PL 98-527). Mr. 
Newcomb, an older gentleman, had an office space marked by a divider or screen. 
He seemed to have worked directly with handicapped individuals in the past. 

Eugene Norris (Interview Tape 39. Interview Date: 7/30/85). Mr. Norris was Equal 
Opportunity Specialist for the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, and 
directly oversaw the enforcement of Section 503. He also served on the Executive 
Committee of the President's Committee for the Employmer..t of the Handicapped. 
Mr. Norris met this researcher at the security desk of the large governmental office 
building where he was housed. He seemed to provide honest responses and gave 
this researcher several relevant documents. The interview was cut short due to a 
meeting of which he had been recently notified. In addition the power failed in this 
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huge building and the remainder of the interview was conducted in the dark. As this 
author was leaving the building, sirens were sounding, and the workers were 
leaving the building. 

Grec:ory Oakes (Interview Tape 40, Interview Date: 7/30/85). Mr. Oakes, a young 
man in his thirties, was the editor of a corporation which publishes newsletters and 
booklets on the topic of handicapped adults. Funding was provided by grant 
monies, as well as profits from the sale of the publications. Mr. Oakes office was 
located on the north west side of Powerton. He was most knowledgeable of all the 
interview topics and gave insightful responses. 

Arlene Owens (Interview Tape 42, Interview Date: 7/31/85). Ms. Owens was 
Acting Director of the Division of Policy Analysis and Planning of Special 
Education Programs. Ms. Owens was cooperative during the interview, and 
arranged for this author to interview Clifford Pace. 

Clifford Pace (Interview Tape 43, Interview Date: 7/31/85). Mr. Pace was a 
speciali!lt for Secondary and Transition Programs (Special Education and Vocational 
Training and Employment). 

Julie Price (Interview Tape 44, Interview Date: 7 /31/85). Dr. Price was the 
Executive Director of the American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities. Although 
Dr. Price was quite young, she was very knowledgeable and provided useful 
insights. 

Agnes Perdue (Interview Tape 45, Interview Date: 8/5/85). Ms. Perdue was a 
member of Program Division of the President's Committee on the Employment of 
the Handicapped. Ms. Perdue was out of town while this author was visiting 
Powerton, but later consented to a telephone interview. Many of Ms. Perdue's 
responses reflected the Reagan Administration's views. 

Labor R~resentatives 

Joseph Mitche.il (Interview 35, Interview Date: 7/29/85). Mr. Mitchell was a 
national representative of AFL-CIO. He worked in the Departement of Community 
Services. Mr. Mitchell had been employed in the AFL-CIO's Powerton office for 
twenty six years, and had been in the labor movement for forty four years. The 
interview took place in Mr. Mitchell's office in the large Powerton AFL-CIO office 
complex. Mr. Mitchell was an older gentleman who smoked a cigar and was 
somewhat overweight. He was very cooperative and earnestly tried to explain 
organized labor's policies on various issues. Although Mr. Mitchell was one of 
three AFL-CIO members of the President's Committee for the Employment of the 
Handicapped, he did not seem to have knowledge of the handicapped. For example, 
when asked about personal experiences with handicapped individuals he related a -
story about a man he had known in his youth. He also was unable to cite jobs in 
which physically or mentally handicapped individuals might be placed. 
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Jeffrey Moore (Interview 36, Interview Date: 7/29/85). Mr. Moore had recently 
been appointed to serve as Acting Assistant Director of the AFL-CIO Human 
Resources Development Institute (HRDI). He was housed in one of the offices of 
the large, impressive AFL-CIO building in Powerton. 

Mitchell Orville (Interview 41, Interview Date: 7/30/85). Mr. Orville was a staff 
counsel member of the International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftmen. Mr. 
Orville was a young man who was .knowledgeable and thoughtful. The national 
union headquarters where Mr. Orville was located was very modern. 
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SAMPLE CONTACT LEI I.Ek 

Address of Subject and Organization 

Dear 

201 FairmontAvenue 
Ronceverte, W. V. 24970 
Date 

I am a doctoral student at Virginia Tech. I am writing to reque~ your assistance 
with my dissertation. The study will examine factors which contribute to the 
employment of qualified handicapped or disabled individuals, as well as the 
effectiveness of community advocacy organizations. The purpose of the study is to 
identify factors which contribute to labor unions' advocacy. 

I am going to be talking to various individuals in the Pleasantville, Waterton and 
Powerton areas. You have been identified as a representative of [ specified group: 
organized labor, community advocate, etc.]. No preparation is necessary for the 
interview and it should take approximately forty five minutes to an hour. 

I would very much appreciate it if you would take the time to participate in this 
study. I will be getting in touch with you in the next few wee.ks to determine your 
willingness to participate in the study and to establish an interview schedule. If you 
have any questions please contact me at 304/645-6604, or you may contact my 
advisor, Dr. John McLaughlin at 703/961-5761 or 703/961-4863, or you may 
contact my committee member from Management, Dr. Jeny Robinson at 703/961-
6585 or 703/961-6353. 

Sincerely, 

GailSark 
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INTliltVIEW CONT ACT STATEMENT AT INITIAL MEETING 

Hello, I'm Gail Sark. I appreciate you taking the time to talk to me. As I 

explained during our telephone conservation, I'm a Virginia Tech student. I'm 

doing a study which will look at factors that contribute to and hinder labor unions 

from advocating for qualified handicapped individuals. 

Your answers will be kept confidential. If you don't mind, I would like to tape 

record your answers in order to keep an accurate record. 

INTER.VIEW QUESTIONS 

General Questions 

The terms handicapped and disabled mean many things to many people. What do 
you think of in regard to these two terms? 

Probe: Do the terms mean the same thing? 

(If No): What kinds of people are included in each category? 

Thinking back about your experiences with the handicapped or disabled 
individuals in the work world, what stands out about those experiences? 

Probe: Are the handicapped able to perform the job as well as the 
nonimpaired individuals? 

(If Yes): Could you give an example of the types of jobs you have 
seen handicapped or disabled individuals perform successfully? 

Probe: What factors seem to contribute to handicapped individuals' 
successful performance on the job? 

Eaployae• of Handicapped Aclwlts 

Investi2ator's Statement Since the terms handicapped and disabled do overlap and 

may be somewhat confusing, for the purposes of this interview both the terms 

handicapped and disabled will refer to individuals who are either physically 
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handicapped or mentally handicapped, but who are otherwise qualified for 

employment. [At this time a "Guide for the Interview was given to the individual 

being interviewed which provided an outline for the four groups of handicapped 

adults addressed in the study: (1) Handicapped or disabled individuals who are 

seeking employment; (2) Handicapped or disabled who are employed; (3) Able-

bodied individuals who have become disabled on the job; and (4) Able-bodied 

individuals who have become disabled off the job.] 

My next series of questions are going to deal with four groups of handicapped or 

disabled individuals: 

(1) the handicapped who are seeking employment, (2) the handicapped or disabled 

who are employed, (3) able-bodied individuals who have become disabled on the 

job, and (4) able-bodied individuals who have become disabled off the job. As we 

look at each of these groups, tell me what you see as their greatest obstacles in the 

work world? 

Prompt: What are the greatest obstacles to a qualified handicapped or 
disabled individual seeking employment? 

Prompt: Assuming that the handicapped or disabled individual is 
performing his or her job adequately, what do you see as the greatest 
obstacles to that employed worker? 

Probe: Are handicapped or disabled employees promoted as readily 
as unimpaired workers? 

Prompt: What are the greatest obstacles to an able-bodied individual 
who has become disabled on the job? 

Prompt: What are the greatest obstacles to an able-bodied individual 
who has become disabled off the job? 
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Advocacy 

Section A was administered to only community advocates and to Waterton labor 

advocate Saunders. 
Section A 

One component of this study is the effectiveness of advocacy. Please answer the 

following questions as they relate to the advocate organization which you represent. 

Does your advocacy organization have a defined mission? 

Prompt: What is the basic function of the advocacy group? 

Do the members of this organization receive any specific training regarding 

advocacy? 

(If Yes): Could you provide a few examples? 

Does this organization actively promote the employment of qualified handicapped 

or disabled individuals? 

(If Yes): Could you give a few examples of what the group does? 

Probe: How successful is the group in securing jobs for the 
handicapped? 

Does this organization have an operational evaluation system to judge 

the effectiveness of its advocacy efforts? 

Section B 

Is there a coalition of advocate groups, such as ARC, Easter Seal, etc. in this 

community? 

(If Yes): Which groups are active in the coalition? 

Probe: What activities does the coalition typically pursue? 
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Do any labor unions belong to this coalition? 

(If Yes): Which labor unions participate? 

(If No): In your opinion, why aren't labor unions members? 

Jobs and Places of Eaploym.ea~ 

Another aspect of this study focuses on the types of jobs handicapped individuals 

hold and places of employment. The following questions relate to that topic. 

Do specific types of industries or businesses seem to draw or employ individuals 

with certain types of handicapping conditions? 

Prompt: Where are most of the physically handicapped workers 
employed in this area? 

Prompt: Where are most of the mentally handicapped workers 
employed in this area? 

(If companies are specified): Why do you think (company's name) employs more 

(type of handicapping condition, such as the physically handicapped or mentally 

handicapped) handicapped or disabled individuals than individuals with other types 

of handicapping conditions? 

Do you know if any union in this area has an unusually high number of 

handicapped or disabled members? 

(If Yes): Do you know why that union has so many handicapped or 
disabled members? 

Eaployme• of Handicapped Adalts and die U.aioas 

The central focus of this study is the role of unions in the employment of 

qualified handicapped individuals. The following questions relate to .that topic. 

What is the current role of unions? Are they advocating for qualified handicapped 

or disabled workers? 
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Prompt: Are they advocating for handicapped or disabled individuals 
seeking employment? 

Probe: Do you know of any clauses in collective bargaining 
agreements regarding non-discrimination on the basis of race and 
sex, which also include reference to otherwise qualified physically 
and mentally handicapped or disabled individuals? 

Probe: Are you aware of any unions in this community which have 
exclusive referral arrangements whereby the union is given equal 
opportunity along with other employment sources to refer potential 
workers? 

Prompt: Are unions advocating for employed handicapped workers? 

Probe: Do any unions participate in union-management committees 
to review promotion requests? 

Probe: Do you know of any contract clauses which contain non-
discrimination clauses for the handicapped or disabled, regarding 
promotion? 

Probe: Do any clauses require reasonable accommodations, such as 
job restructuring, raising or lowering machinery, adjusting hours, or 
job transfers? 

Prompt: Are unions advocating for workers who were 
occupationally disabled? 

Probe: Do any unions have clauses which protect the occupationally 
injured above and beyond that required by Workers Compensation 
statutes? 

Probe: Do any unions have clauses which provide job guarantees for 
those occupationally injured with a certain amount of seniority? 

Prompt: Are unions advocating for workers who were disabled off 
the job? 

Probe: Do any collective bargaining agreements contain a provision 
that if an employee becomes unable, for reasons of physical or 
mental disability, to perform his or her job, the company will attempt 
to place the employee on another job, or train the employee for a 
new job? 

(If Yes): Would that employee retain all seniority accrued? 
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Are there any other things the union could do for qualified handicapped or 

disabled individuals that they currently are not doing? Or in other words, 

idealistically what could a union do for qualified handicapped or disabled 

individuals? 

Prompt: What else might a union do for handicapped individuals 
seeking employment? 

Prompt: What else might a union do for employed handicapped 
workers? 

Prompt: What else might a union do for workers who were disabled 
on the job? 

Prompt: What else might a union do for workers who were disabled 
off the job? 

What factors seem to contribute to the unions advocating for qualified 

handicapped individuals. Or in other words, why would it be beneficial to a union 

to advocate for qualified handicapped individuals? 

Prompt: Why would it be beneficial for unions to advocate for 
qualified or handicapped or disabled individuals seeking 
employment? 

Prompt: Why would it be beneficial for unions to advocate for 
employed handicapped or disabled workers? 

Prompt: Why would it be beneficial for unions to advocate for 
workers who were disabled on the job? 

Prompt: Why would it be beneficial for unions to advocate for 
workers who were disabled off the job? 

What factors seem to prevent or hinder unions from advocating for qualified 

handicapped or disabled individuals? 

Prompt: What factors prevent or hinder unions from advocating for 
qualified handicapped or disabled individuals seeking employment? 
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Prompt: What factors prevent or hinder unions from advocating for 
employed handicapped or disabled workers? 

Prompt: What factors prevent or hinder unions from advocating for 
workers who were disabled on the job? 

Prompt: What factors prevent or hinder unions from advocating for 
workers who were disabled off the job? 

What roles do state and federal laws play in the employment of qualified 

handicapped individuals? 

Prompt: How effective are these laws? 

Probe: Can you cite a specific example of how these laws have 
affected an individual's life? 

Additio.aal InfGn1.alioa 

After hearing these interview questions are there other individuals in this 

organization or in this community which you feel could contribute information to 

this study? 

(If Yes): Who are they? How might they be contacted? 

A significant part of this study will focus on handicapped or disabled individuals. 

Can you suggest individuals who would be willing to be interviewed? 

(If Yes): What would be the most appropriate way of contacting 
these individuals? 

Does the advocacy organization which you represent have any documentation 

which might be beneficial for me to review, such as a statement of the 

organization's mission or evaluation records of their activities, etc.? 
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IIODIFIHD INTER.VIEW SCHEDULE FOR. U:HNTALL Y HANDICAPPED 

SUBJECTS 

Tniaiag aad Work &perieace 

What is your name? How old are you? Are you working? 

(If No): Have you ever worked? (If Yes): Where? How long did you 
work there? Why did you stop working there? 

Have you ever tried to find a job? (If Yes): Where did you apply? 
Probe: Do you have any idea why you didn't get the job? 

If Yes): Where do you work? How did you get your job? Probe: Did 
anyone help you? When you started working, did you receive 
special training? (If Yes): Could you tell me about the training? What 
do you do on the job? Do you remember how long you've been 
working at this job? 

Have you ever worked any place else? 

(If Yes): Where? How long? Why did you stop working there? Did 
you ever apply for work any place else, before you got this job? ..(If 
Yes): Where? Do you have any idea why you didn't get the job? 

What kind of job would you like to have? 

What kind of training did you have in school? 

(If working'): Has the training they gave you in school helped you do 
your job? Probe: Do you think any other types of training might 
have helped you more? (If not working): What kind of training do 
you think you need to get a job? 

Geaeral Qaestioas 

Do any handicapped or disabled people work where you are working? 

(If Yes): What kinds of jobs do they have? 

The terms handicapped and disabled mean many things to many people. What do 

these two words mean to you? 

Probe: Do you think they mean the same thing? 
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(If No): What kinds of people are included in each category? 

Thinking back about the times you have worked with a handicapped or disabled 

person, what stands out in your mind about the way those individuals worked? 

Probe: Do you think handicapped or disabled individuals are able to 
perform the job as well as nonimpaired individuals? 

(If Yes): Could you give an example of the types of jobs you have 
seen handicapped or disabled individuals perform successfully? 

Probe: What things might help the handicapped or disabled 
individuals perform successfully on the job? 

What do you think are the biggest problems a handicapped or disabled individual 

who is working might have? 

Probe: Do you think that handicapped or disabled employees are 
promoted as much as nonimpaired workers? 

Advocacy 

Has any group in the community helped find or try to find a job? 

Probe: What does the ARC do for you? 

Probe: Has any other group ever helped you? 

[Note: The remainder of the Modified Interview Schedule followed the Initial 
Interview Schedule. A few questions were asked to each mentally handicapped 
subject about unions advocacy, but if this investigator judged that the subject had no 
knowledge on the topic the interview was stopped. Ending the interview at this 
point was necessary with all the mentally handicapped subjects interviewed.] 
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Policy Stateaeats 

PLEASANTVILLE FOOD CO:MPANY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EQUAL EMPLOYMENf 
POLICY 

It is the policy of the Pleasantville Food Company to provide equal opportunity for 
all applicants for employment and to administer all personnel practices such as 
recruiting, hiring, promoting and all other terms, conditions and privileges of 
employment in a manner which does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap, disabled veterans or Vietnam veterans. 

This policy is in accord with the law and observes the fundamental American 
concept of equal opportunity for all people without regard to race, color, religion, 
national origin, sex, handicap, disabled veterans or Vietnam veterans. 

Each employee has an individual responsibility to observe this policy. Each member 
of management is responsible and accountable for insuring compliance with this 
policy (Pleasantville Food Company Affirmative Action Equal Employment Policy, 
no date). 

A SECTION OF THE 1985 WATER.TON SHIPYARDS' 

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLANS FOR THE HANDICAPPED 

Waterton Ship Building and Dry Dock Co. is an equal opportunity employer and as 
part of its ongoing affirmative action commitment will attempt to recruit, employ 
and advance qualified individuals without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age or handicap. This plan has been developed to address the 
affirmative efforts the company will undertake pursuant to the terms of 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veteran Readjustment Assistance 
Act of 1974. 

Specifically the company agrees to take affirmative action to assure that qualified 
Vietnam Era and Disabled Veterans and Handicapped individuals are afforded an 
equal opportunity and all our employment practices such as: employment, 
upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment, advertising, layoff or termination, 
rates of pay or other forms of compensation and selection for training including 
apprenticeship .... 

If you are handicapped or a disabled veteran of the Vietnam Era we would like to 
include you under this program. It would assist us if you tell us about (1) any 
special methods, skills and procedures which qualify you for positions that you 
might not otherwise be able to do because of your handicap or disability so that you 
will be considered for any positions of that kind and (2) the accommodations which 
we could make which would enable you to perform the job properly and safely 
including special equipment, changes in the physical layout of the job, elimination 
of certain duties relating to the job or other accommodations (1985 Waterton 
Shipyards' Affirmative Action Plans for the Handicapped). 
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